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PREFACE
The first Asia-Pacific Workshop on Marine Hydrodynamics (APHydro) was held in 2000 at Osaka, Japan.
Prior to this, four jointly organized workshops between Korea and Japan were successfully held. Now with
APHydro, these workshops are workshops extended to counties in the Asia Pacific Region. The main aim of
the workshops is to promote the technical and cultural exchange among marine researches in the Asia Pacific
region. With is aim, it is hoped that good friendship and exchange of information could be developed
especially between young researchers and students. With the establishment of the international organizing
committee in 2001, it was agreed that future workshops would be biennially starting from 2002. Following
from this, the previous workshops conducted and their venues are given as follows:
The 1st APHydro workshop was held in May 2002 in Kobe, Japan, the 2nd workshop in June 2004 in Busan,
Korea, the 3rd workshop in June 2006 in Shanghai, Chine, the fourth workshop in June 2008 in Taiwan, the
fifth workshop in July 2010 in Osaka, Japan, the sixth workshop in September 2012 in Johor Bahru, Malaysia.
The APHydro Workshop is now well recognized as the serial international workshop mainly within the AsiaPacific region concerning hydrodynamics in the area of naval architecture, ocean engineering and other
marine related aspects. At this time, APHydro2014 workshop will be held in Russia in Vladivostok, 9-13
September 2014. In the conference proceedings is published over 40 papers of researchers from Japan, the
Republic of Korea, Malaysia, China, Vietnam, Indonesia and Russia.
This conference in Vladivostok allowed to increase the number of Russian participants, including by
representatives from leading universities and research organizations from the European part of the country.
Russia is interested in expanding cooperation with the Asia-Pacific region in various fields, including the
shipbuilding and maritime activities, considering this one of the priorities of foreign policy. Vladivostok can act
as a city, connecting Russia with the countries of the Asia-Pacific region.
Our country has a great experience of research in the field of design and construction of sea and river vessels and
civil navy, marine engineering structures for various purposes.
Far Eastern Federal University is in a developing. In the future will develop laboratory facilities. Mastering
modern computer programs, including used in shipbuilding in the future will be expanded
We hope that the Workshop will be helpful for researchers to gain better insight into the marine related
affairs, to further strengthen their contacts and cooperation, exchanging information and to make more
contributions to the development of marine related fields especially in hydrodynamics.
On behalf of the Local Organizing Committee for the 7th Asia-Pacific Workshop on Marine Hydrodynamics
(APHydro 2014), I would like to express our sincere thanks to all the members of the APHydro International
Organizing Committee and sponsors for their kind support and help.
We warmly welcome all participants of the Workshop in Vladivostok.
Professor Dr. SERGEY ANTONENKO
Chairman
Local Organizing Committee
of the 7th Asia-Pacific Workshop on Marine Hydrodynamics
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Improvement in Propulsion Efficiency of Ships by Equipment them with non-Traditional Propellers
1
1

Virtor K. Korgev, 2Leonid I. Vishnevsky, 3Anatolij-Branko R. Togunjac

International Informatization Academy, 2Krylov State Scientific Centre, 3Research and Design Institute for Fishing Fleet, GIPRORYBFLOT,
1
Sevastopol, Russia, 2,3Saint Petersburg, Russia
1
korvk@mail.ru, 2vishli@yandex.ru, 3togunjac@grf.spb.ru

ABSTRACT
It is noted constructional features of variable pitch propeller (VPP). It is
illustrated the principle of its operation. It is given information about
advantages of VPP over fixed pitch propeller (FPP) and information
about their design. On the base of research results obtained by authors it
is demonstrated advantages of using of VPP on the tug and on the
hydrofoil.

KEY WORDS: Variable pitch propeller; non-traditional
propeller; propulsion.
INTRODUCTION

A

The special feature of VPP consists in movable blade connection in the
hub and contrary to FPP the VVP’s blades are in the working place on
the hub at the expense of actions of hydrodynamics, inertia (in general
case of elastic) moments relatively to any axes in the hub. Changing the
balance of these moments in right direction causes the displacements of
blades on the hub and as a result changing hydrodynamics
characteristics of VPP in such way that it allows to use effectively the
full main engine power in intermediate regimes ensuring its operation at
these modes optimally, for instance, from point of view of minimization
of specific fuel consumption.
The same results can be obtained by the using of much more expensive
and complicated propeller construction – control pitch propeller (CPP)
but for the moving of its blades it is necessary to have force hydraulic
driven, which is also expensive and complicated device requiring
special servicing during its operation. Besides that the replacing of FPP
for CPP in ships is connected with considerable expenditure and with
taking heavy work with shaft line. Moreover the availability of
hydraulic driven blades is always connected with environmental threat
due to the oil leakage in medium. Analysis obtained in a due time had
shown that VPP is approximately in 1.5 times more expensive than FPP.
This analysis was done more than thirty years ago and related to the
level prices of that period.

B

Fig. 1. Mine swiper (A) and hydrofoil (B) are equipped with VPP

PRINCIPLE OF VPP’S OPERATION
Nowadays it has been offered several constructions of such propellers [1].
However the practical implementation for the full-scale marine objects
was realized in the scheme with moving blades in propeller disc (see
Fig. 1). By that time it had already been created three full-scale
propellers of such scheme for the different purpose ships and they had
been successfully tested. Let’s explain the principle of operation of
propeller of this type.
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Where

ZC 

ZC

R

; d  d ;V  V 3
R
R

- relative coordinate

center of gravity, distance between axe of blade rotation A on the hub
and axe of propeller and relative volume of blade with butt end; R - VPP
radius;  and М - water density and density of blade material; КAQ hydrodynamics moment coefficient relative to axe A (see. Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. Scheme, explaining VPP’ operation
As it has been above-mentioned the blade places of such propeller at the
high speed of rotation are defined by action of hydrodynamics,
centrifugal restored moments and in general cases by elastic ones
relatively to point A in propeller disc. Research results have shown that
relative displacement of blade in direction to opposite its rotation
together with propeller corresponds increasing the moments due to
centrifugal force M1 and decreasing of moments due to hydrodynamic
forces M2. When deflection of blade is opposite the picture is reversed.
So at the VPP operation in flow the position of blades is defined by
equality of actions of opposite moments. The elastic moments are out of
consideration in this case. At this case the hydrodynamics
characteristics are changed (Fig. 3) as far as mentioned displacements
(relatively to point A not coincided with propeller axe) lead to changing
of geometrical propeller characteristics. This very important VPP
quality allows in some cases to use them instead of CPP, automatically
providing the most optimum load of the main engine in intermediate
operation mode and correlation of the engine operation with propeller in
services without force driven only at expense of the hydrodynamics,
inertia and in general cases elastic forces.

Fig. 4. Characteristics of diesel of ship

VPP’S ADVANTAGE
The correct choice, in particular, listed above-mentioned parameters
allow to realize one of general advantages of VPP over FPP. It consist
of the fact that its hydrodynamics characteristics may be optimum ones
for some modes of ship moving. Actually FPP designed as optimally
propeller for the full ahead speed in calm water at normal displacement
of ship (curve 1 in Fig. 4), does not allow to realize reserves in
improving its propulsion in intermediate mode of running, in particular,
at mode which corresponds to economical velocity. There are two
reasons of that. First FPP designed above mentioned manner for
intermediate economical velocity may change its mode of operation, for
instant, at non quadratic dependence on velocity law of ship resistance
or because of additional resistance arising, for example, with rolling and
by so doing deflect from optimally mode which corresponds to full
ahead speed, which is used for designing. At the same time the designed
FPP for the intermediate (economical) velocity (curve 2 in Fig. 4) may
not provide effective consumption of full power because of this is no
correlation of propeller to the main engine of ship and as result the
maximum ship velocity will decrease. Second, the propeller
characteristic corresponding to optimum propeller designed for full
ahead velocity is close to cubic parable and in many cases it does not
allow realize main engine minimum consumption of fuel. Along with
this preliminary valuations and analyze show that deleting these reasons
off in some cases allows to provide considerable saving of fuel (up to
5%) in intermediate modes including economical velocity of ship.
Analyze is also showing the possibility of obtaining of this savings
particularly by taking into account using of VPP (curve 3 in Fig. 4). Its
specific feature as it has been mentioned before is automatic control of
moving blades in depending on mode of operation of propeller only due

Fig. 3. Hydrodynamics characteristics of VPP at fixed blades on the hub
(ψ = 10°, 0, –10°). Dashed line corresponds to “free” blades on the hub
Specific constructional connection of blades resulting in moveable them
on the hub makes us to take into consideration some additional
requirements at their designing. The full containment of them is placed in
[1] and is a result of analysis of equations describing the moving of VPP
blades on the hub in relative displacements. We need to note, in
particularity, that from this analysis it was obtained analytical expression,
which had to be taken into account at the designing of VPP. For the case
of propeller with blades moving in propeller disc it looks like:

ZC 

8K AQ 

 2 dV  M

(1)
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to action hydrodynamic, inertia and elastic forces (without force driven)
on blades. It may open perspective of developing of propellers, which
are in excess of efficiency of FPP in intermediate modes of operation. In
its turn these modes in many cases are mostly used during in process of
ship services. To above said it should be added that improvement in
efficiency of developing power even in part of percent assists in
increasing energy design index and may be the main factor for obtaining
order of building the ship from the future ship-owner [3].

VPP’S DESIGNING
Along with this above-mentioned requirements made more
complication of the process of VPP design. This complication consists
in the taking into account some another requirements besides (1). It is
necessary to take under consideration as mass characteristics of blades
themself as mass characteristics of butt end of blades. As a rule these
characteristics are unknown at the beginning of design and in its turn
they considerably influence on blade geometric. This complication leads
to situation when development of VPP is needed to be done in a par
with constructional works using step by step method based on
approximate stages. In Fig. 5 there is approximate scheme of such
methodology. To be said it should be added that design calculation is
kept with lifting surface theory. As to hydrodynamics calculation it
should be conducted with applying of modern programs based on
RANS methods.

Fig. 6. Power and pulling characteristics of ship at mooring mode
Notes are related to:

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY OF VPP
Along with this the maximum efficiency with using of VPP may be
gained in the case when there is considerable deflection of propeller
operation mode from design one. The obtained valuations of different
type of ship propulsion have supported to be said above. Fig. 6
illustrates calculation results of power consumption P of main engine of
ship and her pulling characteristics Te at the mooring mode versus of
the output rotation frequency of this engine. This ship is a tug of
cabotage sailing and equipped with FPP designed for full ahead speed
with about 12 knots. From these results it is seen that at small velocities
the main engine of a ship is able to develop only approximately 1300
kWt without overloading and to develop pulling at the stopping regime
about 150 kN. This result is connected with fact that FPP is designed for
full ahead speed (about 12 knots) at close stopping velocity (V~0) is
hydro dynamically heavy one (curves 1 in Fig. 6). As matter of
valuation the using VPP instead of FPP allows (due to automatic shifts
of blades) hydro dynamically unload propeller, to increase its rotation
and to use, in so doing, full power of main engine (curve 2 in Fig. 6). In
its turn the using of full power at small velocity of moving (about 2
knots) leads to the increasing of pulling characteristics (compare curves
Te corresponding to VPP and FPP in Fig. 7) and to the improving its ice
propulsion which is about 10% higher.

Fig. 5. Scheme of VPP designing
This methodology was used for developing all VPP for the ships and
marine objects of different services. Some of full-scale results of them
are partially contained in [1, 2]. Analysis of these results and experience
of the VPP developing have shown that their applying is useful on all
types of ships. It is explained by fact that during service ship its
resistance is constantly changing by virtue of influence on her different
factors: becoming overgrown hull, rough sea, wind and other reasons. In
its turn it causes the deflection of mode of propeller operation from
design value and as result of decreasing of it’s efficiency as long as to
provide optimum of VPP operation is possible only for the designing
mode in tested conditions. In other cases its operation strictly to say
can’t be considered as most effective if to tell about engine loading and
keeping it at design mode together.

Fig. 7. Dependence of rotation output shaft line of engine n, power P
and pulling of propeller Te Notes are related to:
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Nowadays evaluating of the developing of VPP for different service
ships with results of full scale tests it is necessary to note that the
accumulated experience of creation of such propeller should be
extended in direction of developing and improving of methodology of
their design and in the direction of developing them to applying for the
ships sailing in different service conditions as well. Mentioned note is
one of the directions in building of effective ships in the conditions of
normalizing them with energy efficiency according to introducing
modern IMO rules.

Another example is shown in Fig. 8 and is related to hydrofoil. As
known process of coming hydrofoil up on wing is accompanied with
increasing of the resistance of moving and as a result it leads to
considerable deflection of mode propeller operation from design value
corresponding to full ahead ship. This deflection in the case of FPP may
does not provide necessity reserve of pulling in mentioned process
(curve 1 in Fig. 8). In the case of designing propeller for overcoming of
“hump” resistance leads to decreasing of full velocity (curve 2 in Fig.
8). At the same time VPP due to shifting of its blades on the hub allows
to provide the maximum velocity of hydrofoil (the same one as with
FPP) and successful overcome the “hump” resistance with necessity
reserve of power as well (curve 3 in Fig. 8).

REFERANCES
1. Vishnevsky L.I., Togunjac A.-B.R., Ship Blade Propulsors. New
Technical Solutions, Results of Investigations. Monograph. SPb.,
Sudostroenie, 2011.
2. Vishnevskiy L.I., Mavludov M.A., Sizov I.I. et al. The results of
field tests with movable screws fastening the blades on the hub.
Transactions of KSRI №14 (298), SPb, 2003.
3. Pustoshnyi A.V. Energy efficiency design index – the new reality of
the IMO. Journal of Shipbuilding. 2012, N 1,

Fig. 8. Pulling characteristics of hydrofoil, equipped with different
propellers Notes are related to:
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Development of Scientific Ideas of Prof. Barabanov N.V. in the Works of his Disciples and Followers
Valeriy V. Novikov, 2Gennadiy P. Turmov, 3Gennadiy T. Kazanov

1
1,2

Far Eastern Federal University; 3Pacific Naval Institute after Admiral Makarov
Vladivostok, RUSSIA
1
leka1551@rambler.ru; 2turmov@yandex.ru; 3kazgentim1@mail.ru
To the 100 anniversary of the birth prof. N.V. Barabanov
performed a series of studies on these as well as other directions, the
results of which have contributed to the refinement of calculation
methods, design and improvement of hull structures, implementation of
regulations in design practice, as well as developing learning materials
for teaching students.
Below shows far from being a complete list of references of scientific
papers and textbooks on the given research directions. Scientific and
educational materials developed by Prof. Barabanov N.V. and by his
disciples (ico-authored with colleagues), has long worked at the
Department of Constructions of ships under his leadership (prof.
Ivanov N.A., prof. Okishev V.A., prof. Chibiriak I.M., prof. Lutshenko V.T.,
prof. Shemendyuk G.P, prof. Anosov A.P., prof. Kulesh V.A., prof.
Turmov G.P., associate prof. Gribov K.V., associate prof. Kazanov
G.T., associate prof. Novikov V.V.. associate prof. Rybalkin Y.G.
associate prof. Chehranova L.I.)

ABSTRACT
In September 2014 will be 100 anniversary of the birth of Professor
N.V. Barabanov, shipbuilder scientist and educationalist, creative and
educational activities which served the development science and
improve shipbuilding engineering staff in the Far East. This paper
provides a brief biographical note and the main directions of research
activities N.V. Barabanov that develop the his students and colleagues.
The work was made according to State task of Ministry of Education
and Science of Russia with number 543.
KEY WORDS: professor N. Barabanov, operational reliability,
structure ship hull
Here already more than 10 years, as has died Nikolay V. Barabanov,
teacher and scientist of world renown. All of his creative life was
connected with shipbuilding and work in the FEPI (later FESTU),
where he headed the department of ship construction.
Nikolay V. Barabanov organized educational works in the department
and led the scientific research of the team in several areas, which are
considered to this day urgent problems in the shipbuilding and ship
repair. In fact, these areas encompass all of the problems of structural
strength and reliability of structures of ships:
-operational reliability of ship structures;
-stress concentration in discontinuous connections hull structures;
-study the strength and working capacity of welded joints;
-technical maintenance, repair ships and vessels for various purposes;
-damages of ship structures and principles to ensure their reliability;
-study of hydrodynamic loads acting on the ship's hull at sea;
-designing superstructure constructions;
-study the strength of structures in transportation timber cargo on deck;
-design of structures in the area of openings in the hull;
-study and accounting of of ice loads for the design of hull structures.
Orientation research of the department Constructions vessels was
dictated by operational structures damaged vessels Far Eastern basin,
analysis and systematization which always were conducted in a timely
manner and replenished. N.V. Barabanov personally participated in the
survey of damaged structures and to develop their reinforcements.
To address the challenges caused by the practice of the operation of
vessels there were used theoretical and experimental research methods.
Laboratory strength and operational reliability of ship structures
(created N.V. Barabanov at the department), made it possible
repeatedly conduct field experiments with the release ships and vessels
of the Navy at sea in stormy conditions and obtain unique results.
The results of the research activities were widely introduced in
shipbuilding engineering practice and were used to train students.
N.V. Barabanov wrote several textbooks, one of which - "Hull
construction of the ships" successfully passed through several editions.
Over the past years disciples and colleagues Barabanova N.V.

ABOUT OUR TEACHER PROFESSOR N.V. BARABANOV

Nikolay V. Barabanov (1914–2002)
Nikolay V. Barabanov, Honored Worker of Science and Technology of
the Russian Federation, Award winner the Russian Government of the
Russian Federation, Doctor of Technical Sciences, Professor, was born
September 5, 1914 at st. Povoliha Altai region in the family of the
political exile.
Studying in class VII in one of Vladivostok schools, due to illness of his
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father and the difficult financial situation of the family he went to work.
From 1930 to 1934 he worked as a mechanic and assistant master
model workshop Mining Faculty of the Far Eastern Technical
University (FEPI), then a sailor, a fireman on the ships commercial and
fishing fleet.
In 1934 he entered the FEPI. In 1936, the shipbuilding department
FEPI was closed. Students were transferred to Leningrad Shipbuilding
Institute, which N.V. Barabanov finished early in 1939, after which he
was sent to Dalzavod.
However, when registering documents in the people's Commissariat of
the initial direction of the shipbuilding industry has been replaced by a
secondment to the newly organized FEPI shipbuilding department.
Having started in the FEPI, Barabanov N.V. for two years and worked
concurrently in the Design Bureau "Vostokryba." Then, early in the
war, by the decision of the Vladivostok of Party Committee, he was
sent to the shipyard for a few months. Later, at the request of the
General Directorate "Dalstroy" he was seconded to the organization to
prepare for the repair of foreign shipyards transport vessels and to
monitor their repair.
From 1939 until the last days of his life Barabanov N.V. worked
continuously in FESTU assistant, senior lecturer, associate professor
and professor. He was the dean of the Faculty of shipbuilding for nearly
ten years, as well as more than 30 years he headed the department
"Construction and design of vessels" (later "Constructions of Ships").
In 1950, Barabanov N.V., having a one-year an internship at the
Leningrad Shipbuilding Institute under direction of academician A.
Szymanski, prepared and defended a thesis of the candidate of technical
sciences.
Within two years, during the preparation of the dissertation and its
defense after he worked as a senior research engineer in the department
of strength Institute named Krylov.
In 1951, Nikolay V. Barabanov was conferred title of associate
professor, and in 1963 - Professor, and in 1970 he defended his
doctoral thesis on "Shipbuilding Mechanics" on set of scientific papers.
Professor Barabanov N.V. was one of the leading experts in the field of
shipbuilding and ship repair on the strength of ship structures. All his
many years of scientific, industrial and educational activity was
devoted to the study of strength and operational reliability of ship hull
structures and an improvement of the ship repair technology. His effort
there is created and equipped with the necessary equipment laboratory
strength and operational reliability of ship hull structures, which for
more than 20 years, together with the organizations operate vessels,
spend more theoretical and experimental studies for many companies,
not only the Far East, but also of the Soviet Union.
The solid erudition in technical sciences allowed professor Barabanov
N.V. exercise effective leadership of the department "Construction and
design of vessels" (later "Construction of a ship") and as a result it has
become one of the leading departments FEPI name Kuibyshev, works
which have become widely known both in our country and abroad.
Scientific works of prof. Barabanov N.V. are presented 12 textbooks, manuals
and monographs, 9 copyright certificates, rationalization proposal by articles
in the journals "Shipbuilding" and "Sea Fleet", the writings FESTU (FEPI
behalf of the Kuibyshev) and other universities and publications, articles and
abstracts in conference proceedings at various levels - around 300 items, and a
large number of reports on research projects.

of the journal "Shipbuilding", the chairman of the board Primorsky
regional Scientific and Technical Society behalf of the Krylov.
Barabanov N.V. worked until the last hours of life, even when he was
seriously ill. He bequeathed to bury him in Vladivostok, where he spent
almost all his life, travel outside edges only for study and research
business trip.
He died on April 12, 2002 and was buried in the memorial area of the
Sea cemetery Vladivostok.
In memory of Professor Barabanov N.V. in the Marine Institute FESTU
(now FEFU) there was opened a memorial an audience, approved
grants to students shipbuilding faculty.
The ship "Professor Barabanov" is operated in one of the shipping
companies in Vladivostok.

Ship «PROFESSOR BARABANOV»
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extent depends on transverse pressure gradients. The mean velocity
profile has a spatial form, and developing perturbations propagate
through the thickness of BL in different directions. Transition can be
defined as the buckling of the velocity profile of main and secondary
flow at various flow conditions (Bazilevsky, 2008).

ABSTRACT
The method based on the use of “hairs” glued on underwater surface of
test models is shown. Position and vibrations of “hairs” at the motion
of model are fixed underwater videocamera. With this, it is possible
study not only the qualitative but also quantitative characteristics of
hydrodynamic processes. Some studies results carried out in the towing
tank of Komsomolsk-on-Amur State Technical University are shown in
this paper.

3. RESEARCH METHOD OF TRANSITION PROCESS
Inhomogeneity of flow regime leads to underestimation of towing ship
resistance, especially at low Froude numbers. This is because of matter
what the actual frictional resistance model is less than the frictional
resistance of turbulent friction when the received analysis result of
towing.

KEY WORDS: boundary layer, towing tank.
INTRODUCTION

In international practice of towing tanks this inhomogeneity of flow is
eliminated by reducing laminar flow zone, i.e. use various measures for
artificial turbulence flow. Wiry turbulators are most commonly used,
which are installed around the perimeter of fore frames. After installing
the turbulators on model during testing there is a need control of
efficiency of artificial turbulence. Most widely used quality (giving
only a qualitative picture of flow) method based on blurring the
contrast color (compared to model) paint coating, which is applied to
model (Handbook of ship theory, 1985).

An important task during model tests in the towing tank is to provide
the identity of flow regimes of model and ship. Since flow regime of
full-scale ship is turbulent, and at flow around models there is a
significant laminar flow area (especially for small models - L = 2 ÷ 4
m). Need to achieve an identical turbulent flow on the model.

1. REVIEW OF RESEARCHES
The first systematic studies of laminar and turbulent flow were
performed by Reynolds. His experiments showed that flow happens
orderly way at the relatively small dimensionless velocity and strong
mixing occurs at the higher dimensionless velocity. The result of these
studies is the similarity law (Basin, Korotkin, Kozlov, 1968).

In testing tank of KnASTU for this purpose is proposed to use a
method based on using the hairs glued on underwater surface of testing
model (Taranukha, Shadrin, Kozlov, 2014). Position and fluctuations of
“hairs” at the motion process of model are recorded by underwater
videocamera. This investigation method of hydrodynamic processes in
the liquid allows to visually seeing the transition from laminar to
turbulent flow.

First time the phenomenon of transition from laminar to turbulent flow
on plate was investigated by Burgers and Van der Hagge-Tseynom
(Schlichting, 1969). These studies showed, that the transition to
turbulent flow is most noticeable is reflected in picture of velocity
distribution in the boundary layer (BL) and at the transition point there
is a sudden increase of BL thickness.

Experimental researches of transition process were carried out in the
testing tank of KnASTU. Towing of testing model carried by
gravitational towing system.

2. THEORY OF TRANSITION FROM LAMINAR FLOW
TO TURBULENT FLOW

Proceeding from equations (1) forecasted connection between the
velocity of model and weight of falling load.

The basis of all studies of transition from laminar to turbulent flow in
boundary layer is hypothesis about what laminar flow is exposed to
small perturbations, which are damped or amplified in the course of
time (Taranukha, Chizhiumov, 2007). If these perturbations damped in
time, this means that the main flow is stable (i.e., laminar flow) and
otherwise indicates that the main flow is not stable, and therefore,
transition to turbulent flow is possible. Afterwards this hypothesis was
formed the stability theory of laminar flow. Stability of volumetrical
laminar BL of model ship is determined by the Reynolds number and
features of longitudinal pressure distribution, but also to a considerable

Pi
n

c Fri 2

П,

where Pi - the towing load for the i-th run;
n - reduction ratio;
с - coefficient of resistance
Fri - Froude number of i-th run;
П - system loss.
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Loss and coefficient of resistance are determined (Taranukha, Koshkin,
Selivanov, Shadrin, 2011), and system of equations the following form
(3) are obtained along two independent model runs at different velocity
of towing (different towing weights).

P1
n
P2
n

П

c Fr12

.

(3)

П

2
2

c Fr

In the system of equations (3) is unknown value of losses in the system
and coefficient of resistance. Then the system of equations (3) is
converted to following form

П
П

P1
n
P2
n

Fig. 1. Mount of rod with videocamera for recording the flow
regime in boundary layer:
1 - Rod for videocamera mount; 2 – Videocamera

c Fr12
.

(4)

2
2

c Fr

Is accepted assumption about what loss value in the system during the
two runs at different velocity is constant. If equating the right sides of
equations (4) the value of the resistance coefficient is obtained.

с

Р2 Р1
.
n ( Fr22 Fr12 )

Fig. 2. Graph of continuous recording of model velocity

(5)

4. RESEARCH RESULTS

By substituting equation (5) in first equation of system (4) it is (6).

П

P1
n

Р2 Р1
Fr12 .
2
2
n ( Fr2 Fr1 )

Research results of transition process (from laminar to turbulent flow in
BL) are shown by two snapshots in two different close points in time 1
and 2 (Fig. 3~5).

(6)

If then loss П (6) and coefficient of resistance с (5) is substituted into
the equation (1) then we obtain

Pi

P1

( P2 P1 ) Fr12
Fr22 Fr12

P2 P1
Fri 2 .
2
2
Fr2 Fr1

(7)

If to replace the Froude number in equation (7) then we obtain
relationship between the weight falling load and velocity.

Pi

P1

( P2

2
1

P1 )
2
2

2
1

P2

P1

2
2

2
1

2
i

.

(8)

For continuous recording of model motion used rod 1, where
videocamera 2 is attached (Fig. 1). Continuous recording velocity and
measurement of travel time of set area are performed during testing
model (Fig. 2) Taranukha, Koshkin, Shadrin, and (other), 2012;
Taranukha, Koshkin, Selivanov, Shadrin, 2011).
Fig. 3. Research of boundary layer.
Parameters of motion: = 0,314 m/s (Fr = 0,065) Re = 7,5 105 :
1 - wire turbulator; 2 - the location of “hairs” before turbulator along a
streamline; 3 – “hairs” deviation from the line current after turbulator
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At the analysis obtained results revealed that at low speeds towing (Fig.
3), there is a deviation “hairs” on the set inclination angle relative to
waterline. Moreover, inclination angle before turbulator and beyond
remains unchanged over time ("hairs" is straightened along stream line,
as if freezes).

When towing velocity equal to
“hairs” are oscillate (Fig. 5).

= 0,922 m/s (Fr = 0,19), almost all

This makes it possible to confirm the availability of turbulent flow of
model and determine the confidence interval of Froude numbers for
conversion the towing test results of model to vessel.

With further increase of speed until = 0,8 m/s after turbulator “hairs”
(in turbulent zone) are arranged along stream line and part of “hairs”
starts to oscillate.

CONCLUSIONS
Analysis of research results of transition process (systematized on the
Froude number and Reynolds) shows that turbulator effective at Froude
numbers Fr 0,18 for the model L = 2,38 m. This accords well with the
practice of tests large models (L> 6 m) when the relevant the transition
occurs in the region of the Froude numbers 0,1 ÷ 0,12.
Thus, the proposed control method flow regime in the BL model with
"hairs" can be introduced into practice towing tank, along with
traditional methods for the control of liquid flow regime.
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Fig. 4. Research of boundary layer.
Parameters of motion: = 0,625 m/s (Fr = 0,129) Re = 14,8 105

Fig. 5. Research of boundary layer.
Parameters of motion: = 0,922 m/s (Fr = 0,19) Re = 21,8 105
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multi-axis CNC machines (SAHOS SPRINT FC1900CNC and Roland
MDX-540) which installed in towing tank laboratory of the
shipbuilding department of KnASTU (Fig. 1~2).

ABSTRACT
The paper considered results of calculated and experimental
investigation of ellipsoidal ship models at movement in fluid.
Researches were performed within verification of "Theory of similarity
not similar, but likeness of bodies" (Taranukha, 2014). The results of
resistance determination of the ellipsoidal models series obtained by
different methods are shown. Including the results of towing tests in the
testing tank and calculations based on CFD-software (FlowVision).

KEY WORDS: theory of similarity, Computational Fluid Dynamics,
FlowVision, testing tank.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays with advance of computer technology, specialized design
programs are gaining ground. These programs are capable of adequate
accuracy and significantly simplify researches. However, the main
reliable method of research (particularly in shipbuilding) is a real
experiment. The combined use of these methods will furnishes the best
result.

Fig. 1. Making ellipsoidal model (with dimensions 40050 mm)

In hydromechanics the theory of similarity uses the geometric,
kinematic and dynamic (Strouhal number, Euler number, Froude
number and Reynolds number) criterions for model experiments
(Voytkunsky, Fadeev, Fedyaevsky, 1982). Observance of these
criterions in the experiments allows to obtained correct results for their
conversion to natural object.
In the paper of Taranukha, NA (2014) makes an assumption that the
classical theory of similarity can be developed for the case not similar,
but likeness of bodies. Examples are ellipsoids and spheres, as they are
described by the same type equation (mathematically likeness).
However, these shape and dimensions are different and, therefore, they
are not geometrically similar bodies. Check of validity and application
limits for this assumption is performed through a series of
computational and experimental studies of ellipsoidal ship models.
Following are results of the studies.

Fig. 2. Similar and not similar ellipsoidal models
The first series of towing tests performed for the ellipsoidal model with
dimensions of 40050 mm and 80050 mm. Results of experimental
and computational investigation for this models are shown below.

1. ELLIPSOIDAL MODELS
2. APPROXIMATE CALCULATION METHODS OF
RESISTANCE OF ELLIPSOIDAL MODELS

For experimental researches performed series production of ellipsoidal
ship models. These models are below waterline the hull shape in the
form of a semi-ellipsoid. Series consists of 12 ellipsoidal models.

At carrying out researches used two methods for approximate estimator
of models resistance at movement in water.

One part of these models is geometrically similar, and other part of the
models is not geometrically similar. But all models are likeness because
they are ellipsoids.
Ellipsoidal models are made of a special model plastic with the use of

First method is based on empirical calculation formula for approximate
value of resistance of towed vessel (Snopkov, 2010), where the
resistance reliant on the velocity, underwater hull area of model
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CFD-software (Computational Fluid Dynamics). At present
computational fluid dynamics is widespread method of numerical
modeling which is constantly developing and improving. The high
accuracy of results and relatively minimal costs are main advantages of
CFD-programs.

midship and coefficient which depending on type and size of
vessel. Calculation results are shown in the form of graph in Fig. 3.
0,50
0,45

The simulation was performed in CFD-software – FlowVision, which
is developer Russian company TESIS (FlowVision, 2014; Taranukha,
Selivanov, Kozlov, 2014; Zhurbina, Selivanov, Shadrin, 2014).

Resistance, N

0,40
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R4

0,30
0,25

The basic steps of simulation process in CFD-software:
- Create 3D models of bodies and computational domain (Fig. 5);
- Setting simulation parameters: physical parameters, choice equations,
creation of computational grid (Fig. 6) and other;
- Launching of calculation (setting of time step and other) (Fig. 7);
- Displays the results.
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Fig. 3. The results of calculations by the (Snopkov, 2010):
R1 – for model 40050 mm; R2 – for model 80050 mm; R3
– for model 800100 mm; R4 – for model 1600200 mm
Second method is based on the formulas for the approximate
calculation of resistance for axis-symmetric bodies (Handbook...,
1985). Calculation is performed according to formula of general form
of the full ship resistance, where uses velocity of model, model area of
wetted surface and coefficient of full ship (model) resistance. This
coefficient is determined by approximate formula for coefficient of
viscosity resistance, followed by increase of approximate portion of
residual resistance (about 10-20%). Calculation results are shown in the
form of graph in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Ellipsoidal model (3D image) with wall-sided
freeboard (length 400 mm; breadth 50 mm)

0,50
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Fig. 6. Computational grid of FlowVision
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Fig. 4. The results of calculations by the (Handbook… 1985):
R1 – for model 40050 mm; R2 – for model 80050 mm; R3 –
for model 800100 mm; R4 – for model 1600200 mm

3. CALCULATION METHODS OF SHIP RESISTANCE
OF ELLIPSOIDAL MODELS IN FLOWVISION
Fig. 7. The simulation process in FlowVision

Part of the computational and experimental studies carried out in the
form of towing tests simulation of ellipsoidal ship models by means
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Calculation results of resistance using FlowVision shown in the form
of graph in Figure 8.

Towing tests results of ellipsoidal models (resistance of models at
movement in water) with dimensions 40050 mm and 80050 mm are
shown on the graph depending on velocity of resistance (Fig. 11~12).

0,50

6. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

0,45

On graphs (Fig. 11~12) shows results of determining resistance of
ellipsoidal models at movement in water, obtained by four methods:
RSnop – calculation of resistance by first approximate method (Snopkov,
2010); RToS – calculation of resistance by second approximate method
(Handbook…, 1985); RFV – calculation of resistance by FlowVision;
RExper – resistance by experiment.
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Fig. 8. The results of calculations by FlowVision:
R1 – for model 40050 mm; R2 – for model 80050 mm; R3
– for model 800100 mm; R4 – for model 1600200 mm
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES
0,005

Experimental researches were carried out in the Far East towing tank of
KnASTU (Taranukha, Koshkin, Selivanov, Shadrin, 2011; Taranukha,
Koshkin, Selivanov and other…, 2012). Towing tests of small models
performed in small towing tank. Scheme and photo of experimental
setup are shown in Figs 9~10.
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Fig. 11. Computational and experimental values of resistance of
ellipsoidal model with dimensions 40050 mm at movement in water:
RSnop – calculation by first approximate method (Snopkov, 2010); RToS –
calculation by second approximate method (Handbook… 1985); RFV –
calculation by FlowVision; RExper – resistance by experiment
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Fig. 9. Scheme of towing tests of small ellipsoidal models
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Fig. 12. Computational and experimental values of resistance of
ellipsoidal model with dimensions 80050 mm at movement in water:
RSnop – calculation by first approximate method (Snopkov, 2010; RToS –
calculation by second approximate method (Handbook… 1985); RFV –
calculation by FlowVision; RExper – resistance by experiment

Fig. 10. Towing test of model with dimensions 40050 mm
Towing model carried out by means of falling weight (towing load).
Video camera recorded the motion of towing cable. Posttreatment and
analysis of videos allowed determined velocity of model.
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In analyzing the results observed satisfactory agreement between the
results of computational methods at the velocity 0,3 m/s (at Re not
more than 1,04·105) for model 40050 mm, and at the velocity 0,6 m/s
(at Re not more than 4·105) for model 80050 mm. However, error
between the results of calculation methods and experiment are
unsatisfactory: from ~41% (for RSnop) to ~61% (for RToS) – for model
40050 mm, and from ~68% (for RToS) to ~72% (for RSnop) – for model
80050 mm.
Identification of reasons for this unsatisfactory error will be subject of
further researches. Possible reasons for higher resistance in the
experiment (compared with calculation methods) can be relatively real
high degree of roughness of wetted surface models and influence of
capillary effect (due to small dimensions of models).

CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained of calculations and experiments are beginning of
researches in the line of "Theory of similarity not similar, but likeness
of bodies" (Taranukha, 2014). Further continuation of researches
increasing amount of calculations and experiments with models of
different sizes will give qualitative picture, which will enable to judge
the correctness and application limits of this theory.

REFERENCES
FlowVision (2014). Internet: http://flowvision.ru
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Features of producing techniques of ship models and analyzing the results of hydrodynamic
experiments in the testing tank KnASTU
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ABSTRACT
In this notes there are such themes as selection of hydrodynamic
parameters of models for experimental conditions in Far East test tank
of KnASTU, presenting principled automatic design and producing
techniques of test models of ships. There is a review of method’s
characteristics for processing of hydrodynamic experiments’ data for
small testing tanks.

KEY WORDS: testing tank, model ship, towing tests, design.
INTRODUCTION
Fig. 1. Towing cart with ship model

The testing tank in Komsomolsk-na-Amure State Technical University
is educational and scientific experimental complex. Investigations in
sea running abilities and seaworthiness of vessels are conducted in the
tank (Taranukha et al., 2010).
The testing tank in KnASTU belongs to the category of a small one.
Hydrodynamic experiments in small test tanks have its features.
Quality of these experiments depends very strong on parameters of
experimental models, procedures of experiments and processing of
their data.
The main parameter of experimental models is the accuracy of their
production Modern equipment of machine tool and its software in
model shop of Far East test tank of KnASTU allows fully automate
models’ preparation process for towing tests.

Fig. 2. Towage of ship model using GTS
During experiments in the test tank there are three modes of model’s
motion: acceleration of model; mode of settled motion and damping of
model (Fig.3). Length of these modes depends on model dimensions
and towing speed.

Because of tank’s size limitation it has capability for models with length prior
to 4 meters. It allows to provide minimum of Reynolds number Remin1.5106
with model’s length Lм=3 м in pre-wave modes of motion Fr=0.1 … 0.12. In
tests’ data processing we must consider influence of scale’s effect on
receiving values of resistance rate of models.

υ

SELECTING DIMENSIONS
OF EXPERIMENTAL MODELS
Dimensions of metal basin in test tank are L×B×H=40×4×3 m with
dock part, its dimensions are L×B×H=4.5×1.6×3 m, because of that test
tank belongs to the small type. In of the test tank there is plate wave
maker, which can generate regular frontal waving specified intensity.
Along perimeter there are wave-extinguishers (Taranukha et al., 2010).
The test tank has two independent drives: towing cart (Fig.1) and
gravity towing system (GTS)(Fig.2) (Taranukha et al., 2011а).

Acceleration
section

Section of steady
motion

Deceleration
section

υ0

t
Fig. 3. Changing motion modes of model during experiment
So length of acceleration’s section of towing cart with its maximal
speed can be prior to 25 m. (Taranukha et al., 2010). Length of
acceleration’s section for small test tanks is an influential value and
depends on dimensions of experimental models and their towing speed.

The drive of towing cart can provide minimal settled speed of model’s
towing 0,01 m/s and maximal speed - 4,8 m/s. Speed of model’s
motion with using gravity towing system depends on weight of stated
towing cargo.
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Length of acceleration’s section defines length of section in mode of
settled motion, on which model speed υ is determining during towing
with force P. Because of this procedure of selecting dimensions of
experimental models is very important.

using hybrid 3D-modeling system PowerSHAPE. Experts point of view
of Krylov Institute shows that the main advantages of PowerSHAPE
are its speed in creating difficult geometry elements and controls of
geometrical parameters. For development of operation programs of
model milling processing using CAM-систем PowerMILL. Applying
CAD/CAM systems of Delcam company (Delcam, 2014) allow to
reducing production time of test models of ships in 3-4 times.

Let’s see example of selection of dimensions of test models for
research seaworthiness of vessels with average capacities in test tank of
KnASTU. These type of ships has length L  150  200 m. Take
length of section in mode of model steady motion as 15m. Minimal
time for settling speed is 10 s. Limiting oneself with Froude’s number
Frmax = 0.28, we will obtain maximal length of test model Lм = 2.9 м.
By standard providing minimal Froude’s numbers during tow’s testing
prior to Frmin  0.1. In that case wave resistance (specific wave making
resistance coefficient) CW  0. Then flow regimes of model will be
characterized by Reynolds number Remin  1.2106 with water
temperature t = 15°degree and fitting viscosity.

MODEL PRODUCTION FOR TEST TANK OF KNASTU
Since the start of exploitation of KnASTU test tank in model shop ship
models were produced by traditional method. In the beginning of
process from wood ingot or styrofoam block hull matrix of model was
making. Then matrix was swifting by fiberglass sodden with polyester
tar. After solidification of tar fiberglass cover of model’s hull was
removing from matrix. And in the end model hull surface is going
through the last manually rework. This technology was very hard and
continuous. Depending on dimensions production time of models’ hulls
was from 6 months to 1 year.

Dimensions of experimental model of containership with capacity
1500 TEU, with overall dimensions Lo.a.×B×H= 180.37×25×14.2 m,
will be Lм×Bм×Hм= 2.9×0.4×0.22 м. This responds to scale М  1 : 60.
As is known, less scale is, higher requisitions present to quality and
accuracy of making of test models. If earlier test models were created
manually, but nowadays CAD/CAM technologies are used in their
production.

Because of modernization in test tank in last 3 years model shop was
equipped with modern milling machines with NC and modern software.
3D milling machine with NC “SAHOS SPRINT FC1900CNC” intends
for models’ hull production. New software include educational version
of CAD/CAM-system Delcam company PowerSHAPE and
PowerMILL (Taranukha et al., 2014). Nowadays there is an
assimilation of new technologies for hull of ships’ models.

MODERN TECHNOLOGIES IN PRODUCTION
OF TEST MODELS

Production process consists of next steps:
- surface formation of hull of test model;
- formation of solid-state model’s hull and its preparation for
machining on milling machine with NC;
- development of operation program for milling machining and
production of model’s hull on milling machine with NC;
- painting and equipping model for tests.

At last decade requisitions are increased to quality of ship’s design, that
brings to increment of accuracy and decrement of time for production
of models, which are used in hydrodynamic tests. In Russia number one
of using CAD/CAM technologies in tests’ preparations for test tanks is
“Krylov Shipbuilding Research Institute”.
In Krylov Institute model shops are equipped with two portal five-axis
milling machines, which are intended for production of ships’ models
with length prior to 13 m (Fig.4) from wood and styrofoam. Using
regular five-axis in processing allow to produce of test model of ships
with difficult shapes from every side without reinstallation of ingot
(Fig.5). This eliminates necessity of production unique fasteners and
prevents appearance of blunder during second installation of ingot on
machine tool. (Bitzulya and Yevchenko, 2013).

Models with simple shapes are developed immediately in CAD-system
PowerSHAPE. For hulls of ships with more complex shapes there is
software complex Free!Ship (HydronShip, 2014). Program uses
method of surface formation of ship’s hull based on controls NURB of
surface (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Surface of ship’s hull simulated in Free!Ship
Fig. 4. Production of test model of ship on five-axis machine tool

Results of modeling in Free!Ship for next machining in CAD-systems
can be transferred in IGES-format or another formats. Next preparation
3D-model is conducted in PowerSHAPE (fig. 6). In this software

In Krylov Institute for work with computer models of hull of test model
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complex based on model’s surface formation of solid-state ship’s
model is generated. Formation of retrievals for ballast’s location and
metrical equipment is generated for small and simple models. Ready
3D-model is exported to PowerMILL for writing operation program of
model’s machining on milling machine with NC and then there is
production of model on machine tool (Fig. 7).

production of every single element of model is produced individually.
Such elements as bulb additionally can be divided into two parts
through center plane. After production of some elements there are
assembling, painting and equipping model with experimental
equipment.

PARTICULAR QUALITIES OF DATA PROCESSING OF
HYDRODYNAMIC EXPERIMENTS
Tests’ analysis of large-scale series of ship’s model “Victory” points
(Katzman et al., 1972) that scale’s effect starts to dawn with Re < 4106.
This is connected with hybrid formation of model’s flow by dawning of
large laminar sectors. Even “transition” on value Frmin = 0.15 (which
responds with early practice on test tanks) increases Reynolds number
only to Remin  2.1106.
So tests of 3 meters long model in test tank of KnASTU experiment in
condition of hybrid mode of streams in border-line stratum (BS)
(Taranukha et al., 2011b; Taranukha et al., 2012). This will influence
on conduct of residual resistance coefficient CR with Fr < Frmin (Fig.9).
International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC) recommends some correcting
procedures for tests’ data processing (Bazilevsky and Titov, 1982):
- extrapolation of CR with value Frmin prior to value Fr = 0.1 using
dependency CW = СFrn. The coefficient C is defined by method of the
least squares to CR(Fr) in the nearest range Fr > Frmin, n = 4 with value
of block coefficient   0.75 and n = 6 with  > 0.75.
- defining form-factor k in form of multiplication (kСFо)1 (Fig. 9) using
friction extrapolator of plate ITTC-57

Fig. 6. Formation of solid-state model’s in PowerSHAPE

C F0 

0.075

.

lg Re 22

(1)

Extrapolator ITTC-57 (pos. 2 on Fig. 9) is selected specially for little
test tanks, because it compensates underestimation of value СFo with
using analytical type of extrapolator like the Prandtl-Schlichting
extrapolator (pos. 1 on Fig. 9)

Fig. 7. Making test model on milling machine with NC “SPRINT
FC1900CNC”

C F0 

Milling machine “SPRINT FC1900CNC” can machining details only in
three-axis and has limits in spindle’s motion. Because of that for
models with large dimensions (> 1.5 m) and having difficult shapes
(there can be bulb, board blockage and etc.) there is technology which
is more complex. In that case 3D-model of hull of test model is
demounted on parts in PowerSHAPE (Fig. 8).

0.455

lg Re2.58

.

(2)

Analysis of ITTC recommendations brings to nest questions:
- contemporary (particular) definition of coefficient n  Fr -1  const
(as it is with C) depending on CW = СFrn can increases reliability of
extrapolation;
- in range of small values Re, increasing of extrapolator’s value СFo
according to (2) is possible by introduction corrections at scale’s effect
СFo(Re) or offer new analytical extrapolators, which are free from the
Prandtl-Schlichting extrapolator’s (2) flaw.
Analysis of tests’ results of large-scale series model shows, that
correction can be defined by formula (Egorushkin and Koshkin, 2013):
CF0  103  1.04  0.086.76  0.7  lg Re2 .

Fig. 8. Possible plan of demounting 3D-model of ship’s hull
on individual elements

(3)

Value СFo according to (3) is good correlated with same corrections,
which are obtained as tests’ result of ship models “Victory” and
“Wrangell” (Katzman et al., 1972).

Demounting is generated with accounting exceptions of untouchable
zones for manufacture and overall dimensions of instrument. For future
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Fig. 9. Plan of tests’ data processing in small test tanks:
CR,CFо – rate of remanent friction and friction of plate:
1 – by formula (1); 2 – by formula (2); 3 – CFо hybrid BS; 4 – CFо laminar BS

CONCLUSION

There is formula (Egorushkin and Koshkin, 2013), which can be
presented as extrapolator of friction coefficient of plate
C F0 

0.486

lg Re2.612

.

Implantation CAD/CAM technologies to production process of hull of
ships’ models allows to increase intensity scientific researches in test
tank of KnASTU. Assimilation of new ways to data processing of
hydrodynamic experiments in small test tanks allows to increase quality
of scientific researches.

(4)

This formula with small values Re is free from flaws of (2).
Concurrently the main contradiction belongs to Hughes method (ITTC
method) – applying of extrapolators СFo for turbulent BS on range
hybrid BS with Re < 4106 is saving (Fig. 9). This is incorrect by
physical view point.
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variation techniques have been deployed - vertex control, modification
function and form-parameter variation. Vertex control involves
expressing the initial hull-form as a curved surface such as a B-spline,
and shifting the hull-form with the vertex as the design parameter (Kim
& Chun, 2000; Choi et al., 2003, 2005). The upside to this technique is
the flexibility of the hull-form variation, but poor fairness after the
variation and the challenging control of the hull-form are the downsides.
Modification function calculates the varied full-form by reflecting the
variation amount that taps into the modification function of the initial
hull-form (Suzuki et al., 2004; Tahara et al., 2004). Flexibility and
fairness are the advantages, while it is not as easy to manipulate for the
designer. The form-parameter variation defines the hull-form with a
form parameter for surface modeling (Nowaki, 1993; Harries and
Heimann, 2003; Jacquin et al., 2004). It boasts strong flexibility and
fairness, and ease-of-use; but the initial hull-form is not readily
conveyed with a form parameter. Recent research taps into parametric
modification function which does not require the initial hull-form to be
defined by a form parameter (Kim et al., 2007, 2008). It shares the
advantages of the modification function form-parameter variation, but
the variation is restricted by the modification function. There are two
ways to conduct flow analysis using CFD, potential and viscous
analyses. Earlier hull-form optimization researches were about
decreasing wave-making resistance using potential flow analysis which
requires less time for interpretation (Kim & Chun, 2000; Choi et al.,
2003, 2005; Suzuki et al., 2004). The use of viscous analysis has been
growing as flow interpretation techniques and computing power
develops (Tahara et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2007). One of the
optimization techniques widely used in the hull-form optimization in a
shipyard is the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP, Rao, 1999),
which is the gradient-based technique that taps into the differential
value of the objective function or the constraint’s design parameter
(Kim & Chun, 2000; Choi et al., 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006). The
advantages are rapid convergence and computational efficiency.
However, this is a local optimizer which may prove challenging to
employ in local minima and non-connected feasible regions.
This research has been optimized by changing the design
parameters impacting performance through simulating the manual work
of the past. The hull-form was altered by adding the variation
calculated with a parametric modification function to the initial hullform. The work was conducted with the bow and stern separated, since
the flow around the bow is more non-viscous while the flow around the
stern is dominantly viscous. The objective functions for the
optimization are the minimum wave-making resistance coefficient (CW)
for the bow, and the minimum viscous pressure resistance coefficient
(CVPM) for the stern. The SQP was used in the optimization. Chapter 2
deals with selecting an objective ship, the following chapter defines the
problem, the fourth chapter is a parametric study and optimization of
the bow and stern hull-form, and the last chapter is a validation through
model tests on optimized hull-forms.

ABSTRACT
This paper deploys optimization techniques to obtain the optimum
hull form of KSUEZMAX at the conditions of full-load draft and
design speed. The processes have been carried out using a RaPID-HOP
program. The bow and the stern hull-forms are optimized separately
without altering neither, and the resulting versions of the two are then
combined. Objective functions are the minimum values of wavemaking and viscous pressure resistance coefficients for the bow and
stern. Parametric modification functions for the bow hull-form
variation are entrance angle in SAC, section shape (U-V type, DLWL
type), bulb height and bulb size; and those for the stern are run angle in
SAC, and section shape (U-V type, DLWL type). WAVIS version 1.3
code is used for the potential and the viscous-flow solver. Prior to the
optimization, a parametric study has been conducted to observe the
effects of design parameters on the objective functions. SQP has been
applied for the optimization algorithm. The model tests have been
conducted at a towing tank to evaluate the resistance performance of
the optimized hull-form. It has been noted that the optimized hull-form
brings 2.4% and 6.8% reduction in total and residual resistance
coefficients compared to those of the original hull-form. The propulsive
efficiency increases by 2.0% and the delivered power is reduced 3.7%,
whereas the propeller rotating speed increases slightly by 0.41rpm.

KEY WORDS: Bow and stern hull-form optimization;
KSUEZMAX; RaPID-HOP; Parametric modification function;
Computational Fluid Dynamics(CFD); Parametric study; Sequential
quadratic programming (SQP); Model test.
INTRODUCTION
Hull-form designing in a ship yard is a continual process including
the modifying of the hull form, performing calculations and analyzing
computational results. This routine is mainly based on subjective
judgment hinging on the keen insight and extensive experience of the
designer. The speed performances of the initial and the final hull forms
are compared with the model tests at the towing tank. Min et al. (2002)
investigated the resistance and propulsion characteristics for three
different aft-body hull forms of 309k VLCC, i.e., basic, extreme U- and
extreme V-form.
It is necessary to apply optimization techniques coupled with hullform variation and CFD as an objective and practical hull-form design
tool. The hull-form optimization using a CFD is composed of three
processes which are the variation of the initial hull-form, the
performance prediction via a flow analysis of a varied hull-form, and
the selection of the optimized hull-form. These three approaches have
each developed to be applied in various ways. Three hull-form
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OBJECTIVE SHIP

HULL-FORM OPTIMIZATION

The objective ship is a wide-breadth slow-speed KSUEZMAX
tanker, and the principal dimensions of the full-load draft are the
following.
Table 1. Principal dimensions at full-load draft of KSUEZMAX

Optimization was run on the RaPID-HOP code (Kim, 2008). The
RaPID-HOP is an automatic optimization program for the hull-form
design, which consists of three modules of automatic hull-form
variations, numerical prediction of ship performance and optimization.
This code is suitable for the hull-form optimization based on the local
variations. The optimization based on the global variations of principal
dimensions is not taken into consideration.
SQP is applied for the optimization algorithm. SQP is an efficient,
gradient-based, local optimization algorithm. This method is to find the
gradient (d) at the design variable (x) in which the objective function
f(x) decreases. Then the current design variable is moved along the
direction of d. Two steps are mainly used in the iterative process. The
opposite gradient of an objective function f(x) is defined as expressed
in Eq. (2).

Length between perpendicular

LPP

264.0 m

Length on waterline

LWL

268.4 m

Breadth

B

50.0 m

Draft

T

15.0 m

Wetted surface

S

18,134 m2

Displacement

∇

158,122m3

Block coefficient

CB

0.7986

The parallel middle part is between St. 8 and St. 15 (33% of LPP).
The development of the hull-form was undertaken at a model-ship scale
ratio (λ) of 33.094, and the design speed (VS) of the full-load draft was
16.0 knots, FN=0.162, RNM=9.86x106. The subscript M and S each refer
to the model and the ship scales.

di  

The ship sails at constant speed (VS) on calm water. Such condition
is assumed to be the same as uniform flow moving downstream at the
condition of a fixed ship. The coordinate applied has the flow direction
as the axis x (+) and the starboard as the axis y (+), and the opposite
direction of the gravitation as the axis z (+). The origin of the
coordinate is located where the center plane, midship, and the
undisturbed free surface meet. A local coordinate (X, Y, Z) with an
origin where the AP, hull bottom, and midship meets was used to
effectively undertake hull-form optimization. In the local coordinate,
the X direction (+) goes from the AP to the FP, and the Z direction (+)
is vertical from the hull bottom.
The optimization was conducted with the bow and stern separated.
The flow around the bow is more non-viscous flow, while the flow
around the stern is dominantly viscous. The stern hull-form was fixed
for the optimization of the bow in which the non-viscous flow is
effective, and the bow was fixed for the stern where the flow is mostly
viscous. The bow and stern hull-forms obtained through these
processes were combined to figure the optimal hull form.
The objective function of bow hull-form optimization is a minimum
CW, which may be calculated as Eq. (1) from the potential flow
interpretation.



1
c p  n x  dS
S

i  1,2,, N

(2)

where N is the number of design variables. Note that the gradient at a
design variable xi indicates the direction of maximum decrease in the
objective function. The current design variable is changed in the
domain as expressed in Eq. (3).

PROBLEM DEFINITION

CW 

f
x i

xi k 1  xi k   i k  d i k

(3)

where k means k-th iteration and α represents step size.
Prior to undertaking the optimization utilizing parametric
modification functions, a parametric study of the original hull-form was
conducted. By studying the impact of the design parameter on the
objective function in this study, information on the reference value and
variation amount of the design parameter required in the optimization
process were obtained. Note that the constraints are checked at every
evaluation in the optimization process, whereas not in the case of the
parametric studies.
Bow hull-form optimization
The parametric modification functions used for the optimization of
the bow were entrance angle in SAC, section shape (U-V type, DLWL
type), and bulb height and size.
Fig. 1 shows the value of C W by gradually increasing or decreasing
the design parameter of the parametric modification function. The Xaxis is the variation of the design parameter. When one design
parameter is changed, the remaining parameters are fixed as zero(0).
Note that zero at X-axis denotes the original hull-form since there is no
variation of the design parameter. The unit of ΔX is station (hereafter,
expressed as St.). ΔY and ΔZ are non-dimensionalized by B/2 and T,
respectively.

(1)

S

where cp is the pressure coefficient non-dimensionalized by ρ(fluid
density) and VS. nx is x-component of normal vector on the hull surface.
The objective function of stern hull-form optimization is minimum
value of viscous pressure resistance coefficient (CVPM). It has been
assumed that the viscous resistance coefficient (CVM) is the same as the
resistance coefficient of the double-body model (Choi et al., 2010).
Viscous resistance coefficient in model scale (CVM) is divided into two
parts; CVFM (frictional resistance coefficient in model scale) and CVPM.
CVFM and CVPM are the resistance coefficients due to the tangential and
the normal shear stresses on the hull surface, respectively.
CW and CVPM are obtained using the potential- and viscous-flow
analysis code of WAVIS version 1.3 (Van et al., 1998; Kim et al.,
2002). At each stage of the optimization, identical principal particulars
of LPP, B, T and displacement were the constraints.

(a) Entrance angle in SAC
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(b) Section shape
Fig. 2. Design parameters of SAC modification for bow region
Fig. 3 compares the original and U-V changed hulls. This is shown
together with the parametric study of the stern in the following chapter.
Section shape(U-V type) modification function calculates the variation
of the breadth [ΔY=f2(X)∙f3(Y)∙f4(Z)] by multiplying f2(X), f3(Y), f4(Z)
which are the modification function of X-, Y-, Z-axis. Add this value to
the original hull-form to generate the changed hull-form. f2(X) is the
weighted function where the variation gradually increases from
X0(=St.15) to X1(=St.20), and is referred to as a 4th-degree polynomial.
The condition to compute the coefficient is f2(X0)=0, f2(X1)=1,
f2′(X0)=0, f2′(X1)=0, f2″(X1)=0. f3(Y) is the weighted function
expressed as a 5th-degree polynomial. The condition to compute the
coefficient is f3(Y0)=0, f3(Y1)=0, f3(Y2)=1, f3′(Y0)=0, f3′(Y1)=0,
f3′(Y2)=0. The Y0 is the center line of the hull, Y1 is B/2 which stays
the same even when the hull changes. f4(Z) is divided into three; a 1stdegree polynomial is used at Z0, a 3rd-degree polynomial between Z0
and Z1, and a 2nd-degree polynomial beyond Z1. The conditions to
compute the coefficient are f4(Z0)=0, f4(Z1)=ΔYMax, f4′(Z1)=0, and
f4″(Z1)=0. Z0(=0.35) is a fixed draft where no changes occur in the
breadth, and Z1(=1.0) is T. The value of YMax represents variation at
(X1, Z1), and this constitutes the design parameter as the polynomial
changes accordingly. In the parametric study, the hull with a minimum
CW changes to one with a U-shaped section whose breadth decreased
0.05 at (X1, Z1). The effect of the U-shape section is that the waterline
shape grows larger in a draft smaller than Z0=0.35, and leaner beyond
this point as seen in Fig. 3. Such an outcome coincides with that of the
SAC modification function previously outlined. In the full-load draft,
the slender waterline shape decreases the CW by 15.8%.

(c) Bulb height and size
Fig. 1. Characteristics of wave-making resistance coefficient
through the parametric study
Table 2 shows the outcome of the parametric study. The ratio
shown is that of the changed hull-form CW against that of original hullform CW. The original CW constitutes 0.4995×10-3.
Table 2. Design parameter of parametric modification function
to show minimum CW for the parametric study of bow hull-form
Parametric modification
function

Entrance angle in SAC

Section shape
(U-V type)
Section shape
(DLWL type)
Bulb height
Bulb size

Design
variable
X0

Value

CW×103
(ratio)

St.15

X1

St.20 (FP)

X0C

St.16.25

ΔX at X0C

St.-0.125

Z0

0.35

ΔYMax

-0.05

Z0

0.30

ΔYMax

0.006

Z2

0.50

ΔBH at Z2

0.044

Z2

0.50

ΔBS at Z12

0.044

0.4364
(87.4%)

0.4204
(84.2%)
0.4958
(99.3%)
0.4800
(96.1%)
0.4891
(97.9%)

Fig. 2 shows the SAC of the original and varied hull-form. The
SAC modification function is the X-axis modification function of f1(X).
f1(X) is expressed as a 6th-degree polynomial. The condition to
compute the coefficient is f1(X0)=0, f1(X1)=0, f1(XC)=0, f1′(X0)=0,
f1′(X1)=0, f1(X0C)=ΔX, f1(XC1)=-ΔX. And X0C=0.5(X0+XC),
XC1=0.5(XC+X1). What is noteworthy is that ΔX are inverses from XC.
X0(=St.15) is the location where the change starts (or the starting point
of a parallel middle part), and X1(=St.20) is FP where the change ends.
XC (=St.17.5) is fixed between X0 and X1 and SAC does not vary. ΔX
is the variation at X0C (=St.16.25). The modified hull is generated from
the new SAC using the Lackenby method (Lackenby, 1950). The
volume at XC1 (=St.18.75) decreases and its hull also becomes slender,
as the SAC moves toward the stern by ΔX= St.0.125, decreasing the
wave-making resistance generated from the shoulder wave, also
lowering the CW by 12.6%.

Fig. 3. Design parameters for section shape modification (U-V type)
Fig. 4 compares the original and DLWL changed hulls. This is
shown together with the parametric study of the stern in the following
chapter. Section shape(DLWL type) modification function computes
the variation of the breadth [ΔY=f2(X)∙f5(Y)∙f6(Z)] by multiplying f2(X),
f5(Y), and f6(Z) which are modification function of X-, Y-, Z-axis. Add
this to the original hull-form to generate the changed hull-form. f2(X) is
the same as the modification function applied to the U-V type. f5(Y) is
the weighted function expressed as a 6 th-degree polynomial. The
conditions to compute the coefficient are f5(Y0)=0, f5(Y1)=0, f5(Y2)=0,
f5′(Y0)=0, f5′(Y1)=0, f5(0.5Y0+0.5Y2)=1, and f5(0.5Y2+0.5Y1)=-1. f6(Z)
is divided into three; using ‘0’ for below Z0(=0.3), a 3rd-degree
polynomial between Z0 and Z1(=1.0), and a 2nd-degree polynomial
above Z1. The conditions to compute coefficient were f6(Z0)=0,
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f6(Z1)=ΔYMax, f6′(Z0)=0, f6′(Z1)=0, f6″(Z0)=0, and f6″(Z1)=0. There are
no variations in the breadth below Z0. ΔYMax refers to the variation at
(X1, Z1), this constitutes the design parameter as the polynomial
changes accordingly. In the parametric study, the minimum CW hull
grows slightly as the breadth increases 0.006 at (X1, Z1). This counters
the outcome of the section shape (U-V type). However, CW decreases
approximately 0.7% as the waterline shape of the bow bulb becomes
slender though the shoulder wave is presumed to increase.

Such analysis allows the evaluation of what modification function
impacts CW the most prior to optimization. Applying the modification
functions of entrance angle in SAC and section shape(DLWL type), the
change of CW show concave curves. In the cases of modification
functions of section shape(U-V type), bulb height and bulb size; the CW
decreases linearly to become a U-shape and respectively higher, and
larger.
As a result, the modification functions to expect reducing C W are in
the order of section shape(U-V type), entrance angle in SAC, bulb size,
bulb height and section shape(DLWL type).
SQP is an efficient optimization algorithm only if the optimum is
not a local optimum point. Fig. 6 presents CW contour surface and the
trace to find the optimization point where two design variables of SAC
and section shape modification (U-V type) are used. The solid line on
the contour surface denotes the (volume) constraint. The shapes of the
contour surface and the constraint clearly show that the domain is
convex. Thus, the SQP is a suitable algorithm because the descent
always points around optimum solution at any point in the given
feasible domain.

Fig. 4. Design parameters for section shape modification (DLWL type)
Fig. 5(a) and (b) compare the original hull-form and that after the
bulb height and size have been altered, respectively. The bulb-height
modification function computes the variation in the height (ΔZ) by
multiplying f2(X), f7(Y), and f8(Z) which are modification functions of
fBH(X, Y, Z). This is added to the original hull form to get the changed
hull. The modification function in X-axis is weighted, and is the same
as f2(X) of section shape (U-V). The modification function in Y-axis is
also weighted, and is expressed as a 1st-degree polynomial. The
conditions to compute the coefficient are f7(Y0)=1 and f7(Y1)=0. The
breadth limit does not change even when the local breadth does as
above-mentioned. Modification function f8(Z) is expressed as a 5thdegree polynomial. The conditions to compute the coefficient are
f8(Z0)=0, f8(Z1)=0, f8(Z2)=ΔBH, f8′(Z0)=0, f8′(Z1)=0, and f8′(Z2)=0. Z0=0.
Z2(=0.5) is the height of the bulb-tip. ΔBH denotes the variation at Z2,
and the variation of the bulb height differs accordingly constituting the
design parameter. CW of a varied hull-form with the ΔBH 0.044 higher
decreases approximately 3.9%. The bulb-size modification function
fBS(X, Y, Z) computes the variation in height (ΔZ) by multiplying
modification functions f2(X), f7(Y), and f9(Z). The varied hull-form is
generated by adding this to the original form. The modification
functions in X- and Y- axis are equal to functions f2(X) and f7(Y) of the
bulb height. The modification function toward Z-axis is expressed as a
6th-degree polynomial f9(Z). The conditions to compute the coefficient
are f9 (Z0)=0, f9(Z1)=0, f9(Z2)=0, f9′(Z0)=0, f9′(Z1)=0, f9(0.5Z0+0.5Z2)=ΔBS, and f9(0.5Z2+0.5Z1)=ΔBS. Z0 and Z2 are mentioned above.
ΔBS(=0.05) is the variation amount at Z12(=0.75), which is the midpoint
of Z1 and Z2, whose value changes the variation of the bulb size,
making it a design parameter. The CW of a ship whose ΔBS is 0.044
larger falls around 2.1%. Note that the displacement of the bow bulb,
which is one of the important parameters for hull-form design, is
automatically taken into consideration, i.e., that of the optimized hull
form increases by 7.04% (from 347.8 m3 to 372.3 m3).

Fig. 6. Contour surface of CW and design variable history
Table 3 shows the characteristics of the design variables of
parametric modification functions for bow hull-form optimization. The
value of CW of the optimized bow hull-form constitutes 0.4321×10-3.
The optimized hull-form of the bow decreases the CW by 13.5%.
Table 3. Characteristics of the design variables of
parametric modification functions for bow hull-form optimization
Parametric
modification function
Entrance angle in
SAC
Section shape (U-V)
Section shape
(DLWL)
Bulb height
Bulb size

Fixed
position

Range

Optimum
value

XC=St.17.5

-0.5<ΔX<0.5

-0.0005

Z0=0.35

-0.05<ΔYMax<0.05

-0.0334

Z0=0.30

-0.05<ΔYMax<0.05

-0.0067

Z2=0.50
Z12=0.75

-0.05<ΔBH<0.05
-0.05<ΔBS<0.05

-0.0064
0.0500

The most effective design parameters are ΔYMax(=-0.0334) of section
shape(U-V) and ΔBS(=0.05) of bulb size. ΔX(St.-0.0005) of SAC,
ΔYMax(=-0.0067) of section shape(DLWL) and ΔBH of bulb height are
relatively small. Note that the design variable of the entrance angle in
SAC in the optimization is little changed. This may due to the optimal
hull forms are already varied by changing the section shape of U-V.
Fig. 7(a), (b) and (c) compare the body plans, side profiles, and
waterlines, respectively, between the original and the optimized hullform. Fig. 7(a) is shown together with the optimized hull-form of the
stern in the following chapter. The characteristics of the optimized bow
hull-form are the following: the section becomes a U-shape, the bulb

(a) Bulb height
(b) Bulb size
Fig. 5. Design parameters for bulb height and size modification
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grows slightly lower, the bulb size grows larger, and the full-load
waterline becomes leaner.

(a) Run angle in SAC

(a) Body plan

(b) Side profile

(b) Section shape

(c) Waterline at full-load draft

Fig. 9. The characteristics of viscous pressure resistance
coefficient through the parametric study

Fig. 7. Comparisons of side profiles and waterlines at full-load
waterlines of bow, and body plans : original (dotted line) and optimized
(solid line)

Table 4 shows the outcome of the parametric study. The ratio
shown is that of the changed hull-form CVPM against that of original
hull-form CVPM. The original CVPM constitutes 0.6841×10-3.

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of wave profile (h) on the hull
between the original and optimized hull-form at full-load draft. The h is
non-dimensionalized by LPP. This is shown together with the full-load
waterline. The h of the bow optimized hull-form becomes lower at the
shoulder region.

Table 4. Design parameter of parametric modification function to
show minimum CVPM for the parametric study of stern hull-form
Parametric modification
function

Run angle in SAC

Section shape (U-V type)
Section shape (DLWL
type)

Design
variable
X0

Value

CVPM×103 (ratio)

St.0.5

X1

St.8.0

Xoc

St.2.375

ΔX at X0C

St.-0.094

Z0

0.45

ΔYMax

0.061

Z0

0.40

ΔYMax

-0.009

0.6809 (99.5%)

0.6202 (90.7%)
0.6836 (99.9%)

Fig. 10 shows the SAC of the original and varied hull-form. The
only difference between the stern and the bow SAC modification
function is the starting and ending point. X0 (=St.0.5) is the location
where the change starts, and X1 (=St.8.0) ends where the parallel
middle part starts. XC= St.4.25. The volume at XOC (=St.2.375)
decreases and its hull also becomes more slender, as the SAC moves
toward the bow by ΔX= St.0.094, slightly decreasing the CVPM by 0.5%.

Fig. 8. Comparison of wave profiles on the hull between original
(dotted line) and optimized (solid line) hull-form at full-load draft
Stern hull-form optimization
The parametric modification functions used for the optimization of
the stern were run angle in SAC and section shape (U-V type, DLWL
type).
The grids were generated using WAVIS code for the original hullform. The number of grid cells is approximately 0.3 million
(186×40×40). The grids for the changed hull-form are re-arranged
according to the algebraic scheme (Tahara et al., 2004; Kim et al.,
2007).
Fig. 9 shows the effects of the design parameters on the objective
function of CVPM. The parametric study for stern hull-form optimization
is carried out in the same way as that for the bow. The effect of the
parametric modification functions on the objective function is in the
order of section shape (U-V type), run angle in SAC, and section shape
(DLWL type).

Fig. 10. Design parameters of SAC modification for stern region
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From the parametric study of section shape (U-V type), as shown in
Fig. 3, the section becomes a V-shape, that is, leaner and flatter at the
region below and above Z0=0.45, respectively. This decreases the CVPM
by a considerably large value of 9.3%.
From the parametric study of section shape (DLWL type), as shown
in Fig. 4, the shape of waterline becomes more slender. However, the
decreasing of the CVPM is negligible.
Therefore, the section shape (U-V type) may be the most effective
modification function to reduce the CVPM.
SQP is also applied for the optimization algorithm. Table 5 shows
the characteristics of the design variables of parametric modification
functions for stern hull-form optimization. The value of CVPM of the
optimized stern hull-form constitutes 0.6272×10-3. The optimized hullform of the stern decreases the CVPM by 8.3%.

computations. During the resistance tests, the model was provided with
no appendages. The model-test results are analyzed to a full ship scale
according to the two-dimensional model-ship performance analysis
method based on the ITTC-1978.
Table 6 shows the comparison of principal dimensions and
resistance characteristics between the original and optimized hull-form
at the design speed. CTS, CR and PE(=RTS·VS, RTS: total ship resistance)
are total and residual resistance coefficients, and effective horse power,
respectively. CA (model-ship correlation allowance) is -0.00027. The
optimized hull-form decreases the PE by 1.7%. The difference between
CTS and PE is due to the change of the wetted surface.
Table 6. Comparison of principal dimensions and resistance
characteristics between the original and optimized hull-form at
VS=16.0 knots

Table 5. Characteristics of the design variables of
parametric modification functions for stern hull-form optimization
Parametric modification
function

Fixed
position

Range

Run angle in SAC

XC=0.2125

-0.3<ΔX<0.3

-0.018

Section shape (U-V)

Z0=0.45

-0.07<ΔY<0.07

Section shape (DLWL)

Z0=0.40

-0.07<ΔY<0.07

3

Optimum
value

Original

Optimized

Displacement (m )

158,127

158,069 (99.96%)

Wetted surface (m2)

17,985

18,087 (100.57%)

LCB (% LPP)

2.98

2.96 (99.33%)

0.03385

CTM×103

3.620

3.575 (98.8%)

-0.06269

CR×103

0.621

0.579 (93.2%)

3

CTS×10

1.824

1.781 (97.6%)

PE (kW)

9,463

9,301 (98.3%)

Fig. 7(a) compares the body plans between the original and the
optimized hull-form. The characteristics of the optimized stern hullform are the following: the section becomes a V-shape and the
waterline a little leaner.
Fig. 11 presents the axial velocity contour and velocity vector on
the propeller plane. The dashed circle denotes propeller radius. The
optimized hull-form presents larger low-speed region at the upper side,
and high-speed region at the lower side. This well-represents the effect
of the V-shape at the stern as shown in Fig. 6(a), that is, leaner and
flatter sections at lower and upper sides, respectively. The nominal
wake fractions of the original and optimized hull-form are 0.436 and
0.383, respectively.

Fig. 12 shows the comparison of PE for various ship speeds
between the original and optimized hull-form. The decrease in PE
becomes larger at the higher velocity region than the design velocity.

Fig. 12. Comparison of effective power for various ship speeds
between the original and optimized hull-form
The principal particulars of propeller are the following.
Table 7. Principal dimensions of propeller

Fig. 11. Comparison of axial velocity contour and velocity
vector between original (left) and optimized (right) hull-form
The computation was done on Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2320, CPU
3.00 GHz, Ram 4.00GB. The computational times per one evaluation
using the potential and viscous codes are 1.43 and 63.64 minutes,
respectively. And the time consumed was 1.46 hours for the bow and
35.0 hours for the stern. That is the reason why the optimization is
conducted with the bow and stern separated.

No. of blade

Z

4

Diameter

DP

8.7 m

Area ratio

EAR

0.43

Pitch at 0.7RP

(P/D)0.7R

0.7076

Skew

19.96 deg.

Rake

0.00 deg.

Hub/Dia ratio

HDR

0.1550

Chord length at 0.7RP

0.2309 m

Thickness at 0.7RP

0.0154 m

Section type

KH18

VALIDATION USING MODEL TEST
The differences between the two- (or using CA method) and threedimensional (or form-factor method) analysis methods are towing force
at self-propulsion point (FDO) and wake prediction in full ship scale
(wTS), expressed as

The resistance and self-propulsion tests were conducted at a towing
tank of MOERI to evaluate the speed-power performance of the
optimized hull-form. The scale ratio is the same as that of the
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FDO  0.5  M  SM VM 2 (CFM  CFS  CA )

(4)

CFS  C A
CFM

(5)

wTS  (t  0.04)  ( wTM  t  0.04)

contribute to hull-form designing in a shipyard to be reflected in the
objective information, to reducing the development period through
automation, and enhancing the speed performance. Hull-form
optimization taking self-propulsion conditions into consideration is
suggested for further research.
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Experimental study on the effect of bulbous bow corner angle to the total resistance
of FTP fishing boat
Mansyur Hasbullah
Lecturer of Naval Architecture department, Faculty of Engineering, Hasanuddin Univ., Makassar, Indonesia

ABSTRACT
The usage of bulbous bow at ship will decrease of total resistance, wave
resistance with modification of ship bow to be came shape of bulbous
bow. Variations of it will be tested in the experiment for some angle
corners. Variation of the deviation of bulbous bow will be measured at
0o, 3o, 6o, 9o and 12o and then several theoretical calculation are
conducted on total resistance and effective horse power of ships for
validation of the experiment result. The relation between performance of
the bulbous bow to total resistance and angle corner deviation of bow
well as engine power know based on the fishing characteristics.

KEY WORDS: bulbous bow, corner deviation, resistance of ship.

Picture. 1. Comparison of resistance ( using BB and without BB )

INTRODUCTION

In operation, boat maneuvering and disorders often experience shipping
due to bad weather so the bow of the boat having the angle of deviation.
In other words, do not bow to the straight position. Therefore, we will
try to do a fishing ship model experiment with modifications bulbous
bow where the bow position experience deviation angle.

In the operation of fishing boat of FRP ship speed is very important to
known, because the fact that engine power is not determined based on
the calculation of the prisoners boat the ship resistance opposite happens
depe nds on the size of the boat, the hull shape and speed of boat
operations. (Harvald, 1983).
According to (Bagus, 2009) gives a conclusion about the incoming
angle of water on the bow, with through testing shows that the reduction
of water entry angle on the bow of the boat (angle of water entrance) it
can reduce ship resistance.

SAMPLE DATA FOR SHIPS MODEL OF SHIP
Based on previous research model derived primary measure is obtained
as follows:
Ship sample size tables main and ship models.
Table 1

INFLUENCE OF BULBOUS BOW
AT CHARACTERISTIC OF SHIPS

Dimensions
Scala, 
Displasmen (ton)
Lwl (m)
B (m)
H (m)
T (m)
Cb
V (Knot)

Influence of bulbous bow has impact in boat design, ship construction,
ship-building and boat-related operation seakeeping characteristics,
resistance in sailing, propulsion characteristics, the effective drag, trim
and others.
Change of power request with Bow bulbous bow as opposed to the
normal can be directed as follows:
a. Changes in tensile pressure caused by the effects of the
removal of bubbles and the effect of fin
b. Changes in resistance breakwater
c. Increased frictional resistance
d. Change of propulsion efficiency is influenced by the
uniformity coefficient of thrust and acceleration of stream
Based on previous research (Samaluddin, 2010), the resulting resistance
value modification bulbous bow model ships smaller 23.1% without
bulbous bow of the boat to a speed of 10 knots. Experiment with
bulbous bow models show better resistance characteristics, this is
because by using the bulbous bow has a low resistance, low coefficient
of a driving force that also provide better efficiency, which makes a
better propeller efficiency.

Ships Samples
1
279,92
30.5
8.5
3.7
2.7
0.389
10

Ship Models
35
0,00637
0.87
0.24
0.053846
0.011
0.389

METODE OF RESEARCH
Selected shapes bulbous bow that is parallel to the plane of the keel and the
bow of the boat Linggi. The length of bulbous bow range of 1.7 m to 0.048
m and the sample boat for boat models. High bulbous bow to boat samples
obtained 2.75 m or higher to boat bulbous bow models obtained 0.078 m.
Width adjusted to the width of bulbous bow hull and keel stem bow.

TEST SHIP MODEL
Preparations were made before the trial is held:
Evaluating the condition of hydrodynamic towing tank laboratory with
gravity system.
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The evaluation is intended to check the cleanliness of the pool and water
conditions. Therefore, after cleaning the pool from the side of the pool
to the bottom of the pool by using simple tools such as mops and lifting
dirt strainer. Make sure the pond surface free of debris, especially oil
solution which can affect the viscosity of water is also affecting
resistance later models.

Table Data from the experiment.
Table 2

Examination of the condition of the pulley and loading equipment.
Make sure the pulley works fine, with the previously provided by oil
lubrication and anti-rust spray in order to rotate the pulley properly.
Neither the container load and rope connected to a pulley as ascertained
in good condition and long ropes container loading limited distance
along the floor to the bottom of the container.
Examination of the condition of the wire / iron handle and hook on
model. Every times will make a withdrawal models, it is necessary to
note the condition and how to install an iron grip and the hook on the
model. Make sure the iron grip on the rope tied to both the main and can
be installed with either / upright on the hook models. If the position of
the iron grip and hook ensured in good condition then the model is ready
withdrawn.

No.

Load / Resistance
(gram)

1

200

2

400

3

600

4

800

5

1000

6

1200

7

1400

8

1600

9

1800

10

2000

Experiments models
After the preparatory activities, the equipment and supplies for the
model ready for testing activities performed with several models
including the position and the deviation angle iron grip in a good
position, the experiment can begin by noting the time taken by the
model at a predetermined distance.
The amount of initial loading can be determined by placing the burden
on the pulley until the pulley can move normally. To find the beginning
of the load can be determined by adding some load on the pulley until
the pulley can move. In order to obtain large.

RESULT OF ANALYSIS

3°
21,44
21,35
21,28
18,48
18,16
18,30
15,57
15,77
15,60
13,66
13,97
13,83
11,88
12,04
11,92
10,79
11,02
10,87
10,29
10,48
10,15
9,79
10,03
9,91
9,24
9,36
9,51
9,11
9,04
9,07

Time Quote (scond)
6°
9°
22,02
22,53
21,95
22,26
22,09
22,64
18,65
18,94
18,49
19,06
18,47
19,15
16,28
16,75
16,18
16,65
16,23
16,79
14,34
14,75
14,42
14,65
14,15
15,03
12,27
12,87
12,31
12,92
12,48
13,09
11,61
12,21
11,64
12,27
11,57
12,35
10,76
11,59
10,93
11,65
11,07
11,41
10,52
10,70
10,35
10,91
10,28
11,25
9,84
10,24
9,96
10,15
10,02
10,48
9,18
9,74
9,21
10,05
9,15
9,97

12°
22,86
23,13
22,92
19,99
19,69
19,82
17,08
17,10
16,96
15,90
15,80
15,97
14,03
13,55
13,74
13,27
13,24
13,31
12,43
12,23
12,52
11,74
11,67
11,71
11,42
11,23
11,48
10,92
10,49
10,65

Based on previous research, that is, without deviation angle (0 °) can be
seen a great change resistance and the effective power of boat is very
large compared to the deviation angle of 3 °. Calculation of resistance
and the effective power boat without deviation angle can be seen in
appendix 8 In Table 4. shows that the change in resistance and effective
power boat at an angle of 3 ° deviation on average smaller 12.24% and
12.13% of the deviation angle of 6 °, while the smaller 25.55% and
26.01% when compared with the angle of deviation 9 °. The prisoners
and the effective power at 6 ° angle of deviation angle of deviation when
compared with 9 ° smaller 12.49% and 13.54%.
From the data obtained it is evident that the magnitude of the deviation
angle can affect the amount of resistance that occurs, so influence also
on the size of engine power is used to achieve the same speed. At any
addition or increase by 3 ° deviation angle will change ship resistance
on average by 12.37%.
The magnitude of the effective power boat on previous research that is
without deviation angle through experimental models is 2560 Hp can
reach speeds of 10.16 knots, while the deviation angle of 3 ° is 2120 hp
with a speed of 10.14 knots and at an angle of 6 ° deviation is 2540 hp at
a speed of 10.02 knots. However, the deviation angle of 9 ° is only able
to achieve a speed of 9.27 knots and the deviation angle of 12 ° only
reach speeds of 8.61 knots at the same loading (maximum). At each
increase of 3 ° deviation angle will affect the effectiveness of boat
power changes on average by 12.83%.

After getting the initial load before the next load is added to drive the
models. By adding a load of 200 grams on each subsequent addition of
the load, then the model has been able to move with increasing speed in
each the addition. This applies to all boat deviation angle. The results of
the experiment can be seen in Table 2.
The average time taken by the model / boat each additional load.
s (Distance Experiment) = 8 m
Model Speed = Distance experimental / time
average (m / s)
= S / t .......... (m / s)
boat speed = Speed x Scale models
speed
= Speed x 5.916 models
(m / s)
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Table 3

CONCLUSION
Resistance (N)
3°

6°

9°

12°

1

Speed
(knot)
4,5

42.500

45.000

46.000

49.000

2

5,0

51.000

54.000

56.500

62.000

3

5,5

60.000

65.000

70.000

78.500

4

6,0

72.500

79.000

86.000

99.500

5

6,5

86.000

94.500

105.000

126.000

6

7,0

102.000

114.000

129.500

159.000

7

7,5

120.000

136.000

157.000

201.000

8

8,0

140.500

164.500

194.000

255.500

No.

9

8,5

168.000

197.000

237.500

326.000

10

9,0

206.500

238.500

293.000

-

11

9,5

247.000

287.000

-

-

12

10

294.500

344.000

-

-

The amount changed of resistance and the effective power boat when
the bow is at 3 ° angle of deviation is smaller on average 12.24% and
12.13% of the deviation angle of 6 °, while the average smaller and
13.54% 12.49% if the
deviation angle of 6 ° compared with the deviation angle of 9 °.
When viewed in terms of speed, when the bow is on a straight line can
reach a speed of 10.16 knots, at an angle of 3 ° deviationreach speeds of
10.14 knots and 10.02 knots can be achieved at an angle of 6 °
deviation. However, the deviation angle of 9 ° and 12 ° are not able to
reach a speed of 10 knots.
The magnitude of the change in resistance and effective power boat are
very large when comparing the deviation angle of the bow of boat
without the ship having a deviation angle of 3 °. This happens due to the
deviation angle of the bow of the boat without adding any additional
burden on the initial load on the calculation of the effective resistance
and power boat.
Any addition or increase by 3 ° deviation angle will affect the change in
resistance boat average by 12.37% and the effective power boat average
of 12.83%.

Table 4

REFERENCE
E H P (Hp)

No.

Speed
(knot)

3°

6°

9°

12°

1

4,5

140

145

150

155

2

5,0

180

190

200

210

3

5,5

225

245

260

295

4

6,0

290

310

350

400

5

6,5

370

410

460

555

6

7,0

485

540

605

760

7

7,5

615

695

810

1.050

8

8,0

790

895

1.065

1.440

9

8,5

990

1.170

1.430

1.990

10

9,0

1.295

1.500

1.885

-

11

9,5

1.660

1.965

-

-

12

10

2.120

2.540

-

-

Anthony F. Molland, Stephen R. Turnock, Dominic Altdson 2011 ship
resistance and propulsion combridge Univ. Pres.
G. Van Leeuwen and J.M.J Journee, Prediction of ship manoevrability
Nederland Ship Research Center TNO Ship Building Depart
Nederland, Report 158s reprinted report Nov 2000.
J.M.J Journee 1976. Prediction of speed and behavior of a ship in a
seaway. Report 0427-P.1976 Delft Univ. of Technology, ship
Hydrodynamics Lab., Netherland.
Macief Reichel 2007, Manoevring forces on azimuthing podded
propulsor model, at Polish Maritime Research. Vol. 14,
pp-38, Ship Design and Research Center (ETO.SA), Gdansk.

Relation between EHP and Speed (knot)

Picture. 2. Speed of ships (knot)
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Development of an Air Circulating Tank to Reduce Frictional Resistance of a Ship
Atsushi Furuo, Ryohei Natsume and Yoshiho Ikeda
Department of Marine System Engineering, Osaka Prefecture University
Sakai, Japan
st103015@edu.osakafu-u.ac.jp; r_natsume@marine.osakafu-u.ac.jp; ikeda@marine.osakafu-u.ac.jp

ABSTRACT

MODELSHIP

In the present paper, developments of an air circulating tank (ACT) in
Osaka Prefecture University are introduced. The air circulating tank is
built in the flat bottom of a ship, and the trapped air in the tank circulates
naturally by frictional force generated by water flow over the bottom
surface. Generally any continuous air injection to the tank is not needed.
A rectangular tank and an improved tank with guides for inflow and
outflow are experimentally evaluated. For the improved one, the air
inside ACT is reduced to keep the resistance reduction in trimmed
conditions and at rough seas. The results show that the improved tank
works well even in trimmed conditions although the efficiency of the
reduction of resistance become slightly lower compared with the original
rectangular tank with full air in even trim condition.

Two model ships, Model A and Model B are used in the experiments.
Model B has longer parallel part than Model A to get more accurate
experimental results. The body plans of the models with ACT are the
same as shown in Fig.1. The side view of Model B is shown in Fig.2,
and the principal particulars of them are shown in Table 1. Two ACTs
with different length which are made of transparent acryl are built in the
bottom of the model to be able to observe movements of air and water in
ACT. Both models have the same bow and stern. Wetted surface area of
Model A without ACT is 0.521m2, and surface area of ACT is 0.200m2.
Therefore, the reduction ratio of wetted surface area by ACT is 38%.
Wetted surface area of Model B without ACT is 0.678m2, and surface
area of ACT is 0.325m2. Then, the reduction ratio of wetted surface area
is 48%.

KEY WORDS: Resistance reduction; Air circulating tank; Air;
Frictional resistance; Wetted surface area; Model experiment
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, reductions of fuel oil consumption are great issues for
environmental problems and shipping economy. Almost all ship building
companies are trying to develop new eco-ships to solve these problems.
The authors proposed a concept design of new non-ballast-water tankers
and bulk carries with several companies. In that study, a non-ballast ship
has three podded propulsion which can move up and down to keep the
depth of propellers, and has very rounder cross sections and streamlined
stern shape to reduce viscous resistance. The concept can reduce total
resistance about by 43% in light-load condition and about 17% in fullload condition.
However, it may be impossible to reduce for the wetted surface area of
the ship anymore. Therefore the authors have been studied a system to
reduce frictional resistance by air lubrication. There are many idea of the
system from 1800’s, and some of them can be applied in real ships. In
1960’s, Russian researchers investigated an application of the system to
real ships, and in these 30 years model experiments and tests of real
ships were carried out1). In Japan, Sato et al, carried out experiments to
reduces frictional resistance by using air bubbles2). Air bubbles are
injected to the bottom of a ship, and cover the bottom. It was
reported by some Japanese shipyards that 8-12% reductions of fuel
consumption were achieved in real ships3). It was also reported by
many researchers that covering widely bottom of a ship by an air layer
is very difficult.
In the present study, an air circulating tank (called as ACT in this paper)
is investigated as a more effective system to reduce the frictional
resistance of a ship. In this system, air is trapped in the tank and
reduce the wetted surface area. Similar systems have been developing
around the world, but, it has not yet put into practice because of
escaping of air from the tank due to ship attitudes or ship motions.
To prevent escaping air from the tank due to trim and ship motions, an
improved ACT is developed, and, model experiments to measure
the effectiveness of the tank are carried out.

Fig.1. Body plan of models

Fig. 2. Side view of Model B with rectangular ACT

Table 1. Principal particulars of models
MODEL A MODEL B
Model-ship Length(m)

1. 500

2. 000

Breadth(m)

0. 270

0. 270

Depth(m)

0. 140

0. 140

draft(m)

0. 080

0. 080

Wetted Surface Area(m×m)

0. 521

0. 678

Air Circulating Tank

38

Length(m)

0. 832

1. 353

Breadth(m)

0. 240

0. 240

Depth(m)

0. 055

0. 055

Surface Area(m×m)

0. 200

0. 325
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DEFINITIONS OF THE COEFFICIENTS

1.2

Measurements of resistances acting on the models with and without ACT
are carried out. In this section, definitions of ratios or factors used in the
paper to show the efficiencies of ACT are defined. From the measured
resistance (Rt) following ratios and factors are calculated.
Firstly, the resistance ratio (ηRR) is defined as Eq.1.1. The resistance
reduction factor (ηR) is defined as Eq.1.2. In these equations, 𝑅𝑡𝐴𝐶𝑇 is
measured resistance with ACT, and 𝑅𝑡0 is measured resistance without
ACT, respectively.
𝑅𝑡 𝐴𝐶𝑇
𝜂𝑅𝑅 = (
)
𝑅𝑡0
𝜂𝑅 = 1 − 𝜂𝑅𝑅 = (1 −

𝑅𝑡 𝐴𝐶𝑇
)
𝑅𝑡0

1.0
0.8

η

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.00
-0.2

(1.1)

(1.2)

η

𝑊𝑆𝐴 − 𝛥𝑆
𝛥𝑆
) =
𝑊𝑆𝐴
𝑊𝑆𝐴

(1.3)

The efficiency of ACT is defined as Eq.1.4.
η=

𝜂𝑅
𝜂𝑆

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

Fn

Fig. 3. Efficiency of ACT of Model A with rectangular ACT

The reduction ratio of surface area ( 𝜂𝑠 ) is defined as Eq.1.3, where
WSA is wetted surface area of the model without ACT. And ⊿S is the
surface area of each ACT.
𝜂𝑠 = (1 −

0.05

(1.4)

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.09

0.10

0.11

0.12

0.13

0.14

Fn

EXPERIMENTS FOR MODEL B WITH RECTANGULAR ACT
Measurements of resistance of Model A with a rectangular ACT is
carried out in a circulating water channel of Osaka Prefecture University.
The model is completely fixed to a 3-component load cell. The attitude
of the ship is in even trim condition or without any trim. The results of
the measurements are shown in Fig.3. The measured data are scattering
since the model is too small. However, it can be clearly seen that at
smaller Froude number region, ACT reduces the resistance as almost
similar reduction ratio of the wetted surface by ACT. As Froude number
increases, η decreases with advanced speed and approaches to zero at
Froude number of 0.23. This means that ACT does not work for reducing
resistance any more at the speed. Flow observations in ACT reveal that
at higher Froude number, large waves are generated on the free surface
between air and bottom water flow of ACT, and the waves causes
air
(
escape from ACT, and bottom water hits on the aft wall of ACT. At
Froude number below 0.15, large reduction of the resistance can be
seen. This may demonstrate that an air circulating tank is effective in
low Froude number below 0.15 where the frictional resistance is
dominant in ship resistance. To confirm the efficiencies of a rectangular
ACT at low speed, measurements of resistance acting a larger model,
Model B, are carried out. The results are shown in Fig. 4. The
efficiency of ACT, η, is about 0.7. This means that 30% increase of the
resistance comes from by some reasons. The reasons can be considered
as generated waves in ACT, viscous pressure resistance acting on fore
and aft walls of ACT or change of resistance acting on stern hull part
behind ACT.

Fig. 4. Efficiency of ACT of Model B with rectangular ACT
It is said that ship motions in waves prevent realization of ACT. To
investigate the effect of ship motions on the efficiency of resistance
reduction by ACT, experiments to measure escaping air from the tank
are carried out in the circulating water channel. Irregular waves are
generated around the model in flow, drafts before and after wave
generation are measured. Using the difference of the measured drafts,
volume of air escaped from ACT can be obtained. The ratio of
measured volume of air in ACT is shown in Fig. 5. V and V0 denote the
escaped air volume of ACT and the inside volume of ACT,
respectively. Below Froude number of 0.15, about 40% of air escapes
from ACT but no more escaping of air occurs.
0.7
0.6
0.5

V/V0

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.05

0.10

0.15

Fn

0.20

0.25

Fig. 5. Measured volume of escaping air from a rectangular ACT due
to ship motions in irregular waves.
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IMPROVEMENT OF ACT FOR TRIM CHANGE AND SHIP
MOTIONS

CFD simulations of air escaping and generation of waves from and in
ACT are carried out. A commercial CFD code ‘ANSYS Fluent’ is used
for the two-dimensional simulation. A double model is selected in the
simulation to save computation time, and an ACT is built in the bottom
of the under body only. Some examples of the simulated results are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Fig. 6 shows how air in ACT to escape to
outside. Fig. 7 shows generated waves at Froude number of 0.14.

t=5.0×10

t=1.0×10

As shown in the previous chapter, air escaping causes decreasing of the
effect of resistance reduction of ACT, but can be stopped by decreasing
air volume in ACT in advance. In smaller air volume condition, it may
be easily imagine that large viscous pressure resistances will act on the
fore and aft walls of ACT. To prevent the resistance increase there, flow
guides with convex shape are developed and attached at fore and aft
parts of ACT as shown in Fig. 8.
At first, circulating air in the improved ACT and waves generated at the
free surface of the ACT are investigated by CFD simulations. An
example of them is shown in Fig.9. The calculated results demonstrate
that inside air is naturally circulated by water flow outside the ACT and
generated waves become very small due to the flow guides.

-2

-1

t=2.5×10

-1

Fig. 8. Side view of model with improved ACT and details of flow
guide for it

t=5.0×10

-1

t=1.0

Fig. 9. Dynamic pressure distribution for improved ACT simulated
by CFD (blue: low, red: high dynamic pressure)
Fig. 6.CFD simulation of escaping air from double model of ACT
(blue; water, white; model and air)

Resistance tests of the model ship with the improved ACT are carried
out for various volumes of air in it. The results are shown in Fig.10 as
the ACT efficiency η. The results show that the efficiencies of the
improved ACT are smaller than those of the rectangular ACT, and
decrease with decreasing air volume in the tank. It should be noted,
however, that even in 60% air condition, 35-40% reduction can be
obtained. This means that even in heavy wave conditions, a certain
amount reduction of the resistance of a ship can be expected by the ACT.
After bad weather, effects of resistance reduction could be recovered by
supplying some air to ACT.

Fig. 7. Generated waves on the free surface between air and bottom
water flow, and inside air flow of rectangular ACT simulated by CFD
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rectangular

trim=0°

0.14
0.16
Fn
Fig.10. Efficiencies of the improved ACT for various air volumes in
even trim condition

0.12

Fig. 12. Detailed shape of aft flow guide and free surface lines
for trimmed condition

As mentioned before, trim of a ship also has been a barrier against
practical usage of ACT for ships. To confirm the utility of the improved
ACT for this problem, resistance tests are carried out. The results are
shown in Fig.11. The results demonstrate that the improved ACT reduce
the resistance in trimmed conditions except in 1.3 degree of stern trim. It
should be noted that the ACT works better in bow trimmed condition
than in stern trimmed conditions. In 1.3 degrees of stern trimmed
condition, the measured resistance is slightly larger than that of the ship
without ACT. This means that the improved ACT does not work in larger
stern trim condition. To find the reason of this fact, the water surfaces
between inside-air and outside-water of the ACT are shown in Fig.12.
The figure shows that in 1.3 degrees of stern trimmed condition, water
could hit the wall of foot of the aft guide. This fact suggests us more
improved aft guides should be developed.

CONCLUSIONS
A new air circulating tank (ACT) was developed in the present study.
Following conclusions have been obtained.
1) A rectangular ACT has superior efficiency to reduce ship resistance
in even trim condition. At low Froude number below 0.15, the
efficiency of it is 70% of reduction ratio of wetted surface by ACT.
2) A new ACT which keeps smaller volume of air than the ACT
volume is developed to avoid air escaping from it at trimmed
conditions or in ship motions in waves. Convex flow guides are
attached at fore and aft part of ACT to make water flow smoothly.
3) CFD simulations show that the new ACT makes inside air circulate
naturally and reduce generation of waves on the free surface
between air and bottom water flow.
4) It was experimentally confirmed that the new ACT can reduce the
resistance of a ship in trimmed condition. Some problem at large
stern trim should be solved in future.
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The influence of dynamic attitude on the residual resistance coefficient
of ships with small water-plane area
Victor A. Dubrovsky
“BaltTechnoProm” Ltd.
Saint Petersburg, Russia
Multi-hulls@yandex.ru

The method used for assessment of SWATH propulsion is
based on systematic model tests with SWATH ships carried
out at the Sea towing basin of KRSI. A composite model was
used for towing tests (Fig. 1). Its fore body was a semiellipsoid with axes ratio of 1.5:1:1, the after body part is a
cone with an apex angle of 2x12. The cross sections were
circular. The struts were half as wide as the gondola and
stretched from the stem to a point 100 mm fore from the
cone’s apex. Elements of the single hulls of the models are
shown in Table 1.

ABSTRACT
Ships with small water-plane area (SWA ships) have
essentially smaller, than any mono-hulls, longitudinal
stability. In the other hand, usually such ships have the
controllable horizontal foils for motion mitigation. The
controllable foils allow to select the dynamic attitude
(dynamic trim and draft) at speed, if needed. The main
problem – the possible influence of the dynamic attitude on
the residual resistance and, therefore, on towing resistance of
SWA ships.
The paper contains a short description of the model series of
SWA ships were tested in Krylov Shipbuilding Research
Institute, USSR, at 70-th years of the last century. In
particular, these tests have shown the influence of the
dynamic attitude on the residual resistance coefficient.
KEY WORDS: Ship with small water-plane area, dynamic
attitude, dynamic trim, dynamic average draft, residual
resistance coefficient.
1.

MODEL SERIES

Fig. 1.The parts of the tested models

Table 1. Principal dimensions of single-hull SWATH models tested
Gondola elongation, L/Dg
Gondola length, m
Volumetric displacement, m3, at draft 0.25m
0.30m
0.35m
0.40m
Wetted surface area, m2, at draft 0.25m
0.30m
0.35m
0.40m

9
1.8
.048
.056
.064
.072
1.01
1.18
1.38
1.57

12
2.4
.070
.081
.092
.103
1.40
1.63
1.87
2.11

The high elongations of the models tested predetermined
relatively small values of the form factor (CR<0.4x10-3
atFn=0.1). Therefore, it appears reasonable to apply Froude
hypothesis about equal residuary resistance coefficients of the
model and ship for predicting the full-scale resistance by
recalculating from the model test data.
The shown single hulls were coupled by two or three identical
ones, or by three of various lengths [1].

15
3.0
.093
.106
.119
.132
1.80
2.07
2.36
2.66

18
3.6
.115
.130
.146
.163
2.20
2.53
2.85
3.20

24
4.8
.160
.181
.202
.223
3.00
3.42
3.84
4.27

A twin-hull model with a hull lengthening L/D = 15 and
relative distance between hulls 2b/L = 0.4 was towed at
various drafts and trim. The tests show essential enough
influence of trim and draft on the residual resistance
coefficients, see below.

2. THE ATTITUDE INFLUENCE
Various initial trim and draft correspond to various relative
speeds. For example, Fig.2 contains some compared data of
optimal – for various Froude number – values of trim of usual
SWA shape (a constant draft).
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1.5

The specificity of initial attitude influence can be applied for
some decreasing of a SWA ship towing resistance and for
avoiding of the resistance increasing

1.4

3.

Initial trim influence coefficient

It seems evident, changing of trim acts to residual resistance
coefficients less (decreasing up to 10%), than changing of
draft (up to 20%), increasing by trim is up to 40%, by draft –
up to 20% approximately.
On the contrary, dynamic trim can be controlled much simple,
only by trim moment, than the draft (by added vertical force).
Usually small longitudinal stability of SWA ships allows the
generation of trim moment by small enough attack angle of
foils, i.e. by small enough added resistance of foils. But
dynamic trim changing needs for bigger vertical forces, i.e.
the possible decreasing of the residual resistance must be
compared with the added resistance of inclined foils.
The test results can be included into the algorithm of the
dynamic attitude control.

1.3
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Fig. 2. Initial trim influence on residual resistance coefficient

CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS

Than, small negative trim is better for not so high Froude
numbers; and small positive initial trim is better for bigger
Froude numbers. At the last case, there are some optimums:
up to 0.6 – 0.7 degree for Fn = 0.5 – 0.9. The unfavorable
influence is bigger, than the favorable ones. Initial draft
influences on average dynamic draft too, Fig. 3 (for zero
initial trim).

The test results show the possibility of positive (up to 20%) or
negative (up to 40%) influence of the dynamic attitude on the
residual resistance coefficients. The value of influence
depends from Froude number by the hull length.
The inclusion of the dynamic trim control to the algorithm of
the attitude control is more simple action, and, therefore, is
recommended for all designed SWA ships.
On the contrary, the inclusion of the dynamic draft must be
researched before the selection of the control algorithm.

Initial average draft influence
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Fig. 3. Initial draft influence on residual resistance coefficients

Bigger initial draft is better for Froude numbers 0.3 – 0.4; but
smaller draft – for Froude numbers 0.5 – 0.7. The favorable
and unfavorable influences are approximately the same.
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in this method are fixed in space, and the predication of the free surface
location is achieved by solving an additional transport equation.

ABSTRACT
The hydrodynamic characteristics of a new low drag USV craft, which
has been designed in Universiti Teknology Malaysia (UTM) have been
studied in this research work at different speeds using Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) method. The finite volume RANSE code Ansys
CFX has been used for carrying out the numerical simulations for the
hull form of the USV craft at a speed range from 1 to 6 knots. The
Volume of Fluid method (VOF) has been used with Ansys CFX for
capturing the free surface flow around the USV hull at the various
speeds. The standard k −ε turbulence model has been used in the
numerical calculations. The grid generator of the RANSE code has
been used for generating the unstructured tetrahedral computational
grid required for the numerical simulations. The numerical results were
presented in different format (contours, vectors and 2D plots) to
investigate the hydrodynamics characteristics of the new USV craft.

In this research work, the finite volume RANSE code Ansys CFX was
used to study the hydrodynamic properties of the new designed USV
craft. The code simulated the viscous free surface flow around the hull
form of the unit at 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 knots. The USV craft results of total
resistance, pressure and velocity vectors on the hull were presented in
this study.

DESCRIPTION OF USV CRAFT
An unmanned surface Vehicle is a kind of autonomous marine vehicles
which travels on the surface of water and perform missions without
human intervention. Currently, USVs are used in variety of mission
including pollutant tracking, surveillance operation, mapping of
underwater terrain and studying on oceanography (Omar Yaakob et. al.
2012).

KEY WORDS:

Hydrodynamics, Unmanned Surface Vehicle
(USV), low drag, CFD.

In views of ocean measurement activities such as water depth, wave
height and direction, wave frequency, speed of current and its direction
are usually done by hydrographic survey vessel which only performed
for short period of times. Long period of measurement are required for
certain field such as oil and gas and marine renewable energy industries
and etc. In this context, the so-called unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV)
which is based on trimaran concept will be proposed (Jason L. R.,
1995)( Samuel F. Kulceski, 2014).

INTRODUCTION
Navier-Stokes Equations (NSE) can be used with the turbulent flow
method for simulating free surface flow around the floating bodies such
as canoe. Through a discretization scheme, e.g. finite volume method
(FVM), the governing fluid equations are solved numerically. The
numerical discretization schemes usually need special treatments to
avoid their undesired nonphysical distortion, such as strong numerical
diffusion in the wave pattern.

Therefore, the main tasks of this USV are to do some long term
measurements and collect some data which are related to water depth,
wave height, wave frequency and current together with its directions.
These measurements require the USV to maintain its position relative
to its initial position within allowable distance (radius) for certain
period of times. In order to have those kinds of capability, the USV
design may need to have good station keeping characteristics with
better maneuverability. The USV is also required to have as low as
possible drag. Low drag USV may help us to produce minimum power
requirement in maneuvering as well as station keeping. Table 1-2 and
Figure 1 shows the layout design and parameters of the USV craft
respectively.

The simulation of the free surface flow around a ship hull form based
on the NSE is usually carried out by the interface-tracking method, e.g.
a moving mesh method (G. Cowles, and L. A. Martinelli, 1998) (T. Li,
and J. Matusiak, 2001) and the interface-capturing method, e.g. the
volume of fluid method (VOF) (V. Maronnier, M. Picasso, and J.
Rappaz, 1999) (Omar Yaakob, Y. Ahmed, M. Rizal Othman, 2012).
The mesh elements in the first method moves over an underlying fixed
Eulerian grid for tracking a free surface flow pattern around ship hull.
This mesh only covers the domain involving the water, where the free
surface forms the upper boundary of the computational domain and is
determined as part of the solution. This approach can be applied for
moving boundary problems, but special treatments are required for
simulating problems of large deformation such as breaking waves.

Table 1. Parameters of the USV Craft (Main hull)
Parameters
Length Overall (LOA)
Breadth
Depth
Draft

In the interface-capturing method, both air and water are considered in
the simulation and treated as two effective fluids. The numerical grids
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2.000
0.142
0.148
0.072
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Table 2. Parameters of the USV Craft (Demihull)
Parameters
Length
Breadth
Draft

Dimensions (m)
0.800
0.032
0.030

Fig. 3. Unstructured tetrahedral elements on the surface of USV craft

INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
In Ansys CFX the no-slip boundary condition is imposed on the craft
hull. The static pressure at the outlet boundary was defined as a
function of water volume fraction. In addition, the initial location of the
free surface was imposed by defining the volume fraction functions of
water and air at the inlet and outlet boundaries. Only the starboard side
of the canoe hull form was considered with Ansys CFX due to the
symmetric properties of the problem under consideration.
Fig. 1. The layout design of USV craft
The flow was considered steady in Ansys CFX calculations, and the
finite volume method is used for the discretization process. The SST
turbulent model was used in this study. The high resolution numerical
scheme was used for discretizing the advection terms. A linear
interpolation scheme was used for interpolating the pressure, while the
velocity was interpolated using a trilinear numerical scheme. The RMS
criterion (root mean square) with a residual target value of 0.0001 was
used for checking the convergence of the solutions.

COMPUTATIONAL GRIDS
The computational domain of this study in this study extends for nearly
2L in front of the unit hull, 5L behind the hull, 1.75L to the side and 3L
under the keel of the canoe. The air layer extends 1.1L above the still
water surface. The grid generator of the RANSE code (ICEM CFD)
was used for generating the unstructured tetrahedral grids that were
required for Ansys CFX solver. Several computational grids were
tested in this study to check the solution sensitivity, and the results of
the final grid with 1,132,749 elements (Fig. 2) are presented in this
research paper.

RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
The pressure contours on the surface of USV craft hull at the different
speeds are shown in Fig. 4. The zones of high pressure at the bow and
stern regions and the zone of low pressure at the middle part of the
main hull and the two small demihulls at the different speeds were
detected well by Ansys CFX for the different cases. The region of high
pressure gradient at the USV main hull fore region zone augmented
with the increase of the unit speed and the region of higher pressure at
the aft part reduced with the increase of the speed. The same can be
applied to the unit to small hulls. The area of low pressure on the USV
main hull middle part enlarged with increasing the speed.

Fig. 2. Computational domain for USV craft meshed with 1,132,749
unstructured tetrahedral elements
The mesh was refined in the free surface region in order to get a sharp
free surface. Furthermore, for predicting accurate values for unit
pressure resistance the mesh elements were refined on and near the ship
hull surface in order to calculate accurate pressure forces acting on the
hull form at the different speeds. Figure 3 show the unstructured
tetrahedral elements on the surface of USV craft.

Fig. 4(a). Pressure contours on USV hull at 1 knots
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Fig. 5(a). Velocity vectors on USV hull at 1 knots

Fig. 4(b). Pressure contours on USV hull at 2 knots

Fig. 5(b). Velocity vectors on USV hull at 2 knots

Fig. 4(c). Pressure contours on USV hull at 3 knots

Fig. 5(c). Velocity vectors on USV hull at 3 knots
Fig. 4(d). Pressure contours on USV hull at 4 knots

Fig. 5(d). Velocity vectors on USV hull at 4 knots
Fig. 4(e). Pressure contours on USV hull at 5 knots

The velocity vectors on the surface of the USV unit can be seen in Fig.
5. The unique shape of the and streamlined USV craft led to
improving the flow pattern around the hull at the various speeds, as
shown in the previous figure.
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RT , be seen in Fig. 6. The figure shows the great effect of the USV
craft hull on reducing the total resistance of the unit at the different
speeds.

Fig. 6. CFD predicted results for USV total resistance

CONCLUSIONS
The initial CFD results of USV craft which is based on trimaran
concept has been presented and discussed. It is shows that the trimaran
concept managed to produce very low drag as compared to our
previous USV craft design. The low drag requirement in this USV
design is very important characteristic. This characteristic may helps us
to improve power requirement in maneuvering and station of the USV
craft.
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ABSTRACT

FEFU have routinely applied sophisticated numerical modeling tools
and analysis techniques. These capabilities were applied to quantify
physical effects and minimize effects on the environment.
These analyses were performed for design and construction of shoreline
erosion protection projects. The method used for shore protection is
sandbags placed on the beach in close rows. The small efficiency of
sandbags relates to permanent motion of active sediment layers of
underwater slope and effect of filtration waves in surface layer of soils.
The artificial free sand beach is natural manner of protection when the
underwater slope is formed providing for the reduction of wave energy.
The offshore oil exploiting infrastructure and drilling complex
"Yastreb" ("Sakhalin 1" project, Exxon Neftegas Ltd.) are located
several hundred meters from shoreline. On some places the velocity of
shoreline displacement were 30 m per year. Additionally one need to
account for season frosting of soils, strong waving up to 8 m, silt
streams along shore.
The integrity of coastal processes was provided for dynamic stability of
soils using contact mechanics approach. This problem is complex, time
dependent and non-linear due to changes in the geometry, friction and
other parameters over interface surfaces. Because of lack of stone
reserves in this region the tetrapods were recommended for
construction.

Sea level rise due to global warming is expected to accelerate, which
will cause serious impact on coastal regions in sub-Arctic zone
including north-eastern shore of Sakhalin island. The paper presents the
results of designing of coastal protection of different types in subArctic zone. Shoreline protection project have performed on the base of
coastal analysis and shoreline protection design. Waves, currents, and
sediment and contaminant transport were analyzed and simulated for
assessing project feasibility and for planning and design.

KEY WORDS: Coast, Sakhalin, protection, design, sea level, scour.
INTRODUCTION
Offshore areas have always been a subject of severe study and
development with the purposes of the solution of economical problems
in Russia, support of socially comprehensible and ecologically safety
conditions for life activity. Exploration of the ocean resources, usage of
its resource potential, development of transport lines, monitoring of
ecological situation, extreme situations - all these and other certain
problems having self-supporting significance for life support and safety
require an estimation and analysis of hazards.
Large-scale tasks, severe conditions and exploitations of means of the
Far Eastern offshore development require prompt solution of
originating scientific and practical problems. The majority of these
objects are maintained in particular conditions of Far Eastern coast.
Specific natural-weather effects in the Far Eastern offshore areas
include monsoonal climate with typhoons, tsunami, floods, high
seismicity and availability of tectonic fractures in construction areas,
aggressive effect of sea water, etc.
The extreme metocean conditions of the Okhotsk sea relate to ice
features such as stamukh, ridges up to 5 m depth, 14 m wave height and
seismicity up to 10 grade. Exploitation of the offshore platforms on a
depth 30 to 150 m with high dynamics of drifting ice sheets up to 2
m/s, is interfaced to a number of problems The coastal area here have
complex dynamic web of natural and human related processes under
ocean level rise due to global warming. Due to active lithodynamic
processes sediment accumulation on one side has resulted in scour on
the other side, at a rate near 30 m/year.
The Chayvo drillsite will be located on the peninsula between Chayvo
Bay and the Sea of Okhotsk. Undertow is a seaward flow balancing the
landward mass transport caused by broken wave crests and carrying
suspended material away from coast. Shoreline protection project have
performed on the base of coastal analysis and shoreline protection
design. Waves, currents, and sediment and contaminant transport were
analyzed and simulated for assessing project feasibility and for planning
and design.

DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM

Sakhalin shore erosion
Sakhalin island spans 948 km long from north to south and 27 to 160
km wide from east to west. This oil-rich area has been designated as
environmentally sensitive, and great care must be taken to preserve the
region. The growing number of human activities affects the
development of Sakhalin Island coastal zones.
Anthropohenic Sakhalin coasts include rockfilled territories and areas
with low human activity. For the lagoon’s outer, seaward side facing
the Okhotsk Sea, a coastal dynamic forecast was made and stable and
retreating coast segments were identified, based on multi-year data
(Brovko and Мikishin, 1999). Due to active lithodynamic processes
sediment accumulation on one side has resulted in scour on the other
side, at a rate of more than 20 m/year.
The length of Sakhalin shoreline is 2510 km from which 1438 km are
under scouring. The coastal protection include 102 km of sheet-piling
and block seawalls, slope concrete-stone revetments and also 25 km of
berths and bulkheads. Near 15 km2 was lost for last 50 years.
Many roads lie along shoreline 1-5 m in some sites. The cost of 1 km
of road is 1 mln. USD but of coastal protection can be 2-3 times
greater.
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The types of protective structures for last decade were 2 km
on seawalls, 2 km of stone revetment and 1 km of sandbags. The 10.75
km of road protection "Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk - Okha - Moskalvo"
included 182 steel cells 2.5 m diameter and 2.4 m height and also 250
concrete blocks 9.8 t.

The most dynamic shore sites are lagoon straits and accumulative
bodies. The average strait's speed is 30 m/s. Additionally one must
consider the seasonal soil frost, big water level changes 2-4 m, currents
of sediments along shore, effects of consolidated ice including stamukh
and ridges.

"Sakhalin-1" project "Chayvo deposit"

Initial data

The "Sakhalin 1" oil&gas project concerns the development of the
Chayvo, Arkutun-Dagi and Odoptu field blocks offshore the eastern
coast of Sakhalin island. The area of north-eastern shore of Sakhalin is
low 51° and 53° north latitude. The coastal protection with length 1 km
of drilling sites Chayvo had a cost several dozens mln. USD.
The shoreline erosion was rising the last decades due water level
change 1.5 mm/year (JSC «Sakhalin projects», 2005). For example the
shore near Odoptu oil field is near 4-5 m per year.
To minimize the environmental site impact, efficient, precision drilling
equipment was installed including a large drill rig named "Yastreb". It
has the capacity to drill down vertically and then horizontally out a
total distance of up to 11 km. The Chayvo drillsite will be located on
the peninsula between Chayvo Bay and the Sea of Okhotsk, east of
Chayvo Bay on the East Coast of Sakhalin Island (Fig. 1).

There is no multiyear observation data for this site. The monitoring
from 2003 show that the washing up in some places reach 1.8 m (JSC
"Sakhalin projects", 2005). The sand thickness is 8 m from light-gray
fine sand with small amount of gravel.
The mark of low bound of erosion layer is minus 4.5 m in Baltic height
system 1977. The design water depth before structure accounting for
wave and wind water level rise at design maximum level is 5 m.
Design storm wind velocity with provision 2% - 27 m/s N-E, E and ES directions.
Design maximum water level 1% is 1.0 m. Design wave height 1%
h=0.88 m, average wave length λ=52.0 м.
COASTAL PROTECTION

Design solutions
The interaction between waves and coastal structures has been a subject
of deep interest to coastal engineers. In recent years, new types of
coastal structures with low reflection coefficients have been developed
to satisfy numerous needs in producing a favorable coastal environment
which is safe and pleasant for human beings. Coastal processes,
especially sediment transport, have been one of the major fields of
coastal engineering research.
Destructive development practices may further increase the
vulnerability of an area. Beaches, dunes and mangroves are natural
protective barriers. Mining beaches for construction sand, lowering
coastal dunes to enhance the view and destroying mangroves render
these coastal areas more vulnerable to natural hazards. Protection from
natural hazards begins with the preservation of coastal landforms that
provide natural resistance to wave attack, flooding and erosion, such as
beaches, dunes and mangroves.
Shoreline protection/stabilization project have performed on the base of
coastal analysis and shoreline protection design on the open coast of
Chayvo (DHI, 2003). Shoreline protection analyses have evaluated
causes of erosion from storm surge.
Waves, currents, and sediment and contaminant transport were
analyzed and simulated for assessing project feasibility and for
planning, permitting, and design. Hydrotex Co. Ltd. and author as
R&D director of this company have routinely developed, verified and
applied sophisticated numerical modeling tools and analysis
techniques. These capabilities were applied to quantify physical effects
and minimize effects on the environment.
Hydrotex Co. Ltd. provides client with sophisticated engineering and
numerical analysis based on complex hydraulic and geomorphologic
processes in coastal, river and estuarine environments. These analyses
were performed for design and construction of shoreline erosion
protection projects.
The method used for shore protection is sandbags placed on the beach
in close rows. Unfortunately, this environmentally sound method has
proved to be ineffective on the drillsite.
The small efficiency of built structures from sandbags relates to
permanent motion of active sediment layers of underwater coastal slope
and effect of filtration waves in surface layer of soils.
So the main task is to form the state of dynamic equilibrium using the
protective structure complex with different kinds of structures.

Fig. 1. Chayvo Bay drillsite, "Sakhalin 1" project
The Chayvo wellsite is approximately 700*1400 m. Enclosed within
this area is the Chayvo drillsite, which is 450*650 m and is located
approximately 80 m from the shoreline. The larger site will be used to
obtain fill dirt to elevate the smaller drillsite. Pond water will also be
obtained from the larger site to be used during the construction effort.
Undertow is a seaward flow balancing the landward mass transport
caused by broken wave crests and carrying suspended material away
from coast.
Longshore current is generated by obliquely incident waves and creates
the sediment flux along the coast. Those influence the nearshore
currents, sediment transport and morphological response. The storm
waves contribute to forming of beach cusps – rhythmic shoreline
undulations with spatial step of several meters to hundred meters.
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Fig. 2. Three variants of coastal protection on Chayvo drillsite:
1) dike and seawall; 2) tetrapod protection; 3) artificial beach
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Dike protection - project MorStroy Inc. (St. Petersburg)

CONCLUSIONS

One of the most popular measures to defend a storm surge is to besiege
a lowland with coastal dikes or sea walls. The beach retaining have not
protection effect from front storm waves and tidal currents up to 2 m/s.
But the dikes are located in more deep zone leading to greater wave
and ice effects causing more capital and massive structures.
During the dredging in 2012 the parameters of input canal and harbor
of temporary berth was 400,000 m3 of sand. This is reason of
deficiency of sediment income on southern shore site at nearest 3-5
years.

Sea level rise due to global warming is expected to accelerate,
which will cause serious impact on coastal regions in subArctic zone including north-eastern shore of Sakhalin island. We
classify the factors which are considered to be related to coastal
problems under four main categories: 1) geomorphological aspects;
2) meteorological and oceanographical aspects; 3) sediments;
4) artificial interferences.
The natural forces acting upon the coasts are represented by the
meteorological factors such as the violent winds generated by
typhoons and cyclones, and by the oceanographical factors such as
waves and currents.
The coastal sediment phenomenon is very complex; that is, the
interaction among waves, nearshore currents, and bottom topography
should be taken into account in the analysis of coastal
sediment transport.
The mathematical and physical modeling by Hydrotex and consultants
from FEFU show the advantages of second variant with tetrapod
protection. This variant was adopted as final for construction.

Tetrapod retaining slope protection - project Hydrotex Co.
Ltd. (Vladivostok)
The slope is taken 1:2 for sand internal friction angle 26-300. The
tetrapod mass 5 t and geotextile sandbags 3*1.4*0.9 m and volume 3
m3 were proposed. The mark of top 8.87 m.was determined according
to Building code of Russia 2.06.04-82*. The calculations of element
mass for slope protection were made. The layers of concrete protective
elements was adopted with thickness 3.2 m.
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Artificial beach - project Hydrotex Co. Ltd.

DHI (2003). "Coastal protection. Chayvo drillsite: The variants of
complex protection of shores and marine wave protective
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The artificial free sand beach is natural manner of protection when the
underwater slope is formed providing for the full reduction of wave
energy. The wave effect for our site lays up to 4 m depth and distance
220-350 m from shoreline. The following parameters were defined
during design: width of berm 100 m, annual reduction of above part of
beach, volume of sand to form cross-section of dynamic equilibrium of
underwater slope, durations between operation feed and ecological
influence on water area. The reserve was taken 1000 m3 on 1 m of
shoreline. But this variant need the multiyear observations of coastal
morphology. Another problem for this far site from industrial areas are
large volume of sand and necessity of special equipment for
construction, big operation costs.

JSC «Sakhalin projects» (2005). "Chayvo Coastal Monitoring Study,"
Res. report, Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, Russia, 2006. 380 p.
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ABSTRACT

WAVE MODELLING

The Vrangel Bay locates in western part of the Nakhodka Gulf, Russia.
The sloping breakwater was designed to provide for satisfactory wave
conditions for berth structures in port Vostochny. The objectives of this
investigation were to study transformation of deepwater wave
propagation toward the coast and parameters of design wave along the
Northern breakwater.
The calculation was carried out by finite difference method on a grid
divided area from offshore to onshore zones. The complex conditions
of breakwater operation were accounted for in analysis of structure.
The results were used for optimal designing of breakwater.

KEY WORDS:

The deepwater wave condition is provided under the 50 years of return
period of storm wave, hindcasted by storm wind. In the SW and WSW
direction, the fetch is measured through the Japan Sea. The dangerous
wave directions are SW, W and NW at front, and SE at backside.
Wave transformations at outer bay were investigated by the energybalance wave model for multidirectional irregular wave transformations
to account for wave shoaling, refraction, diffraction and breaking.
The calculation procedure was based on model of BretshneiderMitsuyasu spectrum for frequency spectrum and distribution of the
wave energy relating to direction. In the Mitsuyasu type spreading
function, maximum value of the directional spreading parameter S
called Smax is introduced into the model. It was applied as 10 for wind
waves, 25 for swell during initial decay, and 75 for swell that has a
long decay distance as a standard case.
The frequency spectrum is divided into N components with equal
energies, and azimuths of each components are determined by the
single summation method. The wave breaking is calculated by using
Goda’s model at each components of wave direction (Goda, 1975).
In the structural design of breakwater, the design wave must be
calculated as a wave that passes through the breakwater, without
considering reflection from breakwater itself. Therefore, the breakwater
is not introduced as a real structure in the wave calculation model.
The calculation was carried out by finite difference method on a grid
divided area from offshore to onshore zones. The water depth was
assigned to each mesh from the bottom topography, and the wave is
approaching from offshore boundary of the model.
The computational results come up with significant wave height,
significant wave period, maximum wave height, dominant wave
direction, Kr and Ks at each mesh.
In the SE direction, the fetch is very short - about 3 km, thus the waves
will be generated in all area between southeast coast of the Vrangel
Bay and the breakwater.
Therefore, the main wave direction against the breakwater is
considered as SE. The shoaling would be considered in the calculation
of design waves but the refraction of wave was ignored in this
direction.
In the energy-balance wave model, it is better to synchronize the
offshore to onshore direction of model grid and incident wave direction
so to provide for an accuracy of calculations. As the propagation of
wave from offshore to onshore zone, the wave direction would change
by refraction.
Therefore, the calculation is carried out by two stages. First, calculation
is carried out by large area including deepwater wave area and
breakwater as a whole. From the result of the large model, the small
area model, which synchronizes the dominant wave direction and grid
direction with smaller size of grid, is used for intimate investigation.

Breakwater, berth, design, analysis, wave,

transformation.

INTRODUCTION
The Vrangel Bay locates in western part of the Nakhodka Gulf, Russia.
The sloping breakwater was designed to provide for satisfactory wave
conditions for berth structures.
The objectives of this investigation were to study :
- transformation of deepwater wave propagation toward the coast and
parameters of design wave along the Northern breakwater;
- wave conditions behind the breakwater;
- stability of tetrapod protections of the slopes of breakwater;
- current velocity distribution in front of the breakwater.
The calculation procedure was based on model of BretshneiderMitsuyasu spectrum for frequency spectrum and distribution of the
wave energy relating to direction.
The calculation was carried out by finite difference method on a grid
divided area from offshore to onshore zones. It is identified that the
energy-balance wave model can be used to investigate the wave
diffraction effect of the breakwater in the satisfactory level of accuracy.
The computational results of wave height ratio, maximum wave height
ratio, dominant wave direction, Kr and Ks respectively in the incidental
wave direction of SW.
The armor layer for the slope of a rubble mound breakwater protects
the rubble stones in the inside, and so it is necessary to ensure that an
armor unit has a mass sufficient to be stable against wave actions so
that it does not scatter itself.
The mass required to produce such stability can be calculated using
Hudson’s formula with a stability number. It is more general in that it
can also be applied to other cases, such as the armor units on the mound
of a composite breakwater.
The complex conditions of breakwater operation were accounted for
analysis of structure. The results were used for optimal designing of
breakwater.
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In order to investigate the calmness behind the breakwater, sheltering
effect of breakwater was introduced into the small area model
and additional calculation is carried out. The sloping type
breakwater, which consists of wave dissipating blocks and large
stones, are characterized by its permeability against waves.
Therefore, in the calculation model, permeability of the breakwater is
evaluated by introducing transmitted wave energy through the sloping
breakwater at the corresponding calculation mesh area to
the breakwater.
It is identified that the energy-balance wave model can be used to
investigate the wave diffraction effect of the breakwater in the
satisfactory level of accuracy.

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The computational results of wave height ratio, maximum wave height
ratio, dominant wave direction, Kr and Ks respectively in the incidental
wave direction of SW. The wave height ratio represents the ratio of the
significant wave height H1/3 against deepwater wave height H0,the
maximum wave height ratio represents the ratio of the maximum wave
height Hmax against deepwater wave height H0 the dominant wave
direction represents the direction of wave by arrows, the dominant
wave direction represents the angle of wave direction from North
(clockwize), the reflection coefficient.
The armor layer for the slope of a rubble mound breakwater protects
the rubble stones in the inside, and so it is necessary to ensure that an
armor unit has a mass sufficient to be stable against wave actions so
that it does not scatter itself.
The mass required to produce such stability can be calculated using
Hudson’s formula (Hudson, 1959) with a stability number. It is more
general in that it can also be applied to other cases, such as the armor
units on the mound of a composite breakwater.
The minimum mass of tetrapods was calculated by means of the
mentioned equation was 0.6 t.

Fig. 1. Plan of breakwater

CONCLUSIONS
The complex conditions of breakwater operation in conditions of Fear
Eastern coastline were accounted for in analysis of structure. The
results were used for optimal designing of breakwater.
The physical study of breakwater was made by Saint Petersburg
Research Marine Institute, and computational modeling by North Japan
Port Consultants Co., Ltd. The results of physical modeling and
calculations are close to one another.

Fig. 2. Calculated SW wave heights
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Many studies of FOWTs have been conducted recently (Butterfield et
al., 2007; Jonkman, 2010a; Jensen, 2011; Wang and Sweetman, 2012).
The SPAR-type FOWT has been studied numerically (Jonkman, 2009;
Karimirad et al., 2011; Dodaran and Park, 2012; Jonkman and Musial,
2010b) and experimentally using scale models (Nielsen et al., 2006;
Utsunomiya et al., 2013; Goupee el al., 2012; Mostafa el al., 2012).
However, experimental data on SPAR buoy-type FOWTs are rarely
published. For research on the design of SPAR buoy-type FOWTs,
more detailed and extensive experimental test results might be
necessary.

ABSTRACT
An experimental study on the effect of mooring lines on the dynamics
of a spar-type floating offshore platform is presented. The effects of
platform design parameters such as the center of gravity (COG),
mooring line spring constant, and fairlead location on the model’s
motion in response to regular waves are investigated. Numerical
simulation are conducted to verify the effect of mooring system and
COG on the platform dynamics. The test results can be used to validate
numerical simulation tools for the development of spar-type floating
offshore wind turbines.

An experimental study with a scale model of a SPAR buoy FOWT
moored by springs in a wave tank is presented in this paper. The length
of the scale model is about 2.5 m, and its scale ratio to a typical 5 MW
SPAR buoy-type FOWT was taken to be 1:100. Through these
experiments, the effects of important floating turbine platform
parameters (such as the mooring line spring constant, and the locations
of the mooring fairlead and COG) on the dynamics of a SPAR buoy
were investigated. Experiments with two different mooring springs,
two fairlead locations, and two COGs were carried out.

KEY WORDS: Spar; floating offshore platform; scale model
experiment; mooring cable tension.

INTRODUCTION
Over the last several decades, renewable energy has drawn much
attention due to the increasing price of fossil fuel and the increasing
need for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. Wind power is by
far the fastest growing renewable energy source, and various wind
energy generation methods have been developed. Currently, almost all
of this generation occurred at onshore wind farms. However, offshore
wind power is currently drawing considerable attention due to its
advantages. One of the primary advantages is the better quality of the
wind resource in sea locations, where the wind speed is usually greater,
and increases with increasing distance from the coast. In addition,
offshore wind is more uniform (softer). Another advantage comes from
the larger open areas in the sea where offshore wind farms can be
installed, leading to larger installations.

To obtain useful data for the mechanical system design, nacelle
acceleration and mooring line tensions were measured. A measurement
system, including infrared cameras and microelectromechanical system
(MEMS) inertial sensors, was applied to obtain six degree-of-freedom
(DOF) motion and the tension of mooring lines. The sensors attached to
the scale model were small in size and light in weight, such that their
effects on the model's dynamics were minimized.
Free decay and regular wave tests were conducted. In the free decay
test, natural frequencies and damping coefficients of pitch and heave
motions were obtained. The effect of the platform parameters, mooring
line spring constant, and locations of the COG and fairlead on the
natural frequencies and damping coefficients were examined. In the
regular wave test, the effects of the platform parameters on the pitch,
nacelle motion, and mooring line tension were determined using
response amplitude operators (RAOs).

In order to develop offshore wind farms, floating offshore wind
turbines (FOWTs), which are applicable to deep sea locations, are
being considered. FOWTs can be classified into four categories: the SPAR
buoy type, the tension leg platform (TLP) type, the semi-submersible
type (Lee, 2008; Jonkman, 2009), and the pontoon type. The SPAR buoytype FOWTs considered in this study are comprised of long circular
cylinders. Their stability is obtained by locating the center of gravity (COG)
below the center of buoyancy. Their position is maintained by a
combination of mooring cables and anchors. Since SPAR buoy-type
FOWTs have a relatively small waterplane area, they are less affected by
waves and are suitable for rough seas. At present, two commercial-scale
FOWTs exist. Statoil installed a 2.3 MW SPAR buoy-type FOWT called
Hywind (Neville, 2009), and Principle Power built a 2 MW semisubmersible-type FOWT called WindFloat (Rodier et al., 2010).

In addition to experiments, numerical simulations were carried
out to validate the experimental results. A panel method with
potential flow assumption is used for the simulations. Sensitivity
analysis can provide physical insight into the effect of system
parameters on the dynamics of floating bodies. The test results
from this study can be used to validate numerical simulation tools
for the development of SPAR-type floating offshore wind
turbines.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

maker, and the other two lines were placed evenly apart (120°). The
mooring lines were pretensioned to simulate a catenary mooring system
in which the weight of the catenary mooring lines produces tension
along the lines.

Floating Body Model
A scale model of SPAR buoy-type floating wind turbine was
constructed. In order to compare the experimental results with the
numerical calculations, a simplification of the shape of the test model
and its mooring system was made so that a numerical validation for the
scale model test results would be compatible. In addition, the scale
model size was made as large as possible with consideration of the
wave tank geometry. Figures 1 and 2 show photographs and a
simplified sketch of the floating body model, respectively. Tables 1 to
3 show some important parameters of the scale model. In the water, the
draft of the scale model is about 1.2 m. The draft prescribed by the
Offshore Code Comparison Collaboration (OC3)--Hywind of National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) (Jonkman, 2010), which is a
typical 5 MW SPAR buoy-type FOWT model, is 120 m. Therefore, the
scale ratio can be considered to be 1:100. However, the scaling of the
mass and moments of inertia do not follow Froude scaling due to the
simplified model shape.

φ

0.15

φ 0.0763
Nacelle

Tower
1.217

0.08

Joint

Platform

Fairlead
location

1.218

CG

L
Cg

φ

0.15

Fig. 1. Scale model

In order to test the effect of the center of mass on the platform
dynamics, the scale model was designed with two COGs, Cg1 and Cg2.
The COG can be changed with the varying platform and joint masses.
Although the COG of the model changes, the total mass remains
constant. Tables 2 and 3 describe the geometric parameters of the scale
model--the COGs, Cg1 and Cg2, and the corresponding moments of
inertia of the scale model. In the tables, Cg1 and Cg2 are measured
from the bottom of the platform. Therefore, the centers of buoyancy of
the model for both Cg1 and Cg2 are the same, and are located above
the COGs. As a result, compared to Cg2, center of mass Cg1 has a
higher value for the metacentric height, which is defined as the distance
between the center of mass and the center of buoyancy.

Table 1. Parameters of scale model
Total mass
Number of mooring spring
Spring pretension
Center of buoyancy
Spring constant of each mooring spring
Fairlead location

21 kg
3
4.8 N
0.620 m
7.25 N/m
11.27 N/m
0.615 m
1.135 m

k1
k2
L1
L2

Table 2. Geometric parameters of the scale model for Cg1
Center of Mass Cg1
0.448 m
Metacentric height
0.172 m
Roll moment of inertia
9.23735 kgm2
Pitch moment of
9.24018 kgm2
Yaw moment of inertia
0.06466 kgm2

Three catenary lines of OC3-Hywind were taken into consideration in the
mooring system design of the scale model. The load-displacement
relationship for surge motion of OC3-Hywind is about 40,000 N/m in the
equilibrium state. This corresponds to 4 N/m for the surge motion of the
scale model. To scale the stiffness of the catenary lines, fishing lines with
stainless steel coil springs were used for the mooring system. Two different
springs (with spring constants of 7.25 and 11.27 N/m) were used in the
mooring lines. In addition, as shown in Table 1, two fairlead locations of
the mooring lines were chosen near the center for L1, and at the top of the
platform for L2. The fairlead location in the table is defined as the
distance from the bottom of the platform to the fairlead.

Table 3. Geometric parameters of the scale model for Cg2
Center of Mass
0.557 m
Metacentric height
0.063 m
Roll moment of inertia
9.83742 kgm2
Pitch moment of inertia
9.84029 kgm2
Yaw moment of inertia
0.06592 kgm2

A square plate on the top of the nacelle, shown in Fig. 1, was used to measure
the 6-D motion of the scale model. In order to detect the motion, infrared
light-emitting diodes (LEDs) were attached to the plate, and a vision system
with three cameras used the LEDs to measure the linear and angular
displacement of the model ( i.e., to detect the 6-D motion).

Wave

Side view
direction

Wave Tank
3.46 m

The wave tank used for the test is 100 m long, 8 m wide, and 3.5 m
deep. The model was moored 30 m downstream from a wave maker,
and a wave gauge was used to measure wave elevation. The vision
system with three cameras and a data acquisition system was placed on
the right side of the wave tank. The configuration of the mooring
system is shown in Fig. 2. The model is connected to three mooring
lines with tension. Both ends of each mooring line were firmly linked
to the model and to the bottom surface of the tank. In order to eliminate
asymmetrical movement, one of the lines was placed toward the wave

Mooring
Line 1

120 °

Mooring
line 2

Mooring
line 2,3

120 °

Floating body

Mooring
line 1

Mooring
line 3

3.460

Plane view
Side view

Fig. 2. Mooring system configuration
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Measurement System

wave and the FOWT model was performed using HydroStar with the
panel method based on the velocity potential for time harmonic
motions. For the simulation, the stiffness of the mooring system was
calculated from the spring constants of the mooring lines [Patel, 1989].
The results of the wave test and simulation are shown as Figs. 8 to 12.
In the figures, test conditions for the mooring spring constant, fairlead
location, and COG are given using the letters k1and k2, L1 and L2, and
Cg1 and Cg2, respectively, as shown in Tables 1 to 3.

Figure 3 shows the locations of sensors on the model. An attitude
heading reference system (AHRS) was fixed on the top of the nacelle.
The AHRS consists of accelerometers and gyros made using MEMS
technology to measure 3-D acceleration, angular velocity, and attitude.
The sensor transmits the signal to the main computer via a universal
serial bus (USB) port using the RS-232 protocol. A tension sensor and
a stainless steel coil spring were inserted between the mooring line and
fairlead. In order to measure the height of waves, a capacitive-type
wave gauge was immersed in the wave tank water.

Resonant Frequency Test Results
Two sets of resonant frequency tests were conducted to investigate the
effect of the mooring system on the model’s dynamic behavior. First,
the resonant frequencies and damping ratios of the model without
mooring lines were obtained. Next, the mooring lines with pretension
were attached to the model, and the same tests were carried out.

A camera measurement system consisting of a trinocular camera, three
infrared LEDs, a camera controller, and a computer was used to
measure the position and attitude of the model. The three LEDs were
attached to the square plate of the scale model. The camera, controller, and
computer were placed on the side of the wave tank. The camera system
measures the 3-D position and attitude of the square plate to which the
LEDs were attached. The camera controller transmitted the detected
signal of motion to the computer through a camera interface card so that
the position and attitude of the model could be calculated in real time.

Figures 4 to 6 show the variation of resonance frequencies and damping
ratios for various cases. In the figures, the two left columns on the
graphs represent the test case in which the mooring lines are eliminated. The
rest of the columns represent the case in which mooring lines are attached.
Figures 4 and 5 also compare the resonant frequencies obtained from
the scale model test with those from the numerical simulation.

LEDs

Figure 4 shows the variation in the resonant frequency of heave motion.
The graphs for Cg1, Cg2, k1L1Cg1, and k1L1Cg2 show that heave
natural frequency is quite insensitive to the location of the COG. The
cases for k1L1Cg1 and k2L1Cg1 show that an increase in the mooring
spring constant results in a small increase in the heave natural
frequency. An interesting point to note in Fig. 4 is that the attachment
of the mooring system significantly decreased the heave natural
frequency. The heave natural frequencies for k1L1Cg1, k2L1Cg1,
k1L2Cg1, and k1L1Cg2 are significantly lower than those for Cg1 and
Cg2.

AHRS

Spring
Tension
sensor
Mooring
Line

Figure 5 compares pitch resonant frequencies. The figure shows that
the pitch resonant frequency is very sensitive to the location of the
COG, and less sensitive to other changes in the spring constant and
fairlead location. For the model with a lower COG location, Cg1, the
pitch resonant frequency is about 1.6 rad/s. For the model with the
higher center of mass, Cg2, the pitch resonant frequency is about 0.8
rad/s. In addition, we note that the attachment of a mooring system
increases the pitch resonant frequency by a small amount.

Fig. 3. Sensors located on the model
TEST RESULTS
The dynamic response of the scale model to water waves of small slope
can be approximated with a linear second-order system with mass,
damping, and stiffness components (Patel, 1989; Newman, 1977).
Since the resonant frequency and damping coefficient are important
parameters of a second-order system, resonant frequency tests were
conducted before the wave tests were made.

Figure 6 shows damping ratios of free decay tests. Damping ratios for
both the pitch and heave motions of Cg2 are higher than those of Cg1.
The effect of the attachment of a mooring system on the pitch damping
ratio is the opposite of the effect on the heave damping ratio. The pitch
damping ratio decreases, the heave damping ratio increases.

In order to find the model’s resonant frequencies, free decay tests were
conducted without waves for different mooring spring constants,
fairlead locations, and COGs. During the measurement of the resonant
frequency, the scale model was disturbed from its equilibrium position
or attitude by applying external forces to the model. After finding the
resonant frequencies and damping ratios, regular wave tests were
conducted at several wave frequencies. The test wave frequencies were
selected such that they are greater than resonant frequencies of heave
and pitch motions. The direction of the wave is parallel to mooring line
1 (i.e., it is placed toward the upstream wave maker). During the wave
tests, the tension of the mooring lines, the acceleration of the nacelle,
and the pitch angle were measured for different mooring spring
constants, and locations of the fairlead and COG.

Wave Response Test Results
The resonant frequencies of the model and the physical limitations of
the wave maker are considered in the selection of wave frequencies.
When the wave frequency is near one of the resonant frequencies, the
motion of the scale model becomes quite irregular, and the RAOs of
the model’s motion are not easy to determine. The resonant frequency
test results shown in Figs. 8 and 9 show that pitch and heave resonant
frequencies for the moored scale model are less than 2 rad/s. In addition,
the physical characteristics of the wave maker limit the wave frequency
to values of less than 1 Hz. Thus, the wave frequencies were selected
from values between 2.5 and 6.3 rad/s. Wave heights in the tests are
given in Table 4.

Numerical simulations were performed in order to validate the
experimental results. The simulation for the interaction between the
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second-order linear systems. In the frequency response of second-order linear
systems, both the amplitude and its slope decrease as the frequency
increases from the resonant frequency. The amplitude of the frequency response
also decreases as the damping ratio increases. Thus, the pitch RAO exhibits the
dynamic characteristics of a second-order linear system.
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Figures 8 and 9 show nacelle heave and surge accelerations,
respectively. These acceleration RAOs decrease as the wave frequency
approaches their natural frequencies. Since nacelle heave and surge
displacements RAOs are determined by dividing their acceleration
RAOs by the squares of the frequency, the displacement RAOs can be
shown that they increase as the wave frequency approaches their
resonant frequencies.
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Figures 10 and 11 show mooring line tension RAOs. As pitch and
nacelle displacement RAOs, these RAOs increase as the frequency
decreases. We note that the mooring line tension RAO for k1L1Cg1 is
smaller than the tensions for other test conditions. It is interesting to
note that the length change is quite sensitive only to the fairlead
location. The length change RAO for the higher fairlead location L2 is
higher than that of the lower fairlead location L1.
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Figures 7 through 11 show the results of the wave test and
corresponding simulated data in terms of RAO with different mooring
line spring constants, fairlead locations, and COGs. Figure 8 shows a
comparison of pitch RAOs. The RAOs increase as the wave frequency
decreases. As shown in Figure 5, the pitch resonant frequencies for
k1L1Cg1, k2L1Cg1, and k1L2Cg1 are about 1.8 rad/s. Thus, it seems
reasonable that the pitch RAOs of the three test conditions increase
rapidly as the wave frequency approaches the natural frequencies of the
corresponding test conditions. However, the pitch RAO of k1L1Cg2 is
relatively small and its slope is nearly flat. This distinctive shape could
be related to the resonant frequency and damping ratio of k1L1Cg2.
The pitch resonant frequency of k1L1Cg2 is about 1.1 rad/s, and is
significantly smaller than those of other test conditions. Moreover, the
pitch damping ratio for k1L1Cg2 is larger than those of other test
conditions. These pitch RAO features are very similar to those of

Fig. 7. Pitch RAO
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Fig. 8. Nacelle heave acceleration RAO
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We performed an experimental study using a model of a SPAR buoy
floating offshore platform. The model was moored by springs in a wave
tank, with a 1:100 scale ratio for a 5 MW wind turbine. Free decay and
wave tests were carried out for different locations of the mooring
fairlead, spring constants of mooring lines, and centers of gravity. Free
decay tests for heave and pitch motions were performed to determine
natural frequencies and damping ratios. Regular waves with
frequencies between 1/3 and 1 Hz were applied to the moored model in
wave tests. The pitch, nacelle acceleration, and tensions of mooring
lines were measured during the wave tests. Numerical simulations were
performed and the results were used to validate the test results.
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Rodier, D., Carmelli, C., Aubault, A., and Weinstin, A., (2010).
"WindFloat: A floating foundation for offshore wind turbines,"
Journal of Renewable and Sustainable Energy 2: 033104.
Utsunomiya, T., Matsukuma, H., Minoura, S., Ko, K., Hamamura, H.,
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The free decay test results show that the heave resonant frequency is
less sensitive to changes in the mooring line spring constant, and
locations of the center of gravity and fairlead. However, the pitch
resonant frequency is significantly affected by the location of the center
of gravity. An increase in the metacentric height results in an increase
in the pitch resonant frequency.
Regular wave test results show that the RAOs of pitch, nacelle
displacement, and mooring line tensions increase as the wave
frequency decreases toward the pitch and heave resonant frequencies.
However, the RAO of nacelle acceleration decreases as the wave
frequency decreases toward the resonant frequencies.
The results also show that an increase in the height of the center of
gravity produces a decrease in the pitch RAO. RAO patterns of pitch
and nacelle surge are similar to each other. This implies that pitch
motion mainly contributes to the nacelle surge motion.
The test results were confirmed with numerical simulation. It was
shown that the surge and pitch motions are quite sensitive to a change
in the COG. It was also shown that the platform motion, and its
sensitivity to changes in the mooring system and COG, are very large
near resonant frequencies. The test results of the scale model described
in this paper provide experimental data that can be used to validate
numerical simulation tools for the development of SPAR buoy floating
offshore wind turbines.
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artificial typhoon tracks with their parameters are created by the Monte
Carlo procedure. Thirdly, hydrodynamic models are calibrated and
validated for tide and storm surge simulations, and then applied to
calculate astronomical tide in period of 19 year and surges caused by
the artificial typhoons. Finally, returned period curves (exceedance
probability) of storm surge plus tide at points in distance of about 10km
along the coast are produced. These curves are appropriate to use as the
boundary condition in the sea dike design.

ABSTRACT
Vietnam faces to Bien Dong - the East Vietnam Sea (EVS) with the
coastline of more than 3250 km. Tide regime along the coastal zone
are rather complicated, diurnal tide with the range of about 4.5m in the
north, mixed tide of only several decades cm in the middle and semidiurnal of about 5.0 m in the south. On the other hand, yearly in
average there are 4, 5 typhoons land on and influence directly to the
coast. In history, a lot of typhoons caused serious surges (higher than
3.5 m) and damaged heavily sea dike system and many buildings in
the coastal zone.
In order to specify the basic characteristics of sea water level heights to
assistant the coastal engineering and design, in this report the annual
exceedance probability (as well as return period) of seawater level
height (tide plus typhoon surge) at 240 points along the whole coast of
Vietnam are presented.

KEY WORDS: East Vietnam Sea; storm surge; storm tide; returned
period; exceedance probability.

INTRODUCTION
Vietnam faces to the East Vietnam Sea (EVS) with the coastline of
more than 3250 km (Fig.1). Tide regime along the coastal zone are
rather complicated, diurnal tide with the range of about 4.5m in the
north, mixed tide with range of only several decades cm in the middle
and semi-diurnal with range of about 5 m in the south (MHMC, 2009).
On the other hand, yearly in average there are 4, 5 typhoons land on
and influence to the coast. In history, a lot of typhoons caused serious
surges (higher than 3.5 m) and damaged sea dike system and many
buildings in the coastal zone (Thao L.V., 2000). These two phenomena
are mainly affected to sea level height in the Vietnam coast.
In order to protect the long coastal zone, a sea dike system had been
built year after year. At present, in the face of downgrading of the sea
dike system as well as willing to have more safety protection system,
the advanced techniques in sea dike design in the world, such as in the
Netherlands, China, are considered to apply. However, these techniques
require many parameters and information on ground soil,
hydrodynamics, in which the returned period of specific sea level
height is an important parameter.
In the whole Vietnam marine region, tide and typhoon surges have
been considered in many projects and research programs. However, the
obtained results on these phenomena are not appropriate to apply to sea
dike design. In order to support the sea level characteristics for sea dike
design and upgrade, in this study, numerical models are applied to
calculate astronomical tide levels and typhoon surge characteristics.
Firstly, on the basis of historical data of typhoons, sea levels observed
at tide gauges. Secondly, by using statistical models, distribution laws
of typhoon parameters (time, location of typhoon center, depression,
maximum wind speed…) are produced, and then a large number of

Fig. 1. The East Vietnam Sea and the tide gauge stations of Vietnam

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
- Historical typhoon data: All typhoons with their parameters acted in
the East Sea and/or landed on Vietnam coast are collected. The typhoon
parameters are time, typhoon center’s location, speed and direction of
center movement, air pressure depression at center, maximum wind
speed and its radius from the center and landed point. From 1951 to
2009, there are 349 typhoons occurred in the EVS area (in annual
average, about 6 typhoons per year) as shown Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Surges caused by typhoon Lois-8/1995 at Dinh Cu station

Fig. 2. Tracks of 349 typhoons affected to Vietnam coast (1951- 2009)
- Hourly seawater level data: Hourly sea levels at 45 hydrooceanographic gauging stations along the whole coast of Vietnam (as
denoted by the symbol “ ” in Fig.1) in different time periods are
collected, namely, in the 2003-2007 period at all stations; for 5 or 7
days during 132 historical selected typhoons acted and landed.
Furthermore, the in situ maximum surge data of 17 typhoons measured
just after their landing.
- Bathymetry data: Depth values for numerical models of the study area
are extracted from the bathymetry maps: scale of 1/1,000,000 for the
whole East Sea, 1/50.000 or 1/25,000 for the coastal zones of Vietnam.
- Harmonic constant analysis: The sea level dataset for 5 years at each
station is used to analyze the harmonic constants of over 30 tidal
constituents by using the least square adjustment method. However, on
the basis of the obtained results, only 10 tidal constituents with the
most significant amplitudes are selected for numerical verification and
astronomical tide calculation later. They are 4 diurnal tides (K1, O1, P1,
Q1), 4 semi-diurnal (M2, S2, N2, K2) and 2 long period ones (annual and
semi-annual) Sa, Ssa.
- Strom surge extraction: Typhoon surges S are obtained by
elimination of astronomical tide T from measured sea level data O as:
S = O –T
(1)
in which, astronomical tide T is specified by
(2)
n

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

 T  A0   f i H i cosqi t  (Vo  u )  g i 

where, A0 is ai reference
to mean the seawater level; qi, Hi, gi – angle
1
velocity, amplitude and phase of the ith tidal constituent, respectively; fi,
V0 and u – astronomical parameters.
As an example, in Fig. 3, the typhoon surges (line with crosses) from
the 28th to 30th August, 1995 at Dinh Cu station are extracted by
subtracting the astronomical tide values (discontinuos line) from the
measured sea levels. The highest of typhoon surges is about 120cm.
- Probability distribution functions of typhoon parameters: In order to
generate artificial typhoons by the Monte Carlo Procedure, on the basis
of the historical typhoon data set, the probability distribution functions
of the following parameters are specified: landing point (), landing time
and date (hour, day, month, year), speed (Vf) and direction () of typhoon
center, air pressure depression (Pmin) at the center. Some obtained
distribution functions of typhoons’ parameters are presented in Fig. 4.

(e)
Fig. 4. Probability distribution functions of landing points (), time (h),
movement speed (Vf), direction () and air pressure depression (Pmin)
of typhoons
The statistic analysis results point out that the correlation coefficients
(Table 1) between parameters are rather week. The highest value is the
relation of month and landing point. It means that the typhoon
parameters are quite independent except the landing location and the
month in year, typhoon landing location changes from the Northern
part to the Southern part from the beginning to the ending of the
typhoon season is quite dominant (FEMA, 2005). Furthermore, the
distribution function of landing time (Fig. 4(a) shows that typhoons are
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able to land on the coast at any time, it results in the astronomical tide
oscillation and typhoon surges can be considered as two independent
random processes.
Table 1. Correlation coefficients of typhoon parameters

NUMERICAL MODEL SETUP
In order to simulate the tide oscillation and the typhoon surges in the
study area, the software TSIM2001 for 2D hydrodynamic calculation is
applied. This software is developed on the basis of the 2D nonlinear
shallow water equations, the finite difference method with the ADI
scheme (Ninh P.V., 1998; Manh D.V., 2009). In the model the air
pressure and wind velocity fields during typhoon activity are discribed
by the following analytical expressions:
P  P 

P
1  ( r / R)2

W0  Wc  Wac  Wmax

(3)
1/ 2

2(r / R)
1 r / R

Fig. 5. Calculated (solid line) and observed (+) amplitude
of 4 major tidal constituents: K1, O1, M2 and S2

(4)

Secondly, 99 typhoons, which caused the maximum surges greater than
50cm along the coast, are selected for model calibration (70 cases) and
validation (29 cases). For each selected typhoon, only the maximum
surge values at every station are considered to compare with the
calculated ones. For examples, Figs 6 and 7 show the comparisons of
calculated and measured maximum surges along the coast. In general,
the numerical model is verified acceptably to simulate maximum
typhoon surges in the study area. Next, the numerical model are used to
calculate the harmonic constants of 10 tidal constituents as well as the
maximum surges caused by 6,122 artificial typhoons at 240 coastal
points (as shown in Fig. 8)

where P is the air pression; P∞ – the air pressure at typhoon periphery;
∆P- the air pressure depression at the typhoon center; r – the distance
from the center to the considered point; R – the r at the distance of
maximum wind velocity; W0 –wind velocity and Wmax – the maximum
wind velocity; Wac – a correction due to the influence of the land
topography on the typhoon; and Wc  Vc exp( 2.103 ) , where Vc is
the velocity of the typhoon center.
The formulae (3) and (4) are the best approximation of the available
pressure and wind velocity fields during typhoon activity in the
Vietnam sea region (Ninh P.V., 1992)
Modeling extent is limited from 99.0 to 121.0oE and from 1.25 to
24.5oN, and covered by a rectangular grid with the size of 1/12 degrees
of logitude and latitude, respectively. Three sections, crossing the
Taiwan Strait, Luzon Srait and from Penawar to Pemangkat, area
considered as open boundaries (Fig. 1).
It is necessary to verify the numerical model before applying to
calculate astronomical tide and typhoon surges. In fact, tide and
typhoon surges take place simultaneously and their interaction is
nonlinear, however, this phenomenon is not very significant (Pham
Van Ninh, 1998). Therefore, in order to reduce the calculation time in
the later section, tide and typhoon surges are considered independently
and the tide and typhoon surge calculations are calibrated and validated
separately.
Firstly, harmonic constants of 10 tidal constituents at stations along the
coast from Quang Ninh to Kien Giang provinces are exploited for the
model calibration. The calculated results point out that the model can
simulate rather well the tidal level distribution in the study area, as
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Calibration: Calculated (solid line) and observed (+) maximum
surges caused by Nadine-65 and Cecil-85 typhoons along the coast
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Fig. 7. Validation: Calculated (solid line) and observed (+) maximum
surges caused by Xangsane-06 and Betty-87 typhoons along the coast

CALCULATION OF ASTRONOMICAL TIDE LEVELS
On the basis of the calculated harmonic constants (amplitude Hi and
phase gi) of the 10 tidal constituents from the numerical model, the
hourly astronomical tide levels at 240 coastal points for 19 years, from
1990 to 2009, are calculated by using the formulae (2).
Mathematically, in a 19-year period, all situations of astronomical tide
are revealable. These tide level values will be combined with typhoon
surge ones to build up the annual exceedance probability (and return
period) curves.

CALCULATION OF ARTIFICAL TYPHOON SURGES
It is clear that only a 58 years data set of typhoon parameters and
surges are too short for revealing characteristics of typhoon surges in
the study area, therefore, it is necessary to apply suitable methods to
enlarge the data set. On the basis of probability distribution functions
obtained in the above section, the Monte Carlo procedure is applied to
create 6,122 artificial typhoons, equivalently to 1,000 year dataset
(about 6 typhoons per year) (Nga L.N., 2009).
Next, the numerical model is used for calculating surges caused by
these artifical typhoons. The results are to obtain the maximum surges
of each artificial typhoon at every coastal point (at each point, totally
there are 6,122 max surge values). These surge values will be combined
with tidal levels obtained in the previuos section to build up annual
exceedance probability (and return period) curves.

Fig. 8. Locations of 240 coastal points where
the annual exceedance probability curves built
where, HCb is combined water level, HS – storm surge, HT – tidal water
level, i=1 to 61,220, j=1 to 61,220, k=1 to 55,200.
A storm surge value is estimated randomly based on its
accumulative function equation (6) (Thao L.V., 2000; Wang, S.Y.,
2007):
(6)
H B  inv( F ( PH B ))
where, F is accumulative function, PHB - accumulative probability,
identified randomly in between 0 and 1 uniformly, inv – inverted
function of F.
Tidal water level was picked up directly from its accumulative
distribution by using the Piecewise linear method and accumulative
probability P was identified randomly in between 0 and 1 uniformly.
For example, the tidal water level at P of 0.77 is 53cm, as shown in
Fig. 11.
Return period and Annual exceedance probability are calculated
based on Equation 7 (Thao L.V., 2000 ):

ANNUAL EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITY CURVES
As mentioned before, tide and typhoon considered are two natural
independent phenomena. A typhoon can hit the coast at any tidal
moment of high or low or in between. Therefore, a typhoon surge can
combine incidentally any tide level.
At each point, a mathematical accumulative function of storm surge
was created based on 1,000-year artificial storm surge data set; and an
accumulative distribution of tide was built based on 19-year calculated
astronomical tide level (as shown in Fig. 9). Then the combination
schema of tide and typhoon surge is showed on Fig. 10.
In order to have a high certainty of the combined water level (storm
surge plus tide) at 100 and 200 year return periods, 61,220 combined
data (equivalent to 10,000 years of typhoon) is simulated based on the
following equation (5):

H Cb i  H S j  H T k

TrH Cb 

Rank H Cb
L

,

P

1
TrH Cb

(7)

where, TrHCb is return period of HCb in year, RankHCb – rank of HCb
(RankHCb=1 for MaxHCb, RankHCb=61,220 for MinHCb), L –
length of data in year, P – annual exceedance probability in
percentage.

(5)
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Fig. 12. Annual exceedance probability curve of storm tide at Do son,
Hai phong (106o46’E, 20o42’N)

Fig. 9. Accumulative functions of (a) typhoon surge and (b) tide level
(at location of 108°10'E, 21°30'N)

Fig. 13. Annual exceedance probability curve of storm tide at Lang co,
Thua thien - Hue (108o03’E, 16o17’N)

Fig. 10. Combination schema of typhoon surge and tide level

Fig. 14. Annual exceedance probability curve of storm tide at Vung tau,
Ba ria – Vung tau (107o07’E, 10o22’N)

Fig. 11. Piecewise linear method used for picking up tidal level from
its accumulative distribution P In the study area, at all 240 coastal
points, storm surge plus tide annual exceedance probability and return
period curves are created. In Figs 12 to 15, the annual exceedance
probability curves at 4 representative points, in the northern, centeral,
southern and western coast part of Vietnam.
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Fig. 15. Annual exceedance probability curve of storm tide at Ha tien,
Kien giang (104o26’E, 10o22’N)

CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of the data on typhoon parameters and sea water levels
mearured at tide gauges from 1951 to 2009 in the East Sea, specially in the
coast zone from Quang Ninh to Kien Giang provinces, as well as applying
various models in statistic, hydrodynamics, the annual exceedance
probability (and the return period) curves of the storm tides at 240 points in
distance of about 10km along the whole coast of Vietnam are produced.
These curves are appropriate to apply as the boundary condition in the
design of sea dike as well as of other coastal constructions and have been
accepted in practice of Vietnam (MARD, 2012).
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highly precise analysis to deal with massive number of simulation cases.
Hence, despite the disadvantage of accuracy, quasi-static frequencydomain uncoupled analysis method is chosen for present study.

ABSTRACT
For the design of mooring systems for floating offshore platforms,
tremendous amount of simulation cases should be considered to deal
with all the environmental combinations and loading conditions. An
efficient pre-process to downsize the number of simulation cases is thus
required. In this paper, a prescreening procedure for reducing the
environmental conditions is suggested based on quasi-static hull/
mooring uncoupled analyses in the frequency-domain. The results are
compared with time-domain coupled analyses of existing researches,
and are found to be reasonable. Also, characteristics of environmental
combinations classified to be severe to the system are investigated.

The frequency-domain analysis is conducted on the basis of
superposition principle, which states that the loads and the responses of
combined frequencies can be constructed by summing up those of
individual frequency. The linear wave component, needless to say,
satisfies this superposition condition. The static wave drift force is
nonlinear, but it is also known to be able to superposed (Faltinsen,
1990). The slowly-varying wave force is due to the interference of two
different frequency components of wave and is also nonlinear.
However, Pinkster (1975) introduced the difference-frequency load
spectrum so that the slowly-varying wave force and responses can also
be estimated in the frequency-domain quite similarly to the linear
problems.

KEY WORDS: Prescreening; ocean environment; offshore platform;
mooring; uncoupled analysis; frequency domain

INTRODUCTION

The quasi-static uncoupled analysis means that the dynamic behavior
of mooring lines is neglected, and the dynamic responses of the
platform do not affect the responses of the mooring system. These
assumptions truly have discrepancies with actual situations, and the
discrepancies tend to grow bigger with increasing water depth. There
have been many researches indicating that significant underestimation
can be made with hull/mooring uncoupled analysis (Ormberg and
Larsen, 1998). Hence care should be made in using this analysis
method.

Offshore structures usually perform their work in a fixed location for a
long period of time, and the duration of work reaches about 20 to 30
years in case of offshore production facilities. Accordingly, in the
design analysis for offshore structures and mooring systems,
tremendous amount of simulation cases should be taken into account to
deal with all the environmental combinations the system might be
confronted with in its lifetime. The environmental combinations are
composed of wind, current and wave conditions, and the number of
simulation cases is normally order of one million. Therefore, it is
practically impossible to handle all the cases in the time-domain
analyses for accurate estimation of design values.

The prescreening procedure of present study is described as a flowchart
in Fig. 1. The flowchart is composed of following steps.

Heading Angle Analysis

In this study, a systemized prescreening procedure is suggested to
efficiently downsize the amount of environmental combinations for the
design analyses of offshore structures and mooring systems. Prompt
estimation of risk factors such as the platform offset, mooring line
tension and turret force is conducted through this procedure. Since the
present study is putting more weight on the efficiency and
expeditiousness rather than the high degree of accuracy, a quasi-static
frequency-domain uncoupled analysis method is chosen for quick
calculation. The results from the suggested procedure are compared to
the existing research of time-domain coupled analysis, and are found to
be reasonable. Also, characteristics of environmental combinations
classified to be severe to the system are investigated.

The heading angle analysis is performed only when a weathervaning
capable turret mooring system is applied. This step finds out the
platform’s mean stable heading angle in which the resultant static yaw
moment due to wave, wind and current becomes zero. The static yaw
moments by wind and current are calculated through platform specific
drag coefficients or, if coefficients are not available, OCIMF
experiment results (1994). The moment by wave drift load is estimated
with numerical code using potential theory. Generally, two mean
heading angles are found, one of which is stable and the other is
unstable. The stability of a mean heading angle is judged by the sign of
derivative at the zero-crossing point of the resultant yaw moment curve
versus heading angle. A zero-crossing point with negative derivative is
categorized to be the stable mean heading, since slight disturbance of
the heading angle at this point causes a restoring moment toward this
point. There can also be more than one stable mean heading, depending
on the environmental combination. Once a stable mean heading is

PRESCREENING PROCEDURE
As mentioned previously, the prescreening procedure is focusing
mainly on the efficiency and expeditiousness of calculations rather than
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Dynamic Analysis: Slowly-varying Motion

found, the platform is fixed to this heading angle throughout the rest of
the procedure.

Pre-screening

In this step, the slowly-varying motion of the platform induced by 2ndorder difference frequency wave load and the time-varying wind load is
estimated in the frequency-domain. For this work, the low-frequency
force spectrum is calculated and utilized. The difference-frequency
wave load spectrum is calculated as,


Specify the platform information

Platform data

Select an environmental condition

Environmental data

No

S Fwave     8 S   S     Q  ,     d
2

(2)

0

where S ( ) is the wave spectrum and Q(,    ) is the
QTF(Quadratic Transfer Function) for the difference-frequency wave
load. Since calculation of QTFs requires heavy efforts, this study
adopts the approximation suggested by Pinkster (1975) which is given
as,

Weathervaning capable?
Yes

Step 0. Heading Angle Analysis
: Mean heading angle is calculated for turretmoored platforms.

Static analysis data:
Wind & current
drag coefficient,
Wave-drift force

Step 1. Static Analysis
: Mean offset is calculated by applying static
loads and mooring forces to the vessel.

Mooring system
information

Step 2. Dynamic Analysis;
Slowly-varying Motion
: Slowly-varying horizontal offset induced by
2nd-order wave load and wind load is estimated.

Slowy-varying motion data:
2nd-order force QTF,
wind spectrum

Step 3. Dynamic Analysis;
Wave-frequency Motion
: Linear wave-frequency motions are estimated.

Estimation of the results
(for further analysis)

S

wave
F



    80

 F wave    / 2  
S   S     
 d
A2


2

where F wave (   / 2) is the mean wave-drift force, and A is the
amplitude of the corresponding wave component. The low-frequency
wind load spectrum is derived as follows. Since the wind load is
proportional to the square of the wind velocity, total wind load is given
as,

F wind  t   C wind U  u (t )  C windU 2  2C windUu (t )
2

Wave-frequency motion
data:
Linear motion RAO

(3)

(4)

where C wind is the coefficient of the wind drag force, U is the mean
velocity of the wind, and u (t ) is the dynamic component of the wind
velocity which is assumed to be much smaller than U . Hence, if the
wind velocity spectrum is denoted as S wind (  ) , the wind load spectrum
is given as Eq. 5 below.

Operational rules &
regulations

Yes

SFwind (  )   2Cwind U  S wind (  )
2

Environmental conditions remaining?

(5)

No

The total low-frequency load spectrum is given by summing up Eq. 3
and Eq. 5.

End

Figure 1. Flowchart of the prescreening procedure

SFLF ( )  SFwave (  )  SFwind (  )

Static Analysis
In the static analysis step, the platform’s horizontal mean offset
position, where the environmental loads and the restoring force by the
mooring system cancel out, is estimated. The loads calculated at this
step are time-invariant static loads in horizontal directions. The
equation for the horizontal mean offset is given by

 F( x )  F

wind

 F wave  Fcurrent  F mooring ( x )  0

(1)

where F is the horizontal static force vector, and x is the horizontal
mean offset vector of the platform. For wind and current, horizontal
static forces are estimated through the platform specified drag
coefficients or OCIMF experiment results. For the static wave load,
wave drift forces for individual wave frequency are pre-calculated and
then superposed through corresponding wave spectrum. The restoring
force by mooring system is estimated through pre-calculated static
properties of individual mooring line.

(6)

Variance of the low-frequency motion of the platform is estimated by,

 i ,LF 2  



0

S FLFi (  )
(ci  mi  2 ) 2  bi 2  2

d

(7)

where i denotes the direction of the load and the motion, ci , mi and bi
are the restoring coefficient, mass and damping coefficient,
respectively. Since only the horizontal components of the platform
motion are concerned, ci is contributed purely by the mooring system.
Mostly the restoring force by the mooring system is nonlinear to the
platform offset. Hence, the least-square-method is used to estimate the
representative value of the restoring coefficient.

Dynamic Analysis: Wave-frequency Motion
The wave-frequency motion, i.e., linear wave-induced motion, is
estimated in the old-fashioned way which is utilizing the motion RAO
and the wave spectrum. Variance of the wave-frequency motion is
given as
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Table 2. Specifications of the mooring systems used for calculation

(8)

0

where H i ( ) is the motion RAO and S ( ) is the wave spectrum.

VALIDATION OF THE RESULTS
To show the validity of the present study, the results from the
prescreening procedure are compared to the results from an existing
research of fully-coupled time-domain analysis.

Definition of the Problem

Water depth(m)

150

330

2,000

Total line length(m)

935

1460

4000

Weight per unit length(N/m)

3425

900

450

Horizontal distance
from anchor to fairlead(m)
Number of mooring lines

883

1350

3200

8

8

8

Angle between adjacent
mooring lines(˚ )

45

45

45

Table 3. Environmental conditions used for calculation

Ormberg and Larsen (1998) conducted numerical simulations
on an
Z
FPSO subjected to collinear environmental loads. Geometry and
specifications of the FPSO platform used for the validation are given in
Fig. 2 and Table 1 respectively. The CG and the longitudinal
turret
Y
X
position is given with respect to midship center on the waterplane.

Wind

U  33.9 m/s

Wave

NPD wind gust spectrum
H S  16.2 m , TP  16.2sec
JONSWAP spectrum
U c  0.95m/s

Current

0.8

o

0
o
30
o
60
o
90
o
120
o
150
o
180

1/A

0.6

Figure 2. Geometry of the hull of the FPSO used for calculation
Table 1. Specifications of the FPSO used for calculation
Ship length(m)

224.1

Breadth(m)

40.5

Draft(m)

16

Block coefficient

0.84

Mass(tonnes)

125,700

CG(m)

(-4.175, 0, -2.511)

Longitudinal turret position(m)

61.45

0.4

0.2

0.5

1

 (rad/s)

1.5

Figure 3. Platform surge motion RAOs
250000
o

0
30o
60o
90o
o
120
o
150
180o

200000

In this study, mooring forces are calculated analytically by catenary
equation (Garza-Rios et al., 1997) for simple calculations. Since only
limited information of the mooring systems is given in Ormberg and
Larsen (1998), weight per unit length and horizontal distance from
anchor to fairlead are assumed or modified to fit the static mean offset
positions. Table 2 represents the specifications of the mooring systems
for three different water depths.

F1/A2 (N/m2)

150000

As for the environmental conditions, wind, wave and current are all
applied in one direction, i.e., the environmental loads are collinear. The
direction of the environmental loads is set to 180 o . Table 3 summarizes
the environmental condition used in the analyses. In Table 3, U , HS ,
TP and UC represent the mean wind velocity, significant wave height,
spectral peak period and current velocity, respectively.

100000
50000
0
-50000

-100000
-150000
-200000
-250000

The linear motion RAOs and the wave drift forces are calculated with
the hydrodynamics code WADAM developed by DNV. Since the
platform geometry is symmetric with respect to the longitudinal center

0

0.5

1

 (rad/s)

1.5

Figure 4. Wave-drift forces for various incident angles
plane, RAOs and wave drift forces are calculated through the heading
angle of 0 o to 180 o with the interval of 30 o . Figs. 3~4 represent the
surge motion RAOs and the wave drift forces for various heading
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angles respectively. 1 in Fig. 3 represents the surge motion, and
Fig. 4 represents the mean wave-drift force in surge direction.

Offshore Mechanics and Hydrodynamics

F1 in

Wind and current loads are calculated upon the specified drag
coefficients given for the platform. Figs. 5~6 show the wind and
current drag coefficients used in this calculation, where CX , CY and
CXY represent the longitudinal drag coefficient, transverse drag
coefficient and yaw moment coefficient respectively. The wind and
current forces in longitudinal and transverse directions, FX and FY ,
and the yaw moment MXY are calculated by Eq. 9 with these
coefficients.

FX  CX U 2 , FY  CYU 2 , M XY  CXYU 2

(9)

3000

60000
wind

CX
wind
CY
wind
CXY

2500

20000
0

1500

wind

-20000

1000

-40000

CXY

wind
Cwind
X , CY

2000

Figure 7. Comparison of platform surge motion
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-60000
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-80000

0

-100000
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0

45

90

o

angle ( )
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Figure 5. Wind force coefficient curve
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X
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Y
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Figure 8. Comparison of tension in the most loaded line
4E+07
2E+07
0

1E+06
-2E+07
500000

CXYcurrent

Ccurrent
, Ccurrent
X
Y

1.5E+06

-4E+07
-6E+07

0
0

45

90

o

angle ( )

135

-8E+07
180

Figure 6. Current force coefficient curve

Calculation Results
The mean and the maximum values of surge motion of the platform,
tension in the most loaded mooring line and the horizontal turret force
are compared with Ormberg and Larsen(1998). Figs. 7~9 represent the
diagrams for the platform surge motion, tension in the most loaded
mooring line and the horizontal turret force, respectively. As is
observed in Fig. 7, the results of the surge motion for all the three water
depth cases are fairly similar to Ormberg and Larsen (1998). Hence,
prediction of mean and maximum platform offset by the prescreening
procedure is considered to be acceptable.

Figure 9. Comparison of horizontal turret force
As for the tension in the most loaded mooring line in Fig. 8, a
remarkable feature is that the maximum value is considerably
underestimated in the deep water case. While mean and maximum
values for the case of 150m water depth are predicted with high degree
of accuracy, underestimations of approximately 25% are observed in
the other two water depth cases. This is because the effect of the
hydrodynamic force and the inertial force on the mooring lines
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23995 and 23996, results in completely different stable mean headings.
In other words, weathervaning of the platform fails in most the cases of
large horizontal mean offset, which drastically enhances the mean
environmental loads in transverse direction of the platform. Hence, it is
concluded that the stability of mean headings are considerably related
to the severity of environmental conditions. Fig. 11 represents the result
of the heading angle analysis for the case of index 34555 in Table 5.

becomes considerable as the water depth increases. It may also be
contributed by the decrease of accuracy of the prediction of the line
tension by the analytic catenary equation in an extreme state. However,
it is thought that as simulation data for the deep water cases is
accumulated, information of the degree of underestimation of the
extreme line tension can be standardized and utilized to improve the
quality of prediction.
The horizontal turret force in Fig. 9 displays the tendency of
underestimation more clearly. As the water depth increases,
underestimation of the dynamic turret force becomes severe. This is
again explained by the dynamic effects of the mooring lines, and
contributions from all the eight mooring lines results in bigger
discrepancies for the turret force.

PRESCREENING RESULTS
To actually perform the prescreening operation, responses under a
massive number of environmental conditions have been investigated.
The platform specifications are the same as those of Table 1, and the
mooring system of 2,000m water depth case in Table 2 is applied.
Environmental conditions are selected in a diverse range to cover most
of the sea states the platform might encounter through its lifetime.
Table 4 summarizes the environmental conditions concerned. The total
number of the environmental conditions is 34,560.
Table 4. Environmental conditions considered in the prescreening
Wind

Wave

Current

 Velocity
10m/s ~ 30m/s, 10m/s interval
 Direction
0˚ ~360˚ , 30˚ interval
 Spectrum
NPD wind gust spectrum
 Significant wave height
8m ~ 12m, 1m interval
 Peak period
8sec ~ 15sec, 1sec interval
 Direction
180˚
 Spectrum
JONSWAP spectrum
 Velocity
0.5m/s ~ 1.0m/s, 0.5m/s interval
 Direction
0˚ ~360˚ , 30˚ interval

Figure 10. Platform horizontal offset for entire environmental
conditions
Table 5.Top 20 environmental conditions of the largest horizontal static
offset
mean
heading
(m/s) ( o ) (m/s) ( o ) (m) (sec) ( o )
(o )
34555 30
360 1
360 12
10
180 47.89
34555 30
360 1
360 12
10
180 312.11
23995 30
30
1
360 12
10
180 312.91
33595 30
330 1
360 12
10
180 47.09
34556 30
360 1
360 12
11
180 298.83
34556 30
360 1
360 12
11
180 61.17
34116 30
360 1
30
12
11
180 56.17
34516 30
360 1
330 12
11
180 303.83
34547 30
360 1
360 11
10
180 54.21
34547 30
360 1
360 11
10
180 305.79
24955 30
60
1
360 12
10
180 315.33
32635 30
300 1
360 12
10
180 44.67
34115 30
360 1
30
12
10
180 312.51
34515 30
360 1
330 12
10
180 47.49
33596 30
330 1
360 12
11
180 59.56
23996 30
30
1
360 12
11
180 300.44
33596 30
330 1
360 12
11
180 306.03
23996 30
30
1
360 12
11
180 53.97
34108 30
360 1
30
11
11
180 62.17
34508 30
360 1
330 11
11
180 297.83
index

The result of the platform offset prediction is plotted in Fig. 10. The
dotted plots represent the horizontal mean offset positions for
respective environmental condition, while the lined plots indicate the
expected boundaries of the maximum horizontal motions for each
condition. It is observed from Fig. 10 that significant underestimation
of the platform offset can be made without consideration of the
dynamic components.
For the better understanding of the severe environmental conditions,
top 20 cases of the largest horizontal static offset are arranged in Table
5. Here  denotes the incident angle of each environmental load.
Observing Table 5, a noticeable feature of most of the environmental
conditions is that the directions of environmental loads are strictly noncollinear. This feature leads to, not always, the instability in the mean
heading of the platform, so that multiple stable mean headings are very
much observed among these cases. Also, very slight change of the
environmental conditions in some cases, such as the index number
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U

 wind U C  current H s

Tp

 wave

static
offset
(m)
366.26
366.26
352.64
352.64
351.31
351.31
350.56
350.56
348.12
348.12
339.24
339.24
338.59
338.59
336.95
336.95
335.65
335.65
331.44
331.44
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Figure 11. Result of the heading angle analysis for the largest mean
offset case(index 34555)

CONCLUSION
In this study, a prescreening procedure for the design analysis of
offshore structures and mooring systems is suggested and tested.
Following achievements and conclusions are made from this study.
 A prescreening procedure for the design analysis of offshore
structures and mooring systems to downsize the massive number of
environmental conditions has been systemized. The procedure is
composed of heading angle analysis, static analysis and dynamic
analysis, all of which are focusing on the efficiency and the
expeditiousness of calculations.
 Results of the suggested procedure have been compared and
validated to more sophisticated analysis results from an existing
research. The conclusion is that the horizontal offset can be
predicted with reasonable degree of accuracy, while the line tension
and the turret force are tend to be underestimated in deep water
cases. This underestimation is thought to be originated from
neglecting the dynamic effects of the mooring lines.
 A massive number of environmental conditions have been
processed through the suggested prescreening procedure. It was
shown that the dynamic component of the horizontal offset is
dominating.
 Observing cases of large horizontal offsets, it was shown that most
of the cases have instability in their mean headings, which are
interpreted as the failure of weathervaning. Hence, it is thought that
the severity of environmental conditions is considerably related to
the stability of mean headings.
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ABSTRACT
a) tensile rods vary in length according to Hooke's law, tensile their
length increases proportionally to the applied load and inversely
proportional to the cross-sectional area and modulus of elasticity of the
material;
b) rods under compression no resistance and reduce its length down to
0, "adding up" telescoped;
c) hydrodynamic forces acting on the rods depend on the angle of
attack, shape and size of rods.
In operation, the gear on it, and consequently its components (the rods),
external forces: gravity, buoyancy forces and hydrodynamic forces.
The design of the gear there are internal forces, which are forces
stretching each rod. All of these forces (fixed and variable force) affect
the shape and position of the gear.
Constant forces: To permanently acting forces are gravity cores equal
to the mass of the rod and directed vertically downward and force of
Archimedes equal to the mass of the displaced fluid and directed
vertically upwards. Effects of these forces on the pins can be calculated
in advance and varies with time.
Variable forces: The variables forces are hydrodynamic forces, as well
as internal forces arising from the tension rods. Hydrodynamic forces
are uniformly distributed over the rods, so their impact can be replaced
completely equi applied at the center of gravity of stubble. Internal
tensile forces are directed along the axis of the rods are attached to the
ends of the rods, and in opposite directions.
Hydromechanic forces:. Rods are classic cylindrical body with a cross
section in the shape of a circle, their wrapping, for the most part
characterized by having an asymmetrical flow cross-flow.
Hydrodynamic forces acting on the rods, in this case, describes
the well-known formulas [1]:

The article presents the results of the development of dynamic
simulation program netting gear. Considered the applicability of the
finite element method. The existing mathematical models netting gear.
Shows the construction of a mathematical model for computer
simulation of netting gear.

KEY WORDS: net webbing, mesh, thread.
INTRODUCTION
In the last 25-30 years of increasing importance in engineering
calculations, gaining the finite element method, it is based on a simple
syllogism: if mentally divide any structure at a sufficiently small
elements, we can calculate the stress, strain in each element of the
design and thus determine the shape of the design check strength, etc.
However, this method is applied for a sufficiently rigid and in most
cases, continuous flat or three-dimensional structures, and suggests that
the structure has a predetermined initial shape and retains its plastic
deformation or without irreversible plastic deformation. Netting gear
for this assumption is suitable enough, because gear have their own
forms and dynamic gear acquire it only under the influence of the
incoming flow, static (such as stationary nets, traps and shutters, etc.)
require special installation, using anchors of different types and
modifications.
From this it follows that directly use a finite element method to
compute netting gear impossible.

X  C x 

Existing mathematical models netting gear, selection and
modification: In the design of fishing gear used two main models for
gear, continuous and discrete. In the continuum model netting
surface is regarded as infinitely thin, perfectly flexible, continuous
shell [4]. Discrete model, ideology similar to the model the finite
element method and is a shell in the form of net design hinged rods
(rod - this side of the mesh) and the node is a joint [4]. Continuum
model is most applicable for surfaces of revolution (axisymmetric),
and stationary conditions. The discrete model is suitable for more
complex cases, when the construction of net fishing gear is not
rotationally symmetric and its surface is irregular network [4], As
well as non-stationary modes.
Thus the choice of a mathematical model for the further
implementation of the computer is not in doubt, take discrete
mathematical model of the netting as a simpler, algorithmic
implementation and in providing more opportunities for modeling,
as proper gear and diversity of environmental conditions
(load flow, etc .). For a closer approximation to the reality of the
original discrete model needed to make some changes, this has taken
the following parameters:



 b  V02 , Y  C y   b  V02 ,where
2
2

X - drag;
Y - lateral force;
C x - coefficient of drag forces;
C y - coefficient of lateral forces,

V0 - flow rate, m / s
 - fluid density, kg/m3
b - cross-sectional size of the cylindrical body, m.
Coefficients of forces in asymmetric flow around a
cylinder flow, defined by the following formulas [1]:

C x  C x 0  cos 2 
where
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C x0

To overcome the aforementioned disadvantages of the proposed use of
the most common, at present, a relational database [3]. The main
purpose of the database is to store and process large volumes of
information and because of large data processing systems is critical
speed data modifications, all server databases are optimized in order to
increase the speed of processing large amounts of information that
allows you to quickly calculate fluid mechanics and other
characteristics of the elements of net fishing gear (rods). High-speed
calculations to simulate not only static, but dynamic and fast-flowing
processes netting gear, in real time.

- cylinder’s coefficient of drag forces at a grazing angle

is zero,

 - slip angle of the cylinder.
Tensile force rods: As mentioned above, each rod model netting tensile
obeys Hooke's law, and its length is determined by the known formula [3]

L 

FL
ES

, where

∆L – absolute elongation of the rod;
F – tensile force;
L – length of the rod,
E – elastic modulus of the rod material;
S – cross-sectional area of the rod.

REFERENCES

The elastic modulus and cross-sectional area being taken to a suitable
cable or rope.

CONCLUSIONS
However, the main disadvantage of the resulting mathematical model
to simulate on the computer gear is high memory requirements and
speed of the computer as number of elements of the discrete model
gear is very large, the real part of the trawl netting may consist of
100,000 cell [4]. Ideally you want to calculate the state of each mesh
(actually each rod, which form the mesh network).
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ABSTRACT
At present paper the computer technology of generation of surface gravity
waves is developed. Numerical simulation of the extreme waves in height of
30 meters is carried out. 2D-profiles of the extreme waves since inception till
their collapsing are calculated. As the example, showing an application
significance of designed technology, the case of capsizing of a 2D-contour of
an ocean vessel under action of the rogue wave is given.
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where {i, j} = 1, 2, 3; x1, x2, x3 – the orthogonal coordinates in the
absolute system ox1x2x3; u1, u2, u3 - averaged values of the absolute
velocity flow of a continuous medium (gas or liquid); u'1, u'2, u'3 absolute velocity fluctuations which characterize the energy
dissipation; μ and ρ - the viscosity and density of the continuous
medium; t and p – time and pressure, respectively;  uiu j - Reynolds

wave profile, collapsing waves, ship breaking.

INTRODUCTION
The research over the last 30-50 years has shown there are abnormally
large waves on the sea – killer waves or extreme waves (hereinafter the extreme waves). The appearance or disappearance of these waves
observed as stormy weather and calm sea (Kurkin and Pelinovskiy,
2004). Extreme waves considered as potential accident factors for
offshore structures and marine transport. Thus, over the period of 19691994 years about 22 supertankers have been lost or significantly
damaged (Lawton, 2001) in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. During the
period of 2006-2010 years registered 78 cases of extreme waves
(Nikolkina and Didenkulova, 2011). Some of these cases were
tragically as for ships, members of the crew or the people who were in
the coastal line. The studying of the characteristics of the extreme
waves is performed numerically (Slunyaev and Sergeeva, 2012),
including CFD-method, for example (Clauss and Schmittner, 2005) or
with experimental facility (Kuznetzov and Saprikina, 2012). The most
of the research papers, for example, (Clauss and Schmittner, 2003)
associated with the studying of various aspects of the interaction of
extreme waves with obstacles. In most researches, the nonlinear
processes of short waves with small height were explored.
The impossibility of carrying out a full-scale experiment with the
extreme waves leads to the way of numerical modeling. In present
paper, the technology of numerical 2D-simulation of extreme waves
with computational fluid dynamics (CFD - computational fluid
dynamics) tool is described. The processes of evolution and the
collapsing of extreme waves in a full-scale statement considered for
varying lengths of the extreme waves with the height of 30 m.

stress (obtained by averaging of the fluctuating velocity components).
SI units systems are used. For Reynolds stress calculation, the
turbulence model kt-ε, RNG (renormalization group mathematical
technique) is used (Yakhot and Orszag, 1986). This model allows to
obtain the numerical values of the hydrodynamic fields in computation
domain of virtual poll close to their experimental values (Hsu and
Chen, 2005). Thus equation (1), (2) are closed and perform to compute
the turbulent kinetic energy (k) and dissipation velocity ().
The germination process of extreme wave consists of three stages
(Ruban and Kodama, 2010): First stage is a random space-time
spectrum focusing (Zacharov and Shabat, 1972) of sea waves
components. The result is forming a wave group. Second stage is the
nonlinear transformation of wave group to the extreme wave with
heights of 30m (Kurkin and Pelinovskiy, 2004). This stage requires a
defined value of a wave steepness (S = πH / λ> 0.443, where H - the
height of the wave, λ - wavelength) (Longuet-Higgins, 1985). Third
stage is the wave breaking stage.
At present paper, we discussed only two last stages. The process of
formation of a resulting extreme wave (wave soliton) is not considered.
For generation of a spectrum of gravity waves on a surface of a deep
sea are formed a boundary conditions. Left vertical border of the virtual
pool is an inlet of computational domain with the horizontal (υx) and
vertical (υy) components which determined by the expressions:
N

x  

KEY FEATURES OF NUMERICAL MODELING

n 1

For solving of this problem, the method of computational fluid
dynamics (CFD - computational fluid dynamics) was used. CFD allows
to simulate a hydrodynamic pool (hereinafter - the pool), which is
numerically simulate the evolution process of extreme waves.
CFD-method is based on instantaneous continuity and ensemble-averaged
momentum equations (RANSE – Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
equations), which can be written in Cartesian tensor form as (1) and (2):

N

y  
n 1

gk n An

exp k n y cosk n x0   n t   n  ,

(3)

gk n An

exp k n y sink n x0   n t   n  ,

(4)

n

n

where g – gravity acceleration,  n 

gkn

– angular

frequency; x0 – input basin boundary coordinate; n  1, N , N –
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number of spectrum amplitudes; An – spectrum amplitude;
kn=2π/λn – wave number; λn и φn – wave length and phase angle
for n component’s correspondingly.

under the envelope of which can be from 3 (Fonseca and Soares
(2006)) to 20 (Kurkin and Pelinovskiy (2004)) wave periods. Analysis
of the shape of the anomalous waves with three peaks shows its
similarity with the Morle wavelet. Thus for the initial moment with (t =
0) was created a moving wave with the shape corresponds to the real
component of the Morle complex wavelet. Thus a deviation from the
free surface of the sea for such a wave (hereinafter - the wavelet-wave)
described by following equation:

The outlet boundary condition (right boundary) of the computational
domain provided by damping (numerical beach model), excluding
reflected the waves of the spectrum from the wall of the numerical
channel. Boundary condition at the bottom of the numerical channel
corresponds to a zero normal derivative of the fluid velocity. The upper
boundary is the atmospheric pressure of an open channel.
The initial conditions of the equations (1) and (2) formed by
initialization of a computation domain with a velocity vector (3) and
(4). As a result in the computational domain created the distribution of
the wave amplitudes and velocities corresponding to the initial state (t
= 0) of moving extreme waves with a given spectrum.
System of equations (1) and (2) was numerically solve by using the
software FLUENT.
Computational domain is a rectangular channel with length L and depth
liquid T. The computational domain of a virtual pool meshed with a
grid. The coordinate system of a computational domain oxy oriented as
ox axis which is conditional with the surface of still water (without
waves), and the axis oy upward. The internal space of the
computational domain was meshed by using the square and triangular
grid elements.

  k x  xc   2 
  Ab exp  2
 cosk x  xc   t 
  2  
where Ab – initial amplitude of wavelet-wave; k = 2π/λ and

(5)

  gk

– wave number and angular frequency of a wavelet-wave,
correspondingly; λ – initial length of a wavelet-wave; xс – initial absciss
of a wavelet-wave. The coefficient 2π in equation (5) used for
formation the shape of the wave with three maxima.
For the modeling of the extreme wave with length in twenty periods,
the monochrome wave with the length of 10 periods (the right half of
the soliton) was used. For the soliton shape, forming the additional
damping model (numerical beach model) at the end part of the
computational domain was used. The monitoring of the breaking stage
of a monochromatic wave was carried out on its first three periods.
Initial values of amplitudes and wavelengths for t = 0 and wave height
30m, was made in two stages. At the first stage we performed a
numerical study of nonlinear transformations, both types of waves
(monochromatic and wavelet-wave) with a base wavelength λb = 100m
(wavelet wave base is the central initial wave spectrum) and several
initial amplitudes Ab = (8, 9, 10, 11, 12) m. Nonlinear wave
transformation with the Ab amplitudes are set to the maximum height
(Hb) for both types of waves. At the second stage scaling coefficients
(m) were defined from the expression m = 30 / Hb for each type of the
waves and initial amplitude. Scaling factors m were used for generation
of extreme waves with different lengths, but the same height (30 m), (at
t = 0). A slope of these waves is equal to the initial slope of the base
waves.

Solver options and other features
The following important computation element of our research is the
FLUENT software solver options:
- unsteady pressure-based segregated, first-order implicit, noniterative time advancement solver;
- gradient option – green-gauss cell based;
- multiphase model option – explicit volume fraction of fluid (VOF)
model;
- turbulent model option – k-e RNG model, scalable wall function;
- dynamic mesh option –dynamic mesh model (mesh methods –
smoothing and remeshing) and 6DOF model;
- pressure velocity coupling – PISO (pressure-implicit with splitting
of operators pressure-velocity coupling scheme) with neighbor
correction scheme, applicable for VOF model.
Discretization schemes:
- pressure – PRESTO (PREssure STaggering Option) second-order
scheme for VOF model;
- momentum – third-order MUSCL (monotone upstream-centered
schemes for conservation laws) is applicable to arbitrary meshes;
- volume fraction – geo-reconstruct second-order scheme (piecewiselinear approach within each cell). The geometric reconstruction scheme
is generalized for unstructured meshes and is typically used whenever
you are interested in the time-accurate transient behavior of the VOF
solution;
- turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate – second order upwind
scheme.

NUMERICAL MODELLING
The computational domain as a rectangle for the numerical modeling
was formed. Dimensions of the domain are following length L = 1000
m and a height of 250 m. The computational domain split at the
rectangular grid element elements with a side of 0.25 m. Within the
domain, we separate the region with following dimensions of length 100 m and height - 50m.
This local domain also was split with triangular grid elements with a
side of 0.25m. This is a virtual 2D-pool. Depth of water is T = 125 m.
The density of water is taken equal to ρ = 1027 kg / m3, the acceleration
of gravity - g = 9,81 m / s2. The time step for solver selected as 0.001 s
- for extreme wave profiles modeling and 0,0002s – for simulation the
impaction of extreme waves with the 2-D contour of a ship. Courant
number on the length of the grid cell does not exceed 0.25. The lists of
the initial parameters for the modeling of the scaled extreme waves
shown in a Table 1.

Relaxation factors:
- pressure – 0.6;
- momentum – 0.7;
- turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate – 0.8.
User defined functions (UDF) was used to create velocity boundary
condition
by
macroses
DEFINE_INIT
(initialization),
DEFINE_PROFILE (generation of phase profiles and profiles of
velocity
vector
components)
and
macros
DEFINE_SDOF_PROPERTIES was used to cause to move 2D-contour
of the vessel.
Real observations show the abnormal waves have the form of a soliton
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On fig. 2 the time series of the extreme waves with the time interval
equal 0,06 s, normalized time t/T = 0…0,54, initial amplitude value 11.5
m, wavelet wave length 115 m and a period T=8.6 s are present.
Fig. 3 shows the graphs of the phase values for first eight (1-8) terms of
a discrete Fourier spectrum for the anomalous wave (see Fig. 1) relative
to its highest point at a time. The spectral components are the waves
with different lengths moving with different speeds. Because we have a
state where the phases of the waves become closer periodically (A and
B'-B " zones). At these times, we have a maximum.

Table 1. Initial amplitudes and lengths for base and scaled waves
Base wave

Monochromatic wave

Initial
amplitude,
m

Base
wave
length,
m

Scaled
initial
amplitude,
m

8
9
10
11
12

100
100
100
100
100

12.6
11.8
11.1
10.7
10.3

Scaled
initial
wave
length,
m
158
131
111
97
86

Wavelet wave
Scaled
initial
amplitude,
m
15.2
12.6
11.5
11.2
10.8

Scaled
initial
wave
length,
m
190
139
115
102
91

On the Figs. 1 - 2, there are graphs, which show the nonlinear process
of formation and breaking stages of the extreme waves for the
monochromatic and wavelet wave. From the beginning of the nonlinear
process until extreme wave, breaking the time does not exceed the
period of these waves.
During the non-linear transformation of the modeling waves we have
two peaks: the first one (Fig. 1 - 1 and Fig. 2 - 2) and second (Fig. 1 - 4
and Fig. 2 - 4) then formed a plunging breaker. The plunging breaker
appears in the place of the wave front, where the velocity of the fluid
more than the velocity of a wave front.

Fig. 3. Phases (Φ) for first eight (1-8) terms of the Fourier spectra for
extreme wavelet wave
On Fig. 3 we used following nomenclature: A and B'-B" are the zone
close to the in-phase of the spectral components of the extreme wave, t
is the current time and tpb is the start time of the formation of a
plunging breaker.
As an example at this paper, we present some results of the modeling the
impaction of extreme wavelet wave with the height of 30m on a ship with
displacement about 9200t. For modeling, we use only a midship section
with dimensions: width - 19 m, depth - 12.2m, draft - 6.6 m and the initial
transverse metacentric height of the contour - 0.5 m.
Midship section placed that at the time of formation of the second
maximum (see Fig. 2 - 4), he was in front of the extreme wavelet wave.
Fig. 4 shows the profiles of extreme wavelet wave with the initial
amplitude value - 11.5 m and the length – 115 m). On this figure, you
can see the example illustrating the overturning of the ship.
It should be noted that the profiles of the extreme wave (see Fig. 4) is
significantly distorted in comparison with the Fig. 2. This is a result of
underwater part of a ship hull influence which affects to the maximum
value of a wave height, which is slightly decreased and amounted to
28m (instead of 30m) and just before the breaking - 26m.

Fig. 1. Time series of the extreme waves
On fig. 1 the time series of the extreme waves with the time interval equal
0,05 s, normalized time t/T = 0,125…0,625, initial amplitude value 11.1
m, monochrome wave length 111 m and a period T=8.4 s are present.

Fig. 4. Time sequence of the extreme wavelet wave and a ship mid
section (dt=0.5 s)

Fig. 2. Time series of the extreme waves
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Thus if we’ll using the 2D-plane sections method for a ship [16], it can
then the results on the of this action of the extreme wavelet waves to
the ship section will be valid for the entire ship of with displacement
9200t that illustrates the practical the developed technology.
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CONCLUSION
The task of the research is performed. A technology for the numerical
modeling of the extreme waves by using a wavelet wave profiles was
obtained as a result we have the waves of two types. Main features of
the non-linear process were discussed. The possibility of numerical
modeling of interaction process of a ship hull with extreme waves is
shown. The developed technology can be used for study the stability of
ships in extreme conditions.
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ABSTRACT

difficult to be conducted, satisfactory agreement is presented for ship
motions with lateral drift in head and beam waves of a container ship
SR108 presented by Faizul et al.(2006) suggests that the theory may
also give good prediction for wave induced loads. Therefore the
objective of this paper is to propose an extension of the present strip
method for predicting the wave-induced vertical and horizontal shear
forces, bending moments and torsional moments at several waves
condition. The detail derivations of wave-induced loads are more or
less the same as the derivation for equation of motion. Therefore, it
may not cover in this paper. However, it is convenience to give some
basic info on this formulation.

This paper describes computation results of an extension of a strip
method for a laterally drifting ship in waves for predicting waveinduced vertical and horizontal shear forces, bending moments and
torsional moments. The oblique motion, namely, the drift angle or
lateral velocity is assumed to be given in this paper. On the assumption
of slender ship and linearized boundary condition, the velocity potential
is expanded in an asymptotic series in power of the lateral speed
parameter, τ defined by weV0/g where we means the wave encounter of
frequency, V0 denotes the lateral velocity and g the acceleration gravity.
Then drift angle, β0 or V0 is assumed to be sufficiently small. By
combining this technique with the strip method, two set of equation of
wave-induced loads for all hydrodynamic force coefficients are
derived. The first set is for ships without lateral drift and is the same as
the equation in the new strip method, and the second set is for the
additional loads induced by lateral drift. The computation result of
wave-induced loads at zero drift angles is validated by experimental
data. Results of wave-induced loads at non-zero drift angle are also
presented in this paper.

In our study we neglected the effect of viscous forces. The fluid is
assumed incompressible and irrotational. This assumption allows us to
used potential theory. The boundary conditions are linearized with
respect to the incident wave amplitude. It is essential here that we use a
boundary element method with a Green function satisfying the correct
radiation condition at infinity. It is found that the ship motions and
wave-induced loads for ship at zero drift angle are in agreement with
New Strip Method (Watanabe I. et. al 1994). The present method could
be regarded as a new design tools for more practical prediction of ship
motions and wave loads in seaways.

KEY WORDS: Strip method; wave-induced loads; seakeeping;
lateral drift.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
Coordinate System

INTRODUCTION

Consider a ship advancing in waves with both average forward speed
U* and hull drift angle β0, as shown in Fig. 1. U* and β0 are assumed to
be constant. Lateral drift occurs due to the effects of wind forces and/or
wave drifting forces on the ship. Here, β0 is assumed to be given; a
sufficiently small drift angle β0 is also assumed in the present theory.
Therefore, the forward and lateral speed U0 and V0 defined in the shipfixed coordinate system are respectively given by:

Previously, we derived a new version of a strip method which includes
the lateral drift effect. The reason for such kind of formulation is
related to the obliquely moving ship. The oblique movement was
appeared due to the effect of wind and/or wave forces. We found that
all ship motion modes except surge are coupled when ship drift
laterally in waves. Comparison between calculated results and
experimental data for ship motions with lateral drift effect shows
satisfactory agreement in general (Yasukawa et. al. 2010). They also
found that ship motions in head waves is not only confined to vertical
motions, significant amplitudes of sway, yaw and roll motions are also
occurred. In particular, satisfactory expansion of hydrodynamic forces
is obtained for vertical and lateral motions in head and beam waves.
Although comparison are not yet available for wave loads and may be

U0 ≈ U*, V0 ≈ −U*β0

(1)

We consider two coordinate systems: O–XYZ fixed in space and o–xyz
moving in steady translation at speed U*, as shown in Fig. 1. The Z and
z axes are vertically downwards and the X–Y and x–y planes are parallel
in still water. The average heading angle, ψ0, which is constant here, is
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defined as the angle between the X and x axes. The x axis coincides
with the positive direction of the ship’s forward speed U0. The origin o
is assumed to be located above center of buoyancy (LCB), and the z
axis is in agreement with the center of gravity of the ship.
(6)
Where

ZS = Ξ3(k) – xθ1(k) (k = 1, τ)

(7)

The relationship derived for vertical shearing force in term of
hydrodynamics coefficients for O(1) and O(τ) are derived as follows:

Fig. 1. Coordinate system
In this study, wave-induced loads equations are derived. All the
equations are derived base wave-induced motion equations that have
been derived previously by Faizul et. al (2007).

Wave-Induced Loads
Wave-induced loads relationships are presented in this section into two
terms which are O(1) and O(τ) as the results of the integration of
specified (x1) ship cross sectional forces to the aft perpendicular (AE)
The relationships used in the computational of the dynamic shear force
as Fi for ship cross section are referred to the difference between the
total inertia force Ij and the sum of total external forces that are
hydrostatic restoring forces Rj exciting force Ej and hydrodynamic
forces Hj acting on the portion of the hull forward of the specified (x1)
section. In general, the relationships are expanded in an asymptotic
series in power of lateral speed parameter,τ retaining linear terms as
follows,

Fi = Fi(1) + τFi(τ) (i = 1,2,….6)

(8)

Vertical Bending Moment
Vertical bending moment is written as follows:
=−

(2)

≡

+

(10)

(3)

where ω(x) is weight distribution and there is a relation with ship’s
mass.

≡

(9)

By applying the small τ-theory as the lateral drift effect, the summation
of wave-induced load equation is derived as follows:

Vertical shearing force is written as follows:

−

+

where ω(x) is weight distribution and there is a relation with moment of
inertia Iy .

Vertical Shearing Force

=

−

(11)
Hence
(4)

By applying the small τ-theory as the lateral drift effect, the summation
of wave-induced loads equation are derived as follows:

(12)
Where
"

= Ξ! − #$"

(5)
Hence

% = 1, (

(13)

The relationship derived for vertical bending moment in term of
hydrodynamics coefficients for O(1) and O(τ) are derived as follows:
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(20)

Horizontal Bending Moment
(14)

Horizontal bending moment is written as follows:

Horizontal Shearing Force
)

=

−

* +

+

(21)

Horizontal shearing force is written as follows:
)

=

−

* +

+

where ω(x) is weight distribution and there is a relation with moment of
inertia Iz .

(15)

where ω(x) is weight distribution and there is a relation with ship’s
mass.
≡

0

≡

(22)

By applying the small τ-theory as the lateral drift effect, the summation
of wave-induced loads equation is derived as follows:

(16)

By applying the small τ-theory as the lateral drift effect, the summation
of wave-induced loads equation is derived as follows:
(23)

(17)

Hence
(24)
where
* =Ξ

"

− , − ,- .$" + /$

"

% = 1, (

− , − ,- .$" + /$

"

% = 1, (

(25)

The relationship derived for horizontal bending moment in term of
hydrodynamics coefficients for O(1) and O(τ) are derived as follows:

(18)
where
* =Ξ

"

(19)

The relationship derived for horizontal shearing force in term of
hydrodynamics coefficients for O(1) and O(τ) are derived as follows:
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The wave-induced loads are computed for SR108 (Figure 2) model.
The computations are performed for zero and non-zero drift angle (β0 =
5, 0, -5, -10 deg) and in various wave direction (χ = 0, 30, 90 deg).
(26)

Torsional Moment
Torsional moment is written as follows:
1

=

−2

.+

3

(27)

Where ix(x) is moment of inertia distribution for section strip and there
is a relation with moment of inertia Ix .
≡

2

(28)
Fig. 2. The body plan oof
containership
shipmodel
modelSR108.
f container

By applying the small τ-theory as the lateral drift effect, the summation
of wave-induced loads equation is derived as follows:

The computation results consist of vertical shearing force, vertical
bending moment, horizontal shearing force, horizontal bending moment
and torsional moment. The obtained data are then plotted into graphs of
wave-induced loads versus λ/L
/L. The compute result then compared
with experimental data at zero drift angles. All wave-induced loads
values are in non-dimensional
dimensionalised by respective term as shown in
graph.

Vertical Shearing Force

(29)
where
66666 ≡
45

7

89
66666

(30)

89
Then, 66666
is so-called GM distribution for section strip. The
relationship derived for horizontal bending moment in term of
hydrodynamics coefficients for O(1) and O(τ) are derived as follows:

(31)
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Figure 4 shows that the compute results in quarter and beam wave and
magnitude of force in experimental data are in well agreement at zero
drift angles. It is also found that the drift angle have significant impact
almost at all wave’s conditions.

Vertical Bending Moment

Fig. 3. Comparison between computedresults
results
vvertical
of ofertical
shear shearing
force
at various
directions
anddrift
hull angle
drift angle
experiment
various
wave wave
directions
and hull
th wiwith
experiment
data at
data at zero drift angles.
Figure 3 shows that the magnitude of compute results in head and
quarter wave and magnitude of force in experimental data are in
agreement at zero drift angles. However, their patterns are slightly
different. Magnitude of force in computations at high frequency tends
to be lower than experimental data. Graph also shows that the drift
angle give significant impact in quarter and beam wave’s conditions.

Horizontal Shearing Force

Fig. 5 .: Comparison
Comparison between
between computed results of vertical bending
and hull
hull drift
drift angle
angle with
with
moment for various wave ddirections
irections and
experiment data at zero drift annggles.
a les.
Figure 5 shows that the compute results in head and quarter wave and
magnitude of force in experimental data are in good agreement at zero
drift angles. It is also found that the drift angles have significant impact
in quarter and beam wave’s conditions only.

Horizontal Bending Moment

Fig. 4. Comparison between computed results
resultsooff horizontal shearing
ngle
with
experiment
force for various wave directions and hull drift aangle
with
experiment
data at zero drift angles.
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Fig. 7. Comparison between coomputed
c mputed results of torsional moment for
drift
angle
with
experiment
data
various wave directions and hhuull
ll drift
angle
with
experiment
data
at at
zero drift angles.

CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 6. Comparison between computed results
resultsoof horizontal bending
arious wave directions and hhuull
ll drift
moment for various
driftangle
anglewith
with
experiment data at zero drift angles.
Figure 6 shows that the compute results at zero drift angles and
experimental data are not in agreement except in quarter wave.

Wave-induced loads for a laterally drifting ship are presented and
discussed. It is found that the wave-induced loads are mostly influenced
significantly by hull drift angle. The results also show that the proposed
strip method was managed to captures the effects of hull drift angle
consistently. The larger drift angle gives the higher wave-induced loads
amplitude. Therefore, it is important for the designer to consider lateral
drift effect or the so-called hull drift angle especially at initial design
stage.
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ABSTRACT

Many more methods can be found in the literature to correct shallow
water effects. To mention some; Raven (2012), Jiang (2001), and work
of Blaauw and van der Knaap (1983). However, it must be noted that
these methods were developed based on limited laboratory or field
measurements, which do not work best for all types of vessels in all
types of shallow water parameters. Wave breaking, squat, deformation
of free surface in strong shallow water influences often introduce
complex physical interactions and makes shallow water effect cannot be
predicted with sufficient accuracy. Thus, it is useful to examine the
shallow water effect with more than one formula and compare the
results based on the type of ship and parameters in restricted water.

Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) computations are conducted
with general purpose solver Fluent to examine the effect of resistance
and viscous free surface flow of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) carrier
hull form. Shear-stress transport kturbulence and multiphase volume
of fluid (VOF) free surface employed. The test matrix included depth
values of H/d from 1.2 to 5 at several speeds ranging within Fn =
0.0403 - 0.2215. The resistance characteristics and wave profile of the
LNG model also investigated. Model tests were conducted in towing
tank for validation of the computed results. Overall results agree fairly
well with experimental data, reveals the feasibility of RANS method in
practical prediction of LNG resistance characteristics.

Numerical calculations have been less common in the past until now. The
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) offers the opportunities for studies
on shallow water hydrodynamic problems which can only be studied by
experimental means in the past. In addition, inclusion of shallow water is
relatively simple in CFD compared to model test by simply defining a
suitable boundary condition at the bottom of the computational domain.
Exploiting on the powerful computational facilities, CFD can be used as a
cost-effective alternative for model tests.

KEY WORDS:

Resistance; shallow water; computational fluid
dynamics (CFD); RANS; free surface.

INTRODUCTION
The remarkable growth of demand for energy by the year has led to
increasingly larger liquefied natural gas (LNG) carrier. On the other
hand, increasing dimensions of LNG carrier lead to increasingly
influence of restricted fairway to vessel hydrodynamics, and the vessel
increasingly suffer from the shallow water effects in restricted water.

In this study, the authors performed a series of calculations of flow
around LNG in different water depths. The resistance and viscous free
surface flow of LNG carrier in calm water are examined. The
calculations were executed by general purpose commercial RANS
solver Fluent V14. The calculated values of LNG resistance can be
divided into the frictional and pressure components. They were
compared and presented in the paper. Model tests were also conducted
to validate the numerical results. This paper is organized as follows;
First, the mathematical model is presented. This is followed by
descriptions of the numerical and experimental methods. The
computational results are shown in the results section for analysis, and
discussions. Finally, concluding remarks are made in the conclusion
section.

Some notable changed regarding ship operated in shallow water which
has been observed including increased wave making especially at the
forward end of ship, increased width of wake, decreased propulsive
efficiency, and loss of speed. The wave pattern generated by the ship
hull is significantly affected by the water depth and the ships speed
relative to the critical wave speed. This affect the flow around the ship
significantly, hence significantly affect the resistance of ship.
It is crucial for a naval architect to be able to assess the influence of
shallow water on the hydrodynamic performance of the vessel during
the design process. Thus, a reliable prediction of the shallow water
effect is of high important. A variety of methods are available in
literature on estimation of ship resistance in shallow water.

NUMERICAL METHODS
The hydrodynamics in this study are modeled using RANS equations
employing the Finite volume method (FVM). In this method, water is
assumed incompressible, thus the volume of water entering
computational cells in vicinity of ship’s hull will match with an equal
volume of water flowing out, leads to continuity equation. Together
with Navier-Stokes equations, conservation of momentum of the flow
can be defined and flow field around ship’s hull can be characterized.
Free surface and wave elevation are solved based on the Volume of
Fluid method. Formulations and details of the numerical methodologies
in CFD are well documented in many literatures. Thus, only the main
features of the methodologies described.

Perhaps the most widely practice method for estimation of resistance in
shallow water correction could be found from Lackenby (1963).
Generally, this shallow water resistance estimation method gives a
velocity correction in shallow water relative to deep water velocity and
was adopted by ITTC (2012) as recommended standard. To use the
correction formula, one would first need to determine the deep water
resistance of the model to use as input. Despite its popularity, the
correction method of Lackenby was actually extended from the work of
Schlichting (which was developed based on warship hull forms).
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The LNG model is attached to the computer controlled planar motion
mechanism at the carriage in bare hull and free to heave and pitch. Two
load cells was used and placed at equal distance from the midship of
model to record the longitudinal force. A glimpse of experimental test
conducted has been shown in Fig. 1.

Governing Equation
The governing equations applied in this study are instantaneous
conservation of mass (continuity equations) and momentum (RANS) for
incompressible turbulence flow. These equations are expressed in
Cartesian tensor form as follows:

a
a

(1)

h
o
m
a

(2)

Where ui is the time averaged velocity components in Cartesian
coordinates xi (i = 1, 2, 3), p, ρ and are the static pressure, fluid
density and fluid viscosity respectively, δij is the Kronecker delta and
is the Reynolds stress, where

b
a

h
o
m
a

(3)

Turbulence Model
To close the RANS equations, a classical 2-equation eddy viscosity
model, shear-stress transport (SST) model was used, where
(4)

c
a

h
o
m
a

(5)
In these equations,
and
represents the generation of turbulence
kinetic energy due to mean velocity gradients and generation of . The
effective diffusivity for the SST kmodel represented by and .
The term
represents the dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy and
term
represents dissipation of . Cross-diffusion term of the model
is given by
, and
and
are user-defined source terms. The SST
model remained as one of the most accurate and reliable turbulence
models for external hydrodynamics (Fonfach and Guedes Soares, 2010).

Fig. 1. Captive model test in towing tank: a. Model towed in deep water
condition after passing the shallow water platform, b. Model test in deep
water condition, c. Model test in shallow water condition

SIMULATION DESIGN AND ANALYSIS METHODS

The LNG model ship was manufactured with a scale ratio of 1:112 and
contains open stern-form with buttock flow line and a wide central skeg.
The principal dimensions of LNG tanker are presented in Table 1 and
the body plan is shown in Fig. 2.

Experiment
The experimental results discussed have been obtained by captive
model test in the towing tank at Marine Technology Centre of Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia (UTM). This facility, with main dimensions of 120
× 4 × 2.5 m3, allows execution of captive model test in deep water
conditions. 20 m shallow water platform was installed in the tank during
the test and water was drained from the tank in order to get to the
desired water height to model’s draught ratio, resulting into two water
depth, the deep water (H/d = 25) and shallow water (h/d = 1.3)
conditions could be investigated in a run.

Table 1. Principal dimension of the ship and model
Principal particulars
Length between perpendicular (L) in meters

85

Full scale

Model

266

2.375
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Beam (B) in meters

41.6

0.371

Draft (d) in meters

11.13

0.099

Block coefficient (Cb)

0.746

0.746

All the grid generated in this study are such that finer grids distributed
near the free surface and surrounding the ship hull regions as shown in
Fig. 4 to capture the ship waves. Since wall function is used in this
study, the size of first grid point away from ship hull is refined to y+ =
50 for every Froude number with 20 cells within boundary layer to
capture the detailed fluid property. The dimensions of the three grids are
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Description of grids
No.
Grid – 1 (fine)

4,103,026

1

Grid – 2 (medium)

1,810,370

1.260

857,626

1.587

Grid – 3 (coarse)

Fig. 2. Body plan of the LNG carrier

a
h
o
m
a

Computational Domain and Boundary Conditions

Grid points

a

Top (no slip)
2.3L
1.3L

1.3L

z
x

0.14L
y
1.6 L

b

Pressure outlet

Pressure inlet

Wall
(no slip)

Ship hull
(no slip)

a
h
o
m
a

Bottom
(no slip)

Fig. 3. Boundary conditions of the computational domain
For the present study, the domain was made up of seven boundaries:
hull surface, flow pressure inlet, flow pressure outlet, top and bottom as
well as two side walls. Schematic diagram indicating the computational
domain is given in Fig. 3. Location of the hull, tank bottom and two
side walls are corresponding to the towing tank with smooth walls and
no-slip condition imposed. Hydrostatic pressure at outlet boundary was
calculated as a function of water volume fraction. Calculations were
performed in model scale with standard wall function used.

Fig. 4. Computational grid topology: a. Overview of the grid, b.
Frontal view of the ship with refinement on the surface grid around
ship

Computational Setup and Numerical Simulation
The SIMPLE-Consistent algorithm is used to couple the momentum and
continuity equations. Pressure Staggering Option (PRESTO!) scheme is
used for pressure interpolation while other terms are discretized using a
second order upwind method. Volume fraction equations solved by
High Resolution Interface Capturing (HRIC) scheme. Convergence was
assessed by ensuring the drag converge to steady state and residuals
scaled by the initial imbalance of equations drop four orders of
magnitude.

Grid Generation
The grid systems are generated by ICEM CFD with structural grid
approach. Three geometrical similar grids with different grid spacing in
three directions are generated for grid independent study. The three
systematically varied grids set were created with uniform grid
refinement factor,
where
and
are the grid
spacing of two successively refined grids with
corresponding to the
grid spacing of finest grid.

Viscous flow field around LNG model at Froude number ranging from
0.04 to 0.22 corresponding to 4 knots to 20 knots in full scale are
computed. The simulation program included five identical series of
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experiments at different H/d ratios, namely H/d = 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6 and 5
to study the effect of shallow water.

(7)
The pressure resistance coefficient, CP is calculated as CT – CF.

Simulations are run on a shared-memory type machine with 4 processors
(3.6 GHz). The computing time for finest grid (Grid-1) used 4 processors
required roughly 30 wall clock hours. It must be emphasize that the ship
model is fixed at even keel for all simulations, whereas experiments are
performed with ship model free in heave and pitch motions.
Table 3
Test matrix
Model
speed (m/s)

0.194

0.292

0.403

0.51

0.632

0.0403

0.0604

0.0835

0.1057

0.1309

Rn (×10 )

0.535

0.801

1.108

1.403

1.738

H/d = 5.0

×

×

○

○

○

H/d = 1.6

×

×

×

-

×

H/d = 1.4

×

×

×

-

×

H/d = 1.3

×

×

○

-

○

H/d = 1.2

×

×

×

-

×

Model
speed (m/s)

0.75

0.850

0.9

0.950

1.070

Fn

0.1554

0.1761

0.1865

0.1968

0.2215

2.062

2.337

2.475

2.612

2.940

Fn
6

6

Rn (×10 )

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Grid Independent Study
In the grid independent study, the solution change between fine and
medium grid ɛ21 is mostly below 1% of fine grid solution S1, whereas
the solution change between medium and coarse grid ɛ32 is close to 4%
S1. ɛ21 is smaller at approximate 2.5 times ɛ32. Fig. 5 shows the
comparison of total resistance from CFD prediction over different grid
size with experiment measurement. Grids for simulation in others water
depth were generated based on the medium grid size, considering its
accuracy and shorter simulation time in compared to the fine grid.

Fig. 5. Comparison between experimental and computational RT over
different grid system
H/d = 5.0

○

○

○

○

○

H/d = 1.6

-

×

-

×

×

H/d = 1.4

-

×

-

×

×

H/d = 1.3

-

○

-

○

○

H/d = 1.2

-

×

-

×

×

Resistance Characteristics
Fig. 6 shows the trend of total resistance from CFD prediction on
medium grid system and experiment measurement. The CFD results of
the LNG hull in deep and shallow water (H/d = 1.3) are compared
against the experimental resistance data. A shallow water effect
correction was made to the experimental data based on correction
method of Lackenby. In general, the agreement is qualitatively
reasonable, but quantitatively, considerable differences are seen at
shallow water H/d = 1.3 at high Froude number.

○: Simulation & experiment performed, ×: simulation performed, -: test
not performed.

Resistance Characteristics

In the deep water conditions, the experimental data shows the lowest RT
at the lowest speed Fn=0.0835. A further increase in speed produces
increase in the RT curve and record the largest RT at highest speed
Fn=0.2215. CFD data show an increase from minimum RT near lowest
speed Fn=0.0403 up to the maximum at the highest speed Fn=0.2072.
Compared to the experimental data, the computational results are under
predicted from 6.4% to 11.2% of experimental value.

The total resistance RT is compose of frictional resistance RF and
pressure resistance RP. In experimental method, frictional resistance is
defined by ITTC-57 ship model correlation line. Sum of wave and
hydrostatic terms are defined as residual resistance RR and assumed
equivalence to pressure resistance, RP = RT – RF. In CFD method, the
frictional resistance RF and pressure resistance RP are computed as
integral of tangential stresses and normal stresses over the hull. Total
resistance coefficient CT is expressed by non-dimensionalising RT as

In shallow water condition of H/d = 1.3, the experimental and CFD data
show increase from minimum RT near lowest speed Fn=0.0403 up to the
maximum at the highest speed Fn=0.2215. Compared to the
experimental data, the CFD results are over predicted from 6.5% to
79.78% of experimental value. Differences between the experimental
and CFD data may attribute to the possible error during procedure of
experiment or numerical simulations and the different in running
attitudes between CFD and experiment where model is fixed and even
keel in CFD while physical model in towing tank experience free trim
changes and squat.

(6)
where S is the wetted hull surface area in still water. The frictional
resistance coefficient, CF, in accordance with the ITTC-57 formula is
defined by:
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Fig. 6. Comparison of resistance between computational and
experimental results (medium grid)

Fig. 8. Comparison of resistance ratio CP/CF in CFD and experiment

Free Surface

Except the shallow water conditions at high Froude number, overall
trends are encouraging in that the computational results follow the
trends of the experimental data well. High validation comparison error
at the highest Froude number in shallow water may indicates the
difficulties in resistance prediction due to high wave making resistance.
More mesh elements around the hull are required, which could not be
attained due to limitation in computational resources.

The study of free surface wave profile around the hull is crucial with
regard to the study of wave resistance. Fig. 9 shows the computed free
surface wave elevation for Fn = 0.1761 and at H/d = 1.2, 1.4, 1.6 and 5.
The zones of high pressure at the bow and the stern regions of hull are
detected wall by the CFD. In the H/d = 5, typical Kelvin wave pattern
with symmetric and diverging waves are observed. For the shallower
water depth conditions, larger amplitude of bow wave appears and
drastic reduction of the stern waves occurs compared to deep water
conditions as water depth decreases.
This explained the increase of CP/CF ratio with decrease of water depth
that caused by the pressure change due to differential change in wave
profile. The study clearly shows that the effect of pressure to the ship
hull becomes more pronounced in shallower water depths.
Shallow water conditions are still a challenge for numerical
computations. For high Froude numbers, interaction of hull with bottom
leads to a complex flow and the grid used may still have been somewhat
coarse. Applying finer mesh in certain critical areas would result in
much longer computing times.

Fig. 7. Shallow water resistance from CFD and method of Lackenby
The computed RT at various water depth conditions are summarized in
Fig. 7, showing the shallow water resistance from CFD and method of
Lackenby. Comparing CFD and experimental results, the shallow water
resistance by Lackenby gives a relatively higher values for the total
resistance. This result is also mentioned by Raven (2012), showing the
method of Lackenby gave higher overall resistance estimates.
Fig. 8 shows the resistance ratio CP/CF from CFD calculations. For all
the water depth conditions, the pressure components in the resistance
dominate in current LNG model with increases with higher speed. The
CP/CF in this study shows the minimum at Fn=0.0403, followed by
increase with further increase in speed produces a maximum at
Fn=0.2215, which may attribute to the changes in free surface around
the hull. This demonstrated the pressure on the ship hull is more
pronounced for shallower water depths.
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CONCLUSIONS
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) computations with general
purpose solver Fluent to examine the effect of resistance and viscous
free surface flow of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) carrier hull form are
presented. The numerical studies in this paper gave a deeper insight into
hydrodynamics of a ship navigating in shallow water. With respect to the
shallow water investigations, the shallower depth gave larger total
resistance (RT). The study shows that the increase of RT for shallower
water depth is due to the changes in amplitudes of the bow and stern
waves. Differences between the CFD and experimental data are expected
due to inconsistency in running attitudes between CFD and experiment.
More studies are required to investigate the effect of finer grid and
covering trim and sinkage in CFD for more practical prediction of
resistance characteristics in future.
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ABSTRACT
The viscous models by solving Navier-stokes equations are becoming
increasingly popular in engineering predictions. As a powerful CFD
tool, the OpenFOAM package proves to be able to produce accurate
numerical predictions for nonlinear wave interactions with structures.
In this work, we establish a viscous numerical wave tank based on
OpenFOAM, which is equipped with a non-reflection wave generator
for the 5th-order Stokes waves, a VOF interface capture and an RNG
turbulence model. Numerical simulations are carried out for a
frequency parameter β = 9120 and Reynolds numbers varying between
Re = 2280~10944, which are the same as those used in the experiments
of Chaplin (1984). Numerical results are compared with linear solution
of Ogilvie (1963), higher order spectral method of Liu et al. (1992),
experimental results of Chaplin (1984), and viscous NWT numerical
results of Tavassoli & Kim (2001).

This work focuses on the numerical simulation of nonlinear wave
action on a submerged horizontal circular cylinder. The numerical
model is based on OpenFOAM package. The numerical results are
validated against available experimental data, CFD numerical results
and nonlinear potential flow solutions. Good agreements with
experimental observations are obtained. The comparisons with
potential flow model show that the viscous effects play important roles,
especially for the relatively larger KC numbers. And comparisons with
the results of laminar flow model confirmed that the Reynolds number
has an important influence on the wave forces.

KEY WORDS: Nonlinear wave; OpenFOAM; Horizontal circular
cylinder; Numerical wave tank; Wave forces.

INTRODUCTION

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Nonlinear water wave actions on structures are of vital importance in
various ocean engineering applications. Considering the nonlinearity, the
wave forces on structures become larger than those predicted by linear
theory. Dean (1948) presented a linear solution to the diffraction problem of
a restrained horizontal circular cylinder beneath monochromatic
waves in deep water. The remarkable results by this linear
approximation are that 1) the reflection coefficient from the submerged
circular cylinder is zero and 2) the only effect of the intrusion of
cylinder on the water waves is a change in their phase, regardless of the
other physical parameters of wave height and wave frequency. Ogilvie
(1963) applied Ursell’s (1950) procedure to derive, from the first-order
velocity potential, expressions for the forces on the cylinder arising from it.
Longuet-Higgins (1977) reported the negative horizontal mean force,
which was mainly due to wave breaking. Liu et al. (1992) investigated
the
same
issue
with
higher
order
spectral method.
The previous examinations indicated that the potential flow theory is not
adequate to describe nonlinear wave action on a submerged horizontal
circular cylinder because the fluid viscosity and vorticity may become
important. Chaplin (1984) conducted experimental investigations and
suggested that the potential theory would produce pretty reliable results for
KC numbers less than about 2 for the second and third harmonic of wave
forces, but it was not necessarily true for the first harmonic of wave forces.
Contento & Codiglia (2001) carried out also laboratory tests and confirmed
that, in the low KC range, the first harmonic of wave forces exhibited a
nonlinear behavior that led to an obvious reduction of the inertia coefficient.
Tavassoli & Kim (2001) developed a viscous Numerical Wave Tank (NWT)
based on Navier-Stokes equations for the nonlinear wave action on
submerged cylinder, where the turbulent effects were not considered. The
comparisons with Chaplin (1984) remained difference in terms of the first
harmonic of wave forces and mean vertical force. In their simulations, the
frequency parameter β = Re/KC = 483 was used instead of β = 9120 in the
experiments by Chaplin (1984), and Reynolds number Re = 242~580 instead
of Re = 4560~10944 in experiments.

The Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes equations, including continuity
(Eq. 1) and momentum conservation (Eq. 2) equations are the
governing mathematical expressions which link pressure and velocity.
The assumption of incompressible fluids has been used, which is
applicable for most coastal engineering practical problems.
    u  =0
(1)

u
    uu   p  g  x     u   (u )     (2)
t
where ρ is the density, u is the velocity vector, p* is the correction
dynamic pressure p  p   g  x , x is the position vector, g is the
acceleration of gravity, the last term on the right is the effect of surface
tension,  is the surface tension coefficient,  is the curvature of the
interface and is calculated as follows:  =    



,  is the

volume function, μ is the dynamic viscosity. Density of the cell is
computed as follows:
   water  1    air
(3)
where   1 the cell is full of water,   0 the cell is full of air, and
1    0 it belongs to the interface. It is straightforward to calculate
any of the properties of the fluid at each cell, just by weighting them by
the volume function.
The starting point for the equation which tracks the fluid movement is a
classic convection equation:

(4)
   (u )  0
t
OpenFOAM makes use of an artificial compression term   uc (1   )
instead of using a compressing differencing scheme. This approach
takes non-zero values only at the interface. Furthermore the flow is not
compressed if uc is normal to the interface     , which points
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towards greater values of , and therefore from the air to the
water phase, this yields Eq. (3) for save the indicator function .


(5)
      +  uc 1    =0
t
where uc  min C u , max( u )  ,the factor C  can be specified and

 (m)
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(e) H = 0.0803 m, x = 2.55 m
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Fenotn 5th-order stokes analytical
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The 5th-order stokes waves created in OpenFOAM are compared with
Fenton’s 5th-order stokes analytical solutions. A numerical wave tank
(16 m ×1.6 m ×1 m) was used for the verifications with a constant
water depth of d = 0.85 m, wave parameters: circular frequency ω =
5.6949 rad/s, wave height H = 0.0284 m ((a), (b)), H =0.0478 m ((c),
(d)), and H = 0.0803m ((e), (f)).
Convergence tests were conducted. Fig. 1 shows a good agreement of
present numerical results with analytical solutions at x = 2.55m and x = 5m.
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(f) H = 0.0803 m, x = 5 m
Fig. 1. Time histories of wave elevation at x = 2.55 m, x = 5 m
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NUMERICAL MODEL
Numerical Set-up
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According to Chaplin (1984), the numerical set-up is shown in Fig. 2.
Relaxation Zone I is a wave generation region which can also absorb the
reflected wave from the structures. In order to absorb all outgoing waves,
Relaxation Zone II is dedicated at the end of the wave tank to gradually
modify the computational solution of the basin to the zero. In this
numerical simulation, the submergence is small and the nonlinear
free-surface effects are expected to be important. A numerical
wave tank (20.71 m × 1.054 m × 1 m) was used for the simulation
with a constant water depth of 0.85 m. As a numerical simulation, the
following deep water case considered by Chaplin (1984), Liu et al.
(1992) and Tavassoli & Kim (2001) was selected: k r = 0.206, k d = 3.43,
s / D = 1, d = 0.85 m, d’ = 2D = 0.204 m, these can be seen in Fig. 2.
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NUMERICAL VERIFICATIONS
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takes value 1 by default, The boundedness of such equation is achieved
by means of a especially designed solver called MULES (multidimensional universal limiter for explicit solution). It makes use of a
limiter factor on the fluxes of the discredited divergence term to ensure
a final value between 0 and 1.
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Fig. 2. Sketch of wave flume
Chaplin (1984) experimentally measured the nonlinear force on a
horizontal fixed cylinder beneath waves in a wave flume. In particular
he analyzed the influence of the KC number on the harmonics of the
applied force, with:
uT  H  ks
(6)
KC 
e
D
D
where H = 2A is the wave height, D = 2r = 0.102 m is the cylinder
diameter, r is the cylinder radius, k is the wave number, and s is the
cylinder submergence. To study the effects of free surface and wave
amplitude, five KC numbers, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.2 were selected .We
get a series of corresponding wave heights by Eq. (6) with the wave
period T = 1 s, water deep d = 0.85 m, the frequency parameter β = Re /
KC = 9120, the Re numbers are large, they are listed in Table 1.
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(d) H = 0.0478 m, x = 5 m
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Table.1. KC numbers and corresponding wave heights
KC
0.25
0.5
0.75
1

CFD in Hydrodynamics
Fig. 4 shows the mean horizontal forces. According to Ogilvie's
(1963) second-order potential theory, the horizontal mean force is
zero, the nonlinear viscous results shows non-zero negative mean
horizontal force with increasing magnitude as KC gets larger. So, it is
confirmed that the increase of the negative mean horizontal force can
take place without wave breaking contrary to Longuet-Higgins’s
(1977) argument. The mean horizontal forces shown in Fig. 5
compared well with Ogilvie’s (1963) linear result and Chaplin’s
(1984) experiment.
The second and third harmonic of horizontal and vertical forces
shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 compare well with Liu et al.’s (1992)
high order spectral method, Chaplin’s (1984) experiment,
Tavassoli & Kim’s (2001) viscous NWT numerical results.

1.2

H(m)

0.0123

0.0245

0.0367

0.0490

0.0588

Re

2280

4560

6840

9120

10944

In this work numerical results are obtained for the interactions of 5thorder Stokes waves with a submerged horizontal fixed circular cylinder.
Convergence tests were conducted and the simulation results are
confirmed through comparison with the experimental and numerical
results obtained by other researchers. The Reynolds numbers listed in
Table 1 are large, so an RNG k-ε turbulent model is necessary.
The mesh of 100 × 20 for a wave length and a wave height, 12 × 10 for
a circular region around the cylinder, the size of the mesh is gradual.
The cylinder is placed 25D = 2.55 m away from the wave generation
zone and 80D away from the wave damping zone. The length of the
wave generation zone and the damping zone was 49D. The time step
selected for the present simulation was T/500. The cell size varies in
the vertical direction, it is small near the free surface and becomes
increasingly larger as water depth increases.

2.5

F /(r  KC)

2

3

2

Wave Forces on Circular Cylinder

1

0.5

where n is normal vector directing from solid to liquid and
is
V
tangential vector. The shear stress is defined by  s  
, V is the
n
tangential velocity and n is the normal distance measured from the
cylinder surface.
Following Chaplin (1984), the horizontal Fx and vertical Fy forces on a
submerged cylinder are written as Fourier series and the amplitudes of
the harmonics are computed with an FFT over the last 10 periods of the
simulations, where F(n) is the nth harmonic of forces, F(0) is the mean
forces, ψ(n) is the phase .
0
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Fig. 3. The first harmonic of horizontal and vertical forces components
as a function of KC number. Linear results (Ogilvie 1963) ( ); High
order spectral method (Liu 1992) ( ); Experiments horizontal ( )
and vertical ( ) force (Chaplin 1984); Viscous NWT horizontal ( )
and vertical ( ) force (Tavassoli & Kim 2001); Present horizontal ( )
and vertical ( ) force
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/r32
x
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The horizontal and vertical wave forces of the horizontal circular
cylinder are made up of two parts, pressure and viscous force, the
former derives from the pressure and the latter derives from shear stress.
They are computed by integrating the pressure p and shear stress τ
around the body surface.
(7)
Fx   pn  ux ds   s s  ux ds
s
(8)
Fy   pn  u y ds   s s  u y ds

n 1

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

0

-0.01

Numerical results are compared with linear solution of Ogilvie (1963), higher
order spectral method of Liu et al. (1992), experimental results of Chaplin
(1984), and viscous NWT numerical results of Tavassoli & Kim (2001).
In Fig.3, the first harmonic of the wave forces shown compared with
Ogilvie’s (1963) linear results, Liu et al.
’s (1992) high order spectral
method, Chaplin’s (1984) experiment. The comparisons with potential
flow model show that the viscous effects are important, especially for
the relatively large KC numbers. It shows a good agreement of the first
harmonic of horizontal and vertical force with Chaplin’s experimental
results, present numerical results only agree with Tavassoli & Kim’s
(2001) viscous NWT numerical results at KC=1.2, the reason could be
the Re numbers are different, present β = 9120, Re numbers range is
2280~10944 which are adopted by Chaplin (1984), Tavassoli & Kim
(2001) adopted β = 483, Re numbers range is 242~580. Tavassoli &
Kim’s (2001) laminar flow model with low Reynolds number may
over-predict the first harmonic of the wave forces.
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Fig. 4 The mean horizontal forces components as a function of KC
number. Present horizontal ( ) force.
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-4

show that the viscous effects play important roles, especially for the
relatively larger KC numbers. And comparisons with the results
of laminar flow model (Tavassoli and Kim, 2001) confirmed that
the Reynolds number has an important influence on the wave
forces, including the mean horizontal and vertical wave forces and
their first, second and third harmonic components. The laminar flow
model with low Reynolds numbers may over-predict the wave forces,
and hence an appropriate turbulent model becomes necessary.
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Fig. 5. The mean vertical forces components as a function of KC
number. Linear results (Ogilvie 1963) (
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(Liu 1992) (
); Experiments (Chaplin 1984) ( ); Viscous NWT
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Fig. 7. The third harmonic of horizontal and vertical forces
components as a function of KC number. High order spectral method
)
(Liu 1992) (
); Experiments (Chaplin 1984) ( ); Viscous NWT
horizontal ( and vertical ( ) force (Tavassoli & Kim 2001); Present
horizontal ( ) and vertical ( ) force.

CONCLUSIONS
Present numerical results making good agreements with experimental
observations are obtained. The comparisons with potential flow model
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motion condition. The most obvious disadvantage of traditional method
is the phase change of the incident wave after the motion of the platform
unable to be considered. For the above reasons, the present paper
describes a two-parameter perturbation expansion method in
time-domain to solve the problem. The key point of this method is the
horizontal perturbation location will be changed continuously in terms
of the low frequency drift motion of floating structures. Because the
other parameter i.e. the horizontal location is considered, the new
method can be called as ‘two-parameter’ perturbation expansion method
respect to the old one.
A wavelet transform filtering method is adopted to predict the low
frequency large motion of the floating body and the perturbation
expansion proceeds at the low frequency location as follow. A HOBEM
is applied to calculate the wave field at each time step, and the free
surface boundary conditions are satisfied with second order by a
numerical integration in time, where an artificial damping layer is
adopted on the outer free surface to avoid the wave reflection. The
velocity potential could be separated into the known incident part and
the unknown scattered part. The second Stokes wave field is employed
in the initial condition. The motion equation for the body is solved using
the Newmark-β method. At each time step, the relative location of the
computational grid is invariant, however, the overall grids vary with the
low frequency movement. Nodes recursive interpolation after the grid
translation is carried out by Taylor series expansions. Thereby the
problem of the wave interaction with the mooring platform in deep sea
can be solved.

ABSTRACT
In the analysis of wave-bodies interactions in time-domain, the
traditional perturbation expansion i.e., based on the initial equilibrium
location is efficient. For the mooring platform in the deep sea,
significant drift phenomenon is generated by the difference frequency
term of the second-order motion response. It is incorrect if the
traditional method above is adopted. In order to solve the problem, a
two-parameter perturbation expansion method in time-domain is
proposed here. The analysis is applied for a truncated cylinder and the
numerical results of the first- and the second-order show the correction
of the theory.

KEY WORDS: Second-order time-domain method;

Perturbation expansion; Two-parameter; Hydrodynamic force; Drift

INTRODUCTION
Since the ocean engineering gains more popularity than ever, the
study on the interaction of nonlinear wave and structures has become
increasingly important. In general, there are two approaches to deal with
the problem. One is the frequency-domain method based on
perturbation expansion with respect to wave steepness, and Taylor
approximation of body boundary conditions on the mean water surface
and the mean body surface. Eatock Taylor and Hung (1987), Kim and
Yue (1989) and Teng (1995), et al. did researches on the second-order
problems. However, this approach is complex in mathematics, and its
application also has a lot of restrictions. The other is the time-domain
method, as Tanizawa (1995), Ferrant (2003) and Zhou (2013), et al. did.
By this method, the nonlinear boundary condition can be satisfied on
the instantaneous free water and body surfaces. In this method, the
unknown are both on the free surface and the body surface, and a new
system of simultaneous equations must be generated and solved at each
time step with the motion of the free surface and body surface. Thus,
higher demands for memory and speed of computers are required.
Isaacson and Cheung (1991) developed a time-domain method in
which the perturbation method also be used. By expanding velocity
potential into perturbation series and applying Taylor approximation to
the free surface and the body surface conditions, the integral for velocity
potential at each order of wave steepness can be solved on the still water
surface and the mean body surface, which are time invariant. The
left-hand side coefficient matrix of the linear simultaneous equations
obtained through the discretization of the integral equations is the same
at each time step. Thus, the coefficient matrix is needed to be set-up
only once, which reduces the computation and storage largely. Bai and
Teng (2001) built the second-order computational model based on the
B-spline function. Yang and Teng (2012) also established the
second-order computational model by higher-order boundary element
method (HOBEM), which contains the mooring and riser system.
Nowadays, the occurrences of significant drift of the mooring
platform are often observed in the deep sea. It would be unreasonable if
we still applied traditional perturbation expansion method to investigate
the second-order problems because the method is based on the little

THEORY ANALYSIS
Governing Equation and Boundary Conditions
To describe the motion of floating bodies, two coordinate systems
(Fig. 1) are defined in the computation domain. One is a relative
location-fixed coordinate system Oxyz with its origin at the still water
surface, in which x and y are measured horizontally and z vertically
upward, and it conducts translational motion with time. The other is a
body-fixed coordinate system O’x’y’z’. When the body is at its
equilibrium position at each time step, the two coordinate systems
coincide.
z′

z
y
SF

O

y′

O′

x
x′

d
SB

SD

Fig. 1. Definition sketch of coordinate systems
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In order to avoid the reflection of scattered waves on the
computational boundary, an artificial damper is introduced to absorb the
outgoing scattered wave energy.
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obtained by the wavelet transform and the solving method will be
introduced in the rear. The calculation of six motions components is
based on the mean position. In a similar way, the parameter of mean
position is also contained in the velocity potential  ( X , t ) , the wave
evaluation  ( X , t ) and the wave force F ( X , t ) , wave moment M ( X , t ) .
The content in the bracket will not be included in the latter descriptions
for the sake of simple write.
Following the Stokes expansion procedure, we expand the velocity
potential, wave elevation and the body motion into perturbation series
as follows:
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where 𝛼0 and 𝛽0 are both chosen to be 1.0 here, 𝜔 is the angular
frequency and 𝜆 is the corresponding wave length.
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Under the action of the wave, the diffraction potential and radiation
potential could be discussed together. The object is regarded as a rigid
body with 6 degrees of freedom, according to the traditional
hydrodynamic analysis. Therefore, the motion of 3D bodies can be
described by 6 motion components.  ( X , t )  (1, 2 , 3 ) are three
translational components related to the surge, sway and heave;
 ( X , t )  (4 ,  ,  ) are three rotation components, which indicate the
roll, pitch and yaw respectively. In the above components,
X  ( X x , X y , t ) denotes the mean position in the horizontal direction
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and Taylor Series Expansion
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where the terms f k , f k ' and f k " are defined as the following:

Under the assumption of ideal fluid, there exists a velocity
potential ϕ, which satisfies the Laplace equation within the fluid
domain Ω. The velocity potential is also subjected to the instantaneous
wetted boundary condition SB, the impermeable condition on the seabed
SD and the kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions on the
instantaneous free surface SF at z=η. Finally, a proper radiation
condition should be applied at somewhere that is far from the body
(Ferrant P, 1993).

(2)

Integral Equation and Conversation

the subscripts w and s indicate the incident and scattered wave
components respectively and superscripts (1) and (2) indicate the wave
components at first and second order of ε respectively. Then the Stokes
perturbation expansions are substituted into the Laplace equation and
the corresponding boundary conditions expand about the still water
surface and the mean body surface. The boundary value problems at the
order of ε and ε2 terms in the perturbation series expansions can be
established, respectively.
In the kth order wave radiation problem (with k=1,2), the scattered
velocity potential satisfies the Laplace equation in the domain Ω
2s( k ) 0
(5)
and the boundary conditions at the seabed, the mean body surface and
the still water surface are given respectively as follows:
s( k )
(6)
 0 (at S D )
z
s( k )
(7)
 f k (at )
n

We apply a Rankine source and its images about the seabed as
Green’s function. Based on the Second Law of Green to the scattering
potential s( k ) , the above boundary value problem can be transferred to
the following boundary integral equation:
G( x, x0 )
 ( k ) ( x) 
s( k ) ( x0 )   ( ) ( x)
 G( x, x ) s
(17)
ds
n

S
where boundary S contains the body boundary submerged in the water
SB and the still water surface SF from the body to the outer of the
damping layer.
Equation (17) is rearranged by the unknown quantities, it can be
expressed by the two conditions:
When the source point is on the body surface, equation (17) can be
written as follows:
G
 ( )
 ( k )

s( k )   s( k ) dS   G
dS   G s dS   s( k )
dS (18)



n
n
n
n
Sb
Sf
Sb
Sf
And the equation can be transformed under the condition of source
point on the free surface:
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 s( k )
Sb

G
 ( )
 ( k )

dS   G
dS   G s dS   s( k )
dS  s( k ) (19)
n



n
n
n
Sf
Sb
Sf

(2)
I

F

In the above two expressions, the left of the equation contains the
unknowns of the velocity potential on the body surface and the normal
derivative of the velocity potential on the free surface.
In the second-order problem, the second derivatives of velocity
potential are included in the body boundary condition equation (10),
which is difficult to directly obtain the accurate value. But it can be
transformed mathematically, in which the second derivative is
transformed into the first derivative with the cost of increasing the
derivative of Green’s function by order one (Teng B, Bai W, et al, 2002).
In order to illustrate conveniently, the term with the second derivative of
the velocity potential is separated out only and defined as
I   G[χ (1)  ( )]  nds
(20)

FW(2)

(2)
II

F

where χ      (X  Xc
Applying the Stokes formula
 n  (  a)ds   a  dl
(1)

   gAWP
(2)

(28)

(29)

(( x f  xc ) 4(1) (1)  ( y f  yc )



1
5(1)6(1) )  (( 4(1) )2  (5(1) )2 ) zc 
2

(2)

(2)

(2)

(30)

(2)

where FD , FS , FI , FW and FII are the second-order
hydrodynamic force components, containing steady force and
(2)
oscillatory force at twice the wave frequency. FD is the second order
(2)
force due to the second-order potential, FS is the restoring
FW(2) force due

Sb

(1)

 1
(1) 2
 t(1) ( (1) 
n 
     2
ds
(1)
(1)
Sb  (1)





(
x
x
))]
(
n
)


t

( (1) )2 2 (1) (3(1) 
1
  g   (1)
dl
2 Cb 4 ( y  y )   (1) ( x  xc ))

(1)

(2)

(21)

S

the equation (20) can be transformed into
I    χ  G         G  n  χ   G  A  n    ds
Sb

  G    χ   l

(2)

to second-order movement components and FI ,
and FII are
the second-order force due to the contribution from first-order potential
and first-order movement components.
Three corresponding moment components also can be separated in
the same way as
M  M (0)   ( M D(1)  M (1) 
(31)
 2 ( D(2)  S(2)  I(2)  II(2)  MW(2) )  0( 3 )

(22)

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
where the meanings of the moment M D , M I , MW and M II are the

C

where l denotes the contour of the still water-line.
According to the equation (22), it can be seen that the second
derivative of velocity potential is removed but the first derivative of the
Green’s function and the integration of the still water-line appear. For
the purpose of the precise computation, the calculation of the add term
is much easier than that of the second derivative of velocity potential.

(2)

(2)

(2)
D

After obtaining the velocity potential and using the Taylor
approximation, the wave forces on a moving body with the assumption
of finite amplitude can be computed by integrating the pressure over the
mean body surface. The total force can be separated into several terms
via their different order in 𝜀
F  F (0)   (FD(1)  F (1) 
(23)
 2 (FD(2)  S(2)  I(2)  II(2)  W(2) )  0( 2 )
The zero-order term is just the buoyant force and the first order
terms can be further divided into
FD(1)      (1) nds
(24)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)
I

(2)

(2)
II

(2)
W

(33)

where [M] is the generalized body mass matrix, [B] is the viscous
damping matrix and [C] is the restoring force matrix.
Drift Motion Calculation of The Floating Body
As for the deep mooring system, the platform sometimes will be
far from the initial position. For more accurate results, the perturbation
expansion needs to proceed in the mean position. According the time
sequence simulated of the motion response, we use the wavelet
transform to get the mean position of the time history (Torrence
Chritopher, Compo Gilbert P, 1998).
Assuming that time sequence of the motion response is xn(t), the
continuous wavelet transform of a discrete sequence is defined as the
convolution of xn with a scaled and translated version of Ψ0(η). By the
convolution theorem, the wavelet transform is the inverse Fourier
transform of the product:

Sb

(25)

(1)
D

where F is the dynamic force that is obtained by the body surface
(1)

integration of the dynamic pressure, and FS is the restoring force due
to the body motion. AWP is the area of the mean water-plane, (xf, yf) is
the coordinates of the center of mean water-plane when body is at rest,
XC=(xc, yc, zc) is rotation center and k is the unit vector in the z
direction.
The second order terms also can be separated as follows:
FD(2)      (2) nds
(26)

N 1

WT ( s, t )   xˆkˆ * ( s )eik nt
n 0

(34)

In the actual application of wavelet transform, the selection of
mother wavelet function has a crucial impact on the analysis of results.
And for the same question, the results may differ very far if different
mother wavelets are chosen. The study in this paper is based on the
Morlet wavelet as the mother wavelet. Since the wavelet transform is a
bandpass filter with a known response function, it is possible to
reconstruct the original time series using either deconvolution or the
inverse filter.

Sb

FS(2)   gAWP [3(2)  4(2) ( y f  yc )  5(2) ( x f  xc )]k

(2)

       
 M     B  C  
 F   
  

Wave Force and Motion Equation

FS(1)   gAWP [3(1)  4(1) ( y f  yc )  5(1) ( x f  xc )]k

(2)

similar of the force FD , FS , FI , FW and FII , respectively.
According to the conservation of momentum theorem, the first and
second motion of the floating body can be obtained as follows
(32)
 M   (1)   B  (1)  C   (1)  FD(1)

(27)
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xn (t ) 

 jt1/ 2 J WT ( s j , t )
 s1/ 2
j
 0 (0) j  0

THE EXAMPLE ANALYSIS

(35)

Dual Frequencies Forced Oscillating Motion

where Cδ is the reconstruct coefficient. For the mean position of the
displacement time series, there is no need to evaluate all the scales. The
small scales just should be left out and the expected results will be
obtained.
When the Morlet wavelet is selected as the mother wavelet, the
value of reconstruct coefficient Cδ is 0.776 and ψ0(0) is π-1/4.

The first evaluation is about the forced oscillation of a truncated
cylinder in the dual frequencies. The two frequencies, with a
significant difference, are used to simulate the low frequency motion
and the high frequency oscillating motion around the low frequency.
The computed results are compared with the traditional perturbation
expansion method based on the initial position, which is called one
parameter method by Yang et al. (2012).
The radius of the cylinder is 1.0m, the draft is 0.5m, the surge
motion is given as
x  A1 sin(1t  1 )  A2 sin(2t  2 )
(37)
The water depth d is 1.5m and an incident wave with wave
amplitude A=0.1m, the wave number k=0.6m-1 and wave direction with
x axis θ=0° is chosen for this simulation. We order one frequency
motion to simulate the high frequency small amplitude motion with
A1=0.4m, k1=0.6m-1 and φ1=45°; the other frequency motion to simulate
low frequency large amplitude motion with A2=1.0m, k2=0.05m-1
andφ2=0°. The wave exciting force is decomposed into incident
potential and scattered potential part. The results are compared with the
one parameter method，which are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

Nodes Interpolation after Grid Translation
On account that of the body surface grids and free surface grids
drift horizontally following the body, when the grids move to a new
mean position, the right of integration equation (18) and (19) that are
the known quantities would be evaluated, where the normal derivative
of the velocity potential on the body surface remain unchanged but the
velocity potentials of the free surface are required to be computed at the
new time. Because of the same reason, the wave evaluation also needs
to conduct recursive calculation. On account of the grids translation as a
whole, the grid shape will not change, so the velocity potential and
wave evaluation of the grids at new time can be carried out by Tylor
expansion.
(1)
f t (1)
(1)
f t (1)
( x  x0 ) 
( y  y0 )
 t ( x, y )  f t ( x0 , y0 ) 
x


2

1 ft
( x  x0 ) 2 
2 x 2

(1)



2

(1)

( y  y0 ) 2

(36)

(2)

500

(2)

 ft
f
f
( x  x0 )( y  y0 )  t ( x  x0 )  t ( y  y0 )
xy
x
y
where f indicates two items that are scattered potential ϕ s and wave
evaluation η s of the free surface nodes. When the nonlinear wave is
relatively strong, the velocity potential and wave evaluation of the
nodes on the waterline change so dramatically that the computation
perhaps diverges. A five points smooth method is adapted to smooth the
wave evaluation and velocity potential of the nodes on the waterline so
that the calculation can proceed successfully. The specific calculation
steps are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Flow chart for analysis
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From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, there exist obvious differences between results
of the present study and those of original method in both the incident
wave force and scattered wave force. When the value of mean position
is positive, the body moves away from the incident wave relative to the
initial position, and the wave force phase of the present method is
smaller than the original one. In turn, when the mean position is
negative, the wave force phase obtained by present method is bigger.
This conclusion is consistent with the actual situation. While to the
wave force generated by the scattered potential, the envelop shape of the
present results is more obvious, whose period is equal to low frequency
forced motion’s period. The present results fluctuate around the original
ones. The reason is that when the body proceeds vibration of 6 degrees
of freedom at existing wave field rather than the initial equilibrium
location, the condition would be more complicated than the original
method, the variation of wave evaluation and velocity potential would
be more intense, thereby the scattered wave forces obtained by the
present method are different from the original ones. The total wave
force has been got by combining the incident and scattered part. It is
observed that when the body moves to the position where incident wave
force and scattered wave force have the same phase, the results of
present method is much bigger than the original ones and the present
results are smaller when the phases are opposite.
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Fig. 5. Time history of surge displacement and mean position, first
and second order wave force
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It is seen that this method is feasible from the example above, and
the differences of the two method also can be found out at the same time.
Through analysis and comparison, the present method is more
reasonable and more suitable for the realistic conditions. In actual
situations, more events are the coupled analysis of wave and floating
body. This example is the condition of a floating truncated cylinder by
linear elastic constrain under bichromatic wave. The radius of the
cylinder is 1.0m, the draft is 3.0m and water depth is 10.0m. The linear
spring in surge direction is employed to constrain the motion of the
cylinder and the value is 4×102N/m. The nature vibration frequency of
the system is about 0.204rad/s. The coefficients of the bichromatic wave
are shown in Tab. 1 as follow:
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Tab. 1 The coefficients of the bichromatic wave
Items
Wave
Wave
Amplitude(m)
Frequency(rad/s)
A1
A2
ω1
ω2
Value
0.20
0.18
2.20
2.40
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Fig. 6. The comparison of first-order, second-order and total
surge displacement

Wave
Direction(°)
0.00

50

θ2

As can be seen from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, due to that the natural
frequency of the cylinder is close to the difference frequency of the
bichromatic wave, the smaller second wave force inspires the greater
second-order displacement that is much less than the wave length yet.
So the phase difference of the first-order wave force is not obvious and
the difference of the first-order motion response solved by motion
equation is also not evident. According to equations (26), (28), (29),
(30), the second-order wave force is divided into the force produced by
second-order potential and that contributed from the first-order velocity
potential relating to the body motion. The results show that there exist
obvious differences of the second-order wave force and motion
response between the present method and the original method. The
possible reasons are given as follows. First, the slight first-order
differences are accumulated to a larger one. Second, the change of
perturbation expansion location with time leads to the phase change of
incident wave force. Third, for the second-order incident wave, due to
its shorter wave length, the incident wave and scattered wave forces are
more prone to cases of the same or opposite phase.

0.00

From the Tab. 1, we find that the difference frequency of the
bichromatic wave is 0.2rad/s i.e., close to the system nature frequency,
so that the second order large movement displacement can be inspired.
Fig. 5 shows the time history of total displacement and mean position.
In addition, it also describes the comparison of first and second order
wave force with the original method. Fig. 6 shows the time history of
first order, second order and total surge displacement compared with the
original method.
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CONCLUSIONS
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technological capabilities available to the optimal intended project of
the new ship as a whole.

ABSTRACT
Present work is devoted search for the key technical engineering
solutions in the design of new ships, well adapted for efficient
navigation and doing fishing operations on cold and stormy waters of
the Far Eastern seas of Russia and in the North Pacific. At the current
stage of synthesis seems relevant of technical requirements and new
engineering justification to build external appearance (ship's
architecture) and the main elements of the hull shape, which directly
affect the seaworthiness of the ship maneuvering and conditions in
difficult, storm and ice conditions for the navigation.

KEY WORDS: ship design, heavy sea navigation, noncontradictory
decision, seamanship and shipbuilding consequence optimization.

INTRODUCTION
The target noncontradictory design of the ship, as a complex and
unified engineering structure reaches optimality criteria for technical
and navigational efficiency only when a comprehensive regional
perspective for marine navigation and operations in specific
geographical and meteorological conditions. So, in the northwestern
Pacific, Far East Russia, it is impossible to use a fleet calm weather,
even for coastal navigation, and which is widely represented in foreign
offshore temperate latitudes. Conceptual ship design provisions
consistent with findings of the mechanics of harmonious dialogue with
the ship in stormy sea navigation specific conditions, good seamanship
bound axiom technical aesthetics of the absence of which it would be
superfluous on a beautiful ship.

Fig. 1-a. Ternary hieroglyph of the project under the scheme of
synthesis of new technical solutions, "top-down" – from the
generalized theoretical prerequisites for optimal engineering
developments. The columns are coupled variants historically approved
seamanship techniques (in left) and the latest achievements in the field
of fluid mechanics ship (in right), which forms the rows levels stages
adaptation engineering design in limited technological capabilities of
modern shipbuilding

PRELIMINARY PROPOSALS
OF THE DESIGN PROBLEM

Consequence design optimization reduces to harmonize operational
requirements for promising ship running on a pass by logical synthesis
stages of the project: "top-down" (Fig. 1-a), then the reverse sequence
verification analysis of decisions on the way: "bottom – up" (Fig. 1-b).
New technical solutions accompanied concept exploratory synthesis
"top – down", where based on the wishes of seafarers occurs
coordination technological capabilities of modern shipbuilding and
projected long-term seaworthiness of the ship. Private layout analysis
and sturdy engineering decisions on the design phase, "bottom – up"
completes perfecting instruction to Mariners, with a detailed
experimental study of all modes of navigation and seagoing
documenting special properties and proven recommendations for
optimal resolution of dangerous situations at sea, with instructions on
Regulatory crew actions under difficult, ice and stormy weather
offshore activities, including given features and benefits of the project
implemented innovations.

Optimization techniques based on private engineering solutions in the
absence of "sufficient conditions" to determine the only true conclusion
of the project. Freedom and necessity of a creative choice associated
with fundamental contradictions and insufficiency of initial
requirements to promising vessel is permitted solely in good
seamanship and literacy mariners in formulating design requirements
and evaluation of technical solutions for special cases of the new
marine equipment.
Noncontradictory designs for an effective seagoing vessels is possible
with the aid connected in reverse stages exploratory research targeted at
consistent harmonization of requirements for the ship as a unified
engineering structures [1]. Target design with verification of selected
engineering solutions may be submitted counterclaims passes (steps),
as the analysis of "top-down" - from the total project prerequisites for
private technical solutions; and synthesis of "bottom-up" – from the
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- ships for unlimited stormy navigation with the possibility of allweather marine works – the highest requires of design optimization
based on narrowcasting specialization seagoing vessel, that
formally only increases the cost of its design and shipbuilding.
- an unlimited sailing vessel without all-weather for marine works
possibilities – it is only capable of storming conditionally safe in
severe weather conditions under continuous supervision by
experienced navigators, which have negatively expensive affects to
sailing costs, and the deterioration of ship machineries, which
undergoing excessive strain of under heavy conditions of stormy
maneuvering;
- a limited seagoing vessels – which must provides by power
machines for evacuation of stormy cyclones and appropriate timely
opportunity to thrashing in the ports of refuge, by according to
operative onboard weather forecasts, or by commands from shorebased marine services of environment controls of the adjoining
coastal water areas.

Fig. 1-b. Inverse matrix shows directions the verification analysis of
design decisions "bottom-up" from many technical innovations to the
assessment of technical efficiency and economic optimality vessel as a
unified engineering structures, adapted for exploitation in specific
navigation and geographical conditions.

3. Ship contours quite often determined by stringent economic
requirements on the block coefficient for fullness of the hull form, or
on depth of water maritime communications and moorings in seaport
appointment:

ON THE DESTINATION AND ENGINEERING DESIGN
FEATURES OF THE SEAGOING VESSELS
Depending on the destination and the conditions of navigation a highly
specialized ships and vessels shall obtain quite definite and formal
features of the projected ship's architecture and arrangement of ship
equipment and compartments. Such arrangements are general
architectural principles of constructing ships needed for the initial
design study of generalized conclusions on the key stages of the search
for engineering solutions in dialogue with experienced navigators –
actually responsible for the efficient and safe operation of the projects
produced new vessels. Are formally independent (orthogonal)
directions of research design based on a limited amount technical
decisions on hull form and architecture of ship:

- a largest fullness of vessels hull form – as the optimum for the
highest weight of transported shiploads, at a minimal cost to build
and operate seagoing vessel navigation in specified circumstances;
- a limited ship draught – could be a strict condition, that limits both
the general seaworthiness of the vessel, and the possibility of use in
complex and heavy stormy conditions;
- a speedy (fast seagoing) vessel – for a displacement hull form
operating conditions are optimized for low power conditions of
influence on the hull of the vessel by the storm waves, which is
certainly a positive effect on the propulsion and stabilization of the
vessel in motion in calm water.

1. Depending on the nature of the shiploads, cumbersome
superstructures and onboard equipment, appearance and general
architecture features of a marine vessel, may be submitted in the
following ship design ways:

It is important to note that the present research in the field of stormy
seaworthiness are most relevant for vessels with a medium
displacement, for which the length and height of storm waves
comparable with the main dimensions of a marine vessel. As an
analytical tools is activated synthesis of good seamanship technical
experience and new engineering justification to build outside
appearance (ship's architecture) and the main elements of the hull
shape, which directly affect the seaworthiness of the ship maneuvering
and conditions in difficult, storm and ice conditions for the navigation.

- semi-submersible vessel – if operational requirements do not
necessary provides any deck operations on the high seas, especially
in the fresh weather or stormy conditions;
- decks vessel – if provides for marine works, fishing and fish
processing, rescue operations and other works on the upper decks
or water permeable (ventilated) below deck in all weather
conditions;

SPECIAL DESIGN PREREQUISITES
FOR INCREASED SEAWORTHY VESSEL

- high towers of vessel superstructures – especially if destination
provides large amounts of indoor comfortable accommodation for
passengers, for motor mobile or amphibious vehicles, aviation
equipment decked, unwieldy antenna complexes, etc.

Unlike the midlatitude navigation of warm seas, the Russian Far East
requires highly specialized vessels for special stormy and ice sailing
conditions, operational efficiency which is determined by minimizing
the lead time to loss of storming active (waiting for good weather by
the sea). Actual absence ports of refuge also serves as the initial
condition to achieve unlimited storm seaworthiness as necessary design
background to ensure continuous and all-weather conducting fishing,
rescue or exploratory operations on the high seas.

2. Operational opportunities of the seagoing vessel completely
determined by the requirements on necessity to maintain an allweather navigation and effective management of marine operations
in complex navigation, storm and ice conditions in the specified
geographical regions:
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- exclusion of boundary layer separation near the rudder and propulsion
is achieved by cruiser stern with smoothing rib lines on a theoretical
line drawing, contributing to small gradients and low vorticity near
area of the propulsion;

Effectiveness of all-weather for marine works is due: - habitat crew
comfort smoothness and small stormy pitching or rolling; - Protected
deck crew from squalls and chilling northern winds; - The possibility of
heating compartments for stable operation of marine services and
decked teams in the winter fisheries or hydrographic expeditions. Then
the functional goals of design optimization proceed from navigation
requirements for propulsion arbitrary courses relative to of storm
excitement and winds caused by the optimal distribution of mass and
volume of ship compartments, with convenient access to the operating
deck; linking different ship deck operations and efficiency of marine
processes and comfort of everyday living conditions for the crew.

- passableness in the ice at the autonomous navigation can be improved
in the cutting regime and break under ice fields below, which partly
solves the problem of ice protection propulsion.
Fishing waters are often characterized smaller depths of marine and
offshore shallow water where storm danger are compounded by long
sea level oscillations, killer waves and extreme currents, resulting from
the transformation of storm waves and swell with their active
interference, increase the dispersion wavelengths, against density
stratification of water near the mouths of rivers and in areas of bottom
waters rise. Such adverse hydrodynamic processes observed in the
narrows, at anchorages on raids and on the approaches to the gate of the
seaports where danger to mariners grow even at moderate winds and
long-wave responses to remote coasts storm.

Conceptual design prerequisites for classes thereunder ships and
vessels [1], according to conditions of operation, are reduced to the
necessity of achieving generalized conditional seaworthiness:
- patrol, rescue and fishing vessels provided propulsion any courses
relatively of storm excitement and winds; for mandatory stabilization
pitching or rolling to maintain deck operations in all weather
conditions;

Undecidable difficulties arise in finding design solutions with the aim
of harmonizing the safe sailing hydrodynamic regimes in stormy ways
on a shallow water. Then, each project for promising and existing
vessels must be undergo sea trials with complex remote-controlled
towing models at the surf zone in shallow water, for example, and then
submitted at teachings of navigators, and in the algorithms for
automatic control of a vessel is fast deep water.

- rescue vessels and patrol must have a minimum of rolling and be
stable to storm course; and at the same time be able to actively
maneuver in difficult weather conditions and difficult navigation;
- all three classes of vessels must have a minimum pitching and provide
non sweep the stern working deck on the move forward under the
main (marching) engines, possibly due to excessive wave sweeping,
heave and yaw in the bow of the ship hull;

Vessels enhanced storm seaworthiness, capable of maneuvering
arbitrary storm passages and courses at nominal (or minimum)
available power, as a result, are exempted from the excessive costs for
fuel and maintenance of the main engines, which is more than cover
one-time expenses of the target design, sturdy construction and sea
trials of ships for work in the northern latitudes of the Far Eastern seas.

- unconditional safety of emergency on storming sea without motion is
not put essential condition, because in emergency situations qualified
crew can take active steps to install storm sails and floating anchors.
In practice, this design tasks related aerohydromechanic the ship in
heavy wind and storm waves, with the target to achieve functional: 1 –
propulsion; 2 – stabilization of the ship hull; 3 – ability to conduct deck
operations in all weather conditions. Conclusion of the project limited
to the following features and ship's hull form and superstructures
architecture:

MARITIME RESCUER
Small ocean-going vessels of the auxiliary fleet used for various
purposes, including the extremely difficult conditions of navigation. It
can be life-saving operations, emergency towing vessels in stormy
conditions, special delivery mail and small packages into cruises, as
well as conducting search operations and marine researches at complex,
and the ice storm sailing conditions.

1. Reduction of the area, the transverse and longitudinal moments of
inertia waterplane and sharpen it bow and stern to reduce the power
impact of storm waves and saving propulsion with low pitching.

Medium ship may have rugged hull enough for the active maneuvering
in heavy waves and under the blows of hurricane winds. Active
stabilization of pitching, as well as a dynamic influence on the draught,
roll and trim of the vessel with the use flapping wing stabilizers and
automatically controlled rudders and propellers are possible in
principle, provided that the form of the hull and superstructure
architecture provide passive reduction in the intensity of force
interaction of ship hull with marine waves and wind (fig. 2).

2. A significant decrease the volume of ship's hull of surface bow and
stern, and tumblehome of sterns and boards in the middle of the hull
at waterplane, which stabilizes the progress in cutting mode of storm
waves.
3. Exclusion and the general flare of boards of continuous upper deck
that will prevent excessive pitching waves with punches on the sides
and decks, to create opportunities for active management course in
stormy conditions, and takes the edge off the problem deicing.
These rules are not contrary to the natural shape of the hull
constructions in general engineering optimization and navigation
requirements for prospective ship seaworthy increased:
- propulsive quality on calm water due to sharp waterlines bulbous bow
and rounded contours of frames in the middle of the hull, enclosing
the largest volume in minimal surface ship plating;
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Fig. 3. Rounded ship hull and lower deck of the vessel reduces the
intensity of all types of storm rolling on deep water

Fig. 2. Hull form and the conceptual scheme of the general arrangement
of the sea rescuer – research vessel, capable of active positioning in
heavy waves and hurricane winds. L = 62.8 m; B = 10.3 m; TB/S = 4/6
m; W = 1.74 m3, S = 809 m2; = 0.58

Practically, this means that the concept of non-contradictory following
storm nature is the universal rule of designing ships and vessels (fig. 3),
provided as passive as a safe sailing and active technical facilities to
achieve the complexity marine tasks.

Believing that the rescue fleet is formed exclusively from professional
sailors, will not impose specific requirements for habitability and
comfort for the crew, placing major demands only the unconditional
fulfillment of marine tasks in any weather conditions. Using as a
prototype historical Arab ships from the Age of Discovery, define hull
shape and layout of these devices ship design and technical features:

Itself does not need a rescue ship in maintaining particularly high speed
ahead; in operating costs provided for nominal consumption for
maximum autonomy and cruising range; and on board ship there is
only equipment specifically designed for regular use in accordance with
the scheduled services jobs or planned expeditionary requirements.

1) ship hull as a whole is similar a circular cylinder, which minimizes
the rolling in rescue operations in a stormy sea;
2) main volume of ship hull and the center of buoyancy shifted to stern
part, that shifts to stern the center of pitching and yawing, approaching
them to the area of the rudder and propeller;
3) narrowed and sharpened bow waterline not provide a wave of
floating and heawing, making surfacing and center axis of pitching
while the vessel shifted to the stern, closer to the middle of the hull;
4) full stern with high castle and deeply immersed fin sternpost for best
levels of manageability in storm conditions, it is allowing for crew to
work operations on flush deck at the stern;
5) main displacement of the ship is concentrated in the middle of the of
ship hull, which reduces the transverse moment of inertia of the vessel
and allows the use of horizontal rotary movable control shroud [2] on
the propellers to calm pitching and trim alignment when positioning in
stormy waves;
6) form a surface volume bow of the hull adapted to the cutting of
ridges of storm waves under conditions of high wave flouding, which
reduced the maximum forecastle deck, superstructure and bow included
in the circuit durable waterproof of ship hull.

Shall consider a variant a high-speed ship at the destination which are
not optimized design and technical solutions to meet the operational
requirements of economically feasible, and are on board complex
weapons systems, dangerous both for the ship and for all others.

FAST SHIP (PATROL AND HYDROGRAPHIC VESSEL)
Patrol and hydrographic ship is designed for continuous duty
weatherproof waters of Sakhalin and the Kuril Islands North Pacific
ocean, with healthy shipboard weapons and existing complexes
constantly monitoring the situation on the open ocean and offshore,
ready for fast transitions in heavy and stormy navigation. Besides the
protection of maritime borders, the ship is given the responsibility to
ensure safety of navigation and saving life at sea, active monitoring and
early warning Sakhalin and Kurily offshore services for early
prediction of potentially dangerous marine phenomena. [3] 1.
A noncontradictory design of the ship means comprehensive research
of modern technical solutions, operating experience and good
seamanship of a ship maneuvering in difficult sailing conditions, as
well as develop of all aspects of navigation in complex, ice and storm
sailing conditions.

Round-shaped ship stability diagram form without the angle of sunset
and off-center area and off-center area (the maximum righting moment)
beyond 90 °. On real roll angles arises large righting moments,
respectively, and there is no dangerous rolling moments when the sea
surface wave slopes that allows to stabilize the rocking ship with active
stabilizers (eg, horizontal movable control shroud allow to control both
the roll and trim of the vessel at the same time).

As the main requirements for a high-speed ship hull form identifies the
need to maintain effective go ahead arbitrary course relatively intense
sea wave, provided the maximum stabilizing of ship hull as a platform
for all types of weapons and control systems environment of the sea.

1

The project was developed on the instructions and under the supervision of the
cap. I rank Sergei Krolenko (Higher Naval Engineering Institute, SaintPetersburg).
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CONCLUSION
Operational efficiency is determined by the vessel's ability to perform
tasks in a specific geographic region stormy conditions and ice
navigation, which should be planned and practiced in detail to be
included in guidance Mariners at the design stage of new ships. Manual
navigators always localized geographical features and area of
navigation, and are traditionally are the responsibility of acting captains
mentors, with years of accident free sailing qualifications in specific
marine waters and which are available administrative and technical
resources for expert and practical (towing) develop specific action
skippers in emergency and emergency situations at sea. Of course,
acting captain surveys seaworthy vessels are invaluable very useful
when negotiating design solutions for advanced ships, the only
reasonable from the standpoint of good seamanship, defining problems
of safety of navigation as the objective function to achieve the highest
production efficiency of the vessel as a specialized marine engineering
structures.

Fig. 4. The project for a fast patrol and hydrographic ship. L = 90 m; B
= 10 m; T = 4 m; W = 1920 m3, S = 1050 m2, = 0,473, V = 25 knots
To achieve good seaworthiness into the contours and external
architecture of the ship made the following design features:
1) surface sealed enclosure of ship hull is less than the displacement of ship;
2) tumblehome board into middle of the hull side of the ship has a
maximum angle at waterline level;
3) the initial metacentric height has a minimum value in a constructive
draught and increases as when afloat, and when immersed of ship hull [4];
4) static stability diagram has an S-shape with an angle of sunset 180 °;
5) inseparable space of the upper deck minimized by longitudinal
arrangement of superstructures and foundations for a decked devices
and mechanisms;
6) in storm conditions on any section of the deck along the board of the
ship is filled with approximately the same amount of water, indicating
damping of pitching;
7) surface part of the stem of the ship tilted to the stern, and in the
underwater part the stem is made inclined undercut the need to avoid
yaw and onboard slamming on the move by storm excitement;
8) has a cruiser stern tumblehome and minimum freeboard stern
afterrake overhang allowed by the scheme using two-shaft propellerrudder system;
9) restricted area fin of sternpost lets slide (yaw) with a passing wave,
avoiding hard blows of waves in the area of stem bowl;
10) directly behind the propellers mounted horizontal wings of active
stabilizers on spring loaded baller [2], which in the case of stopping of
the main machines begin to work as emergency storm propulsion;
11) the geometry of the ship's hull with deckhouse determined covering
a circular cylinder, and the underwater part of the of ship hull is smooth
and does not contain or bilge contours longitudinal keels of bottom and
along the sides of the upper deck is arranged an open passage, in which
water flows from ridges of storm waves kept using for a decked
logging and longitudinal coamings;
12) all household and office space ship located under the upper deck,
which is also by main deck watertight hull of the ship.

In the new design and technological research is represented extremely
useful, navigation experience of active stormy maneuvering, including
coordinated with the knowledge of good seamanship deck operations in
complex, storm and ice conditions, with subsequent reverification of
new developments in severe restrictions noncontradictory design
concept of all-weather ocean vessel.
Patents and video tests published in the ship's portal: Shipdesign.ru.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, higher lift marine rudders with wedge tail and end plates
are developed by using a commercial code of Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD). The numerical results show that, a small wedge tail
of 2.5% chord length increases the maximum lift force of the rudder by
16%. Moreover, the small wedge tail and two end plates attached at top
and bottom of the rudder give 25% higher maximum lift than that of
the original semi-balanced rudder. Increase of drag force due to the
wedge and end plates are numerically investigated and discussed.

KEY WORDS: Rudder, lift, drag, wedge tail, end plates, ship
maneuvering, CFD.

INTRODUCTION
Fig. 1. Semi-balanced rudder (side view)

As well known, marine rudders play an important role in ship
maneuvering and navigation. Especially, very large and low speed
vessels require a very large rudder to obtain a high lift force. However,
the size of a rudder is usually limited by the ship stern configuration.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop a new type of rudder with higher
lift force and small drag.

Table 1. Rudder model’s parameters
Parameter
Rudder height
Chord length (Top)
Chord length (Bottom)
Total rudder’s area
Aspect ratio

For better maneuverability or a smaller rudder of ships, rudders with
higher lift and smaller drag have been sought. The ways to increase lift
force of lift surfaces were comprehensively introduced in the books
written by Hoerner and Borst (1975), Molland and Turnock (2007).
These books introduced that a tail wedge foil increases its maximum
lift by about 20-30% but is accompanied by higher drag.

Value
24.4
17.2
15.3
384.8
1.92

Unit
cm
cm
cm
cm2
-

METHODOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT
High Lift Rudder Section

Recently, Nguyen and Ikeda (2014) numerically studied the
hydrodynamic characteristics of wedge-tail rudder sections with high
lift force of a simple rectangular rudder. The calculated results showed
that a smaller wedge tail of the rudder provides better hydrodynamic
performances than the large wedge tail because of higher lift but small
drag.

A high lift rudder section with a wedge tail can be seen as in Fig. 2.

This paper presents a development of a newly semi-balanced rudder
with a wedge and endplates with higher lift but small drag by using
CFD. For the calculation a CFD commercial code, ANSYS FLUENT is
used.

RUDDER GEOMETRY

Fig. 2. Rudder cross section with a wedge tail (tmax: maximum
thickness, c: chord length, h: wedge thickness)

The geometry of the original rudder, a semi-balanced rudder, is shown
as in Fig. 1. The main parameters of the rudders are listed in Table 1.

Wedge Tail Rudder
A small wedge tail with 2.5% of chord length (h/c=0.025) is attached at
the trailing edge of semi-balanced rudder to increase the lift force. The
geometry of modified rudder with the wedge tail can be seen as in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Rudder section with a wedge tail (top view)

Mesh
Refinement

Wedge Tail Rudder with Two End Plates
The top and bottom end plates are added into the wedge tail rudder.
The geometry of the modified rudder with a wedge tail and end plates
can be seen in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Unstructured mesh around the rudder (3.6million cells)

Turbulence Model
The two equations viscous turbulence model k-εis used. And the
standard wall function is applied for near-wall-treatment.

Physical and Boundary Conditions
All of the conditions for the simulation are listed in Tables 2 and 3.
Table 2. Physical conditions
Categories
Time
Fluid density
Viscosity
Inlet velocity

Value/Type
Steady
998.2
0.001003
1.5

Unit
kg/m3
kg/m-s
m/s

Table 3. Boundary conditions
Name
In
Out
Top, bottom, left, right
Rudder surfaces

Type
Velocity inlet
Pressure outlet
Slip wall
No-slip wall

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fig. 4. Modified rudder with a wedge tail and two end plates
at top and bottom

The calculated forces and moments of the three rudder models are
presented in this sections. The visualizations also help to understand
more details about the flow fields, such as pressure and velocity
distribution, velocity vectors and streamlines.

COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
Mesh

Lift and Drag Forces

Meshing is a vital step in a CFD calculation because the mesh quality
effects on the numerical results. Therefore, a good mesh is necessary to
obtain the accurate results.
The unstructured mesh with mesh refinement on the rudder surfaces is
shown in Fig. 5.

Figs. 6 & 7 show the lift and drag force coefficients versus the angle of
attack of the three rudder models.
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Fig. 8 shows calculated moment coefficients with comparison of three
rudder models taken at the rudder stock.

Fig. 6. Calculated lift force coefficients
Fig. 8. Calculated moment coefficients
At small angles of attack, as the center of lift force is located in front of
the rudder stock, the moment coefficient is negative. At higher angles
of attack, before stalling, the flow starts to separate at the suction side
of the rudder and the center of the lift force shifts backwards. When the
center of lift force is located at the rudder stock, the moment is equal to
zero. As can be seen in Fig. 8, at the region of the angles of attack
higher than 25 degrees, the moment coefficients of the modified
rudders become positive while the moment of original rudder is still
negative. At the angles of attack higher than 33 degree, all rudder
models have positive moments.

Flow Visualizations
Figs. 9~13 show the pressure and velocity distribution, velocity vectors
and streamlines of the modified rudder models at angles of attack of 0
and 20 degrees.
Fig. 7. Calculated drag force coefficients

Pressure Distribution. Fig. 9 shows the pressure distribution on the
surfaces of modified rudders at 0 degree of angle of attack.

As seen in Fig. 6, the both modified rudders give higher lift coefficients
as well as the maximum lift coefficients than that of the original rudder
without wedge tail and end plates, even at the small angles of attack
below 5 degree. However, the rudder with a wedge tail and end plates
generates much higher lift than the modified rudder without end plates.
The maximum lift increases by 16% and 25% for the wedge tail rudder
and the wedge tail rudder with end plates, respectively.
However, the drag coefficients of the modified rudders also increase as
shown in Fig. 7. At zero angle of attack, the drag increase by 17% for
the wedge tail rudder and 28% for the wedge tail rudder with end
plates.

Fig. 9. Pressure distribution at 0 degree of angle of attack
Left: Wedge tail; Right: Wedge tail with end plates

Moments
Moment coefficients are important for turning moments as well as
designing steering system.

In Fig. 10, calculated pressure distributions over the pressure and
suction sides of the modified rudders are shown. We can see that high
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pressure distributes along the wedge tails on pressure surfaces of
modified rudders, and the pressure generates the higher lift forces of
them. On the suction sides, the wedge tail rudder shows a lower
pressure near the top and bottom while the wedge tail rudder with end
plates does not have such low pressure area. This may be caused by the
tip vortices.

Streamlines Distribution. Figs. 12 & 13 show the streamlines
distribution of the modified rudders at 0 and 20 degree of angle of attack.
In Fig. 13, at 20 degree of angle of attack, the tip vortices and middle
vortices generated from the suction sides of modified rudders can be
observed clearly.

High
pressure
High
pressure

Fig. 12 Streamlines distribution at 0 degree of angle of attack
Left: Wedge tail; Right: Wedge tail with end plates
Tip
Vortices

Low
pressure

Middle
Vortices
Tip
Vortices

Fig. 10 Pressure distribution at angle of attack of 20 degrees
Top: Pressure side; Bottom: Suction side; Left: Wedge tail; Right:
Wedge tail with end plates

Middle
Vortices
Tip
Vortices

Fig. 13 Streamlines distribution at 20 degree of angle of attack
Left: Wedge tail; Right: Wedge tail with end plates

Velocity Vectors Distribution. Calculated velocity vectors shown in
Fig. 11 show the gap flows between the movable part and the rudder’s
horn. The fluid goes from the pressure surface (high pressure) to the
suction surface (low pressure).

Gap flow

Tip
Vortices

CONCLUSIONS
The numerical results of three rudder models in this study demonstrate
that by using a small wedge tail and a small wedge tail with two end
plates, the rudder’s lift force can be increased significantly. However,
these modifications are accompanied by higher drag forces.
The rudder with a wedge tail of 2.5% chord length gives 16% higher
maximum lift than that of the rudder without wedge. While the rudder
with a wedge tail of 2.5% chord length and two end plates give up to
25% higher maximum lift than that of the original rudder.
The moment coefficients of modified rudders are smaller than that of
original rudder at the angles of attack below 25 degree.
The drag force at zero degree of angle of attack increases by 17% and
28% for the rudder with the wedge tail and the end plates. The effects of
the increases on total resistance of a ship should be carefully investigated.
In further study, the smaller rudders with high lift force will be
developed by using a wedge tail and end plates.

Gap flow
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Fig. 11. Velocity vectors distribution on the suction sides.
Top: 0 degree; Bottom: 20 degree;
Left: Wedge Tail; Right: Wedge Tail with End Plates
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Before constructing an offshore wind farm, a continuous measurement
of upper wind field (wind direction and speed) for one year at the
planned construction location is required. As a measurement
construction, in the past investigations, an upper wind field observation
tower or platform for Doppler Lidar or Doppler Soder as a remote
sensing technique on sea bottom is usually built. If a moored floating
stricture can be used as its platform, the foundation construction on the
sea bottom is lighter than that for above-mentioned structures, and
environmental impact is smaller. However, in the case of a floating
structure, it oscillates in waves, and it affects accuracy of measurement.
In order to guarantee the accuracy of measurement, motion reduction of
the buoy is important, therefore the motion stabilizer, which is
composed of four arms and fins, is proposed to reduce the motion of
the buoy by using the hydrodynamic forces acting on them. By model
tests in steady flow and in waves, the effects of the motion stabilizer
are confirmed from a comparison between the measured motions for
the buoys with and without the motion stabilizer. In order to understand
the mechanisms of motion reduction by hydrodynamic forces acting on
the motion stabilizer and the buoy, a time domain motion simulation is
developed. Finally, based on the measured and calculated results, the
optimum design of the motion stabilizer is proposed.

ABSTRACT
In this study, the performance of a spar buoy with a motion stabilizer
for Bottom Mounted Offshore Wind Farm Project at shallow sea area
less than 50 m depth is investigated and optimization of its design is
discussed.
By model tests in steady flow and in waves, the effects of the motion
stabilizer are confirmed from comparisons of the measured motions
between with and without the motion stabilizer. Moreover it is
observed that the buoy without motion stabilizer causes large amplitude
pitch motion when incident wave period is half of the natural pitch
period of the buoy.
In order to understand the mechanisms of motion reduction and of the
large amplitude pitching motion, a time domain motion simulation is
developed. From the calculated results in steady flow, it is understood
that the lift forces acting on the fins of the motion stabilizer cause
upstream ward pitching moment, the drag forces acting on the fins
cause downstream ward pitching moment when the fins are located
above the mooring point of the buoy, on the other hand, when the fins
are located below the mooring point, the drag forces cause upstream
ward pitching moment. From the calculated results in waves, it is also
understood that when the direction of a relative flow of water to the
surface of the fins is normal, the effects of motion reduction is
maximum by the drag force caused by the fins.
By using the simulation, the occurrence of the above-mentioned large
amplitude pitching motion is confirmed. And from the analysis of the
calculated moments in the simulation, the large amplitude pitching is
caused by the variation of pitch restoring moment caused by the change
of draft of the buoy in every time step.
Finally, based on the measured and calculated results, the optimum
position of the motion stabilizer is proposed.

MODEL AND COORDINATE SYSTEM
A spar buoy with a motion stabilizer is designed for 18m in water
depth. Fig.1 shows a schematic view of the experiment and coordinate
systems. Table 1 shows the principal particulars of the model. The
earth fixed coordinate system is defined as O-X0Y0Z0, and the body
fixed coordinate system is defined as O-x0y0z0. H is water depth, h0 is
distance from the bottom of sea to O, U(Z0) and UWIND are the
velocities of steady flow and wind, Tw and ζw are period and amplitude
of regular head wave. Fig.2 shows a figure of the motion stabilizer (arm
and fin). The angles of arms and fins (Arm [deg] and Fin [deg]) can
be changed. And zero value of the angles are defined as the condition
where they are perpendicular to the center pipe of the spar buoy.

KEY WORDS: spar buoy; motion stabilizer; steady flow and waves;
lift and drag forces.

INTRODUCTION
Renewable energy technology is developed to make the sustainable
society. Offshore wind farm is paid attention as one of important
energy supply resources.
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increase of angle of fin makes the angle of inclination smaller for the
buoy having the same angle of arm. When the angles of arms and fins
are adjusted, the buoy can be upright condition in any velocities (for
example, (Arm, Fin)=(20, 21.21）(30, 18.05) deg at 0.34 m/sec).

Z0 (+) z
0

Y0
UWIND

wave
W.L.

y(+)
U(Z0)

Table 2. Condition of the experiment in steady flow

X0

o

H

with the motion stabilizer

o
h0

flow velocity [m/s]

Arm [deg] Fin [deg]

X0

0

x0

Top View

Front View

Fig. 1. Schematic view of experiment and coordinate system

Scale of model: 1/S

1/20.32

Overall length: LOA [m]

1.25

Height of the center of gravity: KG [m]

0.28

Overall weight: W [kgf]

3.71

Buoyancy: ∇ [kgf]

7.76

with and w/o motion stabilizer TnF & Tn [sec]

10

0,5,10,15

20

0,5,10,15,20,25

30

0,5,10,15,20,25,30,35

0.11, 0.23, 0.34

without motion stabilizer

Table 1. Principal particulars of the model

Roll & pitch natural period: [sec]

0,5

without motion stabilizer
Arm=10[deg]

Arm= 0[deg]

Arm=20[deg]
15 pitch angle [deg]

Arm=30[deg]

0.11[m/sec]

10

4.5&4.0

5

Center Pipe
Arm(+)

Arm

0
0

Fin(+)

10

-5
15 pitch angle [deg]

Arm

Fin

5

Fin

15

20

25

30

35

25

30

35

25

30

35

Fin [deg]
0.23[m/sec]

10

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the fin and arm of motion stabilizer

5

MODEL TESTS

0
0

In order to investigate the effects of the motion stabilizer, model tests
of the buoy with and without motion stabilizer are carried out in steady
flow and waves. The motion is taken by a video camera (Canon, Power
Shot G1X) and it is analyzed with a motion capture software (TEMA,
Photron).

5

10

-5
15 pitch angle [deg]

15

20

Fin [deg]
0.34[m/sec]

10

Motion Measurement in Steady Flow

5

Motion measurement in steady flow is carried out at the circulating
water channel of Osaka Prefecture University (size of observation
section: length 6m, breadth 1.5m, depth 1.09m). Table 2 shows the
condition of the experiment in steady flow. The flow velocities are 1, 2,
3 knots in the real scale. In each flow velocity, model tests for the buoy
with and without motion stabilizer are carried out.
In the model test, the buoy without motion stabilizer inclines to
downstream ward and causes periodic pitching and rolling. On the
other hand, the buoy with motion stabilizer does not cause pitching and
rolling.
Fig.3 shows the measured results of the buoy with motion stabilizer in
steady flow. In the same figure, the result of the buoy without motion
stabilizer, which is the time average value of the measured pitching
motion, is also shown with a dotted line.
This figure shows that the increase of angle of arm makes the angle of
inclination smaller for the buoy having the same angle of fins, and the

0
0
-5

5

10

15

20

Fin [deg]

Fig. 3. Measured incline in pitching in steady flow
The reason of why the inclination of buoy is decreased by the motion
stabilizer is supposed to be following. Fig.4 shows the schematic view
of the position of the fins, the drag and lift forces acting on the fins and
pitching moment caused by these forces in steady flow. In the left
figure, the mounting angle of the arms is zero (: horizontal) and the fins
locates above the mooring point of the buoy, on the other hand, in the
right figure, the mounting angle of the arms is 20 deg and the fins
locates below the mooring point. It is understood that the lift forces
cause an upstream ward pitching moment and the drag forces cause
downstream ward pitching moment in the left figure, on the other hand,
the drag forces also cause upstream ward pitching moment in the right
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figure. When the mounting angle of the arms increase, though levers of
the upstream ward pitching moment caused by lift forces decrease, the
direction of the pitching moment caused by drag forces is changed from
downstream ward to upstream ward, and the total upstream ward
pitching moment increases. Due to the above-mentioned reason, it is
understood that inclination of the buoy decreases. In the right figure, it
is also understood that the larger attack angles of fins to steady flow
become, the larger drag and lift forces become, inclination of the buoy
decreases.

is the smallest at 15deg of the mounting angle of the fins, when the
mounting angle of the fins is 15deg, the amplitude is the smallest at
10deg of the mounting angle of the arms.
Table 4. Significant peak to peak value of measured pitching
in irregular waves
w/o motion stabilizer

28.40 deg

Arm =10,

with motion stabilizer

Fin =5
15
25 deg
W.L.

W.L.

Lift Force
Drag Force

Lift Force

Drag Force
Drag Force

Drag Force

Lift Force

Lift Force

Fig. 4. Schematic view of the fin and hydrodynamic force
in steady flow
Motion Measurement in Waves
Motion measurement in irregular waves is carried out at the towing tank of
Osaka Prefecture University (length 70m, breadth 3m, depth 1.5m).
Bretschneider-Mitsuyasu spectrum shown in Eq. 1 is used. In the wave
making, this spectrum is divided into 100 equally from 0.2 to 2.0 Hz
and sinusoidal waves of each frequency component are superposed. In
addition, the phase difference of each frequency component is given as
random numbers, and motion measurement is carried out for more than
200 encounter waves.
2

(

S ( f )  0.257H1 / 3 T1 / 3 T1 / 3 f

)

5



exp  1.03(T1 / 3 f )

4



30 deg

－

10.22

－

9.55

9.58

10.15

－

10.17

－

It is supposed that the main factor of motion reduction by the motion
stabilizer is the damping moment caused by the drag force acting on the
fins caused by motion of the buoy. Fig.5 shows the relative position of
the fins to mooring point in the condition shown by Table3. In the same
figure, the red dotted line through the surface of the fin is also shown. It
can be understood that when the red line through the surface of the fin as
shown in Fig.6, the direction of a relative flow of water to the surface is
normal, and the effects of motion reduction is maximum. When the
mounting angle of the arms is 20deg, the distance between the red line
and the mooring point is the nearest at 15deg of the mounting angle of the
fins. On the other hand, when the mounting angle of the fins is 15deg,
though the distance between the red line and the mooring point is the
nearest at 20deg of the mounting angle of the arms, when the mounting
angle of the arms is 10deg, the distance between the fin and the mooring
point is the farthest and the effect of motion reduction is maximum.

Steady flow

Steady flow

20,

Arm=20deg Fin=5deg

Arm=10deg Fin=15deg

Arm=20deg Fin=15deg

Arm=30deg Fin=15deg

(1)

Table 3 shows the condition of the experiment in irregular waves. The
significant wave height is 2m and the significant wave period is 12 sec
in real scale. In the same way as the model test in steady flow, model
tests in irregular waves for the buoy with and without motion stabilizer
are carried out. The measurement is started before the reaching time to
the position of the buoy of the wave caused by wave maker, and is
finished before the reaching time to the position of the buoy of the
reflected wave by the wall of another side of the tank.

Arm=20deg Fin=25deg

Fig. 5. Relative position of fin to mooring point

Table 3. Condition of the experiment in irregular wave
significant wave height in model scale [mm]

98.4

significant wave period in model scale [sec]

2.7

Arm [deg]

Fin [deg]

10

15

20

5, 15, 25

30

15

Pitching

W.L.

without the motion stabilizer
Drag Force

Table 4 shows the significant peak to peak values of measured pitching
in irregular waves, which are obtained by zero-down-cross method.
First, from this table, the effect of the motion stabilizer is confirmed.
Secondly, when the mounting angle of the arms is 20deg, the amplitude

Drag Force

Fig. 6. Schematic view of the fin and hydrodynamic force with pitching
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According to the above-mentioned assumptions, for each mounting
angle of the arm, an optimized mounting angle of the fin (DMAX) can
be decided to get the maximum effect of motion reduction. Table 5
shows the example of the optimized mounting angle.

Fig.8, the lift coefficient of the fin is multiplied by 1.17.
Fig.9 shows the calculated inclination in steady flow at the same
condition as Fig.3. From the results, it is confirmed that the buoy can
be upright at any velocities when the mounting angle of the arms is 20
or 30deg and one of the fins is 15~25 deg.

Table 5. Optimized angle of attachment of the fin in wave
Arm [deg]
10
20
30
DMAX [deg]
6.59
16.06
25.70

5

pitch angle [deg]

recalculation

3

TIME DOMAIN SIMULATION

experiment

2

In order to make the mechanisms of above mentioned results clear, a
time domain motion simulation is developed and the effects of the
motion stabilizer are confirmed. In the section, the calculation is carried
out in model scale.
Eq. 2 is the single degree of freedom motion equation of the buoy in
steady flow and waves.

( I + i + I D + iD )  M R + M D1 + M D 2 + M M

1
0
0

0.1

Arm = 0[deg]

Arm = 10[deg]

Arm = 20[deg]

Arm = 30[deg]

20 pitch angle [deg]

12
8
4

Motion Calculation in Steady Flow

12

3

0
0
5
10
-4
20 pitch angle [deg]

0.1

0.2

flow velocity [m/sec]

0.3

0.4 00

35

25

30

35

25

30

35

0.23[m/sec]

15
20
Fin [deg]
0.34[m/sec]

16

with motion stabilizer

12

calculation
experiment

8
4

1
0
0

30

4

2

5

25

8

4
experiment

15
20
Fin [deg]

16

Fig.7 shows the measured and the calculated inclination in steady flow
for the buoy without and with the motion stabilizer. From this figure,
it is understood that calculated results for the buoy without the
motion stabilizer corresponds with the measured, on the other hand,
calculated results for the buoy with the motion stabilizer is larger than
measured.

calculation

0.11[m/sec]

16

0
0
5
10
-4
20 pitch angle [deg]

10

0.4

without motion stabilizer

In addition, free decay test of the model are carried out, by using the
result of model test without motion stabilizer, moment of inertia and
unsteady drag force acting on the center pipe are adjusted, on the other
hand, by using the result of model test with motion stabilizer, moment
of inertia and unsteady drag force acting on the fins are adjusted.

5 pitch angle [deg]

0.3

Fig. 8. Calculated incline in pitching in steady flow ( Cld1  1.17 )
at the same condition as Fig. 7

where I and i are moment of inertia and added moment of inertia of the
center pipe, ID, iD are moment of inertia and added moment of inertia of
the arms and fins. MR, MD1, MD2, and MM are restoring moments caused
by buoyancy, steady and unsteady drag force, and body force in waves
acting on the center pipe. MDD1, MLD1, MDD2, MMD are moments caused
by steady drag and lift force, unsteady drag force, and body force in
waves acting on the fins. Moment of inertia and restoring moment are
calculated. The other moments are obtained from measured results. Eq.
2 is calculated by the forth-order Runge-Kutta method.

without motion stabilizer

0.2

flow velocity [m/sec]

(2)

+ M DD1 + M LD1 + M DD2 + M MD

15 pitch angle [deg]

with motion stabilizer

4

0.1

0.2

flow velocity [m/sec]

0.3

0.4

0
0
-4

Fig. 7. Measured and calculated incline in pitching in steady flow
without and with motion stabilizer

5

10

15
20
Fin [deg]

Fig. 9. Calculated incline in pitching in steady flow
at the same condition as Fig. 3

In the simulation program, the existing experimental data of hydrodynamic
forces of similar form as the fin is used. Therefore, these hydrodynamic
forces may be not always same as real one. In order to get same result as
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Motion Calculation in Waves

the motion period is the same as wave period at Tw=2.44sec. On the
other hand, the motion period is twice wave period at Tw=2.00sec.
In addition, the pitch natural period of the buoy without motion
stabilizer is 4.00sec, and the encounter wave period is half of the pitch
natural period. Therefore, it is supposed that this motion is the
parametric excitation motion, which is written in Mathieu’s equation as
shown in Eq. 3.

Table 6 shows the calculated pitch amplitudes in regular wave at
Tw=2.66 sec and Hw= 98.4 mm (Tw=12 sec and Hw= 2.0 m in real scale).
Form the results, the effect of the motion stabilizer is confirmed, and it
is qualitatively agree with the measured results in irregular waves
shown in Table 4.
Fig.10 shows the calculated and the measured pitch amplitude in
regular waves at the condition shown in Table 7. From this figure, it is
confirmed that the calculated results are agree with the measured
results.

x + (a  2q cos 2t )x  0

(3)

where a and q are arbitrary constants.
Fig. 12 shows the time history of the calculated buoyancy of the buoy
in regular wave at Hw=123.0mm and Tw=2.0sec. It is confirmed that the
buoyancy changes in encounter wave period and the buoy is inclined
from upright to upstream ward or downstream ward by each wave.

Table 6. Calculated pitch amplitude in regular wave
with motion stabilizer
Arm =10,
20,
30 deg
－
－
Fin =5
5.42
15
5.27
5.38
5.43
25 deg
－
－
5.42

24

pitch angle [deg] Hw=123.0[mm] Tw=2.00[sec]

18
12

Table 7 Condition of the experiment in regular waves.
wave height:Hw[mm]
49.2, 123.0
wave period :Tw[sec] 1.11, 1.33, 1.55, 1.77, 2.00, 2.22, 2.44

6
0
0
−6

with the motion
Arm=20 deg,Fin=15 deg
stabilizer
without motion stabilizer

20

40

20 pitch amplitude[deg] without motion stabilizer

80

100

t [sec]

−12

24

60

pitch angle [deg] Hw=123.0[mm] Tw=2.44[sec]

18
12

15

HW= 49.2[mm]
cal
exp
HW= 123.0[mm]
cal
exp

10

6
0
0
−6

5
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

wave period [sec]

2

60

80

100

t [sec]

Fig. 11. Time history of calculated pitch angle in regular wave at Hw=
123.0 mm, Tw=2.00 and 2.44 sec

2.5

with motion stabilizer

17.5 WOB[N・m]

HW= 49.2[mm]
cal
exp
HW= 123.0[mm]
cal
exp

10

40

−12

20 pitch amplitude[deg]
15

20

Hw=123.0[mm] Tw=2.0[sec]

17

16.5

5
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

wave period [sec]

2

16
0

2.5

20

t [sec]

40

60

Fig. 12. Time history of calculated buoyancy in regular wave at Hw=123.0
mm, Tw=2.0 sec.

Fig. 10. Calculated and measured pitch amplitude in regular wave

OPTIMIZATION OF MOTION STABILIZER

By the way, from the result without motion stabilizer in Fig.10, it is
found that pitch amplitude becomes large at Tw=2.00sec. In the
following part, the reason of the large rolling occurring is discussed.
Fig.11 shows the time history of calculated pitch angle in regular waves
at Hw=123.0mm and Tw=2.00, 2.44sec. From this figure, it is found that

If length of arm and diameter of fin are decided, in steady flow, the
mounting angle of the arm and the fin to make the buoy upright can be
found. And, in waves, the mounting angle of them can be optimized to
minimize pitch amplitude.
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Fig.13 shows optimized mounting angle of the fin and the arm for a
certain arm length and fin area at current velocity 0.34m/sec, Hw=
148mm and Tw=2.66sec in regular wave. It is found that optimum
mounting angle of the fins in steady flow is monotonous decrease and
optimum mounting angle of the fins in waves is increase according to
increase of mounting angle of arms.
Therefore, the intersection point indicates the optimum mounting
angles of the arm and the fin in both steady flow and waves.

Length of the arm and diameter of the fin are optimized according to
following. The optimum mounting angle of the arms and the fins are
calculated by the above-mentioned time domain motion simulation for
each parameter shown in Table 8. If length of the arm becomes longer
or diameter of the fin becomes larger, the effect of motion reduction
becomes large. However, the bending moment acting on the joint
between the arms and the center pipe also becomes large and the
moment has the limit on design strength. In addition, if the length of
arm becomes long, the limit of inclination angle, that the end of motion
stabilizer of the buoy reaches to the sea bottom, decreases, and the
angle also has the limit on design. Under considering above-mentioned
limits, the optimized length of arms and the diameter of fins are shown
in Fig.14.

30 Fin [deg]
25

steady flow
regular wave

CONCLUSIONS

20

15
15

20

25

Arm [deg]

30

In this study, the performance of a spar buoy with a motion stabilizer at
shallow sea area less than 50m depth is investigated and based on the
measured and calculated results, the optimum condition of the motion
stabilizer is proposed. And the following conclusions are obtained.

The effects of the motion stabilizer in steady flow or waves
are confirmed.

In steady flow, lift forces acting on the fins of motion
stabilizer cause upstream ward pitching moment and when
the fins are located below the mooring point, the drag forces
also cause upstream ward pitching moment.

In waves, when the direction of a relative flow of water to the
surface of the fin is normal, the effect of motion reduction is
maximum by the maximum drag force caused by the fins.

When incident wave period is half of the pitch natural period
of the buoy without the motion stabilizer, the buoy causes
large amplitude pitch motion by parametric excitation.

Based on above-mentioned consideration, the optimum
condition of the motion stabilizer is shown and the validity of
this result is confirmed by simulation. It is also confirmed
that the possibility of optimum design based on the
simulation.

35

Fig. 13. Optimaized angle of attachment of fin and arm for a certain
arm length and fin area at current velocity 0.34m/sec, Hw= 148mm and
Tw=2.66sec in regular wave
Table 8. Condition of motion stabilizer
diameter of fin [mm]
123,140,155
length of arm [mm]
344, 394, 443, 492, 541, 591
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Because the number of motion response equations is equal to the
number of freedom degree, the equilibrium equations need to be
supplemented. Gou et al (2004) added equations by the utilizing of
displacement continuous conditions at hinged points. This method is
not convent for complex problem. Sun et al (2011, 2012) introduced
constrained matrix and developed a uniform of equilibrium equations.
In this method, the variation method and Lagrange multiples method
are used based on rigorous mathematical inference.

ABSTRACT
Motion response of hinged multi-body system moored on local seabed
is studied in frequency domain based on linear potential flow theory.
Hydrodynamic coefficients and exciting forces are obtained by higher
order boundary element method (HOBEM). The global equilibrium
equations of this multi-body system are established by the adoption of
constrained matrix, which is derived by the displacement continuous
condition. The equivalent stiffness matrix is used to consider the linear
elastic mooring system. A moored multi-body system composed of five
hinged barges is considered, and the influence of mooring stiffness and
local seabed on motion response is investigated.

In this paper, the motion responses of five hinged floating barges are
investigated. Especially, the effect of mooring stiffness and local
seabed are considered. HOBEM is used to implement the integral
equation to solve hydrodynamic problem. As for the local seabed, it
can be considered as a fixed body (Utsunomiya et al, 2001).
Considering the huge computation cost, the fast multiple algorithm
(Greengard, 1988; Borgarino et al, 2012) is used to improve the
computation efficiency. Based total mode method, displacement
continuous conditions at hinged points are used to supply equilibrium
equations.

KEY WORDS: Hinged connection; Multi-body system; HOBEM;
Motion response; Mooring; Local seabed.

INTRODUCTION
Very large floating structure (VLFS) is made of multi floating
components, and connected by hinges. The hydrodynamic character
and motion response is very complicated, especially under the effect of
the local seabed. In earlier research of multi-bodies system, the focus is
on the multiple fixed circular cylinders (Ohkusu, 1972; Linton and
Evens, 1990). For freely floating structures or vessels, with no
interconnect, the actions include both diffraction and radiation effects.
In order to understand the mechanism of hydrodynamic interactions
among structures, the frequency domain method is a good choice, and
the conclusion is the hydrodynamic interactions among the components
are too significant to be neglected (Choi and Hong, 2002).

NUMERICAL FORMULATIONS
A three-dimensional irrotational and incompressible flow in the global
XYZ coordinate system is assumed, where OXY is a horizontal plane
which coincides with the undisturbed free surface and Z is the vertical
coordinate pointed upwards. A series of local coordinate systems
OmXmYmZm are also defined, and the origin of each local one is located
at the center of the corresponding floating body and on the still water
surface ( Fig. 1).

As for the hinged multiple floating bodies, the connection force is also
needed to be considered. Newman (1994) considered two hinged
floating barges. In his study, the freedom degree of the whole hinged
system is analyzed firstly, and then the motion response equations are
set up to solve the amplitude of each freedom. For more complicated
multi-body structures, this handling process is not easy to be done,
because the freedom degree is difficult to be considered clearly.
Actually the more convenient method is no need to consider the hinged
connection in the hydrodynamic analysis stage, and the hinged force
can be added into the motion response equations as external force. Sun
et al (2011) called this method as the ‘two-stage’ approach, and that
used by Newman (1994) is the mode expansion approach. In fact, these
two approaches are all based on mode expansion technique, and the
difference is what kind of mode to be chosen. Thus, the ‘direct-mode
analysis method’ and the ‘total-mode method’ may be better
corresponding to the approach introduced in Newman (1994) and the so
called ‘two-stage method’, respectively. The unknowns in the motion
equations include amplitude of each freedom degree and the hinged
force if the ‘total-mode’ method is used.

SC

Fig. 1. Definition sketch of coordinate system
Time-harmonic motion of small amplitude is considered, and the timedependent quantities can be separated. For linear diffraction/radiation
theory and modal analysis method, the velocity potential can be
decomposed into three components:
6N

  i  d   i j j

(1)

j 1

where ϕi is the velocity potential of the incident waves, ϕd the
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 D

diffraction potential, ϕj the unit radiation potential induced by the unit
amplitude, εj the complex amplitude of the rigid body motion with the
jth freedom degree. N is the number of the multiple bodies. For each
component of multi-body system, there are six freedom degrees motion
of surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw correspond to six radiation
potentials. So the total number of freedom degree is 6 × N. The
numbering rule of the freedom degree is j=6(I-1)+1~6I for the Ith body.
For ϕd and ϕj the boundary condition on the body surface is



 i

n
 j
0
 nj  
6
n
n , , n

m 6 N

,6 I

j  6( I  1)  1,

,6 I

K 

6 N 6 N

(3)

(4)

where α is free-term coefficient, and it can be solved directly (Teng et
al, 2006). SB is the body surface. SC is the surface of local seabed, and it
can be treated as a fixed body. With the limitation of wave Green
function the local seabed must be higher than the global flat seabed.
The body surface is discretized into M quadratic isoparametric elements,
in each of them there are eight nodes. Then Eq. 4 can be written as
1
K
G
J ( , ) d  d
      h ( , ) k
n
m 1 1  
(5)
M

1

    G
m 1 1 


n

 6 N 1   D 6 N m  m1 F6 N 1
T

(8)

Based upon the above-mentioned method, a numerical program is
developed. The wave interaction with five hinged barges in infinite
water depth is considered to validate the method and the program. The
adjacent barges are connected by a hinge which only allows barges to
rotate about the horizontal y axis. This multi-body structure is
investigated by Lee and Newman (2000) and Sun et al (2012).
According to their descriptions, the dimensions of each barge are length
L=300m, beam B=80m, and draft t=6m, as shown in Fig. 2. The
incident wave direction is along the long side of the multi-body system,
and it is also the positive direction of x axis.

By the application of the second Green’s theorem to free surface Green
function and velocity potential ϕd and ϕj , the integral equation can be
written as follow:

G( x, x0 )
 ( x )
G( x, x0 ) ds
 ( x ) ds   
n

SB  SC
SB S

(7)

NUMERICAL VALIDATION

Boundary Integral Equation



 0

where {} is the connection force and moment. The uniform of motion
equations (Eqs. 7~8) is well understood for a simple problem. However,
there is a little difficulty when extending the method to a complex
multi-body system. Thus, the rigorous mathematical inference is
necessary, and Sun et al. (2011) have described the progress. In their
paper, the principle of minimum potential energy and the method of
Lagrange multipliers are utilized.

where n1~n6 are nx, ny, nz, (y-y0)nz-(z-z0)ny, (z-z0)nx-(x-x0)nz, (xx0)ny-(y-y0)nx, respectively.

 ( x ) 

6N

where [D] is constrained matrix, m is number of the constraints. At the
same time, Eq. 6 can be rewritten as

(2)

j  6( I  1)  1,

 

Wave

Fig. 2. Five barges with hinge connections (Top view)

( , ) d  d

The velocity potential ϕd and ϕj can be obtained after solving Eq. 5, and
then the exciting force and hydrodynamic coefficients can be got also.
In order to improve the efficiency to solve Eq. 5 and reduce storage, the
fast multipole algorithm is used in the present study (Utsunomiya et al,
2011; Teng and Gou, 2006).

Motion Response Equation

(a) Hinge 1

For each component of the hinged multi-body systems, six motion
equations have been obtained. Taking the Ith body as an example, the
motion response equation is
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(b) Hinge 4

Fig. 3. Vertical motion at hinge 1and hinge 4

   

The vertical motion RAOs of hinge 1 and hinge 4 are shown in Fig. 3,
and the results obtained by Lee and Newman (2000) are also listed. In
the figure, the x-axis T represents the wave period and the unit is
second S. As expected, the present results have good agreement with
those of Lee and Newman’s, and it validated the present program.

I

(6)

L

I

where [M], [k],[C], [a] and [b] are matrixes of mass, mooring stiffness,
restoring coefficient, added mass and radiation damping coefficient,
respectively. {ε}, {fex} and {fL} are amplitude of body motion, exciting
force and connection force. As the number of motion response equation
is less than the unknowns, some new equations should be added. By

NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION
This program is used to investigate the influence of mooring stiffness
on motion response. The same structure as shown in Fig. 2 with
mooring line is considered. In the first study, the sea bed is flat, and the
elastic coefficient of mooring line is changed. Then, a local seabed
under the structure is changed with special mooring stiffness.

adopted the constrained matrix, the added equations in terms of
displacement continuous condition can be written as
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Flat Seabed with Different mooring stiffness
The water depth is 50m, and the endpoint coordinates of spring 1~4 are
(750, -40, 0), (780, -62.5,-50); (750, 40, 0), (780, 62.5, -50); (-750, -40,
0), (-780, -62.5, -50); (-750, 40, 0), (-780, 62.5, -50). The spring force
is zero in still water. Four spring stiffness are considered, 2×107N/m,
1.1×107N/m, 2×106N/m and 0N/m.
Fig.4 shows the vertical motion RAOs of hinges and edges with four
spring stiffness. From the results it can be seen that the influence of
mooring stiffness is significant on the vertical motion of edges, and
have little effect on hinges vertical motion. The vertical motion of
edges decreases obviously with the increase of the spring stiffness in
long wave period range.

(e) Hinge 4

(f) Wave side
Fig. 4. Vertical motion at lee side, hinges 1~ 4 and wave side with
four spring stiffness

(a) Lee side

Local Seabed with special mooring stiffness
The same hinged multi-body system is located on a local seabed, as
shown in Fig.5. The water depth H=15m, and the endpoint coordinates
of spring 1~4 are (750, -40, 0), (800, -90,-15); (750, 40, 0), (800, 90, 15); (-750, -40, 0), (-800, -90, -15); (-750, 40, 0), (-800, 90, -15). The
spring stiffness is 2×107N/m, and the spring force is zero in still water.
The local seabed is considered with a simple geometry, and the surface
satisfies the function
x2
y2 z2
(9)
 2  2 1
2
a
b
c
In present calculation, a=800m, b=60m, c=0, 2, 4 and 6, respectively.

(b) Hinge 1

Fig. 5. Hinged five barges with local seabed (Tope view)

(c) Hinge 2

(a) Lee side

(d) Hinge 3
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Fig. 6 shows the vertical motion at lee side, hinges 1~ 4 and wave side.
We can see that with the increase of height of local seabed, the vertical
motions at lee side, hinge 1 and hinge 2 also increase in long wave
period, while the vertical motions at hinge 3, hinge 4 and wave side
change little.

CONCLUSIONS
The wave interactions on moored multiple floating bodies connected by
hinges are investigated in the present study by HOBEM. Based on
linear potential theory, total mode method is used to analyze the
hydrodynamic interactions of each component. The displacement
continuous conditions at hinged points are used to supply equilibrium
equations. The influence of mooring stiffness is significant on the
edges motion response, but has little effect on hinges vertical motion.
The effect of local seabed is also obvious under the cases conducted in
this study. The motion response on edge and hinges at the lee side of
the local seabed is more sensitive than those located on the wave side.

(b) Hinge 1
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ABSTRACT

RESEARCH GOALS SETTING
Development of the required speed of the underwater vehicles mainly
depends on their power availability and propulsive qualities, typical for
water jet propellers: performance factor of an axial pump (ηН); efficiency
factor of power transmission from the engine to the propelling device
(ηП) and propulsive coefficient of the stream, flowing out of the water jet
nozzle (η0). The first two indicators are very high and come close to their
theoretic limit (ηН = 0,88; ηП = 0,97 – 0,99), that is why their increase
cannot result in considerable growth of the vehicle speed characteristics.
The direction connected with increase in the propulsive coefficient of the
stream, flowing out of the water jet nozzle, suggests itself. Analysis of the
ratio, using a formula (1), shows that the coefficient depends on the range
of parameters, among those, reaction of the liquid, flowing into the water
jet, is of special significance. Reduction of the response value ensures
increase in the coefficient η0 and, as a result, increase in propulsive
qualities of the vehicle. The reaction is estimated through the coefficient
(αe):

The article is devoted to the research of propulsive qualities of the
underwater vehicle, specifically the vehicles equipped with the water
jets propellers with homogeneous suction of the boundary layer. Some
experimental results of measuring the homogeneous boundary layer
suction, specifically in the stern part of the underwater vehicle,
applicably to water jets propellers.

KEY WORDS: Underwater vehicle; water jet propeller; propulsive
qualities of the propeller; homogeneous suction of the boundary layer;
system of the homogeneous suction of the boundary layer; turbulent
boundary layer; hydraulic resistance; calibrated orifice/hole; thinperforated plating; aerodynamic tunnel; aerodynamic experiment.

NOMENCLATURE

е 

Ro  R
  Q 

(1)
where αe is a coefficient of flow response in the flow channel;
R’0 is the water resistance force of the underwater vehicle with the water
jet propeller in operation;
R is the water resistance force to the underwater vehicle movement with
the nonrunning propeller (towing resistance);
ρ – mass density of the water;
Q – water consumption through the nozzle;
υ – propulsion speed of the underwater vehicle.
Based on the formula (1) it is obvious that reduction of αe may be
achieved by increase in Q (water consumption through the nozzle, which
depends on intensity of the liquid suction from the boundary layer). Thus,
the issues of effectiveness of the propulsive arrangement of the water jet
type are connected with the issues of the liquid suction intensity from the
boundary layer of the vehicle. Their research remains currently
important.

CQ – liquid suction consumption coefficient; СQ* – coefficient of liquid
suction intensity; η – propulsive coefficient of the jet; αе – liquid reaction
coefficient; δi – boundary layer thickness; h – height of flow passage
under calibrated orifice; dотв. – calibrated orifice diameter; υотв – average
velocity of homogeneous suction of the liquid through the hole; υкан. –
average traverse velocity по сечению потока liquid velocity in the water
collecting channel; Ср – liquid pressure coefficient; ζ – coefficient of the
calibrated orifice hydraulic resistance; μ – coefficient of the liquid
consumption through the calibrated orifice; Cq – consumption coefficient
of the liquid suction.

INTRODUCTION
The structure of the water jet propeller integrated with the system of
homogeneous suction of the boundary layer of the underwater vehicle
ensures new capabilities, increasing propulsive qualities of the
underwater vehicles and efficiency of propulsion units. The liquid fed
to the impeller of the water jet of such structure is totally taken from
the hull boundary layer through the system of homogeneous suction.
This allows reducing coefficient (αe) of the liquid reaction in the flow
passage/channel and increase propulsive coefficient of the water jet
propeller.
Optimal combination of hydrodynamic effects additionally allows
compensating a part of resistance energy of the underwater vehicle
hull without creation of induced velocity and laminizes liquid flows
astern.

Aerodynamics experiments environment
The experiments took place at the aerodynamic complex of the Training
and Scientific Center of the Naval Academy after Admiral Kuznetsov
(Vladivostok branch).
The complex includes the specialized closed-jet subsonic tunnel, which is
the low pressure test bench (АS-1), measuring tools and devices, trial
units/models plus outfitting for the hardware adjustment and work with
the trial units. Based on its structure the complex AS-1 is designed for
experimental aerodynamic research of the hydrodynamics of the fully
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To implement the experiment the torpedo-shaped body of revolution
was chosen. The choice of the model hull shape was dictated by the
fact that the most interest lies in the meridian of the body of
revolution with shortened bow and lengthened middle cylindrical part
of the hull.
Geometrical dimensions of the model to determine the boundary
layer thickness are as follows: the hull diameter = 0,078 m; length =
1,0 m; bow part looks like semi-ellipsoid of revolution with
differential axes, а = 0,08 m, b= 0,039 m.
In the middle part of the hull the manifold of the dynamic pressure
transducer is installed (9 full pressure micro ducts) to ensure
measurement in the coordinate of the velocity profile in the boundary
layer of the model hull. The static pressure transducer is installed
within the boundaries of the air flow. Channels of these transducers
are connected by pulse tube, which in their turn are attached to the Ushaped hydronic micromanometer.
Model of the body of revolution is fastened by the guylines in the
center in the coordinate х in the working part of the aerodynamic test
bench under zero angle of attack to the air flow.
Channels of the impact pressure probe transducer located in the
boundary layer of the model have the ordinate value δi, where i = 1,
2,...,9:
By means of U-shaped hydronic micromanometer the pressure value
is determined ΔР = P1 - Р2, where P1 is a level of water column in
millimeters of each (δ1- δ9) dynamic pressure transducer; Р2 is a level
of water column in millimeters of the static pressure transducer.
Target value of the air flow velocity υi at the appropriate distance is
calculated according to the formula:

submerged body with the following overall dimensions: 4,44 m long,
0,73m wide and 2,1m high. The complex may be used in two modes:

– open jet working part and round cross-section of the nozzle, dia = 0,32
m, with a variable length of the working part 0,7÷1,3 m. The average
velocity of the air flow is 12÷40 m/s;
– closed jet working part and rectangular cross-section of the nozzle,
0,2×0,28 m, with fixed length of the working part 1,4 m. The average
velocity of the air flow is 20÷50 m/s;
To determine the inaccuracy of measurement all experiments were made
five times. At that, each time the ventilators of the aerodynamic test
bench were started up all over again, and each time the measurement of
the air temperature tо and atmospheric pressure Р was repeated.
The goal of the experimental research was the step-by-step simulation of
the water jet propeller operation with homogeneous suction of the
boundary layer.
The main task of the research is measurement of the main parameters of
hydrodynamic boundary layer of the underwater vehicle hull in terms of
operation effectiveness of the homogeneous suction system of the water
jet propeller.

Measurement of the flow velocity profile and the boundary
layer of the underwater vehicle model
The structure of experimental facility was developed based on the goals
set by this research. General arrangement of the experimental facility is
shown in the Fig. 1.

 2  P 

  
 0 

0 ,5

(2)
where ΔРi is a pressure drop measured by the U-shaped hydronic
micromanometer;
ρо – air density.
Inflow velocity υср in the working part of AS-1 measured by means of the
dynamic pressure transducer of the Pitot-Prandtl tube stably ensured
within 25 m/s.
As a result of analysis of the velocity distribution on the thickness of the
turbulent boundary layer, the empirical formula (3) for calculation of the
profile of velocities is obtained
 у

   
 

1
7

(3)
The experiment was based upon assumption on the power dependence of
the function of velocity profile. Approximation of experimental data is
made by function f(х) = А·ym. The results of aerodynamic experiment are
shown in the Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. General arrangement of the experimental facility on
measurement of the flow velocity profile in the boundary layer of the
body of revolution

Х1=0,098 м: Х2=0,198 м: Х3=0,298 м: Х4=0,398 м Х5=0,498 м: Х6=0,598 м: Х7=0,698 м: Х8=0,798 м:
Fig. 2. Changes in the thickness of the boundary layer on the body of revolution
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It is obvious based on the data analysis that the thickness of the
boundary layer δ теор , under different values х is in the area, where
the values of the velocity profile υх do not change drastically and
are restricted with ratio υx /v ≈ 0,99. That is why both the
calculation of the boundary layers of the bodies of revolution and
the calculation of the boundary layers on the technically smooth
plate were made based on one method.
Errors in velocity υi measurement were estimated based on the
results of ten-fold measurement of this value. Experimental results
analysis showed that the vector of the relative velocity of the flow
in the boundary layer    i /  has two areas: strong and weak
alterations of velocity. Measuring results with calculation of
relative error for reliability ratio α = 0,95 are represented in the
Table 1.
Table 1. Calculation of the relative error in measurement
of velocity profile in the boundary layer of the model
Velocity
Strong area of velocity
Weak area of velocity
value
alteration, m/s
alteration, m/s
υ1
18,58
20,67
υ2

19,01

20,27

υ3

19,01

19,86

υ4

18,58

20,27

υ5

19,01

20,27

υ6

19,01

19,86

υ7

19,44

19,86

υ8

18,58

20,27

υ9

19,01

19,86

υ10

Fig. 3. General arrangement of the experimental facility for
measurement of coefficient of pressure distribution over the surface
of axisymmetrical body of revolution
Method of aerodynamic measurement is similar to that applied in
the previous experiment. The measuring results are shown in the
Fig. 4, where each experimental point ΔРi represents an expected
value of five independent measurements.

18,58
20,27
Parameters of measurement error:

μ
x + ∆x

18,88 m/s
18,88 ±0,21 m/s

20,15 m/s
20,15 ± 0,2 m/s

σ2
σ
∆x/ x

8,42
0,29
1,11%

7,54
0,27
0,99%

Рис. 4. Coefficient of the pressure distribution Cp over the hull of
the body of revolution: – experiment;
- experiment
approximation

Measurement of coefficient of pressure distribution
over the surface of axisymmetric body of revolution

Nondimensional coefficient of pressure was calculated, using the
formula (4):
2  ( P1  P2 )
С pi 
  2
(4)

Pressure distribution over the surface of the body of revolution was
simulated by means of blowdown of the drained body of revolution.
For that purpose based on the method of the static pressure
research, drain holes were made in the model along the longitudinal
axis х of the hull; where the holes were used as the static pressure
transducers. In the areas, where abrupt change in pressure gradient
was expected, pressure inlets were more often, and they were rarer,
where the pressure should alter in a smooth way.
Model of the body of revolution was fastened in the center of the
working part of the aerodynamic test bench under zero angle attack
to the air flow. To measure pressure in the multiple points over the
whole section the liquid battery micromanometer was
simultaneously applied .
Geometry of the model: the cylindrical part diameter = 0,11m; the
hull length = 1,05m; the bow part has a view of semiellipsoid of
revolution with semiaxes а = 0,164m, b = 0,055m. Installation
scheme is represented in the Fig. 3.

Methods
of
the
laboratory-based
aerodynamic
measurement to determine the coefficient of hydraulic
resistance of calibration orifice of water collection
channel of the system of homogeneous suction of the
boundary layer under alteration of the thin perforated
plating of the hull of the underwater vehicle
Operability of the boundary layer homogeneous suction system
with various perforated surface of the water collection channel and
estimation of the values of the coefficient of the liquid consumption
through the calibration orifice/hole was checked at the test bench
АS-1 of experimental facility, shown in the Fig. 5.
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energy equation, taking into consideration the impact of the liquid
inflow to the channel, takes the form:
Pв ( x )   в 

 в2 ( x )
 2 ( x  x )
 2( x )
x
 Pв ( x  x )   в  в
 ОТ ( x ) 
 в  в
2
2
dh( x )
2

where υв (х) is the average sectional liquid velocity inside the water
collecting channel;
от (х) is the coefficient of liquid friction resistance in the circular
clearance with inner tight and outer nontight shells (See Fig. 6,
may be obtained on experimental basis);
dh (x) is the hydraulic diameter of the water collecting channel in i
section of the underwater vehicle hull.
а).
Fig. 5. General arrangement of the aerodynamic test bench АS-1
with the model of the unmanned underwater vehicle for research of
the system of homogeneous suction of the boundary layer
Schematized model of the underwater vehicle, consisting of the hull
in a form of the body of revolution was installed in the aerodynamic
test bench АS-1 under zero angle of attack to the flow.
Geometry of the schematized model is as follows: the model hull
dia = 0,078 m; length = 1,0 m; bow part looks like a semiellipsoid
of revolution with semiaxes, а = 0,08 m, b= 0,039 m.
The system of homogenous suction of the boundary layer was
located in the aft part (Fig. 6).

b).

Fig.7. Internal parts of the homogeneous suction of the boundary
layer system structure are as follows: а. cylindrical hollow hull with
calibration orifices; b. Sectionalized profiled water colleting
channel (without the thin perforated plating) (Fig. 8 а, b, c).
а).

b).

c).

Fig. 6. The aft part of the hull of the underwater vehicle model with
the system of homogeneous suction of the boundary layer

Fig.8. Nontight (replaceable) thin perforated plating:
а. brass; b. capronic; c. nylon

The main elements of the system of homogeneous suction of the
boundary layer include cylindrical hollow inner hull (housing) with
the calibration orifices (Fig. 7, а), sectionalized profiled water
collection channel (Fig. 7, b) and nontight (replaceable) thin
perforated plating (Fig. 8).
According to the methods of the experiment of aerodynamic
measurement of the coefficient of hydraulic resistance of the
calibration orifice of the water collecting channel nontight thin
perforated plating was altered (Fig. 8).
In the process of the experiment the solution of the calibrated holes
diameter determination di, ensuring required value of the pressure
drops in all section of water collecting channels of the suction
system, was being found.
Under the steady liquid flow inside of the water collecting channel
in the interval of the axial liquid flow [х, х+∆х] the Bernoulli

Methods of determination of the coefficient of hydraulic resistance
of calibration orifice of water collecting channel under al teration of
thin perforated plating are based on the following reasoning:
The formula (4) for determination of the liquid consumption
through the calibration orifice qo (xj-) implies (the value, which is
equal):
2P( x i )
1

2
2
 4  q0 ( x i ) 
в  

2
 d i

(4)
Where the cross-section area of the calibrated orifice is S(xi) = d2i /4
(Fig. 9).
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Taking into consideration the last expression, the formula (5) is
transformed as follows
2P( x i )
1

2
2

 в  vотв
.( xi )
(6)
This ratio practically is defined as a coefficient of hydraulic
resistance of the calibration orifice ζ.
2P( x i )
 
2
 в   отв
.( xi )
(7)
Thus, the coefficient of consumption through the calibrated orifice
μ and the coefficient ζ are interconnected by the formula:
1


(8)
For laboratory based model aerodynamic experiment performed by
means of pulse method on research of conformity of the coefficient
value of hydraulic resistance ζ of the calibrated orifice in the
system of the homogeneous suction of the boundary layer of the
underwater vehicle the experiment facility was developed and created.
See the Fig. 10, 11.

The punched covering

The water modular channel
Fig. 9. Geometrical characteristics of the thin perforated plating
That is why the denomination expression can be written in the
following manner:
 q0 ( x i ) 
2

   отв. ( x i )
 S( xi ) 
(5)

14

1

2

Stream borders

7
4

5

8

9

10

6
Interface

3

15

13

12

11

14

Fig. 10. Scheme of the experimental facility:
1 – nozzle; 2 – guylines; 3 – model; 4 – total pressure tubes; 5 – nontight plating; 6 – flow takeoff to the water collecting channel; 7 – valve; 8
– flowmeter; 9 – ventilator; 10 – pressure passage; 11 – outside air taking; 12 – fairwater piece; 13 – static pressure transducer; 14 – liquid
U-shaped battery micromanometer; 15 – “knife” holder
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The facility was created based on low-head aerodynamic tunnel AS-1 and
its measuring unit (See Fig. 5). To determine the functional dependency of
the coefficient ζ, from the calibrated orifice parameters the multifactor
experiment was planned and implemented (Fig. 8). The structural scheme
of the coefficient ζ measurement is shown in the Fig. 11.

sections

Section
The calibrated aperture

Water collecting channel
Fig. 11. The structural scheme of the experiment on determination of functional dependency of the
coefficient ζ from the degree of penetrability of the various types of the thin perforated plating

consisting of the impact-pressure and static pressure probes, which are
attached to the liquid U-shaped battery micromanometer. Obtained as a
result of measurements, graphic velocity diagram in vertical and
horizontal planes was integrated. The goal of the integration is receipt
of the average value υкан.
Empirical research showed that the calculated values υкан are well
correlated in terms of accuracy. Their discrepancy is within the limits
of 0,1 - 0,3 m/s.
The value of the coefficient of hydraulic resistance ζ of the calibrated
orifice was calculated by formula:

The following hydrodynamic dependency was studied in the
multifactor aerodynamic experiment:


  f 
d


h
отв.

,

 отв. 
,
 кан. 

(9)
where h is the height of the flow passage under the calibrated orifice;
dотв is the diameter of the calibrated orifice;
υотв is the average mean velocity of the liquid, flowing through the
calibrated orifice;
υкан. is the average mean velocity of the liquid flow in the water
collecting channel of the system of homogeneous suction of the
boundary layer.
Liquid velocity in the model water collecting channel of the system of
homogeneous suction of the boundary layer in the experiment based on
АS-1 was determined based on expression (10):

 кан. 

2  Pконф .

F2 
   1  22 

F1 


 

2  Pкс
2
   отв
.

(11)
where ∆Ркс is the air pressure drop in the midpoints channel-section, the
data were taken from the U-shaped micromanometer and defined as
pressure difference:
Pкс  P2  P1
(12)

,

To take into account the measuring errors each series of the experiment was
held tenfold. At that, each time the main ventilator of the aerodynamic test
bench АS-1 was started up all over again, and each time the measurement
of the air temperature t0 and atmospheric pressure Р was repeated.

(10)
where ρ is the air density, corresponding to the temperature of the
working surface; F1 & F2 are the section areas of the working part (m2)
in the confusor АS-1.
To determine the flow velocity in the working part υкан. we additionally
provided a measuring tool of pneumometric type (“measuring cross”),

At each fixed position of the valve, regulating the air consumption in the
receiver, the data were taken from all U-shaped micromanometers; the data
were saved in the PC database.
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Required mathematical calculations and calculating diagrams buildup
were ensured with the help of the PC-based software shell of Excel. In
the multifactor experiment selection of the experimental points was
ensured by fixing of the pressure control valve under the pitch of hрасх.=
1 mm, taking into consideration consumption under U-shaped
micromanometer (See Fig. 10, 11).
Experimental results on determination of dependency of the coefficient
of hydraulic resistance ζ of the calibrated orifice and the ratio of
velocity in the orifice to the velocity in the water collecting channel
υотв / υкан for various geometric ratios h/d (See Fig. 9) are represented
in the Fig. 12.
Analysis of represented graphic dependencies shows that the value of
the coefficient ζ, in the interval of practical values of the ratio υотв / υкан
from 1,0 to 3,0 vary insignificantly (within 1,4 - 1,1). Besides, these
graphic dependencies are close enough to the linear functions. That is
why the graphic dependencies were approximated with linear functions
for each ratio h/dотв.:

(13)
  A  отв.  B
 кан.
Under approximation of the experimental dependencies (See Fig. 12)
optimal value of the coefficient of hydraulic resistance ζ of the
calibrated orifice of the system of homogeneous suction of the
boundary layer was obtained (Fig. 13).

Results and analysis of experimental research
To determine the working range (applicability) of the coefficient of
hydraulic resistance ζ of the calibrated orifice of the system of the liquid
homogeneous suction to manage the boundary layer of the underwater
vehicle, the results of experimental studies of penetrability of various types
of the thin perforated plating were obtained. The results of these
experimental studies are shown in the Fig. 12.

а).

б).

Fig. 12. Dependency of the coefficient of hydraulic resistance of the
calibrated orifice ζ, from the ratio of the average section liquid flow
velocity through the calibrated orifice υотв to the average velocity of
flow in the water collecting channel:
а - h/d = 0,04; б - h/d = 0,36; в - h/d = 0,75; г-h/d= 1,19; д-h/d = 1,63

Fig. 13. Dependency of the coefficient of hydraulic resistance of the
calibrated orifice ζ from the ratio of flow velocity in the calibrated
orifice υотв to the velocity in the water collecting channel υкан (Qот. =
υотв / υкан. ), where: а. h/d = 0,04; b. h/d = 0,36; c. h/d = 0,75; d. h/d =
1,19
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Numerical approximation of the coefficient of hydraulic resistance of
the calibrated orifice ζ is represented in the Table 2.

CONCLUSIONS
The main results of this research work are as follows:
1. Methods of laboratory based simulation aerodynamic experiment on
determination of the coefficient of hydraulic resistance of the water
collecting channel calibrated orifice.
2. Experimental facility and structure of the schematized model for
multifactor hydraulic experiments based on the aerodynamic test bench.
3. Experimental result on determination of parameters and coefficient
of hydraulic resistance of the water collecting channel calibrated
orifice.
4. Results of model experiments based on the aerodynamic test bench
and computational experiments are very close to the computation data
and in their accuracy they satisfy research design of the unmanned
underwater vehicle with homogeneous suction of the liquid boundary
layer.
5. Results of the laboratory based and model research of the boundary
layer controlling mechanism based on the structure of the water jet
propulsion, using the energy of the boundary layer, confirms that
control of the boundary layer by means of suction is operable,
applicable and pretty effective for the special unmanned underwater
vehicle. The water jet propulsion with the homogeneous suction of the
boundary layer is promising enough and deserves attention to its further
research and implementation.

Table 2. Approximation results of the coefficient ζ
h/dотв

A

В

ζ

6,04

-0,20

1,80

1,40

0,36

-0,18

1,71

1,36

0,75

-0,17

1,67

1,33

1,19

-0,18

1,68

1,31

1,63

-0,20

1,71

1,30

ср

Coefficient ζ ср is an average value in the interval (1,0…3,0). It is not
difficult to observe that all values of ζ ch also alter insignificantly.
Having averaged these values ζ ср for each ratio h/dотв, we obtain the
average value of the coefficient ζ equal to 1,34. This implies that the
target value of the coefficient of the liquid consumption through the
calibrated orifice μ takes the form of as follows:
1

 0 ,85
1,34
(14)
The coefficient value µ= 0,85 is used in the formula (15) for
determination of the invariable K.
 Сq  
К  8  
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2

(15)
Taking into consideration this expression, we obtain the final formula
of calculation of the pressure drop ∆P(xi) in the section i of the water
collecting channel of the system of the homogeneous suction of the
boundary layer of the underwater vehicle hull.
2

 r( x i )   x c 
 

 r1 ( x i )   d i 

4

P( xi )  K  ( 1  C p ( xi ))  

(16)
To determine important for designing of the water collecting channel
coefficient of the suction consumption Cq we are going to apply the
following fact. Liquid consumption in the last п-section, equal to the
consumption Q, is formed by summarizing the consumptions q(xi) in
the previous sections. Thus, we obtain equation
n

Q

 q( x )
i

i

Having expanded the appropriate expressions and taking into
consideration    / c , we come to the expression for determination
of the coefficient of liquid consumption in the section of the water
collecting channel of the system of homogeneous suction of the
boundary layer of the underwater vehicle hull:
Fc
Cq 
n



 ( 1  C
i

p ( xi

))1 / 2

i 1

(17)
Under the research of this expression for its practical application we
may make the conclusion that the diameters of the calibrated orifices do
not depend of the underwater vehicle propulsion speed. This is also
confirmed by computational experiment (not listed herein).
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Comparative analysis of the propeller series B and Gawn
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However, despite of this diversity the popularity of individual series of
the propellers limited of their implementation only in countries where
they have been designed and tested, such series as MA, AU, Meridian,
and DTMB (Carlton, 2007). This fact is caused by limited variation of
changes in the geometric parameters of the individual series of screws
(pitch, disk relations and the number of blades) and the focus of certain
types of vessels with typical modes of motion, also the absence of
geometric similarity considered screws or low efficiency in comparison
with other standard series.

ABSTRACT
The present paper we present the key features of a numerical method for
comparative analysis of screw propellers of the standard series. For
comparison of different types of screw propellers the integral index of
functional efficiency were used. This index calculates as the area under
the curve of screw propeller efficiency and characterizes the common
efficiency of a given series of screw propellers with specified disk ratio,
number of blades and pitch ratio and other parameters.

Other series have received worldwide recognition due to their high
performance and versatility. So the most widely used in international
practice series of propellers, developed and tested towing tank of
Wageningen (Netherlands) - screws "B" series or a series of Troost as
well as screws related to Gawn series, and tested in the towing tank
Haslare (Haslar ) (England). Single and twin-screw transport vessels for
different purposes are usually equipped with these series (Breslin, and
Andersen (1994)). Main advantage of propellers of these series is the
wide variation of geometric parameters and accuracy of hydrodynamic
characteristics and the presence of analytical dependences of the
hydrodynamic coefficients as functions for the advance, disk rations and
number of blades (Carlton, 2007).

KEY WORDS: numerical analysis, method of comparison, Bseries, Gawn-series, fixed pitch propeller.

INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION
OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
Seaworthiness largely depends on choice of the type and characteristics
of a ship propulsion system. Propellers are widespread at sea and river
ships because of its simplicity and high efficiency. The highest
efficiency with maximum design simplicity achieved with fixed pitch
propellers (FPP). Due to these advantages of FPP, most types of vessels
are equipped with them. In main regime of a transport vessel is motion
with a full speed. The deviation from this regime mode during the
operation (changing the speed, course and resistance of a ship) is caused
by many factors: the influence of wind and waves, fouling and corrosion
of the outer skin, changes in the load status and others. However, such
deviations from the calculated mode is relatively small and not very
strong influence on efficiency of the propeller. Thus there is one regime
for FPP for which determines its characteristics and which provide the
highest efficiency. On the other modes becomes screw or "light" or
"heavy" and it cannot use the full power of an engine.

However, recommendations related to the choice and practical use of
one or another basic series on a particular vessel is not always evident
and clear for the designer and owner. Thus in according to
recommendations Molland and Turnock (2011) using four-blade
propellers of B series is more preferable for all types of vessels due to
higher efficiency compared with three-blade propellers of Gawn series
on all modes of vessel. However, the results of preliminary assessment
conducted by the authors of this article have shown that not all modes
and combinations of basic geometric parameters of considered series of
screws these recommendations are unambiguous.

Currently, in the design and construction marine vessels used fixedpitch propellers, related to one of the standard series: В, Gawn, KCA,
KCD, MA, AU, Schaffran, Meridian, DTMB etc. The results of serial
tests of propellers present as diagrams describing the dependence of
hydrodynamic characteristics of the relative advance of a propeller and
pitch ratio for a given disk ratio of a propeller. For some standard series
were received analytical dependences that describe the connection
hydrodynamic characteristics of their geometric parameters. From the
practical point of view, analytical representation of curves is more
convenient computationally, as it allows to automate calculations of
salability of vessel and to reduce the time of project research.

The purpose of this research is to carry out a numerical comparative
analysis of the two basic series of fixed pitch propellers - Series B and
Series Gawn (G). For achieving this purpose is necessary to solve the
following problem:
1. To develop the algorithm and the method for numerical evaluation of
effectiveness of basic series of screw propellers.
2. To analyze the influence of a number of screw propeller blades on the
efficiency of the propeller.

Diversity of basic series of FPP is motivated the engineers desire to get
optimal propeller that is effective in different conditions. In addition, its
desire is aimed at understanding and estimating the influence of
geometrical characteristics screw (diameter, pitch, disk ratio, the
contour of the blade, the blade shape sections etc.) on its strength,
cavitation, and hydrodynamic characteristics.

3. To analyze the influence of the blade area on the effectiveness of the
screw propeller.
4.To evaluate predisposition of propellers considered series to particular
operating modes of vessel.
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Solution of these problems allow to compare this series of propellers in
terms of their functional efficiency, but also to develop a common
methodology for assessing comparative effectiveness of different series
of propellers.

s

THE MAIN MODEL CONCEPTS

where JKt = 0 – the relative tread the propeller, in which efficiency and
trust of screw are zero.

n

S  sj
(1)

where n – number of efficiency curves for one diagram.
For obtaining generalized index of a comparative efficiency for different
series of the screw propellers with given number of blades and different
values of pitch and disk, relations calculated the total area of all
diagrams for given series of propellers the following dependences is
used:
m

Ssum   S

Table 1. Main characteristics of propellers series B and Gawn

B
Gawn

Z

Ae/A0

P/D

27
3

0.3  1.05
0.2  1.1

0.6  1.4
0.4  2.0

D,
mm
250
508

Kt J .
K q 2

(5)

1

rh/D

where m – number of diagrams.

0.18
0.20

Thus for common analysis we must compute the integral indexes for
mentioned series of screw propellers and centers of gravity for each
figure bounded with the projected area of the efficiency curve and the xaxis. The position of this center shows the predisposition the screw
propeller for a work on different regimes.
In common, the algorithm of our method is following. First, calculate
for each pitch relations area under curve efficiency, then integrate for all
pitch relations, get projected area for a diagram (this is for one disk
relation). Repeat for all disk relations. Then calculate the total area for a
series of screws. As a result, we can compute the common efficiency for
each propeller series and compare its common effectiveness at different
regimes of movement.

In table 1 D is a diameter and rh/R relative diameter of a hub of the
screw propeller correspondingly.
As a measure of functional efficiency of a screw propeller, we
considered the efficiency of an isolated propeller, which is calculated by
following equation:



(4)

1

where Z – number of blades; Ae / A0 – disc ratio; P / D – constructive
step screws; J – relative gait; Cn, tn and vn – the numeral coefficients
(Carlton, 2007).
In this case, the basic geometric characteristics and ranges of main
parameters of the considered series of screws are shown in Table. 1.

Number of
blades
120
37

(3)

Because of using the Eq. 3, we obtain the vector with the values, which
characterize total propellers’ efficiency for a diagram. I.e. we computed
the area for all propeller efficiency curves for each value of the
propeller advance and disc and blade rations, number of blades, which
corresponds to each diagram.
Thus by summarizing obtained areas, we get the total area of the
diagram. Thus, the integral index of propellers efficiency is an area that
characterizes the common efficiency of the propellers of this series with
given disk ratio, number of blades; various pitch relations, acting as a
parameter.

In a mathematical model of the propulsion system of a ship for
calculation, the hydrodynamic characteristics of fixed pitch propellers
(FPP), we used the universal polynomials.
In comparative analysis, the universal polynomials were used. This
polynomials characterize the work of the screw propellers (trust and
torque coefficients of B and G propeller series). A general view of these
polynomials presented in the following view:

Series

dJ ,

J 0

The developed algorithm allows to compare two series of the screw propellers
with different parameters (pitch, disk relations and number of blades).

47

K q   Cn ( J ) S n ( P / D)tn ( Ae / A0 )un ( Z ) vn 

n 1

39
K t   Cn ( J ) S n ( P / D)tn ( Ae / A0 )un ( Z ) vn 
n 1


J Kt 0

(2)

Thus, eq. 2 allows eliminate from consideration the influence of a ship’s
hull and focus on the evaluation of functional efficiency isolated
propeller. Subsequently, with considering the effect ship’s hull as
assumption is possible to accept influence the same of coefficients
irregularity of velocity field on trust, torque and passed stream for the
similar vessel to the considered series of propellers. It will provide
equality of the external conditions and comparability of the results for
compared variants of the propellers.

THE RESULTS OF THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Below on Figs. 1– 5 the results of comparative analysis for screw
propellers of two standard series (B and G) are present.
For comparative analysis, we take the following variants:
The number of blades for screw propellers of Gawn series ZG = 3.
The number of blades for screw propellers of B series ZB = 3, 4, 5, 6.
Disc area for both series Ae/A0 =0.4 – 1.0.
Pitch ratio for both series P/D =0.4 :0.2: 1.4.
Propeller advance J = 0 :0.01:1.4.
Thus, we must compare all this variants with different number of blades
and blade areas.

As an integral index, that characterizes effectiveness of an individual
propeller at all possible regime of movement of the ship, we used the he
area bounded by the efficiency curve obtained by the E. 3, and the xaxis that characterizes the range of all possible values of advance of the
screw propeller. In this case, the integral effectiveness of a screw
propeller can be computed for given disk Ae / A0 and pitch P / D rations
and the number of blades Z screw by following equation:

On Fig. 1 shows the results for propellers series with different number
of blades for all blade areas.
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Fig. 4. Influence of a disc ratio on the integral efficiency of a screw
propeller (number of blades ZB=5, ZG=3)
Fig. 1. The influence of a number of blades on the propeller efficiency
Figs. 2– 5 show the comparative calculation results for the propellers
series with different number of blades for all blade areas.

Fig. 5. Influence of a disc ratio on the integral efficiency of a screw
propeller (number of blades ZB=6, ZG=3)
Fig. 6 shows the final comparative results for total integral effectiveness
of screw propellers B-series and Gawn –series that calculated with Eq.
5. On this figure we show the sum for all blade areas for fixed blade
number. On x – axes the first value is the number of blades for B-series,
the second value is the number of blades for Gawn-series.

Fig. 2. Influence of a disc ratio on the integral efficiency of a screw
propeller (number of blades ZB=3, ZG=3)

Fig. 6 Total integral index of the screw propellers series effectiveness

Fig. 3. Influence of a disc ratio on the integral efficiency of a screw
propeller (number of blades ZB=4, ZG=3)

Table 1 shows the dominants values of the differences of integral index
for some values of a blade area.
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Table 3. Domination the B-series propellers over the G-series propellers
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Table 2. Areas and coordinates of centers gravity of figures
X
Y

ZG=3
0,822
0,303

ZB=3
0,820
0,310

ZB=4
0,822
0,313

ZB=5
0,823
0,311

ZB=6
0,822
0,305

Table 2 show that screw propeller of B and Gawn-series have a
similar position of X coordinate which corresponds J  0,822 – is
the end of the compromise regime (about high-speed propeller). As for
B series then more efficient four blade propellers.
From the analysis of Fig. 1–5 and tables 1–2 we can see that in other
conditions, dominates B-series, but integral index shows only the projection
area for whole work range of the propeller advance. At the same time there
are special cases (regimes) of an advance for the ship and the propeller when
G series some better. Thus, the integral index does not allow to draw a
conclusion for its particular value, results on individual cases show that the
G series predominates at low values of advance and a large blade area, as
well as high advance and a large number of blades of B-series and small
blade area. In addition, when comparing shows that zero thrust of the Gseries comes later than the B-series that gives an indication of the greater
stability of the screw propeller cavitation. In general, the developed
algorithm allows to execute a more detailed assessment of various propellers
series for specific data points.

CONCLUSIONS
This research allows to conclude that in most cases screws B-series
better then Gawn-series (comparison is made by integral index
effectiveness of propellers), with in particular the picture changes and it
is not clear that the screws present Series B dominated in all range, we
find that the G-series dominates in the range specified in table 3.
Thus at present paper the new method and algorithm for a comparative
analysis of screw propeller effectiveness is presented.
Determine the influence of a screw propeller blade number. As a result,
B-series is a preferable in most cases. Nevertheless, the Gawn-series is
better at some regimes.
The results of presented analysis show the influence blade area and a
number of blades on the effectiveness of the screw propeller.
The position of a center of gravity of the projected area for the integral
effectiveness diagrams shows the preposition the screw propeller series
to the definite regime (trust propeller, high-speed propeller and
compromise propeller).

PERSPECTIVES OF FURTHER WORK
In future, we try to research this series and the method more detail. For
example to evaluate the effectiveness of different types and series of a
screw propellers by using the detail, local indicators and criteria and
average efficiency factor.
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Power assessment of various ship propulsors operating jointly under crash-stop
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Maneuvrability calculation for a hybrid-propulsion ship is a specific
problem with two interconnected aspects: numerical simulation of ship
movement and calculation of propulsor operation during the maneuvers
of the ship. Powerful CFD tools allows solving this problem in the
complex, without splitting it into these two aspects (Verma et al.,
2011), however, splitted investigation of ship maneuvers and operation
of propulsors is more common.
This paper deals with a problem of crash-stop. The main objective is to
assess the forces acting on the propulsors during this maneuver. Crashstop scenario was chosen because here the loads acting on the propulsor
are the highest. The knowledge of these loads is necessary for strength
assessment of propellers (Pustoshny et al., 2010). In this respect, the
main peculiarity of hybrid-propulsion ships is different distribution of
loads, as compared to the ships fitted with only one type of propulsors.

ABSTRACT
A number of modern ships are fitted with several different propulsors.
The assessment of loads they have to bear under crash-stops is a
specific challenge. This paper provides a method for analytical
estimation of such loads. The problem of crash-stop calculation is
brought to a system of differential equations including the equation of
ship movement and the equations describing the operation of
propulsors. The parameters of propulsors are based on the results of
preliminary numerical or experimental study of each of the propulsors
in use. The investigation has shown that in crash-stop conditions each
of the propulsors significantly affects power parameters of other
propulsors. Thus, this effect shall be taken into account in design of a
ship with different types of propulsors, and various scenarios of crashstop must be investigated. The most practicable way to perform this
analysis is calculation.

Currently, there are two standard method of crash-stop calculation: the
first method is based on the force coefficients obtained during model
tests; the second one is based on direct solution of a system of ship
motion equations. The latter method seems to be introduced in (Soding,
1984) in international practice, and Russian naval architect presents it
in (Artjushkov et al., 1988), (Voitkunsky, 1985). Direct practical
implementations of crash-stop calculations are given in (Kruger and
Haack, 2004), (Sung and Rhee, 2005). However, unlike these
publications, our paper is aimed at the analysis of the specifics of
propulsors operation and crash-stop maneuver, when several different
propulsors are reversed.

KEY WORDS: Crash-stop, calculation, pod propulsor,
controllable-pitch propeller.
INTRODUCTION
At the dawn of steamship technology application of several propulsors
at one ship was a commonplace. However, by the mid-20th century the
majority of ships in operations were single- and twin-screw. There was
a number of reasons for it, for example, Hudler et al. (1964) mentions
such advantages of single-screw architecture as lower fuel demand due
to higher propeller efficiency, lower manufacturing costs and smaller
crew. Still, special designs of ships with three or more propulsors
applied at once are coming to the stage these days. Such designs are
mostly the ships with enhanced maneuverability (tugs, ferries,
production vessels and service ships) and are frequently accompanied
by a popular concept of electric propulsion. In particular, the following
configurations of propulsion systems have been implemented or
designed:






FORMULATION AND SOLUTION METHOD
OF THE PROBLEM
The motion of the ship and the forces acting on her will be calculated
using the right-hand coordinate system related to the hull of the ship,
where 0x axis is positive along the center line and 0z axis is positive
vertically upwards. The motion of ship in the plane of waterline is
described by the following system of equations (Voitkunsky, 1985):

2 water-jets and 2 azimuthal pod propulsors (Mountford et
al., 2005)
2 azimuthal pod propulsors and 1 main propeller (fixed-pitch
propeller (FPP) or controllable-pitch propeller (CPP)) on the
shaft (Levander, 2005), (Seo et al., 2011)
2 pod propulsors in the aft and 2 fixed pod propulsors for a
Ropax ferry, a cargo carrier and a tri-maran developed under
the FASTPOD project (FASTPOD, 2004), (Depascale et al.,
2005)
2 azimuthal pod propulsors and coaxial propellers on the
main shaft of the cargo carrier developed under FASTPOD
project (Depascale et al., 2005)

dVX

m  11  d  m  26 VY  Z  FX

dVY

 m  16 VX  Z  FY
m  22 
d


d Z
I ZZ  66  d  M Z


(1)

where m is the mass of the ship, λij – added masses for different
directions of ship movement, FX, FY – longitudinal and transverse
components of the forces acting on the ship, MZ – the moment applied
to the ship, I ZZ – inertia moment, τ – time.
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The investigation of crash-stop mode normally assumes that the ship
movement is strictly straight (Voitkunsky, 1985). Let us adhere to this
assumption, too. Then, instead of system (1), we will obtain one
equation describing the movement of ship along 0x axis.

m1   

dV
 FX
d

where V  V X - ship speed,  

can be specified as relationship of so called generalized coefficients of
thrust KTP and torque KQP.

(2)

11
m

KQP

– added mass coefficient

(5)



V
(1  w)
nD

(6)

Expressions (3) or (5) allow determination of dimensional propulsor
thrust based on the dimensionless parameters specified.

The forces and moments acting on the ship have different nature. Apart
from the gravity force, the ship is affected by hydrodynamic forces
(including the buoyancy force), the forces related to wind loads and,
finally, the forces arising due to operation of propulsors (Voitkunsky,
1985). To solve equation (2) we need to know only the part of the
components of forces and moments, so some of the forces, for example,
gravity and buoyancy, should be neglected.

All forces considered, the equation of crash-stop movement becomes as
follows:
zp

Rh    ni Di  KT i J i   1  ti 
2

dV

d

Hydro- and aerodynamic forces are a resultant of the air and fluid
responses applied at all the points on the surface of the body in flow.
Let us assume that these data are known prior to calculation and predefined by user as a relationship between total resistance Rh and speed
of ship. This resistance shall also include the forces on the steering
gears not participating in the crash-stop.

i 1

4

m1   

(7)

where zp is the quantity of propulsors, i – number of the propulsor.
The forces on the propulsors generate due to the energy supplied by the
engine. This energy is determined by engine power N expressed
through revolution rate n and shaft moment Q P :

N  2nQP

Besides, for the ship moving with acceleration, additional forces arising
due to unsteady interaction between hull and fluid must be considered
by means of added mass coefficient μ. In our case, the effect of added
masses on longitudinal movement of ship is relatively low, so
according to (Artjushkov et al., 1988), this coefficient can be assumed
as μ=0,025.

(8)

The shaft moment includes not only hydrodynamic moment on the
propulsor, but also the moment needed to overcome the friction in
bearings, inertias of rotating masses, etc. Finally, based on the law of
motion amount moment, the following equation is obtained for each of
the propulsors:

The ship moves and maneuvers due to propulsor forces TX. Besides, the
rotating propeller blades are affected by moment QX. These
components of force and moment are normally described by
dimensionless parameters determined as follows:

2I P

dn
 QX  QR  QP
d

(9)

where IP – effective inertia moment of rotating masses, QR – moment
related to friction losses.
Effective inertia moment of rotating masses is a sum of inertia moment
I of all the masses rotating on the shaft and the added inertia moment of
propeller blades. QX is a function of speed and revolution rate, as well
as of other conditions describing the operation of propulsor, and is
determined by means of expressions (3) or (5), depending on the
operation mode. QP is pre-defined and related to the power plant. So,
expression (9) connects the parameters of the propulsor with those of
the power plant. The ship might have several propulsors, so expression
(9) shall be introduced for each of them.

(3)

where  is water density, n – revolution rate, D – propeller diameter.
The coefficients of thrust KT and torque KQ are functions of advance
ratio
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The unknown of this equation is ship speed. The mass and the forces
are regarded as pre-defined. Accordingly, these forces must be
determined and represented as functions of the target parameters.
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corresponding to longitudinal movement of the ship.
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Final system of differential equations describing the movement of the
ship and operation of her propulsors is as follows:

where w is wake fraction considering the difference between the
velocity field in the propeller disk and the speed of ship.
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Apart from w, the interaction between propulsor and hull is also
considered by means of thrust deduction coefficient t that allows
estimation of the force arising on the hull due to operation of the
propulsor.
For the case of emergency reverse of the propulsor, power parameters
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This system consists of zp+1 first-order differential equations with
constant coefficients of derivatives and non-linear right parts.
Unknowns are time relationships for ship speed V(τ) and revolution
rate of each propulsor ni (τ). In complex with initial conditions which,
in this case, correspond to full-ahead mode

V  0   Vmax
ni  0   ni nom , i  1, Z P

propulsor. These relationships can be determined analytically
(Yakovlev, 2009) or experimentally (Islam et al., 2009).
1,0

(11)

KTP

0,5

KTP, KQP

where τ0 – initial time, V max – ship speed at full-ahead mode,
nnom - nominal revolution rate.
system (8) becomes Cauchy problem. Solution to this problem offers
all the required parameters of crash-stop.

KQP

0,0

-0,5

The numerical solution method for equation system (10) was selected
with consideration of practical use of the existing crash-stop calculation
methods. In this case, Cauchy problem (8), (9) is solved using
“prediction-correction” method with variation of step. The peculiarity
of this method is that each iteration step in time is performed using the
time extrapolation of target functions beyond the calculated interval.
Then, to calculate the right parts of equations, it becomes possible to
use so called predicted values of target functions, i.e., the values
obtained by means of extrapolation. Additional mechanism of
enhancing the accuracy of analytical assessments was implemented
through the change of step by time during the calculation. This
numerical method has been verified on several examples of common
differential equations and their systems with known analytical
solutions.
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Fig. 1. Quasi-crashstop data for an FPP.
An example of such relationships determined analytically using the
method described in (Yakovlev, 2009) for various pod turning angles 
is given in Fig. 6.
1,0

KPX

0,5

KPY

KPX, KPY

OPERATION SPECIFICS OF VARIOUS PROPULSION
SYSTEMS AT CRASH-STOP
The discussion above dealt with crash-stop calculation as a
mathematical problem not considering operational specifics of the
propulsor. In reality, obtained solutions will significantly depend on the
type of propulsor and its crash-stop operation specifics. This section
will investigate three types of propulsor: conventional FPP, CPP and
azimuthal pod propulsor.

0,0

-0,5

-1,0

The typical feature of FPP crash-stop is change of its rotation direction.
Seemingly easy, this process is a series of separate operation modes,
each of them being a separate hydromechanical problem. If there are
flow separations developing on the FPP, unsteady processes become
especially complicated. Although there were significant efforts to
calculate FPP operation under these modes (Abramowsky, 2005),
(Verma et al., 2011), forces and moments acting on the FPP at crashstop are normally taken from model experiments. Such experiments (or
calculation) offer so called quasi-crashstop data, i.e., relationship of
generalized thrust and torque coefficients (5) versus advance angle β
(6). Fig. 3 shows a typical plot for such relationship.
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal (KPX) and transverse (KPY) force coefficient (forces
Px and Py divided on ρn2D4 ) on the pod versus pod turning angle .
Besides, the capability of the propulsion system to generate required
thrust and change parameters depending on the operational mode is
determined by the parameters of engine. The main feature of engine is
relationship between its power and its revolution rate. For crash-stop
calculation, upper limit of available power is the most important.

CPP offers more flexibility at crash-stop. Apart from the change of
rotation direction described above, CPP can also vary the angle of
blades, thus changing the vector of thrust without changing the
direction of shaft rotation.

CASE STUDY
As an example, let us follow the crash-stop calculation with initial
parameters given in the table below. The crash-stop will be performed
by two FPP (one at each side of the ship) and two pod propulsors, the
power of all the propulsors being equal. The results will be compared
against those obtained for the same vessel performing a crash-stop
using two FPP with the power twice as great.

A pod propulsor can not only generate the thrust but also serve to
control the ship. Changing the turning angle of such propulsor, it is
possible to change vectors of thrust and transverse force. Apart from
the propeller parameters mentioned above, the force components on
pod (parallel Px and perpendicular Py) are also calculated for the pod
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Table 1. Main ship and propulsors data for crash-stop calculation.
Ship displacement
Full speed
Propulsors
Power
RPM
Propeller diameter

7900 t
18.2 knots
2 FPP, 2 pods
2000 kW
350
2.2 m

combinations of propulsors might offer reduction in crash-stop time
and stop way length.


2 FPP
4000 kW
250
3.1 m

Power parameters of the propulsors participating in crash-stop are
interconnected. The loads on one of the propulsors can be reduced,
but the situation with other propulsor should be also analysed.
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Fig. 3. Crash-stop details. 1 – 2 FPP, 2 - 2 FPP and 2 pods.
Fig. 4 provide calculation results for the maximum forces acting on the
propeller for both propulsion configurations. It is clear that fourpropulsor configuration offers lower forces on FPP (with respect to
two-propulsor maximal forces) and larger one on pods propeller. This
change demonstrates power interconnection of the FPP and pods when
they work together.
2

T/TFPP

Pod
1

FPP
0

Fig. 4. Maximal forces on the FPP and Pods propeller during crash-stop
by 4 propulsors is to that one for crash-stop by 2 FPP.

CONCLUSIONS
To sum up the results obtained under this study, the following can be
said:


Performance of crash-stop depends on type and combination of
propulsors installed aboard the ship. Selecting various
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When this mode is changed the balance of these moments is
changed as well and the blades are taken the new (other) position
on the hub, changing the hydrodynamic characteristics of NTP as
necessary if it is right designed. These NTPs are related to high
speed rotation thrusters, in which the influence of the weight of the
blade was negligible, compared with the centrifugal force at their
work and the weight could not be taken into account in designing
calculations. In fig. 1 is diagram explaining the operation of the
above-described non-traditional NTP with DSoBS. Constructive its
implementation has passed full-scale test for a number of marine
objects, presented in Fig. 2.

ABSTRACT
The principe of dynamically “switch off” effect and its realization
for blade system of propeller is illustrated. The feasibility of using
this system especially in ice navigating is noted. The advantages of
using propeller with dynamically “switching off” blade system for
different purpose ships are illustrated. Setup for research of
dynamical “switch off” effect for the blade system is shown.

KEY WORDS: “switch off” effect, non-traditional propeller,
direct power transmission.

INTRODUCTION
The main installations of ship experience variety of overloads when
operating under different conditions caused by ice conditions,
shallow water, waves and other reasons. Under these conditions it
may be arisen the dynamic overloads shaft line due to tensional
oscillations, depending on the kind of the main engine and its
driven mechanisms, the propeller from the ratio of their masses, the
couplings and so on. All these overloads acting on main engine
ultimately lead to instability in its work and significantly affect on
its reliability and durability.

А

Б

В

Fig. 2. Marine objects, which were equipped with NTP with
DSoBS: A - hovercraft; Б - minesweeper; В - underwater vehicle

STATE OF PROBLEM

In each variant of realization of scheme, shown in Fig. 1, has
different aim. For hydrofoil (see. Fig. 2A), such NTP was created
for using the full power of the main engine in wide range of
operation. Applying to hydrofoil the using of NTP was useful in
point of view of movement at overcoming the "hump" of resistance
and movement at full speed. In the case of minesweeper (see. Fig.
2Б) practical realization of such NTP was aimed to increase its
cavitationless speed at sweeping modes of movement. Applying to
underwater vehicle (see. Fig. 2B) such developed coaxial NTP with
DSoBS was developed for providing high special qualities for it.
NTPs of the all above mentioned marine objects have a high
enough speed rotation. Further development of these propellers was
intended to change their construction, providing them work in the
all speed range of rotation, including low value [2].
An important feature of these propellers (NTP with DSoBS) is that
each blade at the work and being in the field of centrifugal forces can
perform free oscillations with a frequency much less than the rotary
shaft speed propeller. In other words, all the variables loads, including
hydrodynamic, exciting blade system and taking place at shaft rotation
frequency occur in far after resonance mode [1]. This means that the
variable moments acting on the propeller plane of rotation, almost
compensated by moments of inertia and to the shaft line is not
transmitted. The above mentioned are fully related to the impact loads,
such as the impact of floating objects (ice floes).

However, in [1] it was considered unconventional propellers
providing the efficient operation of the main propulsion installation
due to adapting them for the different modes of operation after the
ship hull. These thrusters, non-traditional propellers with
dynamically switch off blade system (NTP with DSoBS) had
movable blades in the propeller disk on the hub and their operation
positions on the hub are defined as a result of mutually opposite
action of hydrodynamic and inertial moments relative to axe A.

Fig. 1. The scheme illustrating the operation
of NTP with DSoBS
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The device operates as follows. When the load P 8 is going to
down disk 4 starts to rotate and the plates (simulators of blades) in
the case of free mounting take the working position in disk due to
acting centrifugal forces. In the case of fixed attaching them they
are held in the operating position on the disk due to the action of
force and force moment occurring in fixed mounting of the root
section of the plate. For measuring of the averaged additional
torque arising from striking the plates (simulators blades) on elastic
element at the rotation of disk can be easily defined by formula
given lower. As it is shown in this study the mentioned torque may
be defined by measuring time interval when the load P dropping
from height H for the cases: with elastic elements and without
them. This formula has the form:

Б

Fig. 3. Schemes of blade fixed pitch propeller (A) and the blade
of NTP with DSoBS (B)
Fig. 3 shows the schemes of the blade of propeller with fixed on
the hub and the blade of NTP with DsoBS. Analyze shows that at
the impact of dynamically "disconnected" from the hub blade on
floating ice floe will be running its mass (see. Fig. 3B), i.e. it will
be arise such inertia force that the moment of the perturbing forces
and the moment of inertia forces compensate each other. Full
compensation should be expected only if the centers of mass of the
blade and the ice floe will be the same point. Otherwise, oscillating
forces will arise on a shaft which are considerably compensated. As
to the total momentum, it will vanish under the known laws of
mechanics.
For studying the various options of impact loads in the present
study, the experimental facility of gravity type was created and
shown in Fig. 4. Significant contribution to its creation was made
by Antonova N.P. graduate student [3]. Elements of this
installation are: 1- basement containing base frame 2. On it there is
shaft - 3 with disk - 4 on which it is mounted with plates - 5, which
allow to be fixed and free-rotated around centers 10. On the
basement there is stock 6 on which there is elastic element 7. The
installation includes load P - 8, connected with the thread 9, which
is wound on the shaft - 3.

М t12  t 02

rP
t 02

,

where t0 – time of dropping of load P from the height H without
elastic element;
t1 – time of dropping of load P from the height H with elastic
element;
r - radius of the shaft;
P - weight of the dropping load;
M - additional, averaged moment due to elastic elements.
The first tests carried out during adjusting of the installation
showed that additional averaged moment almost in two times lower
for the case of free mounting plate 5 on disk 4 in compare with
variant of fixed plate. As analyze shows it gives the grounds to
consider that oscillating moment on the shaft 3 will be lower in the
same times for above mentioned variants mountings.
So the using of this facility of gravity type confirms that applying
of NTP with DSoBS is very prospective means of improving
propellers with aim of increasing of reliability of main ship engines
and its efficiency. To be said it should add that using of this facility
for the researches gives practical recommendations in improvement
of geometry of NTP of DSoBS.
REFERANCES
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Fig. 4. The experimental facility of gravity type
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the Kara Strait and an exit from the Bering Strait. The length of this
part is about 3100 miles.

ABSTRACT
The given article is devoted to problems connected with features of
navigation along the Northern Sea Route (NSR). The description of
ice-breaker conditions and modern infrastructure of the NSR is given.
The problems of changes in climatic conditions and possible forecasts
for situation in the Arctic Region are discussed. The transport streams
of Russian and foreign freights along the NSR are reviewed in the
article. The development of the Russian Far North regions is reviewed.
The main problems, advantages and disadvantages of using the NSR as
a transport corridor are discussed. The characteristics, scheme and
photos of the NSR are given. The data concerning icebreaker support of
navigation along the NSR are given. The legislative acts of the Russian
Federation regulating international navigation along the NSR are
explained.

KEY WORDS: navigation, the Northern Sea Route, conditions,
infrastructure, legislation.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the given article is to describe the conditions of
navigation along the Northern Sea Route of the Russian Federation.
The author of the given article considers it useful to inform the
respected reader on the state of the climatic conditions, features of
navigation, infrastructure, and icebreaker support along the NSR. The
information of freight transportation along the NSR for recent years is
likely to be interesting for the respected reader, and tendency and
prospects as well. The author of the article tries objectively to explain
the main problems, advantages and disadvantages of using the NSR as
a transport corridor from Europe to Asia. The explanations about legal
features of international navigation along the NSR may be useful. It is
necessary to note that the using of the NSR in recent years becomes
more intensive and more favourable.

Fig.1. Map of Arctic Region and Scheme of NSR (Map, 2013)

For the first time a through transportation along the NSR (during one
navigation) was implemented in 1935. In 1991 the NSR was open for
international navigation.
The main features of navigation along the NSR are the following: low
temperature, availability of ice, restricted navigational season and
changes because of climate warming in the Arctic Region.
Temperatures along the NSR range from plus 5o С in summer to minus
30o С in winter. The depth of old ices in winter reaches 2-3 m, oneyear - 1 m. In summer the edge of ices retreats from the NSR to the
north.

The researches of the author in the field of ice-breaker ocean
engineering (Taranukha, 2009, 2013) and organization of sea
transportations (Taranukha, 2010), as well as the Internet-contents
about the NSR (Economic, 2009-2013; Northern, 2009-2013) are used.
The scheme of the Arctic Region and the NSR is given on Fig. 1.

DESCRIPTION OF CONDITIONS FOR NAVIGATION
Last decade the icebreaker situation along the NSR becomes more
favourable for sailing. The old ices along the NSR have not practically
met already. In summer the NSR becomes practically clean. The season
of navigation is increased in recent years and lasts from second half of
June to the first half of December. The most favourable season lasts
from August till October. In August - September 2012 the NSR was
completely open (clean) for navigation.

The Northern Sea Rout is the shortest transport corridor between ports
of Western Europe and Eastern Asia. The length of marine routes from
England to Japan along the NSR is approximately 6200 nautical miles
(11500 km). The distance through the Suez Channel is 9800 miles, and
through Panama – 12400 miles. The length the NSR itself from the port
Murmansk to the port Providence Bay is about 3700 miles. The most
difficult part of the NSR (on ice condition) runs between an entrance of
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF USING
THE NSR FOR TRANSIT TRAFFIC
Advantages:
- The reduction of the route length, the freight charges, fuel costs and
remuneration of crew labour;
- The lack of payment and queue when passing through the channel;
- No risk of pirate attacks and related insurance payments.
Disadvantages and problems:
- Restricted season of navigation and speed limit;
- Availability of icebreaker dangers (not always), speed reduction and
increase in insurance payments;
- The necessity of icebreaker pilot (not always and not everywhere) and
appropriate additional cost;
- Not well-developed infrastructure path.

Fig. 2. The oil-gas-condensate Field “Zapolarnoye”. Yamal Peninsula

INFRASTRUCTURE AND PROSPECTS
In recent years the Russian Federation pays much attention to the
development of the infrastructure of its northern territories and the
NSR. For this purpose in the North of Russia the new roads, bridges,
settlements, ports, airports, telecommunication and power engineering
enterprises are under construction. The network of rescue centers is
developed. New icebreakers and icebreaking ships of different class
and purposes are built and ordered abroad. Mineral deposits are
developed and processing plants (Figs. 2~4, Scheme and Photo, 2013)
are under construction.
Examples of the development of the NSR infrastructure indicate the
following facts (2013-2014):
- The arrangement of the State Administration of the NSR;
- The building of new icebreaker fleet (linear and inshore icebreakers,
auxiliary icebreaker ships);
- The building of three new Centers of reception and processing of
space data in the Arctic Region of Russia;
- The recovery of the arctic airport "Temp" on the island Kotelnyi
(archipelago Novosibirsk Islands);
- The building of a new seaport Sabetta (the Kara Sea);
- The building of a new airport and a plant on producing liquefied
natural gas in the port Sabetta;
- The building of the icebreaker off-shore platform "Prirazlomnaya"
and icebreaker cargo Oil-Terminal "Varandei";
- The building of search and rescue system along the NSR;
- The building and recovery of settlements and intermediate rescue and
repair bases along the NSR;
- The creation of the modern system of meteorological observations in
the Arctic Region. Earlier six local stations of meteorological
observations worked. In 2013 three additional stations were
established. In 2014 the stations on the Uedineniya Island (the Kara
Sea), on the Preobrazheniya Island (the Laptev Sea) and on the
Zhohova Island (the East Siberian Sea) will be established;
- The total agreement on creation of the Arctic scientific-research
center of offshore development between the companies Rosneft and
ExxonMobil was signed;
- The legislation of the Russia Government “On the permission of the
ships with nuclear propulsion plants inbound in the port Sabetta” (for
year-round navigation) was signed;
- The legislation of the Russia Government “On the construction of the
ship-building center Rosneft” in the Murmansk area was signed.

Fig. 3. Icebreaker off-shore Platform “Prirazlomnaya” (118 000 t,
126×126×140 m) and cargo Oil-Terminal “Varandei” (depth 17 m)

Fig. 4. The Scheme of the Dislocation of rescue Centers along the NSR

ICEBREAKER SUPPORT AND PROSPECTS
The using of the NSR as a transport corridor supposes the availability
of icebreaker support. In the different seasons of navigation and for
different ships this icebreaker support can be different: from remote
monitoring to direct icebreaker pilot of a vessel. The availability of
icebreaker fleet is one of the major part of the NSR infrastructure.
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Russia, the USA, Canada, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Germany,
Norway have icebreaker fleet for the Arctic Region. China, Korea,
Japan constructed the first icebreakers. All these countries plan to
develop icebreaker fleet for the Arctic.

- The permission is given under condition of implementation for safety
vessel navigation and protection of the marine environment;
- On some dangerous parts of the NSR the obligatory icebreaker pilot
(the Vilkitsciy Strait, the Shokalskiy Strait, the Dmitriy Laptev Strait
and the Sannikov Strait) is established. In other regions icebreaker pilot
and icebreaker assistance are based on a maritime safety;
- The icebreaker pilot is fee-paid. Payment will be made based on
the volume of services actually provided.

In the structure of icebreaker fleet of Russia there are 37 icebreakers now,
among them 6 icebreakers with a nuclear propulsion plant (4 linear and 2
with small draught), 19 large diesel electric icebreakers and 12 middle
and small marine icebreakers. 15 icebreakers were constructed after
2000. 4 icebreakers are building. In addition eight linear and auxiliary
icebreakers are planned to be built till 2020 scheduled.

TRANSPORTATION OF FREIGHTS ALONG
THE NSR IN 2010-2013

November 5, 2013 the building of a new nuclear two-draught
icebreaker of the LK-60Y project began at a Baltic plant in St.Petersburg. The icebreaker has received a name "The Arctic" (Fig. 5).

Since the thirtieth years of 20 century Russia actively has used the NSR
in the transport purposes. However in 1990-2010 the intensity of using
the NSR decreased sharply. The causes to this were the economical
difficulties in the Russian Federation.
Since 2010 the transportations along the NSR were activated. The
tendency of increasing the quantity of carriers, nomenclature and
volume of cargo was designated. These years along the NSR the
following freights were transported: ore, coal, oil, petroleum,
condensed gas, coke, grain, metal, timber cargoes, refrigerated cargoes,
general cargos, containerized freights.
For example, the volume of freight through seaports of the Arctic basin
of the Russian Federation for January – December 2013 was increased
by 42 % (in comparison with 2012) and accounted for more than 50
million tons. These are only internal Russian freight along the NSR
(excluding international transit). It should be mentioned that 7 months a
year are the unfavorable months of sailing along the NSR.

Fig. 5. New linear nuclear Icebreaker “The Arctic” (172 m, 60 000 kW)

The volume of international transit traffic along the NSR from year to
year increases. In 2009 2 foreign vessels (20 thousand tons of freight)
passed along the NSR. In 2010 - 4 vessels (110 thousand t), in 2011 34 vessels (820 thousand t), in 2012 - 46 vessels (1 260 thousand t), in
2013 - 55 vessels (1 340 thousand t) passed along the NSR. In 2013
620 permissions for vessels to pass along the NSR were issued.

The icebreaker has the following characteristics: displacement of full
33 600 tons, displacement on minimum to a deposit of 24 800 tons,
length of 172 m, beam of 33 m, dept of 15,2 m, a draught of full 10,5
m, a draught of the minimum 8,5 m, power on shaft of 60 000 kW, the
speed of 22 knots, thickness of overcome ice of 2,9 m.

The main tendencies of using the NSR are shown on Figs 6~7.

LEGISLATIVE ACTS AND RULES FOR THE NSR
N
The given section has the purpose to give to the respected Reader
explanation about those legislative acts of the Russian Federation
which regulate navigation along the NSR. In 1982 the Soviet Union
signed a convention of the United Nations on a marine law. In 1990 the
Rules of sailing of ships along the Northern Sea Route were approved
in USSR. These Rules had begun to act since 1991. From this moment
the NSR is open for international navigation.

60

In the Russian Federation there are the following main acts regulating
international navigation along the NSR: the federal acts № 30 from
26.02.1997, № 155 from 31.07.1998, № 160 from 23.07.2008, № 132
from 28.07.2012 (Federal Law (2012)). The Maritime Code of the
Russian Federation in the form of the Federal Act № 81 from 30.04
1999 (with amendments) acts also.
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Fig. 6. Tendencies of quantity of transit vessels along the NSR.

The main rules of international trade navigation along the Northern Sea
Route are following:
- Navigation is charge-free;
- Navigation along the NSR requires special permission;
- The permission is given by the State NSR-Administration of the
Russian Federation;
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The Russian companies use the Northern Sea Route year round. For
example, in January 2011 nine trips to the port Dudinka (the Kara
Sea) were performed. In 2013 the first five Russian vessels passed
to the port Sabetta in March. Last Russian ships committed sailing
along the Western part of the Arctic Region in January 2014.
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The Northern Sea Route is an open international transport corridor. The
modern conditions allow to use the NSR for freight from Western
Europe to Eastern Asia and in the reverse direction.
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Fig. 7. Tendencies of quantity of transit cargo along the NSR.
Let's indicate some examples of successful transportations along the
NSR (Northern, 2009-2013). In 2009 2 German vessels “Beluga
Fraternity” and “Beluga Foresight” (20 thousand tons of a general
cargo) passed along the NSR. These were first commercial trips in new
conditions.
In 2010 the tanker "Baltic" of 100 thousand tons’ displacement (freight
- 70 thousand t of a gas condensate) passed from Murmansk to China.
In 2011 the tanker “STI Heritage” passed along the NSR from
Murmansk to Thailand.
In 2012 the tanker “Maribel” passed from Norway to the Republic of
Korea. In 2012 the LNG-carrier “Ob River” passed from Norway to
Japan. The length of the vessel is 288 m., freight - 134 500 m3 of
liquefied natural gas.
In 2013 two Russian tankers “Zaliv Amurskiy” and “Zaliv Baikal”
(freight - diesel fuel, 104 thousand t each tanker) passed along the
NSR.
Time to overcome the most difficult area of the NSR from the Kara
Strait to the Dezhnev Cape is 8-12 days in average. An average speed is
8-14 knots. The through navigation lasts more than 5 months. Along
the NSR these vessels were accompanied by the Russian icebreakers,
though in many cases the help of icebreakers was unnecessary.
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Among the above-listed types of hydrodynamic resistance to vibrations
only the transom damping has been sufficiently well studied. Therefore,
the purposes of this study are:

comparative assessment of wave and viscous damping by
longitudinal and cross flows (as compared to structural damping) using
CFD techniques;

analysis of the main factors related to damping of vibrations
by longitudinal and cross flows and development of approximate
method for estimation of damping characteristics.

ABSTRACT
A RANS-based method has been developed for calculation of
hydrodynamic forces resisting oscillations of viscous and wave nature.
Contributions of various hydrodynamic forces to damping of global
ship vibration are estimated. A practical technique for approximate
estimation of hydrodynamic damping has been developed for further
refinement of forced global vibrations of fast and high-speed vessels.
KEY WORDS: forced ship vibrations,
hydrodynamic forces resisting oscillations.

oscillation

CHARACTERISTICS OF HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING

damping,

Let us consider bending vibrations of a fast monohull ship in vertical plane
represented as a non-prismatic beam. In consideration of N principal
modes let us represent vibration displacements w  x, y, t  as a series

CLASSIFICATION OF HYDRODYNAMIC
DAMPING FORCES

N

w  x, t    an  t  f n  x  ,

It has been established on the basis of the experimental and theoretical
studies (Kryzhevich, 2006, 2008, 2013) that the hydrodynamic forces
resisting the global vibration of ship hulls increase with the ship speed.
Water resistance to elastic oscillations significantly depends not only
on ship speed but also on the ship hull lines, in particular the stern
shape. In case of transom stern typical of fast and high-speed ships we
observe one of the essential kinds of strong hydrodynamic damping
caused by momentum shed from the stern. This type of damping due to
longitudinal fluid flow is hereinafter referred to as the main or
“transom” damping. Another important type of vibration damping is
related to the forces of viscous and wave nature acting on a moving
vessel (Kryzhevich, 2013). This kind of damping will be referred to as
the wave and viscous damping of oscillations by longitudinal fluid flow
or, shortly, as additional longitudinal damping.
There is one more practically significant kind of damping (Kryzhevich,
2013). Vibrations of ship hull transverse sections in vertical plane are
induced by fluid cross flow around these sections. Since the fluid has
viscous properties, this flow pattern gives rise to hydrodynamic forces
due to friction of water against solid walls and generation of highly
dispersed vortices. Hull surface protrusions (e.g. bilge keels) generating
discrete vertices considerably increase the forces resisting vibrations.
Let us refer to this type of damping as cross-flow damping or, simply,
“cross” damping.

n 1

where N is the considered number of vibration modes of ship treated as
an absolutely rigid body and elastic beam of variable cross-section;
an  t  are generalized coordinates of oscillatory motion; f n  x  are
natural modes of hull.
The principal oscillations of ship hull with the generalized coordinates
an  t 
are described by the following equations of motion (Kryzhevich,
2013):
ai  2ni ai  i2ai  Pi M i
,
Mi 

where

 m( x) f  x  dx

( L)

1
2ni1 
  x  m  x  n2 fi 2  x  dx ;
 M i (L )
2ni 2 
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1
  x  fi 2  x  dx ;
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а)

 F ( x, t ) f  x  dx

  r  x v
( L)
where
;
; r is the force of water
resistance to ship motion per unit length of ship; v is ship speed; i is
i

natural frequency of hull; m  x  is the total mass of ship and entrained
water per unit length;  is coefficient of internal losses in ship; F ( x, t )
is external load per ship unit length;  тр is mass of entrained water per
unit length at transom section; xтр is x-coordinate of ship’s transom
section.
The above-given coefficient ni 2 is a characteristic of the transom
damping. It is easily calculated from eq. (1). Coefficients ni 3 and ni 4
characterizing vibration damping by longitudinal and cross flows
should be calculated using CFD methods.

APPLICATION OF CFD METHODS FOR
CALCULATION OF DAMPING CHARACTERISTICS
For comparative estimation of vibration damping effects from
longitudinal and cross flows, first 3D problems of steady-state external
flow around ships at transient and planning speeds were solved using
ANSYS CFX and STAR-CCM+ software packages, respectively
(Norkov and Rudnichenko, 2014). The Reynolds Averaged NavierStokes equations and RANS computation techniques were used to find
hydrodynamic pressures induced by ship motion as well as their
corresponding forces applied per unit length of hull, then coefficients
ni 3 and ni 4 were found from equations (2–3) using numerical
integration with the ship hull broken down into twenty theoretical
frame spacings.
In computation of 3D flow around ship hull by ANSYS software the
finite-element mesh was generated using ANSYS Workbench, while
CFX software was run in parallel computation mode (Aleksandrov et
al., 2012). Fig. 1 shows the finite-element mesh of the ship hull and the
computational fluid domain with boundary conditions. No-slip
condition was assumed for the hull wetted surface. It is also assumed that
in the symmetry plane there are no normal fluid particle velocities to the
of symmetry plane. Uniform velocity field is assumed in the plane of
incident flow with the flow velocities directed along the ship and equal to
the ship speed. Open boundary conditions are assumed for other fluid
domain boundaries. A more detailed description of the computation setup
is contained in ref. (Norkov and Rudnichenko, 2014).
An additional problem was solved to determine the viscous damping
due to cross flow around ship and find its characteristics ni 4 .
Essentially it consists in determination of hydrodynamic resistance
forces generated by flow around the transverse section of a ship hull
performing small vertical oscillations at the water/air interface
(Aleksandrov and Kyzhevich, 2010). This boundary-value problem for
the Navier-Stokes equation describing the motion of inhomogeneous
continuous medium around the ship is solved in dynamic statement,
while the hydrodynamic

b)
Fig. 1. Ship hull with finite-element mesh (а), general view of
computational fluid domain and boundary conditions assumed (b)
forces are estimated for steady-state oscillations. Since these forces are
found from solution of a non-linear equation, this analytical study first
took into consideration their non-linear relation with kinematic
parameters of oscillatory motion of hull transverse sections. Then the
harmonic analysis was applied to divide the hydrodynamic forces into
inertial forces and vibration resistance forces, and the linear parts of
hydrodynamic forces were found for the case of steady-state
oscillations. The linear inertial forces calculated this way are compared
with the known results contained in (Korotkin, 2007) proving good
correlation and reliability of numerical calculations. It should be noted
that there is a low degree of nonlinearity in steady-state fluid
oscillations induced by harmonic oscillations of the frame section at
frequencies  and amplitudes characteristic of global hull vibration.
This fact is illustrated by the calculated data given in Table 1
containing the damping characteristics ni 4 corresponding to the
fundamental oscillation frequency  as well as superharmonic
oscillations with the frequency 2  and subharmonic oscillations with
the frequency  / 2 . The calculations were performed for a hull
transverse section with a bilge keel whose width b (see Fig. 2) was
5.2% of the frame width, while relative amplitudes of oscillations
(referred to the keel width b ) were 0.036 and 0.071 (corresponding to
the absolute amplitudes of 2.5 cm and 5 cm, respectively).
Table 1. Coefficients ni 4
Frequency
Oscillation frequency 0.036
Oscillation amplitude 0.071
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Fig.2 shows the procedure used for generation of the finite-element
mesh for the 2D problem whose solution is described here.
Characteristics of vibration damping by cross flow ni 4 are estimated
for various shapes of hull transverse sections (variable design factors
include beam/draft ratio at waterline, sectional area coefficient and
width of bilge keel related to frame outline width). Calculations show
that the most important design factor is relative width of bilge keel.
Without the keel (at zero value of this factor) cross flow damping is
weak and can be ignored in calculations of ship global vibration. In
case of bilge keels with relatively large width (about 3% of waterline
width), ni 4 can reach up to 20% of internal vibration damping of hull.
With keels this damping characteristic should be taken into account
when vibration parameters are estimated for any ship types (both with
smooth hull lines in the aft and transom-shaped sterns) operating at
speeds Fn  2 .

contribution is practically negligent. For lower modes of vibration this
type of damping is significant in the speed range of Fn 0.5 tо 2.0 (at
speeds close to resistance hump).
Fig.3 illustrates these specific features of hydrodynamic damping
showing percentage of damping by longitudinal and cross flows with
reference to internal ship resistance ( (ni 2 ni1 )  100%, (ni 3 ni1 ) 100% и
(ni 3 ni1 ) 100% )

Fn  

at

various

displacement

Froude

numbers

g V ( V – ship volume displacement).
3

As it is seen from the above plots the longitudinal flow damping of the
main vibration mode amounts to about 18% of the ship internal
damping at the speed of Fn=2. At further speed increase the
longitudinal flow damping ni 3 slightly decreases and again starts to
grow at Froude numbers Fn=4 and higher. This pattern is also observed
for higher oscillation modes though in this case the percentage with
reference to internal damping is much less: 4% for the 2 nd mode and
2% for the 3rd mode, respectively. Viscous damping due to cross flow
around ship amounts to about 10% for all lower modes of vibrations
throughout the ship model speed range under consideration.
Physical modeling of forced vibration experienced by fast and highspeed ships is a valuable source of information regarding dynamic
straining of hull in interaction with gravitational waves as well as
external forces critical for the ship structural strength. It is usually
based on incomplete similarity (Froude similarity criterion is satisfied
while the Reynolds number criterion is not). The scale effect in this
case tells on the accuracy of modeled external forces. The estimates of
this scale effect are given in Fig.5 showing that the discrepancies of
non-dimensional characteristics of longitudinal flow damping
determined in hump speed ranges and slow speeds of full-scale ships
and ship models are negligible (within 1%). At higher speeds these may
be 2.5 % and more, however the transom damping exceeds manifold
other kinds of hydrodynamic damping, and in this context the scale
effect is relatively small and it cannot be considered as an issue for
accurate physical modeling.

Fig. 2. Finite-element mesh for 2D flow around frame section of a hull
with bilge keel
Based on the results of numerical calculations described here a new
method for estimation of hydrodynamic damping of forced global
vibration of ship taking into account forces of viscous and wave nature
has been proposed and tested. Below are given estimates of relative
contributions from various hydrodynamic forces to damping of ship
global vibration (with respect to the internal forces resisting global
vibration of ship structures). In this case the forces of internal
resistance including structural damping are estimated based on dynamic
amplification factors determined in forced vibration tests of ships at
zero speed.

RESULTS OF HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING
CALCULATIONS
Calculations have shown that even at relatively low speeds (Fn> 0.1)
the transom damping gives the most significant contribution to the
hydrodynamic damping for the ships with transom stern type. At lower
or zero speed the highest contribution to hydrodynamic damping of
vibration is from cross flow damping, the amount of this contribution is
weakly dependent on the mode number and remains significant at
higher frequencies of oscillations. As the hull oscillation mode is
growing the role of additional hydrodynamic damping due to cross
flow is decreased, and for the modes above the 3 rd mode this
143
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2ni 3 

R
(kwave ( Fn,Re)  kvis ( Fn,Re)) ,
M i

(5)

rwave ( x) 2
f i ( x)d x ;
R
L

where kwave ( Fn,Re)  L  

rvis ( x) 2
f i ( x)d x ; rwave  x  – wave resistance force to
L R

kvis ( Fn,Re)  L  

ship motion per unit length; rvis  x  – viscous resistance force per unit
length.

Fig. 3. Contributions of hydrodynamic damping components in percentage
to ship internal damping: а) 1st mode, b) 2nd mode, c) 3rd mode

а)

Fig. 4. Comparison of non-dimensional characteristics of vibration
damping by longitudinal flow: full-size planning vessel of 20 t
displacement and its 1:6.5 model

APPROXIMATE METHOD FOR ESTIMATION OF
HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING FORCES
Since it is of practical importance to be able to take account of forced
vibrations due to longitudinal and cross flows, it would be quite helpful
to develop a method for approximate estimation of their characteristics.
For this purpose eq. (2) for the longitudinal damping coefficient 2ni 3 is

б)
Fig.5. Coefficients of total, wave and viscous vibration damping of fullscale ship (а) and its model (b) plotted versus ship speed for the first
three modes of vibrations

expressed as a combination of three dimensional quantities ( M i , v and
R – water resistance to ship motion) and one non-dimensional
quantity k ( Fn,Re) :

Which of these two representations of coefficient 2ni 3 is preferable for
approximate estimation of this coefficient should be decided taking into
account the form of relationships for non-dimensional quantities k ,

R
2ni 3   k ( Fn,Re) ,
(4)
D
D
x
  r ( x) f i 2 ( x)d x ; x  ; D – ship mass
where k ( Fn,Re) 
L
R M i L
displacement;
Using (2), this coefficient can be represented in a different form

kwave and kvis versus Froude and Reynolds numbers. Detailed
analytical studies have shown that all these quantities are very weakly
dependent on Reynolds number. Froude number has a strong effect on
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the ship trim and draft and wetted surface and thus significantly
influences coefficient kvis (Fig. 5).
The ship speed (Froude number) has a somewhat weaker effect on
coefficient kwave . Coefficient k is weakly dependent on Froude
number and weakly varies with the scale factor. In this connection
eq.(4) could be found preferable for representation of coefficient 2ni 3
because of simplicity. When eq. (4) is used for approximate
determination of damping characteristic 2ni 3 , coefficient k should be
found from formulas of Table 2. The same table contains linear
approximations of relationship kvis versus relative ship speed.

MAIN CONCLUSIONS
The results of these studies can be summarized as follows:

methods for determination of the main parameters of global
vibration hydrodynamic damping for fast and high-speed ships using
CFD techniques have been developed and verified;

numerical estimations of contributions from various
hydrodynamic forces to ship global vibration damping have been
performed;

scale effect in physical modeling of forced vibration in fast
and high-speed ships without Reynolds number similarity has been
estimated;

practical method for approximate estimation of parameters
characterizing hydrodynamic damping of global vibration due to forces
of viscous and wave nature has been developed.
The results of this study can be used to improve reliability of forced
vibration estimates for fast and high-speed ships as well as estimates of
dynamic bending of their hulls due to interaction with sea waves.

Table 2. – Formulas for estimation of coefficients k and kвязк
Mode number
1

2

Formula

k  0.00535  Fn  1.084

kvis  5,5  1027  Re3  3,8  1018  Re2 
5,7  1010  Re 0,040
k  0.015  Fn  1.316

kvis  4,0  10

27

 Re  2,8  10
3
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Fig.6. Non-dimensional damping parameter versus Froude number
obtained by calculation (solid line) using formula (4) and by experiment
using towing model tests of ship operating at transient speed mode
(broken line)
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An Efficient Utilization of Main Engine Scavenging Air for Air Lubrication System
Part 1: Experiment and Simulation
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or tankers, as a prime mover use the high powered marine Diesel
engine directly coupled to a propeller. Such an engine is equipped with
the turbocharger (TCH) which utilizing the energy of exhaust gas,
supply pressurized air required for fuel combustion. Owing to the high
efficiency of today’s modern TCH the amount of supplied air exceeds
engine demand and as a result the part of air can be bypassed and used
for air lubrication system (ALS), thus increasing overall efficiency of
the ship operation. Such a system is called scavenging air by-pass as
shown in Fig.1.

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the result of full-scale experiments on four-stroke
and two-stroke engines equipped with a scavenging air bypass system
for use with an air lubrication system. The obtained results reveal the
effect of scavenging air bleeding on engine performance in both the
steady-state and transient conditions. Furthermore, simple and reliable
simulation model of a Diesel engine equipped with air bypass system
was developed and validated against available experimental data.

KEY WORDS:
simulation.

Air lubrication, Propulsion plant, Engine

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the surging prices of fuel and tightening up regulations on
exhaust gas emission together with the mandatory requirement on
improvement of new build ship energy efficiency (Energy Efficiency
Design Index approved on IMO MEPC 62 meeting) provoke the
development and implementation of energy-saving technologies which
has been greatly anticipated by the shipping industry. In this respect, air
lubrication is a well-known technique and is promising one for energy
saving during ship operation.
Air lubrication is an effect achieved by small air bubbles which, being
injected into the turbulent boundary layer developed along a ship
bottom moving in water, significantly reduce skin friction. Series of
theoretical and experimental studies (Kato H. and Kodama Y., 2003;
Kodama Y. and Takahashi T. et al., 2005) showed that reduction can
reach as much as 20%, and keeping in mind that frictional resistance
constitutes more than 70% of total resistance of low speed ship, the
effect on a real ship can be significant. The later was verified during
full scale experiments on real ships. Thus in years 2005 and 2008 full
scale experiments on a cement carrier ship called “Pacific Seagull” of
length Lpp = 120 m, equipped with the air bubbles injection equipment,
confirmed an average 5% net power-saving (Hoang C.L. and Toda Y.
et.al., 2009).

Fig. 1. Air lubrication system using scavenging air by-pass
Nonetheless scavenging air bleeding, harmlessly for engine, is possible
only in narrow operational range, in respect that the primary
prerequisite for the good combustion process is a proper ratio of
injected fuel mass and air mass charge. Depletion of the air charge due
to bleeding of scavenging air deteriorates the combustion process with
implication on the specific fuel oil consumption (SFOC) and exhaust
gas emission which ultimately stultify the net power-savings. Moreover
contradictory operational measure (slow steaming) to curtail fuel cost
inevitably lowers engine load and scavenging air pressure, eventually
makes it impossible to use the scavenging air for ALS. Thus, in order
to extend operational range of scavenging air bypass system it is
necessary to reveal effect of scavenging air bleeding on engine
performance in wide range of operating modes and find
countermeasures to diminish negative consequences on engine
performance. In view of complexity of the assigned tasks for full-scale
experiments it is reasonably to use the simulation technique for
preliminary investigation propulsion plant performance equipped with
air by-pass system.

Frictional resistance reduction rate directly proportional to the
equivalent air layer thickness (Hinatsu M., 2013), expressed by
), and the pumping power for air injection is determined
= ⁄(
advancing
by the air flow rate . Thus for a ship with large breadth
with speed , the net power-saving becomes a trade-off between the
power required for air injection under the hull bottom and frictional
drag reduction achieved by air lubrication (Kodama Y. and Takahashi
T. et al., 2005). However, the large ocean going ships like bulk carriers
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Table 2. Two-stroke low speed engine particulars
Mitsui-MAN 4S50ME-T9.2
No of Cylinders
-Bore
mm
Stroke
mm
Power
kW
Speed
rpm
barA
Scavenging air pressure
Nm3/h
Scavenging air flow

Experiment Arrangement and Conditions
In order to investigate the effect of scavenging air by-pass system on
engine performance in both the steady and transient conditions the
series of full-scale experiments on four-stroke and two-stroke engines
had been performed. The collected data also were used to set up and
validate the simulation model of engine.
The test engines were equipped with a scavenging air by-pass system as
shown in Fig.2. The by-pass system are comprised of control valves,
flow, pressure and temperature sensors as well as control system and
directly connected to the engine’s air manifold after charging air cooler.
The test engines specification are listed in Tables 1 ~ 2 for four-stroke
and two-stroke engines respectively. The performance data were
measured at 3 operating points, which represent typical loads of
propulsion engine.

At each measurement point the engine speed and torque were fixed and
engine performance parameters as well as exhaust gas components
emission were measured at different air bleeding rates*; such
measurements are referred as steady-state. Besides at these points the
performance of engines were measured with fluctuating air bleeding
rate and are referred as transient state. The measurement points, air
bleeding rates and fluctuating conditions are summarized in Table 3.
Here it should be noted that periodical change of air bleeding rate
results in periodical change of air to fuel ratio that is regular occurrence
in actual sea (Bondarenko O. and Kashiwagi M, 2010), thus our
experiments also reflects engine performance change in real sea
conditions.

Table 1. Four-stroke medium speed engine particulars

Niigata 6L19HX
No of Cylinders
Bore
Stroke
Power
Speed
Scavenging air pressure
Scavenging air flow

-mm
mm
kW
rpm/kW
barA
Nm3/h

4
500
2214
7120
117
4.4
40932

6
190
260
750
1000
2.9
4180

Table 3. Experiment conditions
4st engine

2st engine

Operating points:
Power/Speed at P1, %
Power/Speed at P2, %
Power/Speed at P3, %
Air bleeding rate, %

93 / 97
75 / 91
79 / 96
7,14,18,25,30

85 / 95
63 / 79
52 / 87
5,10,15

By-pass fluctuation period, sec
By-pass fluctuation amplitude, %

7,10,15
25,30,40,50

10,12,15
20,30

Fig. 2. Scavenging air by-pass system test bench

*With air bleeding rate we should understand the ratio of air flow through by-pass system to nominal scavenging air flow through engine, expressed
in percent.
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emission (since NOx formation greatly depends on oxygen
concentration in cylinder). These results are typical for steady-state
engine operation with reduced air to fuel ratio as can be found in
Benson, R.S. and Ledger, J.D. et al. (1973) ; Heywood J.B. (1988).

During the experiments a huge amount of data were collected and for
sake of compactness the most important and relevant results are
reported. Here it should be noted that the experiments were done
without any measures to improve engine performance against reduced
scavenging air pressure such as adjustment of turbine nozzle area or
auxiliary air blowers.
The primary effect of air bleeding becomes apparent in air manifold
pressure drop as shown in Figs.3 ~ 4 for four-stroke and two-stroke
engines respectively. Consequently air pressure drop leads to depletion
of cylinder air charge which is indirectly indicated in Figs.3 ~ 4 by drop
of oxygen concentration in the exhaust gas emission.
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Fig. 3. Effect of scavenging air by-pass on 4-st engine
performance
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Fig. 5. Four-stroke engine experiment results
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Change of O2 concentration, %
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0
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Air Bleeding Rate, %
Fig. 4. Effect of scavenging air by-pass on 2st engine performance
The effects of air depletion due to by-pass operation on engines
performance are reported in Figs.5 ~ 6 for four-stroke and two-stroke
engines respectively. As can be seen from these figures, similar for
both engines, gradual increase of air bleeding rate causes increase of
SFOC and it follows from the fact that air bleeding deteriorates fuel
combustion. The former is confirmed by decreasing trend of NOx
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Steady_State NOx
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Fig. 6. Two-stroke engine experiment results
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The most prominent results though, came from transient tests. During
transient tests the load torque and engine speed were kept constant
whereas air bleeding rate was changing periodically with amplitude and
period shown in Table 3. The results are also depicted in Figs.5 ~ 6 in
terms of average values of variables. As can be seen, there is no
remarkable effect on four-stroke engine performance – the transient
performance coincides with that at steady-state. However, there is a
tiny effect of transient operation on performance of two-stroke engine,
and this difference can be explained by the different scavenging
process of four-stroke and two-stroke engines (Dyachenko V.G., 2009).
Four-stroke engine within one working cycle consists of suction stroke
and thus less sensitive to variation in scavenging air pressure, whereas
two-stroke engine fully rely on scavenging air supplied by TCH.
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Nevertheless, one should accept that transient operation of both the
four-stroke and two-stroke engines can be considered as quasi-steady or
in other words from the engine point of view the transient trajectory is
assumed to be made up of series of steady-state points as engine
dynamic and, in particular duration of scavenging process is much
faster than fluctuation of air bleeding rate. This implies engine and air
by-pass system models can be constructed assuming quasi-steady
process as explained in forthcoming section.

=

2

=

−

(2)

ℎ

=

ENGINE SIMULATION

−1

(3)

(4)

+

where
,
are equivalent throttle areas of cylinder unit and
turbine respectively; , are the gas constants for air and exhaust
gas respectively; , are the specific heat ratios of air and exhaust gas
,
are the temperature and pressure of air at the
respectively;
cylinder input;
,
are the temperature and pressure of exhaust
is the amount of fuel injected to one
gas at the turbine input;
cylinder per cycle at rated power; is the number of cylinders; ℎ is
the fuel pump index (provided by the speed governor);
is the engine
rotational speed.

Important characteristic of any simulation model is a model adequacy
in the framework of set research objectives. The model should
appropriately describe entities important for current research at the
same time simplification can be accepted for inessential and minor
parameters. The model of a Diesel engine in quasi-steady
approximation simulates the components constituent of the engine as if
they pass successively from one steady-state operating point to another.
The intermittent nature of the engine cycle is simplified through timeaveraged values (Rakopoulos C.D. and Giakoumis E.G., 2009). The
main principle used in the cycle mean model of a two-stroke marine
Diesel engine is the flow of air and exhaust gas through the two
throttles: the first one is a cylinder unit and the second is a turbocharger
turbine as illustrated in Fig.7.

The engine simulation loop is closed through simulation of
turbocharger unit, in respect that the turbine transforms energy of
exhaust gas to mechanical energy in turn the compressor receives this
mechanical energy and transform it to the energy of compressed air,
which eventually is necessary for combustion.
The torque delivered by the turbine:
+

=

1−

(5)

The torque absorbed by the compressor:
=

(6)

1−

and turbocharger shaft speed
The engine rotational speed
calculated from equations of shafts dynamics:
2

( )−

=

2

( )−

=

are

(7)

()
()

(8)

where ( ) is the load torque applied on the engine, in particular it can
be the torque absorbed by a ship propeller.
The engine torque ( ) is calculated using the following equation:
=

Fig. 7. Concept of cycle mean model of a Diesel engine
The equations of flow through the throttles together with the equation
of fuel mass flow, appended with mass balance form a core part of the
model. These equations, respectively for air, exhaust gas, fuel flows
and mass balance, are expressed as:

−

(9)

The mean effective pressure
developed in the cylinder as a result
of fuel combustion is defined as:
=

=

where

ℎ

(10)

is the maximum mean effective pressure that the engine
.

=

2

−1

−

can achieve and is specified by the manufacturer; = 1 − 1.1
is
the combustion efficiency (Benson, R.S. and Ledger, J.D. et al., 1973),
= ( ) is the
which is function of air excess ratio = ⁄ ;
friction mean effective pressure.

(1)
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operation were collected. The most important steady-state engine
variables are compared in Fig.8.

Last but not least important model elements are the scavenging air and
exhaust gas flow receivers, which interconnected between flow
elements: compressor, cylinder unit, turbine and air by-pass system.

To confirm air by-pass system operation, the measured by-pass valve
position were used as input to the model, and engine responses in terms
of scavenging air pressure and by-pass flow were compared with that
measured during experiments. The results are reported in Fig.9. The
both figures confirm the ability of quasi-steady approach to represent
real engine operation in both the steady-state and transient conditions.

Applying mass and energy balances on flow receiver elements and
assuming ideal gas law, the following model of exhaust gas receiver is
obtained:
=

+

(11)

−

=
(12)
=

+

−

+

=

(13)
.

With respect to scavenging air receiver, it is more convenient to write
equation describing pressure change, assuming that the temperature is
constant as it is governed by an intercooler:
=

−

(14)

−

.

The intercooler is installed between the compressor and scavenging air
receiver, and is described as follows:
=

+

−

(15)

where
denotes temperature of cooling water;
is the cooler
constant; . , . are the receivers volume;
is the fuel chemical
is the lower calorific value of fuel;
energy contained in exhaust gas;
,
are the specific heat capacity of exhaust gas and air.
The compressor is represented by its steady-state performance map.
⁄ , the flow rate
and pressure ratio
and
Given the speed
efficiency
are calculated using interpolation.
Finally, the air by-pass system is simulated as a quasi-steady flow
through orifice:

=

7

−

(16)
Fig. 8. Steady-state engine performance measured and calculated

where

denotes a flow area of by-pass valve.

CONCLUSION

The empirical parameters constituent of eqs. (2), (5), (9), (12) and
(15) can be found from engine operational data as explained in
Bondarenko O. and Fukuda T., et al. (2013).

The main findings concluded from this research are summarized as
follows.

The quasi-steady thermodynamic model of Diesel engine allows
simulation of complete engine as a part of ship propulsion plant
equipped with air lubrication system. The main inputs to the model are
rate of fuel flow ℎ , load torque and by-pass valve opening . Any
of the presented temporary variables can be calculated as output.

The experiments on four-stroke and two stroke engines made it
possible to reveal effect of scavenging air by-pass system on engine
performance in both the steady-state and transient condition. As was
found large air bleeding rate causes a dramatic drop of the scavenging
air pressure in receiver and even can lead to engine failure whereas
fluctuation of air bleeding rate has tiny effect on engine performance.
These findings justify quasi-steady approach in simulation of ship
propulsion engine.

The above described simulation approach were applied for examining
the transient behavior of two-stroke engine used in by-pass
experiments, where significant amount of data for steady and transient
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Conducted experiments enable us to come up with ideas how to
improve and extend operation of propulsion engine aggravated with air
by-pass system. Since air bleeding rate is rooted in scavenging air
pressure and the larger flow the deeper pressure drop occur, from
engine side this can be compensated by applying hybrid compressor
(Yoshihisa Ono., 2012) together with variable turbine area (VTA)
system. Using the developed model the effect combine operation of
these devices with air by-pass system will be investigated.
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[1]. Wave interactions of each WEC, using numerical approaches, was
also investigated by A. Babarit (2013) [2]. However, the interactions
between offshore wind turbine and wave energy converters and optimal
arrangement of those devices have not been discussed yet. So, it is
investigated by experimental and numerical approach in this paper.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we will discuss the concept of combined utilization of
offshore wind and wave energy from the aspect of both tank test and
numerical simulation. There are some possibility that combined
utilization of ocean renewable energy can complement some
disadvantages that single utilization of them might has like cost problem
related to the stability of power and the way of power supply. In this
study, we focused on the motion of the float of offshore wind turbine
around wave energy converters, and carried out wave tank test and
numerical simulation.

INVESTIGATION BY THE TANK TEST
The Purposes of the Tank Test
In the tank test, there are two main purposes. First purpose is to
experimentally confirm the effect of WECs arrayed around OWT on the
motion of OWT in waves. Second purpose is to gather experimental date
with witch to validate numerical simulation method. Using both offshore
wind turbine model and wave energy converter model, the tank test was
conducted.

KEY WORDS: combined utilization; offshore wind turbine;
OWT; wave energy converters; WECs; HydroStar; RAO;
visualized wave field.
INTRODUCTION

Offshore Wind Turbine (OWT) Model

In recent years, ocean renewable energy, which has little negative impact
on environment has received attention. A large amount of the emission
of greenhouse gas for thermal power generation can be a cause of global
warming, which brings about sea level elevation, extraordinary weather
and any other serious environmental problems. Besides, after the quite
large earthquake that happened in east Japan in 2011, nuclear power
generation has been rethought. Under this kind of situation, it is quite
important to develop ocean renewable energy like offshore wind and
wave energy in order to reduce the harmful materials for environment
and keep safety. Offshore wind turbine and wave energy converter are
one of the most typical example to utilize ocean energy. However, there
are still a lot of technical and economic problems, considering the case
that they work in the commercial scale.

A spar type of offshore wind turbine model was used in this test, and the
picture is shown in Fig.1. The principal particulars of the OWT is shown
in Table 1.

In order to solve those problems, the concept of combined utilization of
wind and wave energy was proposed and the validity must be
investigated. Generally, it is known that the wave power farm acts as
wave breakers, calming the sea. The motion of the float of wind turbine
in waves should be reduced to the utmost. Then wind and wave
combined power farm seems practical. This combined farm has some
advantages that the motion of wind turbine can be reduced, the facility
of power supply can be shared, the sea surface can be used more
effectively, and so on. This concept must be investigated, but at present,
there has been little previous research about this concept.

Fig. 1. Offshore wind turbine (OWT) model
Table 1. Principal particulars of the OWT
Item
Unit
Displacement
kg
Draft
cm
KG
cm
GM
cm
Mooring lines
-

Here, some state-of-the-art researches about wave energy converters are
mentioned. Optimal configurations of wave energy device arrays, using
computational approaches, was performed by B.F.M. child et al. (2010)
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Value
13.1
110
51.0
14.6
4
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Wave Energy Converter (WEC) Model

In order to calculate motion of OWT around WECs, HydroStar was used
as the calculation software. HydroStar is quite powerful software for
motion computation.

In this tank test, WEC model was simple pontoon float and the picture
was shown in Fig. 2 and the principle particular was shown in Table
2.They were 5 floats made of aluminum and connected to neighboring
float by stainless rings.

Motion Computation
HydroStar is a potential theory 3-D software for wave body interactions.
The Newton’s second law was applied to describe the motions of floating
bodies and following motion equation was derived and it:
([𝑀] + [𝑀𝐴 ])𝑈̈ + [𝐵]𝑈̇ + [𝐾]𝑈 = 𝐹

Where, [𝑀] is the inertia matrix of the body, [𝑀𝐴 ] is the additional mass
matrix coming from radiation problem solution, [𝐵] is the damping
matrix coming from the radiation problem solution, [𝐾] is the stiffness
matrix coming from the hydrostatic properties of the body or additional
stiffness due to mooring system or liquid in tanks, [𝑈] is the motion
vector of the body, [F] is the excitation load of incident wave coming
from the Froude-Krylov and diffraction problem solution.

Fig. 2. Wave energy converter model (WEC) model
Table 2. Principal particulars of the WEC
Item
Unit
Displacement
kg
Draft
cm
Length
cm
Breadth
cm

Value
25.6
16.0
40.0
40.0

Mesh Model
Mesh model was generated by HydroStar, and each arrangement
is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

Experiment Conditions
Natural condition in the tank test was set and shown in Table.3, following
Froude scaling laws. Coordinate system is defined as Fig.3. The motion
of OWT in waves was measured by CCD camera tracking the two LED
sencor attached to top and bottom of the tower.
Table 3. Natural conditions
Item
Wave period
Wave height
Water depth

Unit
sec
cm
m

(1)

Value
0.5~1.0
3.0
1.6

Fig. 4. Mesh model of array 1

Fig. 3. Coordinate system in the tank test
WECs were installed in 2 patterns of arrangement as bellow to
investigate the effect on the motion of OWT due to the difference of
arrangement.
Array 1: Straight arrangement
Array 2: Staggered arrangement
The tank test was conducted under these situations and the measurement
result was described later.

Fig. 5. Mesh model of array 2
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of WECs were not correctly deployed due to the drift by waves. That is
why there are some discrepancies between calculation and
measurement result in the case with WECs.

EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATION RESULT
The Comparison of RAO
The motion of OWT around WECs was investigated by tank test and
numerical simulation, and each result was compared in Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and
Fig. 8. The figures show the comparison of RAO at each mode converted
into full scale model without wind. Each line and mark means;
Blue line: calculation result (without WECs)
Red line: calculation result (with WECs of array 1)
Black line: calculation result (with WECs of array 2)
Blue circle: measurement result (without WECs)
Red asterisk: measurement result (with WECs of array 1)
Black square: measurement result (with WECs of array 2)

Visualized Wave Field
Providing that the calculation result is true, the visualized wave filed
around WECs and OWT was described by HydroStar. Fig. 9, Fig. 10,
and Fig. 11 shows the visualized wave field in the case of array 1. Each
value in those figures means the ratio of wave height compared to
incident wave height.

Fig. 9. Visualized wave field at array 1 (wave period 5.0sec)

Fig. 6. Calculation and measurement result at surge mode

Fig. 7. Calculation and measurement result at heave mode
Fig. 10. Visualized wave field at array 1 (wave period 7.0sec)

Fig. 8. Calculation and measurement result at pitch mode
There is a relatively good agreement between calculation result and
measurement result in the case without WECs. However, in the case with
WECs, the calculation result doesn’t match measurement result. As the
reason of the discrepancy, there may be some problems related to
connecting and mooring way of WECs in the tank test. The arrangement

Fig. 11. Visualized wave field at array 1 (wave period 9.0sec)
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The square diagrams are WECs and small circle means the float of OWT.
Wave period is changed from 5.0[sec] to 9.0[sec] every 2.0 [sec].These
figures also show the full scale model. The Unit of horizontal vertical
axis is [m]. In the short wave period, the wave filed around WECs and
OWT becomes complex and heavily changed. The mildest sea area
appears around OWT when wave period is 7.0 [sec] as Fig. 10 is showing.
Next, Fig. 12, Fig. 13, and Fig. 14 also shows visualized wave field in
the case of array 2.

Wave field is significantly different from the case of array 1. Mild sea area
around OWT appears in longer wave period compared to previous case. So,
the difference of arrangement of WECs can generate significant effect on the
wave field around OWT. OWT should be installed in the area behind
WECs where sea surface is calm. In this research, the motion of OWT was
only considered, but WECs were also deployed in the most appropriate
arrangement to function to the maximum. Therefore, it is required to seek
for the most appropriate arrangement for both OWT and WECs.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this present study, the motion of offshore wind turbine around multi
floating bodies of wave energy converters was investigated by both
experiment and numerical simulation to discuss the concept of combined
utilization of offshore wind and wave energy. Some knowledge was
earned from this research and they are shown as bellow.



Fig. 12. Visualized wave field at array 2 (wave period 5.0sec)



Using both OWT model and WECs model, the motion of OWT in
waves was investigated by tank test. The reduction of motion of
OWT was experimentally confirmed through the test.
The calculation result by HydroStar matched measurement in the
case without WECs, but didn’t match it in the case with WECs.
There may be some problems related to mooring way with WECs
in the tank test.
Visualized wave field was calculated by HydroStar, and the result
shows that the difference of WEC’s array can generate significant
difference of the wave field around OWT as the wave period
changes.
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Fig. 13. Visualized wave field at array 2 (wave period 7.0sec)

Fig. 14. Visualized wave field at array 2 (wave period 9.0sec)
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To overcome this situation, Kubo et al. (2012) executed model
experiment of a ship in random beam wind and random beam waves,
and compared their results with the numerical simulation. In their
model experiment, however, used mean wind velocity was estimated
from the measured heel angle and GZ curve so that used wind velocity
was not directly measured. Thus Umeda et al. (2014) attempted to
directly measure random wind velocity by using a hotwire anemometer
and compared the experimental results of ship capsizing probability
with the Monte Carlo numerical simulation using the measured mean
wind velocity as its input. In their numerical simulations, the Davenport
spectrum is assumed for wind velocity spectrum. The measured
spectrum, however, did not fully agree with the Davenport one. Thus
the authors attempted to compare the experiments with the numerical
simulation using the measured spectrum. This could provide more
reliable assessment of capability of the numerical uncoupled roll model
that is a base of the higher level stability criteria.

ABSTRACT
For examining a numerical simulation model for the IMO
(International Maritime Organization) second generation intact stability
criteria for dead ship condition, capsizing probability of a ship in
random beam wind and waves was estimated by the model experiments
and is compared with that estimated with numerical simulation using a
uncoupled roll model to be used for new stability criterion development
for dead ship stability. By using the wind velocity spectrum measured
in the experiment as an input for the numerical simulation, the
simulation model is well validated in capsizing probability with the
model experiment.

KEY WORDS: second generation intact stability criteria; IMO; dead
ship condition; fluctuating wind; capsizing probability.

INTRODUCTION

NUMERICAL SIMULATION MODEL

Stability under dead ship condition is one of the basic requirements
for ship design. This is because operational aspects are completely
separated from this condition. Thus the IMO mandated that ships
comply with the weather criterion, i.e. 2008 IS (Intact Stability) Code
Part A section 2.3, which was developed for dead ship condition
combining the Japanese and Russian domestic stability criteria. This
weather criterion is based on physics with several dynamic and
environmental parameters but was tuned with casualty statistics
available in 1950’s (IMO, 2008). At that time, general cargo ships and
passenger liners were typical ships.
Then these were replaced with special cargo ships, such as container
ships and car carriers, cruise ships, Ropax ships and so on. As a result,
some of empirical formula for parameters inside the weather criterion is
not always suitable for current ships so that the IMO (2012) decided to
develop the second generation intact stability criteria including stability
under dead ship condition. Here it was agreed that the existing weather
criterion with a small modification is used as the lowest level criterion
for stability under dead ship condition and more physics-based
probabilistic criterion should be developed with smaller safety margin.
This means the higher level criteria for dead ship stability could result
in relaxation of the safety level guaranteed by the current weather
criterion. Therefore, the new criteria could enable us to design novel
ships and should be carefully validated with physical model
experiments. For this purpose, ship capsizing probability in irregular
beam wind and waves, which is the worst scenario for dead ship
stability (Umeda et al., 2007), should be evaluated in model scale and
then it should be compared with the numerical model that is a base of
new stability criteria (Maeda et al., 2012). Unfortunately, existing
studies cannot be directly used mainly because generation of random
wind is not so common even in contemporary ship model basins.

The uncoupled roll model used here was developed in Umeda et al.
(2011) and Kubo, et al. (2012) and its outline is described as follows:
( I  J )  D()  W  GZ ( )  M wind (t )  M wave (t )

(1)

where the absolute roll angle, I: the roll moment of inertia of a ship,
J: the added roll moment of inertia, D: the roll damping moment, W:
the ship weight, GZ: the righting arm and a dot indicates differentiation
with respect to time. Mwind(t) is the wind induced moment consisting of
the constant and fluctuating wind moment and Mwave(t) is the wave
exciting moment based on the Froude-Krylov assumption. This is
because the roll diffraction moment and roll radiation moment due to
sway can cancel out when the wavelength is sufficiently longer than the
ship breadth. (Tasai, 1965) The righting arm is modelled by GZ curve
in calm water.
The wind induced roll moment is modelled as follows:





M wind (t )  0.5airCm U w0  U w (t )  H c ( ) AL ( )1  sin H C ( )
2

(2)

where air: the air density, Uw0: mean wind velocity, Uw(t): fluctuating
wind velocity component, AL: lateral windage area, HC: height of centre
of lateral windage area and Cm: aerodynamic drag coefficient. Here the
roll angle and roll angular velocity are considered in wind induced roll
moment. The lateral windage area and the height of centre of lateral
windage area are proportional to the cosine of roll angle. And the air
flow like around a flat plate is modelled with the momentum theory.
Here the force of wind pressure on the plate depends on the roll angle.
The fluctuating wind velocity can be expressed as follows:
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(3)

flat plate on the upper deck for realizing the windage area and its area
centre height of the super structure but without additional buoyancy,
the ship model was not equipped with bilge keels, propellers, shaft
brackets and rudders. An optical fibre gyroscope inside the model is
used for detecting the roll, pitch and yaw angles.

(4)

Table 1. Principal particulars of the CEHIPAR2792 ship

i 1

where

bi  2S wind ( i )d .

Displacement
Length between perpendicular
Breadth
Draught
Metacentric height GM

The wind velocity in metres per second has the Davenport spectrum as
follows:
S wind ( i )  4 K

U w0

XD

 i (1  X D2 )4 / 3

(5)

24585.7
205.7
32.0
6.0
2.0

0.6

where

No cargo shift

0.5

K  0.003

(6)
(7)

i
.
U w0

6 degrees heel angle
due to cargo shift

0.4
0.3
GZ [m]

X D  600

ton
m
m
m
m

Alternatively, the spectrum measured in the model basin can be used
for the numerical simulation.
The wave exciting moment is modelled as follows:

0.2

0.1
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

-0.1

M wave (t )  W  GM(t )

-0.2

where (t) is effective wave slope. The wave slope can be described
as follows:
Nw

i2

i 1

g

(t )  

ai sin it  i 

heel angle [degrees]

Fig. 1. GZ curves of the CEHIPAR2792 ship
80

(8)

70
ITTC spectrum
60

where

measuredspectrum

ai  2Swave (i )

S(ω)

50

(9)

40
30
20

The sea elevation in metres is modelled using the spectrum
recommended by the 15th International Towing Tank Conference
(ITTC) as follows:

10

0
0

Swave i  

A

i 5

 B 
exp  4 
 i 

H1

0.4

0.6

0.8

ω [rad/s]

(10)

Fig. 2. Wave spectrum

where

A  172.75

0.2

2
3

T014

,

(11)

691 ,
(12)
4
T01
H1/3 is the significant wave height (m) and T01 is the mean wave period (s).
B

MODEL EXPERIMENT
Model experiments of a ship model in beam wind and waves were
conducted in a seakeeping and manoeuvring basin of National Research
Institute of Fisheries Engineering (NRIFE). This experiment was
described in Umeda, et al. (2014) and the outline is described here as
follows. The subject ship used here is a hypothetical ship known as
CEHIPAR2792. Its principal particulars and restoring arm curves are
shown in Table 1 and Fig.1, respectively. Its 1/70 scaled model has a

Fig. 3. Wind blower
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The model was kept to be orthogonal to the wind and wave direction by
a wire system, which softly restrains drift and yaw. Here the wire
system was connected to the ship model at bow and stern where the
height was set to be equal to calm water surface based on measured
hydrodynamic reaction force and moment in a captive model test of the
subject ship. The mean of aerodynamic force in the sway direction was
cancelled out by a counter weight as shown in Fig.6.

Irregular water waves were generated by plunger-type wave makers
with the ITTC spectrum. As shown in Fig.2, the specified spectrum was
satisfactorily realised. Fluctuating wind was generated by a wind
blower in the wave direction. The wind blower, as shown in Fig.3,
consists of 36 axial flow fans and is controlled by invertors with a v/f
control law. The drive frequency of fans is designed with Davenport
spectrum. Although in our previous experiment (Kubo et al., 2012) the
relationship between the drive frequency for this control and the wind
velocity was adjusted by measuring steady heel angle of the ship model
under non-fluctuating wind, the wind velocity was directly measured
with a hot wire anemometer in this experiment. This wind
measurement was executed without the ship model and 15 measured
points were used as shown in Fig.4. Further, the distance between the
wind blower and the ship position were changed with the shift of the
position of the blower. Specified and measured wind velocity spectrum
are shown in Fig.5. Here the measured spectrum is modified to tend to
zero at zero frequency.

The experimental condition in full scale was specified as the duration
of 1 hour and constant heel angle of 6 degrees was realised due to
lateral shifts of weights on board for simulating cargo shift. The wave
elevation was measured by a servo needle-type wave probe.
Instantaneous model position relative to the basin was measured by a
total station system. This system consists of a theodolite an optical
distance reassuring device, and a prism which is on the model.
Many realisations were repeated and then capsizing probability was
estimated as the ratio of the number of capsizing to that of realisations. The
confidence interval was estimated assuming the binomial distribution.

COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENT
AND CALCULATION
The results of comparison among the experiment, the calculations using
the Davenport spectrum and that using the measured wind velocity
spectrum with these confidence intervals of 95 per cents are shown in
Fig.7. Fig.8 shows the result of comparison of wind velocity histories.
Here the number of realisation of 1 degrees-of-freedom (DoF) model is
2000 times. As shown in Table 2, linear and quadratic roll damping
coefficients and were estimated from roll decay tests, respectively.
The effective wave slope coefficient  was calculated by the simplified
method proposed by Umeda et al. (2008) and modified by Bulian (Italy
and Japan, 2013).

Fig. 4. Measurement points for wind velocity
60

measured spectrum

50

Davenport spectrum

Table 2. Coefficients of and
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0.5887
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Probability of capsizing

S(ω)
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Fig. 5. Wind velocity spectrum

1.E-01

1.E-02

Simulation (Davenport spectrum,Uw=26.8m/s)
Simulation (Davenport spectrum,Uw=27.5m/s)
Simulation (Davenport spectrum,Uw=28.3m/s)
Experiment

Simulation (measured spectrum,Uw=26.8m/s)
Simulation (measured spectrum,Uw=27.5m/s)
Simulation (measured spectrum,Uw=28.3m/s)

Fig. 7. Comparison of capsizing probability of experiment
and simulation
As discussed in Umeda et al. (2014), the measured mean wind velocity
has some spatial scatters. Thus, three different wind velocities were
used in the numerical simulations. Those are 26.8, 27.5 and 28.3 metres
per second in full scale.

Fig. 6. Layout of experimental set-ups
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As a result, the calculated capsizing probabilities using the measured
spectrum reasonably well agree with experimental one because all of
numerically obtained results using the measured spectrum exist inside
the confidence interval range of the measured results. On the other
hand, the calculated capsizing probabilities using the Davenport
spectrum is lower than that using measured spectrum. Their results
using the mean wind velocities of 26.8 and 27.5 metre per second exist
outside the confidence interval range of the measured results. To
investigate the reason of difference between the two calculations, an
example of comparison of the calculated roll angles in time histories is
shown in Fig.9. This indicates that the roll angle using the measured
spectrum is larger than one using the Davenport spectrum. It can be
presumed that larger roll motion due to the measured spectrum results
in larger capsizing probability. And larger roll motions could be
induced by larger fluctuating wind velocity as shown in Fig. 5.
Therefore we can conclude that the 1 DoF simulation model is well
validated with the model experiment with respect of capsizing
probability. The remained problem for future is more precise wind
generation in model experiments. This can be realised with the wind
signal generation taking account of the transfer function between the
measured wind velocity and the drive frequency for invertors.
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CONCLUSIONS
By using the wind velocity spectrum measured in the experiment as the
input for the numerical simulation, the 1 DoF simulation model to be
used as a base for new stability criterion development for dead ship
stability is well validated in capsizing probability with the model
experiment.
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filtering effect on the experimental result was observed in the analysis
of velocity vectors.

ABSTRACT
In this study, a particle image velocimetry(PIV) technique is used for
measuring the velocity vectors of sloshing flow, and the measured
velocity fields are compared with those of an analytic solution. For this
PIV experiment, a two-dimensional rectangular tank and two high
speed cameras are installed on motion platform. Various image
capturing methods and filtering schemes are used for velocity vector
analysis. The velocity vectors of fluid flow are compared between
experimental data and analytic solutions.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDS
Principle of Particle Image Velocimetry
PIV is an experimental method which measures fluid velocity field by
capturing the images of illuminating particles. In PIV system, the
displacements of particles within interrogation area are computed using
cross-correlation between two adjacent images as follows:

KEY WORDS: PIV, Sloshing, Standing wave, flow measurement
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INTRODUCTION
As sloshing analysis is an essential element in LNG ship cargo design,
fluid flows in partially filled tank have been studied actively based on
experimental, semi-analytic and numerical methods. Because of the
strong non-linearity of physical phenomena, sloshing problems were
preferably studied by experimental way rather than numerical method.
Particularly, sloshing-induced impact pressure has been the main
interest for the structural assessment of LNG CCS(cargo containment
system). Recently, velocity measurement in sloshing flow is of interest,
since people are getting interested in the correlation between velocity
and dynamic pressure. For instant, Gavory (2005) suggested to use a
PIV technique for the velocity measurement of violent sloshing flow.
There are a few existing studies adopted PIV technique in sloshing
experiment. Lugni et al. (2006) measured pressure and velocity in flip
through of sloshing using PIV. Doh et al. (2011) used PIV for
evaluating the occurrence of sloshing. Ahn et al. (2012) measured
oscillating characteristics of pressure and velocity using PIV in the case
of trapped air at the tank roof. Likewise there have been various
research on PIV applied on sloshing, but it is hard to find threedimensional PIV measurements for sloshing flow. Recently, PIV
system has been equipped in SNU sloshing tank for measuring threedimensional sloshing flows.
This paper introduces the first study which was focused on twodimensional measurement. In this study, a newly established PIV
system has been validated for standing wave case which has weak nonlinearity. The model tank used in this experiment is a transparent
acrylic tank which can make it available to observe internal fluid flow,
but the tank beam is narrow so that sloshing flow is nearly twodimensional. Excitation condition has been chosen as the steady
standing wave could be generated.
Using captured images, the comparison of experimental results and
linear analytic solution has been made in different excitation conditions.
Flow images are captured in 100FPS(frame per second) in each camera
and extraction rate is chosen as 10, 20, 50 and 100 FPSs. Additionally,

AI

(1)

where, C( S ) is cross-correlation function, AI is interrogation area and I
is intensity function of position X . Specific S which makes C( S )
maximum is regarded as displacement. Consequently, velocity vector
can be calculated by dividing the displacement by time interval
between two images (Prasad, 2000).

Filtering Scheme
When correlation between two images is computed, there may be some
errors due to the uncertainty of particle intensity or other reasons. To
correct the error vectors, a filtering algorithm can be used to mitigate
the effects of such error sources. In this study, an average filtering
scheme and a coherence filtering scheme are applied in post processing.
The average filter calculates the average of surrounding vectors in a
specified area, and it is considered as flow vector(see Fig.1(a)).
In the case of the coherence filter, a velocity vector is revised if it is
erratic compared with surrounding flow tendency.

(a) Average filter
(b) Coherence filter
Fig. 1. Ranges of two different filtering processes
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To apply the coherence filter, all the vectors within a specified area of
filtering radius R, as shown in Fig.1(b), are considered to compute the
mean cumulative difference Δi of certain vector v i which can be
defined as:
n

i 



cn 

(2)

n 1

Then the vector with minimum mean cumulative difference value, v med ,
becomes median vector which characterizes the representative velocity.
If difference between v c and v med is larger than minimum mean

n

DF  
i 1

cumulative difference, then v c is substituted by the median vector.
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n 12n
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Di

n

, Di 

V ei 

a

(5)

V amax

velocity calculated from the analytic solution, V ei is the velocity
obtained from the experiment, V amax is the maximum velocity of the
analytic solution, and n is the number of velocity vectors to be
observed. DF can be calculated in two different aspects; position-fixed
and time-fixed analyses. In the position-fixed concept, DF indicates the
average of each velocity difference, which varies with respect to time at
a certain location. The calculating range is one time period and
subscript, i, stands for time segment. On the other hand, in the timefixed analysis, DF means the average of vector field difference at a
certain time.

if v c  v med   med
(3)

if v c  v med   med



2 2

where Di refers to the normalized difference of velocity vector, V ai is

Otherwise, v c is remained as original value. This series of process can
be expressed as follows (Chetverikov, 2003):

v c filtered  v med


v
 vc

 c filtered



2

where, L, h, w, g are the length of model tank, water depth, oscillation
frequency, and gravity acceleration, respectively. μ1 is an equivalent
linear damping coefficient, and it is set up to 10% of critical damping
in this study. By differentiating the velocity potential, velocity vectors
in fluid domain can be obtained. To compare experimental results and
analytic solution quantitatively, DF is defined as follows:

v vj

j 1, j i

n 2  n2  2    n 122

Comparison between PIV Data and Analytic Solution
In this study, the experimental results of standing wave are compared to
linear analytic solutions (Kim, 2003). Let’s consider a partially-filled
2D rectangular tank and a coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 2:

Time Synchronization
Time synchronization is essential for the precise comparison of analytic
solution and experimental results. In this comparison, the experimental
data are obtained when sloshing flow forms standing waves after
transient flow. In this study, fluid flow is measured at 20 times during
one excitation period. Then DF values are calculated for every time
step. The schematic process is expressed in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Coordinate system for experiment and analytic solution
When the model tank is excited to have one-dimensional harmonic
translational motion, the velocity potential in fluid domain can be
written as:
  21 t
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e
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Fig. 3. Flow chart of time synchronization
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For the position-fixed analysis, calculation is carried out at three
positions: p1 (-5,-30)mm, p2 (-10,-30)mm and p3 (-15,-30)mm. For the
time-fixed analysis, calculation is carried out at two times tpos and tneg.
tpos is the time instant when the y-direction velocity of analytic solution
becomes maximum at the middle point of DF averaging zone, and tneg
is the time instant when the y-direction velocity of analytic solution is
minimum, i.e. maximum in negative value, at the same position. The
schematic view of DF averaging zone is shown in Fig. 6(a) and
selection of DF averaging zone in the experiment is shown in Fig. 6(b).

In this experiment, a rectangular tank is considered, which its
length, breadth and height are 0.63m, 0.08m and 0.45m, respectively.
The tank breadth is very narrow, so that sloshing flow can be
considered to be two dimensional. This model tank is made of
transparent acryl, so that it is available to capture the image of fluid
flow inside the tank. To capture flow images in short time interval,
high speed camera with an appropriate lightening source is used.
A diode pumped solid state(DPSS) laser is used as lightening
source to illuminate particles in fluid. Two different high speed
cameras which can generate over 500FPS are used for capturing a
lot of images instantly. The two cameras are Y4-S2 of Integrated
Design Tool(IDT) and Eosens camera of MIKROTRON.

(a) schematic view
(b) selection of DF averaging zone
Fig. 6. Diagram of DF averaging zone

RESULTS
Fig. 4. Overview of PIV measurement system

Position Fixed Analysis

As shown in Fig. 4, the high speed camera and the model tank are
installed on motion platform and the laser system is installed under the
platform to produce laser sheet on field of view. The operational load
of this platform is 1.5tons, and it is enough to excite the model tank
used in this experiment.
Materials inside the tank are ambient air and water. Water is filled into
the tank up to 50percent of tank height. Translational motion of 0.1m
amplitude and 2.5sec period is imposed to the tank motion. While the
motion platform generates steady state standing waves, images are
captured in 100FPS with two different cameras. Captured images are
extracted with several sampling rates, i.e. 10FPS, 20FPS, 50FPS and
100FPS. The two cameras have the different sizes of field of view;
76mm×76mm for Y4 camera and 39mm×49mm for Eosens camera.
Fig. 5 shows calibration images and the field of view of each camera.
The squared part has same length in real coordinate, but it can be seen
that square of Y4 camera has less pixels than that of Eosens camera.

After velocity vectors are calculated, every vector map at each time
step is obtained. Figs. 7 and 8 show the examples of the vector maps
for each camera when free surface is nearly flat. In these images, free
surface glows brightly. This is due to the scatter of laser, and it causes
fatal error in correlating intensity function. Therefore, it is hard to
estimate accurate velocity vectors near free surface, and it is inevitable
to discard vectors on free surface region. The velocity vector map on
the upper side of free surface is unnecessary and meaningless because it
is not obtained from particles inserted in fluid.

Fig. 7. Velocity vector map of Y4 camera

(a) Y4 camera
Fig. 5. Calibration image of each camera

(b) Eosens camera

After all images of particles are captured, post processing has been
performed. First of all, in the computation of velocity vector,
correlation method is used and interrogation area is set
to 32pixel×32pixel. Then, the PIV results and analytic solutions
are compared in two aspects as mentioned above.

Fig.

8.

Velocity

vector

map

of

Eosens

camera

By gathering velocity vectors in a certain position at each time step, DF
value can be calculated. For quantitative analysis, DFs of three different
points are plotted with respect to capturing speed in Figs. 9~11.
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For every condition, raw data, coherence filtered data and average
filtered data show similar DF value around 0.2 except 10FPS case of
Eosens camera. When 10FPS is applied in Eosens camera case, the
particle displacement is too large and it exceeds interrogation area. For
example, in Fig. 12, it can be seen that the indicated three particles
moved farther than one interrogation area in one time interval.
Consequently, the correlation of two images which does not have same
intensity pattern within an interrogation area causes error in calculation.
However, in the case of 10FPS of Y4 camera, the DF shows smaller
value than 10FPS of Eosens camera, because Y4 camera has larger
field of view, so particle displacement in pixel coordinate is smaller
than Eosens camera.
0.8
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Coherence
Average

0.7
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(a) t=t0
(b) t=t0+Δt
Fig. 12. Displacement of particles between two adjacent frames
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motion is dominant in this time. As shown in Fig. 15, particle moves
14pixel in y-direction and only 3pixel in x-direction in one time step.
When displacement in pixel coordinate is too small, it is hard to
discriminate the movement distinctly.
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Fig. 9. DF with respect to FPS for position fixed analysis at P1
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Fig. 10. DF with respect to FPS for position fixed analysis at P2
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Fig. 11. DF with respect to FPS for position fixed analysis at P3

(a) t=t0
(b) t=t0+Δt
Fig. 15. Particle displacement between two adjacent frames

Additionally, the time histories of analytic solutions and experimental
results are compared in Figs. 13 and 14. Fig. 13 indicates the time
history of x-direction velocity and Fig. 14 indicates the time history of
y-direction velocity. Measuring point is p2 and images are captured in
50FPS by Eosens camera. The experimental results show similar
pattern with analytic solutions, while there are discrepancies around
1.5sec due to non-linearity in the real flow. In the experimental results,
the x-direction velocity shows rough behavior because y-direction

Time Fixed Analysis
Figs. 16 and 17 indicate DF values with respect to capturing speed for two
time instants. It can be seen that DF value in tpos is higher than in tneg due
to peak difference in experimental result. Moreover, the graphs show that
filtering does not change the DF values significantly, because DF is an
averaged parameter and filtering analysis changes only few error vectors.
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Still, it can be confirmed that both of average filter and coherence filter affect
velocity vector map. For instance, in the case of 50FPS Eosens camera tneg,
velocity vector map obtained by correlation is presented in Fig. 18. It can be
seen that some vectors do not follow the overall flow tendency.
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In this study, a two-dimensional tank experiment which generates
standing wave has been performed, and velocity vectors are measured
by using a PIV system. Based on this study, the following conclusions
are made:
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When two filters are applied to this raw velocity vector map, vector map
changes into as shown in Fig. 19(a) and Fig. 19(b). In these figures, solid
vectors are raw data and dashed vectors are filtered vectors. Both figures
show that error vectors are replaced into appropriate velocity vectors, but the
vector maps are slightly different. In the average filter, error vectors affect
surrounding vectors because the error vectors are also included in averaging
other vectors. In the coherence filter, however, error vectors have an
insignificant effect on surrounding vectors. Thus, the coherence filter is
preferred than the average filter in post processing.
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In the position-fixed analysis, every capturing condition has
showed consistent DF values around 0.2 except for the case of
10FPS captured by Eosens camera. The consistency between
experiment and analytic solution is obvious, so that the present
PIV experiment is validated.
The importance of appropriate capturing speed is confirmed. If
particle displacement exceeds interrogation area even in one time
interval, it is unable to find maximum correlation within the
interrogation area. On the contrary, if the capturing speed is way
too higher than flow speed, displacement between two images is
hard to discriminate in pixel coordinate and it also leads to an
error. Therefore, PIV experiment should be conducted with an
appropriate capturing speed.
It is observed that filtering effect is not much significant for DF
values. However, it has shown that several error vectors can be
replaced into the filtered vectors which follow overall flow
tendency. Particularly, coherence filter seems effective because it
maintains the surrounding vectors during the filtering process.
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WBM is define taking into account forces of the various nature
including, arising at longitudinal motion. It is thus fixed that WBM
depends on the moment sign on still water at the expense of influence
of forces of inertia at heaving: at the kinking moment on still water
WBM is diminished, at bending – is augmented. These changes are
considerable and can reach 20 – 30 % from the wave moment [1, 2].
In paper [3] analyzed influence of forces of inertia at motion is fixed
that at certain asymmetrical distribution of a load of masses of a vessel
on length reduction WBM at the expense of use of forces of inertia is
possible at piching without change of landing of a vessel, kinematic
parametres LM and, hence, bending moments on still water and shock.
The specified effect is observed at any ratio between seeming
frequency of waves and a fundamental frequency pitching of vessel as
motion always lags behind on a phase disturbing force. Shear of phases
varies from 0° to 180°, at a resonance it makes 90° and corresponds to
the greatest effect of influence of forces of inertia at pitching.
By results of the executed investigations of influence of forces of
inertia at pitching on WBM [4] the patent of the Russian Federation for
the invention "The Mode of arranging of weights on a vessel" [5] is
taken out.

ABSTRACT
The method for receiving ballast and (or) loading of the vessel for
decrease of wave bending moments (WBM) on the waves in this paper
discussed. Systematic calculations of the effect loading of the vessel on
irregular waves with nonlinear formulation of the problem carried out.
The results of calculations, the dependencies from distribution loads for
various forms hull and displacements are analyzed. Conclusions about
the effectiveness of this method of ballasting are made.

KEY WORDS: strength, wave bending moments, kinematics
parameters, motion, hull of the vessel, longitudinal motion, standard
deviation, optimization of the form hull.

NOMENCLATURE
WBM – wave bending moments;
LM – longitudinal motion;
LRI – longitudinal radius of inertia.

INTRODUCTION

NUMERICAL RESEARCH

As a result of the investigations in the different countries, it has been
fixed that many kind of bacteria, vegetative and animal organisms can
survive in ballast water and in sediment in ballast cisterns. The
subsequent reset of ballast water or sediment in water areas of ports can
lead to spreading of harmful water organisms and pathogen, harm to
health of people, animals and plants, sea environment. Though there are
some paths of carrying over of organisms from one geographically
separated water area in another, most widespread of them is reset of a
ballast of vessels.
Preferable way from the point of view of ecology is ballast substitution
in the central areas of oceans. The most interested countries instruct for
vessels, concerning control of ballast processes together with the
request for cooperation on the voluntary fundamentals concerning
application of technical methods.
If not to accept some precautions, ballast processes can affect safety of
a vessel because of to origin in its hull of the voltages exceeding
design values, or because of to aggravation of stability of a vessel.
Classification societies of the different countries recommend, that each
vessel has been stocked by Guiding on safe substitution of a ballast in
the sea in which indicatings on vessel safety should be given.
Thus, for vessels in maintenance very often it is necessary to solve a
problem of additional arranging of a weight or a ballast for the purpose
of heightening of performance indicators thus seaworthy and strength
qualities of a vessel on sea disturbance should correspond to standard
(permissible) values.
The voltages arising in the hull of a vessel are defined through total
bending moments (on still water, wave and dynamic – shock). Now,

In the present paper regular investigations for the purpose of definition
of an effective method of ballasting of a vessel are executed during
flight for security of strength and durability of the hull on waves with
account rational reception (expenditure) of a ballast (load) on a vessel.
Investigations were executed by the numerical method with use of
program complex MOTION [4]. Calculations of kinematic
characteristics LM and WBM of a vessel were executed at rate of
movement of the vessel, corresponding to Froude number Fr=0.15 for
irregular opposing waves, near to a resonance (the average wave length
is equal to length of a vessel, height of a wave about 3 % security, as
well as a wave length, were accepted by constants) in nonlinear
statement of a task.
Numerical experiments are executed for two hulls of the vessels
corresponding U and V – form sections (fig. 1).
The main dimensions of the model vessels:
L = 125 m – length between perpendiculars,
B = 18 m – breadth,
d – draft (varies, fig. 2),
D – displacement (varies, see table 1 and fig. 2).
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Table 1. Parameters of displacement for variants loading
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Fig. 1. Hulls with U and V – form section
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V – form section
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L

– LRI aft relative to the midsection;

 b1   s1
– uniform loading (I variant);
0

b2   s 2
– uneven loading (II variant).
0
From tab. 1 follows that at an examined method of reception of a ballast
(weight) LRI remain constants, so kinematic performances LM and, hence,
shock bending moments for two variants of loading at the set displacement.
Exceptions have made separate cases of loading for V – form section (are
chosen), caused by that at such shapes of the hull change of displacement of
a vessel from draught is more (fig. 2). For U – form section in an examined
range of changes a draught of the shape of cross-sections of the hull in a
bow remain constants (vertical boards, fig. 1).
Results of calculations in program complex MOTION are kinematic
performances LM (moving, speeds, accelerations) and values WBM for
each position of a vessel on irregular sea waves. Performances of the
shape and a profile of irregular waves it is modelled ground the spectral
theory of waves. An example of results of calculations WBM are
presented on fig. 4.

Displacement varied from D0 – empty, to D=2.313D0 – in complete to
a weight as it is specified in tab. 1 for each case of loading.
Additional masses of a ballast (load) were arranged so that the vessel
has not received an additional trim:
- In the first variant uniformly on length of a vessel.
- In the second variant on 2 frame P1=0.15Di×5/13 and on 15
frame P2=0.15Di×8/13 (fig. 3).

15

N

-  1 

Fig. 2. Draft and displacement diagram for hulls

P2=0.15Di×8/13

s 

- Pi – weight on a frame, t;
- xi – distances of the points application of mass from the
midsection, m.
-    2  1 (with sign);

11500

Displacement, t

20

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

I variant of
loading

0

In tabl. 1 is shown:

7.5

4500



Variant of Displacement
loading
Di

0

Fig. 3. Reception of an additional ballast (load)
Generally at change vessel loading relative radiuses of inertia of masses
(LRI) should vary. We will consider change LRI for considered
variants of loading (tab. 1 see)
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CONCLUSIONS

8000

WBM, t*m

6000
4000

As a result of the executed calculations it has been determined that
standards WBM in midsection have appeared less at U – form section
for two cases of loading. Standards of kinematic characteristics of LM
(moving, speeds, accelerations) have turned out more at U – form
section.
The offered mode of ballasting (loading) of a vessel allows to diminish
WBM at the expense of operation of forces of inertia from pitchig.
Reduction WBM will depend from parametres pitching, and also from
amount of an additional weight and places of its arranging on a vessel
which can affect magnitude of bending moment on still water at not
observance of a condition of equality of the moments of masses of
weights rather midsection.
The executed theoretical research receive the formulas, allowing to
realise optimisation of a weight loading at the expense of its
justification more favorable from the point of view of the overall
strength on disturbance of asymmetrical distribution on length. The
placed weight creates forces of inertia at pitching, reducing wave
bending moment.
Efficiency from vessel maintenance is defined by increase in tonnage to
6,515 % from displacement without expenditures for a hull strength
improvement. It treats to the ships and vessels with dimensions L  80
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Fig. 4. An example of results of calculations WBM
Handling of results of calculations was fabricated by definition of
relative standard deviation – 'WBM = 100WBM/DL for examined
variants of loading with the subsequent them comparison. In the
present paper changes WBM were considered only since performances
LM remain constants at a displacement preset value (see above).
Summary data of results of calculations  ' WBM depending on
displacement for two variants of loading taking into account different
shapes of hulls of vessels is presented on fig. 5.
At the assaying of results of calculations it is fixed that at a load equal
distribution (I variant) WBM more than at an offered method of
ballasting (loading) of a vessel (II variant). The specified regularity is
marked both for a vessel with V-farm section, and with the U-form
section. Reduction of relative standard deviation of WBM and, hence,
efficiency of use of forces of inertia from pitching at a mode of
ballasting (loading) according to II variant reaches of 5 – 15 %
depending on displacement of a vessel.

m and more for which the weight of in addition transported weight
reaches values 50  600 т and more.
Offered variants of arranging of weights raise safety of maintenance of
hulls of the ships and vessels thanks to reduction of wave bending
moment by operation of forces of inertia at pitching. As a result
degradation of a hull steel or its developments structural damage
restrain, the resource of the hull of the ship and a civil vessel at high
level thereby is saved at continuous exploitation.
Thus, use for the ships and vessels in maintenance of a mode of
ballasting (loading) offered in the present paper allows to raise
operating characteristics for the score of improvement seaworthy and
strength of a vessel on sea waves. By means of in addition accepted
weight including a ballast, the weight load is optimised on disturbance,
and the vessel or the ship are translated by small redistribution in an
optimum condition of storm float.

0.55

Uniform load distribution
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Present method

 'WBM, t*m
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Fig. 5. Results of calculations of standards WBM
For shapes of the hull of a vessel with V-form section of a value of
relative standard deviation of WBM  ' WBM more than for a vessel with
the U-form section. In the executed research the variance of values  '
WBM between different shapes hull and depending on displacement of a
vessel has made 8 – 20 % for two variants of loading.
Change of kinematic characteristics LM at transition from V to U-form
section have inverse relationship. The same regularity has been marked
in paper [4].
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The management of Far East Polytechnical institute of V.V. Kuibyshev
appeals to you to render assistance to the scientist, senior teacher of
chair of shipbuilding of t. To Barabanov N.V. in visit of the shipbuilding enterprises for the purpose of acquaintance with the American
shipbuilding and repair of the ships and application of the got
experience for training of students.
At the same time, the management of institute petitions in assistance of
t. Barabanov in the receiving and acquisition of technical literature,
settlement and graphic materials, catalogs, drawings, photos and other
materials which are of interest to carrying out educational process at
institute.
/Chekalov M.M./
Director
Deputy Deere. on H.U.R., associate professor /Rozhansky G.S./
(The stylistics and spelling are kept.)
Having returned in 1945 to institute, N.V. Baranov steeps in scientific
and pedagogical work. In the forties in parallel with the invitation of
experts of KSF replenished with own graduates. E.P. Anikin (1943),
P.S. Goliayn (1944), B.F Titayev (1945) came to work here. In the
same years some qualified teachers left institute. In 1950 on the KSF
special chairs there were only 7 regular teachers: E.A. Anikin, V.S.
Antonenko, N.V. Barabanov, P.S. Golyan, N.I. Yerokhina, M.S.
Kulikov, B.F. Titayev, N.V. Barabanov who has defended the
dissertation in 1950 [3] was the only thing among them Candidate of
Technical Sciences, the associate professor. Will pass as early as many
years until when it will be possible to speak about emergence of
schools of sciences. Such is short background.
For understanding of scales of quantitative and high-quality jumps
which occurred in formation and development of school of sciences of
professor N.V. Barabanov since the end of the 60th of the last century
up to now we will quote excerpt from the review [1] about results of
development of science in the Far East by 1967 (50 years of the Soviet
Power):
"Big research work is conducted at shipbuilding faculty of FEPI.
However, there are no branch laboratories: early still to speak and
about schools of sciences of ship builders since preparation of the
scientific shots on faculty chairs only is begun".
From height of today's situation the similar statement is submitted
disputable especially as authors of the review several paragraphs state
below:
"Professor N.V. Barabanov directs chair of a design and design of
vessels about 25 years. During this time on chair the set is complete by
that. On the basis of achievements of shipbuilding for the last decades
N. V. Barabanov wrote the textbook "Design of the Case of Sea
Vessels" published by Sudpromgiz in 1961"
And still to be fair it is necessary to tell that the given lines were
published one year prior to protection of the first master's theses
executed by E.K. Borisov (1968), V.I. Isachenko (1968), Yu.N.
Pavlyuchenko (1969) and a bit later I.M. Chibiryak (1970) under the
leadership of N.V. Barabanov. Later the laboratory of durability and
operational reliability of the ship designs, become a basis of formation
of school of sciences was organized also.

ABSTRACT
This article focuses on the history of shipbuilding education in the Far
East and in particular the life and work of N.V. Barabanov and his
scientific school.

KEY WORDS: prof. N.V. Barabanov, scientific shipbuilders school,
Leningrad Shipbuilding Institute, Far East Polytechnic Institute (FEPI),
Far East National Technical University (FENTU), Candidate of
Technical Sciences

INTRODUCTION
In 1930 the technical faculty of GDU was allocated in independent
educational institution – Far East polytechnical institute (FEPI), and in
it at mechanical faculty the ship-building specialty [3] opened. The
basic special courses order V.P. Vologdin, P.K. Panteleev, D.A.
Matskevich, I.F. Voyevodin, etc.
Since 1931 when the first release took place, till 1939 36 ship builders
were let out. Despite rather high level of training of specialists, in 1935
the management of institute makes the decision to send for completion
of education of the students ship builders who have ended 4 courses in
Far East Polytechnical Institute (FEPI) , to the Leningrad Shipbuilding
Institute (LSI). In 1935–36 gg. to Leningrad there went about 30
people, and in December, 1936 the management of FEPI makes the
decision on closing of shipbuilding specialty.
The group of 12 students of the 3rd course who have successfully
handed over winter session, went to Leningrad. N.V. Barabanov was
one of twelve. In December 1939 January, 1940 all Far Easterners
successfully defended the thesis.
It became soon clear that the decision on closing of shipbuilding
specialty was wrong – the enterprises of the Far East were in great need
in experts, and in the fall of 1939 at mechanoenergy faculty of FEPI the
set on shipbuilding specialty was carried out, and the shipbuilding
faculty (KSF) was educated on January 9, 1940.
At insistance of the director of FEPI M.M. Chekalov for regular work
on KSF the graduate of LKI of 1940 N.V. Barabanov was distributed.
All his further life passed in FEPI (after FENTU). The only long break
for 4 years was connected with that the young engineer who had,
besides, the diploma of the navigator of long voyage, during the Great
Patriotic War 1941–45 g. I floated on the vessels DVMP transporting
strategic freights. However and in this hard time it didn't lose touch
with institute and, moreover, was engaged in the solution of problems
of shipbuilding education. In confirmation of it pertinently to bring the
text of the missive of the director of FEPI Chekalov M.M. into the
Soviet Consulate of the USA
No. 1-881
"14" of October, 1942.
To the Soviet Consul
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For passed nearly 40 years the situation changed radically: more than
35 pupils of N.V. Barabanov and their followers defended doctoral and
master's dissertations, having made the works an essential contribution to
development of shipbuilding science. They published hundreds scientific
articles, some monographs and textbooks, tens images are made.
In what the reasons of so rapid development, and what its features
consisted? Them, obviously, a little. It, first of all, the objective factors
connected with special geographical and climatic conditions of the Far
East pool and their variety, its huge territory, with specifics of work of
transport fleet in this area, and also with remoteness of the region from
the main centers of domestic shipbuilding, but with proximity of such
world leaders of this branch, as Japan and Korea. The subjective factors
caused by personal qualities of N.V. Barabanov, his almost sea
experience and specifics of that school of sciences to which passed its
formation as the scientist and the teacher aren't less essential also.
In 1950 N.V. Barabanov defended the master's dissertation on the
subject "Design of Designs Entirely Welded Vessels around Corners of
Rectangular Cuts in the Deck" executed on chair of construction
mechanics of the ship LKI under the direction of Yu.A. Shimansky,
since 1953 of the full member of Academy of Sciences of the USSR.
We will bring short, but Yu.A. Shimansky's given in work [2] very
capacious characteristic:
"For modern science (the book is published in 1978 – a comment of the
author) use various, sometimes very sophisticated mathematical
apparatus is characteristic, and quite often quality of scientific work is
estimated by quantity of the mathematical difficulties overcome in it. In
itself application of thin mathematical means can be welcomed only if,
however, not to forget that in engineering researches they have office
value and in any way aren't end in itself. It is necessary to consider as
a measure of quality of the theory of applied value achievement of the
necessary result by means of the elementary mathematical apparatus.
This truth is trivial, however it is often forgotten".
Unsurpassed ability to see simple in difficult was the main line of the
academician Yu.A. Shimansky as scientist. Having devoted the activity
to design and calculations of durability of the ships, it during half a
century had a great impact on development of domestic shipbuilding …
As a rule, Yu.A. Shimansky solved the most fundamental problems and
put them, showing profound knowledge of the current requirements of
shipbuilding. One tasks were simple, but statement demanded them big
practical vigilance, others, on the contrary – so difficult that their strict
theoretical statement was impossible. Then Yu.A. Shimansky went on
the way of resolute simplifications, seeking to keep only the main lines.
Yu.A. Shimansky's mathematical apparatus was modest. But it is very
precipitate to do the conclusion about theoretical insufficiency of its works.
It used the mathematical knowledge masterly, taking from them a set
interesting, almost important and always simple results …
Strikes with what accuracy N.V. Barabanov repeated the main lines of
the teacher, it which indisputable authority always unconditionally
recognized. But Yu.A school. Shimansky defined not only outlook of
its unik, but also, considerably, a circle of problems and questions of
shipbuilding to which subsequently it gave preference.
Here some them them [2].
In 1949 the separate book published work Yu.A. Shimansky "Design of
faltering communications of the ship case". In this work the general
approximate theory of deformation of faltering communications which
Yulian Aleksandrovich considered as the base necessary for the
subsequent laboratory and natural researches, urged to specify and
modify a technique of the corresponding engineering calculations is
developed. We will remind what exactly at this time N.V. Barabanov
under the leadership of Yu.A. Shimansky prepared the master's thesis
which is devoted to the solution of one of problems of the called
problem for protection. In the next years the considerable number of

works of professor Barabanov and works of his pupils, including
dissertation, is devoted to development of engineering calculation
procedures and design of various faltering communications of the ship case.
In the article "Tests of the Case of the Ship in Dock" (1945) Yu.A.
Shimansky proves the offers" about expediency of natural tests of
welded cases of head vessels for check of their durability and
identification of production or constructive defects. Main conclusion:
“It is possible to claim with full confidence that all known cases of
emergency damages of the case to severe navigation conditions,
incident owing to various construction defects and omissions, would be
prevented if cases of the head ships were in due time tested in dock.
This borrowed the teacher, tendency to natural tests of the ship designs,
multiplied on personal sea honey agarics, was all life a deep belief of
N.V. Barabanov who considered that only at natural tests in real storm
conditions it is possible to receive reliable information about durability
and operational reliability of ship designs. As a result the staff of chair
of a design of courts executed tens flights on vessels of various types
and the invaluable information which has become the card of Far East
school of ship builders is received. These tests became an experimental
basis of a number of widely known works.
Yu.A. Shimansky's work "Calculation of durability of the gliding
boats" (1946) also, probably, had essential impact on the width of
scientific interests of N.V. Barabanov. We will cite this work:
"The bow extremity of the boat, differing big disorder of frames and a
flat form of formation of the bottom, appears over water and is affected
by big efforts from blow of waves; as these efforts have the directions,
close to vertical, they can be dangerous not only for the local durability
of the boat, but also for the general longitudinal durability. Bottom blows
about water can be so big and sharp that in certain cases they limit the
possible greatest speed of the boat at this condition of the sea".
According to own stories in time of "fiery flights" these phenomena were
observed by the navigator Barabanov and on water-displacing vessels at a
course in a ballast, despite their tikhokhodnost. With growth of speeds of
new vessels, especially at a fodder arrangement of an engine room, the
problem of blows about water at water-displacing vessels rose in full
growth. Numerous and very serious damages of nasal bottom overlappings
and onboard overlappings with big disorder of boards (bottom and an
onboard sleming) were observed. Studying of this phenomenon with the
subsequent development of practical recommendations about
modernization and a reinforcement of damaged designs became a subject of
long-term and numerous researches, mostly in the course of the natural
experiments which initiator there was professor Barabanov.
It should be noted one more line of the scientist N. V. Barabanov which
is obvious, to it it was peculiar initially, and it was finally approved
under the influence of Yu.A. Shimansky, and subsequently it was
transferred to pupils is a studying and profound knowledge of pressing
needs of fleet. Again we will address to documents and we will give
excerpts from letters of captains of ships on which N. V. Barabanov
swam the navigator. Being qualified the engineer-ship builder, he
couldn't but see constructive shortcomings of vessels on which floated,
and took steps to their elimination. Here these documents:
To the director of Far East polytechnical institute of t. Tomsk.
The teacher of the institute of H.B. Reels entrusted to you, working on п
/ x "Dzhurm" on re-equipment and preparation of the vessel for capital
repairs, in view of a response institute I couldn't finish work.
The end of this work requires presence of t. Barabanova onboard the
vessel within two months. Parcel you t. Barabanova on п / x "Dzhurm",
and, therefore, and completion of work on reconstruction of the vessel,
will be the direct help to the operating Fleet and Army as the vessel
floating in military zones is unit of the operating Fleet for Institute.
Captain п / x "Dzhurm"
Nevsky
27 March, 1944.
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To the director of Far East polytechnical institute of t. Tomsk.
During two flights, which senior teacher of the institute of t entrusted to
you. H.B. reels I made by Soviet Latvia motor ship, it did a great job on
drawing up passport drawings and the calculations necessary at operation
of a vessel, and also the engineering design of an ice reinforcement with
production of necessary drawings, the project of re-equipment of premises
and a new radio cabin, the engineering design of partitions in
шельтердеке for ensuring floodability of a vessel was executed.
The part of works was executed during intertrip repair in America
under t supervision. Barabanova. The part of works on determination
of stability of a vessel in transit special deck freight because of a lack
of time wasn't finished, in communication with what I ask you to
prolong t holiday. Barabanova for the period of one flight.
The work performed by t. Barabanov represents a certain interest and
for the scientific organizations. Thus allow to express you gratitude for
that help which gives your institute, helping works of your employee to
vessels GUS DS.
Captain of the Soviet Latvia motor ship Shevchenko
November 20, 1944.
All follow-up activity of staff of chair of a design of the vessels headed
by professor N. V. Barabanov, was anyway connected with
modernization of the vessels which weren't corresponding to difficult
conditions of swimming in the Far East pool (frequent a storm, a heavy
ice situation, work in not equipped the portopunktakh). Thus all
researches were led up, as a rule, "to metal", and then the improved
designs were checked again in severe sea conditions.
Sources, the base and the main directions of development, some kind of
framework are that. Creation of school of sciences, especially in the
field of applied sciences, doesn't assume long-term detailed planning. It
is process creative, based on quickly changing essential tasks and,
therefore, in many respects spontaneous. Thus enormously the role of
the head, his intuition and scientific erudition increases.
What the school of sciences of professor N. V. Barabanov at the
beginning of the XXI century represents? In what directions it
developed, and what prospects of this development?
The analysis of some kind of "family tree" of school of sciences shows
that any theoretical and practical tasks were always subordinated to the
solution of one main strategic problem – to ensuring durability and
operational reliability of the vessels working in the Far East Basin. It is
natural that thus collecting and the analysis of damages of case designs
of the operated vessels was a basis of the solution of any tasks always.
There can be an impression about some narrowness of the solved tasks
oriented on one region. However their decision for the most rigid from all
points of view of conditions of swimming in northern part of the Pacific
Ocean and in east part of the Arctic seas in comparison with other navigable
regions of the World Ocean solved these problems and for any other pools,
i.e. for all fleet. At the same time, high scientific level, profound practical
knowledge of a subject and a theoretical maturity attached to performed
works general scientific significance to what numerous scientific publications
and links of authors of scientific works to them and textbooks in the field of
shipbuilding, participation in large, including the international conferences,
the publication in foreign editions testify.
The scope of the numerous executed researches can be determined by
several directions:
1. Problems of durability of faltering communications as a part of the
vessel case.
2. Some questions of technology of ship repair.
3. Problems of external forces operating on the vessel case: wave
loadings, shock loadings from a sleming, ice loadings and loadings
when moorings in the sea a board about a board.
4. Limit durability of ship overlappings taking into account plastic
deformations.

5. Questions of design and designing of timber carrying vessels.
6. Problems of vibration of ship designs.
This list is made not by number of the works performed on this or that
subject and not on their importance since at a certain stage each of them
had priority value. Here the chronology concerning time when the
immediate essential task was set for research team is rather observed.
Further, without analyzing a set of publications, we will stop only at
dissertation works of scientists of school of N. V. Barabanov, as
summing up the result of some period of their scientific activity.
E.K. Borisov (1968) was the first pupil of professor Barabanov who
defended the master's thesis. Its work is devoted to participation of
superstructural designs (a falshborta and the cabin) in the general bend
of the case; the analysis of nature of their interaction with the case was
made and recommendations about their rational design are made. Other
dissertation work "Research of work of trunks of oil vessels" protected
by Yu.N. Pavlyuchenko (1969) is connected with the same type of
faltering communications (superstructural designs). Rational design of
faltering communications, in particular, of false boards, but in aspect,
mainly, of their local durability at perception of loadings from deck
freight of the wood, concerned in the dissertation works A.I. Yushin
(1975) and Yu.G. Rybalkin (1981).
L.I. Chekhranova's master's thesis (1986) became the latest work
directed on improvement of superstructural designs, in particular, on
design of mobile connections on the ends of false boards and cabins,
reducing level of concentration of tension in these areas. In this work
one more important issue – a problem of the rigid points, permanently
bringing to damages of waterproof designs and their expensive repair is
touched. In particular, the rigid points formed by crossing of a front
wall of the long cabin and a wall of a carling through a leaf of a
flooring of the deck are considered. On the basis of the analysis the
constructive action consisting in performance in a wall of a carling of
mobile connection like cut which solved a problem of damages to it
and structurally similar regions of the ship case is developed.
Emergence of rigid points is in essence connected with the wrong
design of knot of crossing of two faltering communications, for
example, a platform and a longitudinal partition or described above.
Thus there is the "knife" support initiating huge level of tension and
inevitable damages of these and adjacent designs. A.G. Chesnokov's
(1987) thesis in which on the basis of the analysis with use of
numerical methods a number of constructive actions for elimination of
the reasons of damages, i.e., in effect, the most rigid point is offered is
devoted to a problem of rigid points.
In this description of the works devoted to faltering communications,
the chronology is a little broken, but for the only purpose at once to
consider all researches connected with one kind of it like designs.
Coming back in 1970 we will address to the thesis of I.M. Chibiryak
who already, being candidate of technical sciences, I gave help in
quality of the consultant L.I. Chekhranova and A.G. Chesnokova
during their work on theses. Subject of its work: "Research of
durability of the case of a vessel at some types of its repair". Here again
Yu.A school influence affected. Shimansky. In 1954 its article
"Conditions of the Correct Production of Repair and Completion of the
Case of the Ship" in which the residual repair tension arising at
replacement of big sites of a covering наплаву or in dock is considered
was published. Using Yu.A. Shimansky's ideas, I.M. Chibiryak on the
basis of the theory of compound cores of A.R. Rzhanitsyn executed
research and made a number of important conclusions concerning
decrease in level of repair tension. Strictly speaking, the situation
which arises when performing big cuts in a ship covering, falls under
concept of faltering communications. At tea leaves of cuts faltering
communication formally disappears, but the residual tension provoked
by similar technological operation in the local region of the case of the
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ship, especially around corners of the former cut, continue to imitate
faltering communication with all that it implies. In this aspect also it is
necessary to consider this work, though with a bias towards technology
of ship repair.
There was also one more earlier work of purely technological
orientation protected in 1968. It is the thesis of the head of the
department of welding which supervised disciplines of a production
cycle, V.I. Isachenko on the subject "Researches of Laws of
Distribution of External Loadings on Designs and the Bases Two-story
Slipa when Lifting Sea Vessels". In this work large volume of natural
experiments is carried out, but it on subject drops out of a circle of the
questions, traditionally being solved pupils N. V. Barabanov though it
is original and interesting to these a little. Further seriously, perhaps,
only V. T. Lutsenko in the candidate and, especially, doctor's theses
which teaching activity also long time was connected with welding
chair dealt with issues of technology of ship repair.
The following series of works is devoted to research of faltering
communications of type of plates of variable width, mainly, plates with
squared cuts. Chronologically V. V. Novikov's thesis (1971) on the
subject "Research of Concentration of Tension around Onboard
Openings" was the first of them. Work considerably theoretical, is
devoted to research of concentration of tension in corners onboard
лацпортов. The technique of determination of the maximum
concentration of tension is developed at various ratios of the amount of
cuts, and some recommendations about their reinforcement are made.
V.A. Okishev's thesis (1972) is devoted to specification of methods of
research of concentration of tension in corners of hatches and had
academic character. In very matematizirovanny work the numerical
method of conformal transformation and algorithm of its machine
realization are received. On their basis direct and return tasks of the
theory of elasticity about a tension on a contour of rectangular cut are
solved and the optimum form of interface of its parties is as a result
received. The developed mathematical methods were used in a number of
works of a similar orientation and, in particular, in G. P. Turmov's works
(1974) and G.T. Casanova (1975) which were advised by V.A. Okishev.
The master's thesis of G.P. Turmov is devoted to research of questions
of design of the best from the point of view of concentration of tension
of a form of faltering communications like plate of variable width
(regions of the ends of superstructures, the knichnykh, welded butt and
the tavrovykh of connections) with an exit to practical use of the
received results.
G.T. Kazanov, continuing works on research of concentration of
tension on edges of cuts in deck and onboard overlappings, complicates
a task attempt to consider simultaneous action of the bending moments
in two planes and the twisting moment. Important that in this work,
perhaps, in the first of the similar works performed on chair of a design
of vessels the method of final elements is applied to the analysis of a
tension of overlappings with cuts.
V.I. Laktyunkin's (1982) work which was advised by Cand.Tech.Sci.
Novikov V. V., generalized theoretical researches of predecessors,
being their logical end. In it the engineering technique of design of
onboard and deck and onboard cuts and their reinforcements by means
of the sheets thickened the vvarnykh is developed.
The problem of external forces marked above in point 3, in pure form
in dissertation works of school of N.V. Barabanov never was solved, at
least because is a prerogative of construction mechanics of the ship,
and the vast majority of works was represented to protection in the
specialty 05.08.03 (earlier 222) – design and designs of vessels. The
exception is made by A.M thesis. Zakharova (consultant N.A. Ivanov)
who is devoted to this problem and was protected on construction
mechanics of the ship. However about it later. At everything thus,
practically any work didn't disregard this problem. Thus many,

auxiliary at first sight, researches have fundamental value. Especially
brightly it was shown in a series of the works devoted to limit
durability of ship overlappings.
From nine works of this direction three, chronologically the first, it is
possible to consider as fundamental. G.P. Shemendyuk's work (1973)
"Durability research ship a set with cuts", devoted, mainly, to the limit
durability of the most damaged nasal bottom overlappings taking into
account plastic deformations and stability loss was the first of them.
Extensive theoretical researches of behavior of plates with the
supported and not supported cuts are executed at different types of a
tension. Tests of semi-natural models of flor are carried out at characteristic
for them to shift loading. The conclusions received in work were used
during the developing and justification of provisions of the industry
standard "A set ship around sharp change of sections, breaks of an axis,
nodal connections and cuts. Norms and rules of design".
N.A. Ivanov's thesis (1974) on the subject "External Loadings and
Principles of Designing of Nasal Bottom Overlappings" was the
second, production work. Along with practical constructive
recommendations about ensuring durability of bottom overlappings, the
main achievement of this work there were researches of pressure
operating on nasal bottom overlappings at a sleming. In science
Nikolay Aleksandrovich devoted almost all the life to detailed studying
of this phenomenon. Two stands were specially made. On one of them,
laboratory, models of plates were dumped on a water surface in the
pool from height of 2–3 meters. Another, for test of natural plates,
represented a difficult engineering construction, and was established in
the laboratory yard. Dumping of plates on a water surface from height
about 10 meters allowed to imitate the phenomena occurring in natural
conditions. Thus for measurement of speeds, accelerations, pressure
and visual supervision the equipment, including sensors of pressure of
own design, best adapted for parameters of measured processes was
used unique and the most perfect the then. However the most valuable
results were received in the course of numerous natural tests on vessels
of various types. The conducted researches allowed to receive results
fundamental in fact on level of pressure at bottom blow about water,
extent of their localization, speed of change of impulses and some
other. N. A. Ivanov's works gained wide recognition and not only
among ship builders. Under the contract with TsAGI it conducted
researches of durability of designs of a fuselage of planes at a crash
landing on water.
After protection of the master's thesis N.A. Ivanov created the sea
range on the water area of Amur Bay. Here the self-propelled,
autonomous model of the Kamchatka Mountains refrigerator made on
the scale of 1:15 and with a displacement of 4,77 t having length of
9,34 m was tested. When ensuring geometrical and dynamic similarity
systematic researches of the wave moments and pressure operating on
ship designs were conducted. Already on the basis of these researches
N. A. Ivanov's pupil the employee of chair of a design of vessels S. V.
Kalenchuk defended in 1999 the dissertation on the subject
"Zalivayemost Nasal Extremity and Principles of Design of Deck
Designs". Unfortunately, Nikolay Aleksandrovich early died, and his
many plans while remained incomplete.
To researches of durability of onboard overlappings of fishery vessels
which receive serious damages when moorings in the sea a board about
the board, being specific feature of their operation, devoted S.S.
Malakhov's work (1975). Again considerable part of work is devoted to
research of the external forces operating on onboard overlappings of
vessels which were moored to each other, and methods of their
definition are proved. The way of an assessment of bearing ability of
the onboard overlappings perceiving loadings at moorings is offered,
and recommendations about their constructive registration are made.
Two more works are devoted to various aspects of ensuring durability
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of nasal bottom overlappings. In V.N. Bugakov's thesis (1982)
emphasis is put on optimization of options of a reinforcement of
designs of bottom overlappings on the basis of technical and economic
research; it is a question as of again projected designs, and
modernization damaged in use.
V.A. Kulesh's (1983) devoted to questions of limit durability of nasal
bottom overlappings the thesis, perceiving loadings at a sleming.
Taking into account the conducted theoretical and pilot researches on
the basis of a kinematic method of the theory of limit balance the
method of calculation of these overlappings is developed. Simple
settlement dependences for determination of parameters of their
constructive elements are received. Continuation of works on this
subject came to the end with protection of the doctoral dissertation, in
the course of work over which V.A. Kulesh's two pupils defended
master's dissertations.
Yu.F. Litvinov's (1986) work in which V.A. Kulesh took part in quality
of the consultant, is devoted to research of durability of designs of a
nasal extremity of vessels of ice swimming. Dependences for
settlement design of these designs are received and recommendations
about their rational registration are made.
A.A. Aleksyuk's (1997) later work in which V.A. Kulesh acted as one
of heads, is devoted to development of algorithms and programs for the
automated assessment of technical condition of cases of vessels and
justification of techniques of a reinforcement worn-out – the deformed
designs. It already is in the course of modern scientific addictions of the
head of work.
The last, but not on value and not on chronology, work of this cycle
which feature consists in a certain technological orientation, V. T.
Lutsenko's master's thesis (1985) is. In it the richest statistical material
on damages and wear in use various designs of cases of vessels is built,
speeds of their wear are investigated. Various aspects of the
organization and technology of recovery repairs are considered.
Recommendations about ensuring reliability of the deformed designs
are developed.
The problem of rational design of designs of timber carrying vessels
and, as a result, increase of their provozosposobnost was one more
problem with which within about 20 years the staff of chair of a design of
vessels dealt. A.I. Yushin's thesis (1975) "The principles of design of
designs of fastening of deck freight on sea timber carrying vessels" was
the first work within this problem. The problem definition was caused by
a large number of serious failures of the timber carrying vessels
connected with dumping of deck freight of the wood in storm conditions
that directly threatened with death of the vessel. On the basis of
theoretical and experimental researches, including, in the course of
natural tests, the method of definition of the efforts operating on a design
of fastening of deck freight was developed and the principles of their
design and calculation are proved. For the first time in domestic practice
metal racks (stenzela) for formation and fastening of a deck caravan of
the wood are introduced. Results of work formed the basis of the industry
standards "Stenzeli the Metal" and "Falshborta of sea vessels". Use of
new progressive designs of fastening of deck freight allowed to increase
economic efficiency of timber carrying vessels significantly.
In Yu.G. Rybalkin's work (1981) principles of calculation and design of
designs of timber carrying vessels are brought to level of engineering
techniques what required large volume of additional theoretical and
pilot studies. Yu.G. Rybalkin, long time heading laboratory of
Durability and operational reliability of ship designs at chair of a design
of vessels, as a part of crews of various vessels timber carrying vessels
made natural experiments when transporting forest freights. It resolved
some general issues of design of sea timber carrying vessels, separate
aspects of use of vessels of the mixed swimming are developed when
shipping wood between the ports of Primorye and Khabarovsk territory

and Japan, researches on introduction of system of package
transportations of forest products in the Far East pool are executed. By
results of researches in 1086 in a co-authorship with N. V. Barabanov
the book "Features of Design of Designs of Sea Timber Carrying
Vessels" is published.
K.V. Gribov's (1994) thesis in which Yu.G. Rybalkin acted as one of
heads, is devoted to features of calculation and design of deck designs
of timber carrying vessels. In this work which is logical continuation
first two, are mentioned, except other, questions of durability and
stability of coamings of hatches and deck overlappings.
There are three more works which at first sight thematically aren't
connected with other works of school of N. V. Barabanov. These are
A.M theses. Zakharova (1980) "Hydrodynamic pressure from the
rowing screw and their impact on the vessel case", S. A. Khudyakova
"Ensuring vibration resistance of mechanisms, the equipment and case
designs in engine rooms of motor ships" both A.P. Anosova "Design
and modernization of thin-walled ship overlappings taking into account
vibration fatigue".
The first of them is devoted to a problem of external forces and
protected in the specialty 05.08.02 – construction mechanics of the
ship, the second – to questions of vibration and is protected in the
specialty 05.08.05 – ship power installations and their elements that
speaks not only specialty by training, but also S. A. Khudyakov's
scientific attachments, the third is considerably focused on a problem of
cyclic durability staly that is connected, probably, with A.P. Anosov's
long work on chair of resistance of materials (later – mechanics of a
deformable solid body) FENTU.
Despite seeming heterogeneity, in these three works there is a uniform
binding beginning – vibration of ship designs:
- in A.M work. Zakharova hydrodynamic pressure from screw blades on a
case design in a fodder cornice are considered as a vibration source;
- considering the main engine as the main source of vibration on a
vessel, and estimating a dynamic condition of system "main diesel
bottom", S. A. Khudyakov developed a number of measures for
prevention of resonant fluctuations of mechanisms, the equipment and
case designs;
- in A.P. Anosov's work on the basis of the thermodynamic theory of
fatigue questions of cyclic durability of the ship designs subject to
vibration are investigated.
Thus, the considered researches can be referred to one direction
connected with a problem of vibration resistance of ship mechanisms
and designs.
Here it is possible to draw the line which is summing up the result and
opening the new stage connected with a quantum leap in development
of school of sciences of N. V. Barabanov – protection of doctoral
dissertations by his pupils. From this point sharp expansion of a circle
of scientific interests since protection of doctoral dissertations, even by
formal criteria, assumes the solution of an important scientific and
technical problem or emergence of the new scientific direction begins.
Now N. V. Barabanov's 6 pupils defended doctoral dissertations, some
of which have nothing in common with a perspective of master's
theses; there were new ideas and the new scientific directions. We will
provide their short review.
The first doctoral dissertation was defended by G. P. Turmov (1987), at
that time the deputy chief of TOVVMU of atm. S. O. Makarova on
scientific work. Work was protected in Leningrad in VMU of F.
Dzerzhinsky on the closed subject.
V.A. Kulesh's (1998) doctoral dissertation, developing ideas of his
master's thesis, it is devoted to the solution of several main objectives:
to development of applied methods of calculation of designs in the field
of big plastic deformations taking into account corrosion; to
improvement on this basis of techniques of settlement design and
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examination of designs in regions of extreme loadings; to development
of the concept and the scheme of formation of the unified computer bank of
defects and technical condition of cases of being operated vessels (A.A.
Aleksyuk's master's thesis is executed under the leadership of V.A. Kulesh
in the same context); to development of the system of an operating control
and management of reliability of cases of vessels.
"Development of design-technology solutions of ensuring reliability of
elements of underwater part of vessels" – is so formulated a subject of
the doctoral dissertation of V. T. Lutsenko (2000) which was executed
and defended on a joint of two specialties: 05.08.03 – design and
designs of vessels and 05.08.04 – technology of shipbuilding, ship
repair and the organization of ship-building production. Work is logical
continuation of the master's thesis at more sweeping generalization on
the basis of additional statistical material. Results of work are extended
to elements of a propulsion complex. Bases of techniques of the
forecast are developed and the expected costs of repair of a number of
projects are calculated, and also possibility of extension of service life
of the operated vessels without repair of case designs due to
improvement of quality of an assessment and the forecast of technical
condition of vessels is proved. All researches provide achievement of a
main goal – increase of efficiency of operation of vessels and work of
the ship-repair enterprises.
In the work "An assessment of a resource of ship designs in the
conditions of cyclic loading" A.P. Anosov (2001) also continues the
researches begun in the master's thesis. In the doctoral dissertation the
scientific and technical problem having important applied value – on
the basis of the thermodynamic concept of fatigue theoretically is
solved and criteria of fatigue durability ship-building staly are
experimentally proved and developed for settlement design of ship
designs taking into account a type of a tension, and also the technique
of a settlement assessment of fatigue damage of knots of ship designs
and their resource is created.
After protection in 1969 of the master's thesis of Yu.N. Pavlyuchenko
approximately within 10 years I continued to deal with problems of
durability of case designs of tankers, however from the middle of the
70th years the new direction of its scientific aspirations – architecture
of vessels was outlined. The big and laborious work on this perspective
which found reflection in nearly 80 books and scientific articles came
to the end the sewn-up doctoral dissertation (2002) on the subject
"Development of Architecture of Vessels", executed in the specialty
07.00.10 – history of science and equipment on technical science.
Earlier, in 1993, Yu.N. Pavlyuchenko awarded an academic degree of
the doctor of transport on similar subject.
And one more work which is especially convincingly confirming
opinion on universality of shipbuilding education is E.K. Borisov's
(2002) thesis, first " received a Candidate of Technical Sciences" in
1968 of the pupil professor N. V. Barabanov, on competition of an
academic degree of the Doctor of Engineering in the specialty 05.26.02
– safety in emergency situations (construction, transport, the oil and gas
industry). A subject of its thesis "Safety of the buildings located in a
zone of seismic action of industrial explosions". Within 25 years in the
practical activities E.K. Borisov was engaged in pilot studies of seismic
stability of various constructions, being one of the largest experts in
this area in the Far East region, working thus as the head of the
department of resistance of materials and the dean of seaworthy faculty
of Dalrybvtuz.

Doctors of Engineering G. P. Turmov, V.A. Kulesh, A.P. Anosov,
Yu.N. Pavlyuchenko, E.K. Borisov direct postgraduate studies and
therefore there was also the following generation of the qualified
scientific shots. I.A. Vorontsov (2001) – the graduate student V.A.
Kulesha defended the master's dissertation. There were Candidates of
Technical Sciences on equipment stories Yu.N. Pavlyuchenko's pupils:
O. D. Ovcharov (1999), I.M. Solomakhina (2002), S. M. Smirnov
(2003). Professor G. P. Turmov was the scientific consultant by
preparation of doctoral dissertations V. T. Lutsenko (2000) and E.N.
Minayeva.
Representatives of school of sciences of professor N. V. Barabanov
successfully work in shipbuilding education, in the research and design
organizations, at the ship-repair enterprises and in shipping companies.
Since 1991 G.P. Turmov, V.T. Lutsenko – the Chief scientific secretary
of FENTU directs Far East state technical university, as professors and
associate professors of the FENTU Sea institute works N.V.
Barabanov's 9 pupils. K.V. Gribov – the FENTU branch director in
Nakhodka. The sea engineering company is headed by Yu.G. Rybalkin.
Laboratory of Technical operation of fleet at chair of a design of
vessels of the FENTU Sea institute V.A. Kulesh directs. The technical
director of the large shipping company, one of which vessels bears the
name "Professor Barabanov", V. N. Bugakov works.
Summarizing, it is possible to tell that the school of sciences of N.V.
Barabanov is in a blossoming and development stage and with
optimism looks forward. And though her founder isn't present with us,
but traditions of his school are live.
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CONCLUSIONS
Now prepare for protection doctoral dissertations of L.I. Chekhranov (the
associate professor of a design of vessels FENTU) and S. A. Khudyakov (the
associate professor of MSU of atm. G. I. Nevelsky).
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